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Preface: “History As It Happens”

This book recounts events that at the time of its appearance are still in full swing – events
around the struggle for the life and freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal that by now has been going
on for more than a quarter century.
It was in 1990 in Berlin that I first heard of a political prisoner in the U.S.A. by the name of
Mumia Abu-Jamal who was not just behind bars but threatened by the death penalty, just as
Angela Davis had been two decades before. I then lost sight of the matter pretty quickly until
Abu-Jamal’s lawyer at the time, Leonard Weinglass, spoke at a big rally in Heidelberg in
September 1997 and talked extensively and in shocking detail about the systematic rights violations his client had suffered.
From that event, I carried home a mountain of scribbled notes and remarks that for the next
two years promptly disappeared in one of the giant paper stacks in my study. The next time I
came across Mumia Abu-Jamal was in the Summer of 1999 when I took part in a seminar on
the U.S. Civil Rights Movement where I gave a paper on “The Legacy of the Black Panther
Party.” In the course of my research, I discovered a terrible and terrifying part of that heritage: Many former members of the party had by then, based on flimsy evidence or condemned to disproportionately high sentences, spent many years in the supermax prisons of
the U.S.A. on account of crimes allegedly committed by them.
One of them was Mumia Abu-Jamal with his death sentence for allegedly killing as cop, and
this time, the development of events prevented him from again disappearing from my screen
since on October 13, 1999, the news was broadcast that the then Governor of Pennsylvania,
Tom Ridge, had for the second time signed an execution order against Abu-Jamal.
Since that time, I have stopped being simply a sympathizing but actually non-involved observer of the movement against the execution against the execution of Mumia Abu-Jamal and
for his freedom. In the expectation, held by most everybody then, that the next year would already be the decisive one in the case, I plunged myself into a multitude of activities and became part of the international movement described in the last chapters of this book.
But even though the year 2000 saw the zenith of the movement, the awaited decision did not
come. Right now, in Winter 2007, despite the well-documented human rights violations in his
case and accumulating evidence for his innocence Mumia Abu-Jamal is still incarcerated on
death row in the prison SCI Greene in the far Southwest of Pennsylvania.
In the meantime, the present book was written. Due to the vicissitudes of publication history, its
date of appearance couldn’t be better: As I write, all doubt has evaporated that Abu-Jamal’s case
v

has now actually entered its final phase which will decide whether he will be released, executed or
consigned to spend the rest of his life in prison. Last year already, prosecution and defense had
filed their last briefs before the 3rd Federal Appeals Court in Philadelphia, the highest judicial institution in this part of the country below the United States Supreme Court. A court hearing, and only
a couple of weeks or months from then a decision, can come at any moment now.
A German translation of the book has already appeared in October 2006; negotiations for an Italian edition are underway.
Stunningly, after so many years the case of Mumia Abu-Jamal still yields new, wholly unexpected aspects. Thus, in May 2006 I was able to track down new pictures from the scene of
the crime Abu-Jamal was convicted for and to have extensive conversations with the photographer, conversations that proved very instructive with regard to the events and that are in
part reproduced in the next-to-last chapter of the book.
May 2006 also saw the start of the shooting of the film In Prison My Whole Life directed by Marc
Evans and based on the present book. It will be shown on British, U.S., Italian and German TV.
At the same time, a new, revitalized movement for the life and freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal
is developing which finds its expression in numerous and very varied initiatives, reaching from
the stubborn day-to-day struggle of political activists to declarations of internationally renowned artists and intellectuals and the founding of new organizations against the death penalty
to the commitment of the representatives of various national parliaments.

The race against death has begun anew.

Michael Schiffmann
Heidelberg, January 29, 2007
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0. Introduction

In the early morning hours of December 9, 1981, a police officer by the name of Daniel Faulkner
was shot and killed in the Center City area of Philadelphia. Found near Faulkner, who was lying in
a pool of blood from a shot in the nose slightly beneath his left eye, was the locally well-known
radical black radio journalist Mumia Abu-Jamal, who had also been shot and critically wounded.
Abu-Jamal was arrested, indicted for murder and, in the following summer, sentenced to death in a
trial that was described by prosecutor Arlene Fisk as “one of the most famous murder trials in the
City of Philadelphia.”1 For the larger part of the general public, the news about his conviction was
the last thing that was heard of him for a long while. He has spent his life in prison ever since.
Later on, however, the case of the black American death row prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal has
galvanized an international movement that has, at times, spanned the globe in such varied
countries and locations as Germany, France, Spain, Ireland, Croatia, South Africa, Antarctica,
and others. But what enabled such a world-wide movement was of course the fact that at its
core were activists in many dozens of cities, universities, and unions in the United States itself. Their activities brought such popularity and fame to the case that it was hardly an exaggeration when, at the end of the year 2000, Abu-Jamal’s biographer Terry Bisson described
him as “the world’s most famous political prisoner since Nelson Mandela.”2
Beginning in the early 1990s, a broad spectrum of political forces in the U.S.A. had rallied
behind the demand to stop the execution of Abu-Jamal and to grant him a new trial. Indeed,
the case had begun to take on a political and moral dimension of its own. The remarks of the
well-known actor and civil rights veteran Ossie Davis on Abu-Jamal were not untypical for
the feelings of many people drawn towards and into the movement: “Every generation has its
own moral assignment: Ours is to save the life of Mumia Abu-Jamal.”3
What were the reasons behind sweeping comments such as this one, and how was it that the
case of a single prisoner, and one with an African/Arabian name at that, could attract the support of so many people? What were the political and social issues around which this particular
case revolved and continues to revolve? What are the contending forces that are pitted against
each other in the struggle for and against the life and freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal?
A sample of statements by liberal and leftist activists and celebrities on Abu-Jamal that was
published by the American monthly Z-Magazine on its website under the title “Brief Com-

1

Protocol of Abu-Jamal’s hearings according to the Post-Conviction Relief Act (PCRAH), August 9, 1995, p. 172.
Terry Bisson, On a Move. The Story of Mumia Abu-Jamal (New York: litmus books, 2000), p. 2.
3
Quoted after “The Battle for Mumia and the Attack on the Black Community,” Revolutionary Worker (henceforth RW) No 1014, July 18, 1999. For this article as well as other RW articles, see http://www.rwor.org.
2

1

ments on the Case of Mumia Abu-Jamal” provides useful hints for answering these questions.4 Among those stating their positions were the famous American Indian prisoner Leonard Peltier, the feminist author and poet Adrienne Rich, economist Edward S. Herman, media analyst Norman Solomon, actor Michael Farrell, Z-Magazine editor Michael Albert, the
well-known radical historian Howard Zinn and others. Their answers are probably best summarized in the four-sentence statement given by political scientist Stephen R. Shalom:

Why should WE care about Mumia? Because his case represents a decisive contest in the struggles against the death penalty, racism, police brutality, and police-state frame-ups. Because
Mumia is an eloquent voice for the left and a more just world, and a beautiful human being.
Why should THEY care about Mumia? Because his case represents a decisive contest in the
struggles against the death penalty, racism, police brutality, and police-state frame-ups. Because
Mumia is an eloquent voice for the left and a more just world, and a beautiful human being.5
This book tries to shed light on some of the reasons that have served to spark and make possible
this unusually intense and broad movement. In the process, it will become clearer who “WE,”
the forces fighting for the life and freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal, are and what issues and positions they stand for. Since we are dealing with a resistance movement explicitly directed against
“the death penalty, racism, police brutality, and police-state frame-ups,” it is also indispensable
to talk about “THEM” – those who want to execute Abu-Jamal – and what they stand for. And it
will turn out that, politically and socially, they are by and large the same forces that Abu-Jamal
fought against in his work as a journalist and social activist before his arrest.
Moreover, Abu-Jamal’s case is closely connected to some themes that strike at the heart of the
interpretation of democracy in general and U.S. democracy in particular. The struggle over
Abu-Jamal brings into conflict two interpretations of democracy which are both deeply rooted
in the American tradition, yet radically different from each other.
But let us start out by looking at the basic facts. Mumia Abu-Jamal has formally been under
an active death sentence since May 25, 1983. He has been incarcerated since his arrest in the
early morning hours of December 9, 1981. He was found guilty of having murdered a police
officer in a trial that was described as having “failed the minimal international standards of
justice” by the renowned human rights organization Amnesty International.6
On the face of it, the case of Abu-Jamal and the publicity it generates thus has to do with three
simple issues:

4

See http://www.zmag.org/Crises/CurEvts/Mumia/Mumiacomments.htm.
Ibid.
6
See amnesty international, A Life in the Balance: The Case of Mumia Abu-Jamal (London: ai, 2000).
5
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•
•
•

the death penalty, that is, the power of the state to kill its own citizens,
the phenomenon of mass incarceration that has been increasing exponentially in the
U.S.A. since the end of the sixties and then again with renewed force since the onset of the
eighties, or in other words, the power of the state to coerce,
the problem of the endemic general malfeasance and corruption in the American
criminal justice system, a corruption that, once a person is inside the grinding wheels
of the system, involves not only the prosecution but also the courts, and is a decisive
contribution to the punitive approach that has lead to mass imprisonment and the renewed and intensified use of the death penalty since 1976.7

That the state should have such powers stands in stark contradiction to a “democracy of the
people” as it is understood in widely held interpretations of the American democratic tradition
and the U.S. constitution. These issues are hotly debated and contested in the U.S.A. even
outside of solidarity movements for what supporters claim are “political prisoners” like AbuJamal or Leonard Peltier. Moreover, these themes don’t stand alone as isolated phenomena. A
closer look shows very quickly that much more is involved, namely the dimensions of
•

race,

•

class,

•

and politics.

In the course of this book, we will see that in the case of Mumia Abu-Jamal the first three
themes are inextricably intermingled with and inseparable from these latter three categories.
Even a superficial inspection of the three themes having to do with the U.S. criminal justice system immediately leads to a particular point without which discussing them would be like talking
about Hamlet without mentioning the Prince of Denmark. Mumia Abu-Jamal is black, and thus,
the point that, to a large extent at least, unifies the three issues that I mentioned first is race.
Today, almost half of the 3373 men and women on death row in the United States are
black,8 while African Americans represent only 12 percent of the general population. Almost half of the well over two million inmates of the prisons and jails in the U.S.A. are

7

On this corruption and the punitive approach that is one of its driving factors, see Loïc Wacquant, Elend hinter Gittern
(Konstanz: UVK, 2000), Loïc Wacquant, “Penal ‘common sense’ comes to Europe,” Le Monde Diplomatique (English
edition), April 1999, and more recently, Loïc Wacquant, Deadly Symbiosis. Race and the Rise of Neoliberal Penality
(Cambridge: Polity Press 2006). On judicial corruption in death penalty cases, see Barry Scheck, Peter Neufeld, and Jim
Dwyer, Actual Innocence. Five Days to Execution, and Other Dispatches from the Wrongly Convicted (New York: Doubleday, 2000) and Michael L. Radelet, Hugo Adam Bedau, and Constance E. Putnam, In Spite of Innocence. The Ordeal
of 400 Americans Wrongly Convicted of Crimes Punishable by Death (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1992).
8
Death Penalty Information Center, http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/dpicrace.html. Of those on death row, 1411
(41,7 %) are black, 1531 (45,5 %) white, and 431 (12,7 %) Hispanic, Asian or other. These data are from January
2006. In 2003, the aggregate number of death row prisoners reached its peak since 1976 (3697) and has been declining since then (by 326 until 2006), for the first time in 27 years.
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black.9 At the same time, statistics show that blacks are vastly underrepresented in juries
that try felonies, especially capital cases, and that they are also vastly underrepresented in
the judicial apparatus itself.10
A further point that largely, but not completely, overlaps with the aspect of race is the question of class. It is certainly no accident that it is Abu-Jamal – who at the time of his arrest
worked nightshifts as a taxi driver to supplement his meager income as a radio freelancer –
who is on death row, and not sports and TV star O. J. Simpson, despite the fact that the latter
was accused of a grisly double murder and a significant amount of evidence spoke against
him. That the death penalty, growing incarceration, as well as civil rights violations committed by the state are disproportionately directed against the lower strata of society, primarily
against the poor, has been documented beyond a reasonable doubt.11
But important as the issues of race and class certainly are, they still do not answer the question:
Why was a broad mass movement formed around Abu-Jamal, and not some other death row prisoner who is also black and poor? At this point, the political views and the political stance of AbuJamal must be factored in, before as well as after his arrest. Abu-Jamal is not simply an indigent
black person that his supporters claim was subjected to unfair and unjust treatment by an increasingly punitive judicial machine, but he understands himself, and is understood by others, as a black
radical, a person who fights for a radical change of the socio-economic system in the U.S.A. towards racial and social equality for all.12 Born in 1954, he was 27 at the time of his arrest and had,
at that young age, already spent half of his life engaged in the turmoil of the political and racial
struggles in the United States. Moreover, at Abu-Jamal’s murder trial the prosecutor used the political convictions of the defendant as an important argument for the necessity of a death sentence.
Seen from that angle, the prominence his criminal case has acquired is in large part due to the
fact that, over the years, the man and the case have become a symbol for these struggles.
9

Depending on the source, the aggregate number given for the present prison population in the US varies considerably. The U.S. Department of Justice gave a number of 1,950,000 for the year 2001, other sources numbers
as high as 2,1 million. The “Bureau of Justice Statistics Bulletin: Prisoners 2004” released by the U.S. Department of
Justice gives a number of 2,267,787 for December 31, 2004 (see http://www.csdp.org/research/p04.pdf, p. 1). Based
on U.S. Census Bureau data, a Human Rights Watch Press Backgrounder, February 22, 2002, concluded that
blacks constituted 43,7 percent of the prison population.
10
For under-representation of blacks in juries in capital cases, see chapter 6. Documentation for the under-representation
of blacks as prosecutors, especially in death penalty cases, can be found on the website of the Death Penalty Information
Center (DPIC). Of the 1838 District Attorneys (the only prosecutors who are entitled to prosecute capital cases) in the
U.S.A., only 22 are black. Richard C. Dieter, Executive Director of the DPIC, “The Death Penalty in Black and White:
Who Lives, Who Dies, Who Decides,” July 1998. See the website http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/racerpt.html.
11
An exhaustive discussion of the matter can be found in Christian Parenti: Lockdown America. Police and
Prisons in the Age of Crisis (London: Verso, 1999). See also Loïc Wacquant, “Imprisoning the American Poor,”
Le Monde Diplomatique (English edition), July 1998.
12
In an interview for a documentary by the legal defense organization Partisan Defense Committee in 1990, Abu Jamal
said: “I am […] still a revolutionary journalist. […] I fight against my death sentence, I fight for my life, and I fight for
the revolution in America.” Film by the Partisan Defense Committee, “The Case of Mumia Abu-Jamal,” 1990.
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The case of Mumia Abu-Jamal thus primarily revolves around this: first, the question of how much
power should be given to the state in relation to its citizens, second, the question of equality, racial
as well as social, and third, the struggle for emancipation from conditions that are perceived as oppressive. These themes are closely connected to the above-mentioned conflicting traditions within
democracy in the U.S.A., a conflict that goes as far back as the American revolution. The Declaration of Independence, the American Constitution, and the Bill of Rights all proclaimed grand principles aimed at liberty and justice for the citizens of the new state, but in fact, the framers of these
documents were well aware of the fact that they were designing a democracy of the few. In one of
the articles later collected as the Federalist Papers and devoted to the discussion of the constitution,
James Madison mentioned the “unequal distribution of property” as a primary reason for the adoption of federalism, since a federation of the then 13 states would stifle the formation of what he
called a “majority faction.” In a federation, the influence of the leaders of such a faction “may kindle
a flame within their particular States, but will be unable to spread a general conflagration through
the other States.” The conflagration that he so feared was “a rage for […] an abolition of debts, for
an equal distribution of property, or for any other improper or wicked object.”13
Madison also held that a new constitution should establish checks and balances so “as to protect the minority of the opulent against the majority,” which is why “our government” must
seek ways “to secure the permanent interests of the country against innovation,”14 in other
words, the interest of the opulent minority elite in the status quo. A corollary of this goal was
the principle that the majority should not have too much of a hand in the government of the
state. In the same vein, one of the authors of the Federalist Papers elaborated further on the
necessity to protect the country against innovations by the introduction of a Senate: “I shall
not scruple to add that such an institution may be sometimes necessary as a defense to the
people against their own temporary errors and delusions,” because

In these critical moments, how salutary will be the interference of some temperate and respectable body of citizens in order to check the misguided career, and to suspend the blow
meditated by the people against themselves, until reason, justice, and truth can regain their
authority over the public mind?15
On the other end of the political spectrum, there were those forces that held that “liberty and
justice” must truly be for all, that is, the radical-democratic current of the revolution that fought
13

Quoted in Howard Zinn, Declarations of Independence. Cross-examining American Ideology (New York:
HarperCollins, 1990), p. 152.
14
Quoted in Noam Chomsky, Perspectives on Power. Reflections on Human Nature and the Social Order
(Montreal: Black Rose Books, 1996), p. 117.
15
In Zinn, Declarations, p. 235. It is not clear whether the author is James Madison or Alexander Hamilton.
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for a democracy “of the people, for the people, and by the people.” For this current, any exclusion from democratic rights and from protective rights against an oppressive state power on the
basis of class or other, comparable reasons was intolerable. During a second constitutional convention that was held in Philadelphia 183 years after the first, one of the later leaders of this historical tradition, Black Panther Party member Mike Tabor, gave powerful expression to this
view, and also explained how the original constitution of the United States had served, at the
time of its institution, to exclude and deprive of their democratic rights “240,000 indentured servants, 800,000 black slaves, 300,000 Indians, and all women.”16
But as has been documented by historian Ray Raphael, the American Revolution had a long
prelude of struggles of the majority for their rights, and even those who were later excluded
from the full rights of citizenship to one degree or another did take part in the revolutionary
movement and in shaping its outcome.17
The struggle to defend and develop the libertarian principles and rights contained in the founding
documents of the United States, particularly the Bill of Rights, and to extend them to ever larger
parts of the population has always been the mission of this radical current within American democracy. As for the conservative current, in the face of a choice between the status quo that secures the interests of the entrenched and educated elites on the one hand and the preservation and
enlargement of liberty and justice for all as enshrined in the founding documents on the other, its
historical tendency has most of the time been to choose the former and to sacrifice the latter.
It was the radical wing that fought for an extension of democratic rights to the poor, for the suffrage
for women, and the abolition of slavery. The peculiar feature of that wing or, in the word of Madison, “faction,” as compared to conservative politics is that it aims at the creation of mass movements
and at a massive participation of ever larger strata of the population itself. Just as there would have
been no American Revolution as we have come to know it without the mass participation of ordinary people, the cornerstone in the abolition of slavery during the course of the second major upheaval in American history was a long history of resistance, and not even only by the slaves themselves, but also by an abolitionist movement spanning the whole nation, beginning with the founding of the first antislavery society in the world by the Quakers of Philadelphia in 1775.18

16

Speech at the Revolutionary People’s Constitutional Convention, organized by the Black Panther Party in
Philadelphia in 1970. Quoted in George Katsiaficas: “Organization and Movement. The Case of the Black Panther Party and the Revolutionary People’s Constitutional Convention of 1970,” in Kathleen Cleaver, George
Katsiaficas (eds.), Liberation, Imagination, and the Black Panther Party. A New Look at the Panthers and Their
Legacy (New York/London: Routledge, 2001), p. 147.
17
Ray Raphael, The American Revolution: A People’s History. How Common People Shaped the Struggle for
Independence (London: Profile Books, 2001).
18
Antislavery society: Gordon S. Wood, The American Revolution (New York: The Modern Library, 2002),
p. 127-128.
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The same was true during what the black political scientist Manning Marable has termed the
“second reconstruction,”19 that is the period of the civil rights movement roughly from 1955
onwards.20 As for the two different conceptions of democracy at work during that period (insofar as the conservative current supported civil rights for blacks at all), their positions are
presented with much clarity by Howard Zinn:

It is a comfort to the liberal system of representative government to say the civil rights
movement started with the Supreme Court decision of 1954 in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka. That was when the Supreme Court finally concluded that the Fourteenth
Amendment provision of “equal protection of the laws” meant that public schools had to
admit anyone, regardless of color. But to see the origins of the movement in that decision
gives the Supreme Court too much credit, as if it suddenly had a moral insight or spiritual
conversion and then read the Fourteenth Amendment afresh.
The amendment was no different in 1954 than it had been in 1896, when the Court made
racial segregation legal. There was just a new context now, a new world. And there were
new pressures. The Supreme Court did not by itself reintroduce the question of segregation
in the public school. The question came before it because black people in the South went
through years of struggle, risking their lives to bring the issue into the courts.
Local chapters in the South of the NAACP had much to do with the suits for school desegregation. […]
It seems a common occurrence that a hostile system is made to give ground by a combination of popular struggle and practicality.21
The interpretation of democracy and the constitution also played a decisive role in the struggle for
the life and freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal. His supporters claim that during his arrest, trial and
subsequent incarceration, Abu-Jamal has been denied a number of constitutionally guaranteed
rights, and that, moreover, he has been the target of institutionally entrenched racism. His detractors, those who in part actively campaign for his execution like the present governor of Pennsylvania, former mayor of Philadelphia and district attorney responsible for the prosecution of AbuJamal, Ed Rendell, vigorously deny the claim.
The following pages will show why, and how, activists could tap a reservoir of popular forces in the
U.S.A., and later on in many other parts of the world, and mobilize it in defense of Abu-Jamal.
In this, those active in this movement used the issues delineated above to mobilize a radical and
popular current of American democracy firmly rooted in a long tradition. This current stands for
the maximal extension of the rights of the citizens vis à vis the state, and for as much social and
19

Manning Marable, Race, Reform, and Rebellion. The Second Reconstruction in Black America, 1945-1990,
Revised Second Edition (Jackson, MS: University of Mississippi Press, 1991).
20
The first chapter of this book gives a summary of that period of mass movements as they affected the political
development of Mumia Abu-Jamal.
21
Zinn, Declarations, p. 241-42. The “practicality” mentioned by Zinn was the necessity, as Attorney General
Herbert Brownell put it before the Supreme Court, to deny “grist for the communist propaganda mills” in the
context of the cold war (quoted in ibid., p. 242).
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racial equality as can be achieved at any particular moment. At the same time, those drawn to
this particular strand of democracy are adherents of the famous maxims of the freed slave Frederick Douglass that “power concedes nothing without a demand” and that “without struggle,
there can be no progress.”22 In the eyes of those drawn into the support movement for AbuJamal, in his treatment at the hands of U.S. authorities, these rights and goals were violated at
every turn. In their view, the concentration of these violations in this case was so severe that it
became time to act.
Because of the intimate connection of the aspects of race, class, and politics to the developments in the criminal justice system mentioned above and because of their enormous significance for the later movement in support of Mumia Abu-Jamal, the first part of this book will
deal with the racial, social, and political circumstances that turned the young man who was later
to become Mumia Abu-Jamal into a person who saw himself as an “enemy of the state”23 and
was soon to be perceived and persecuted as such by the state authorities.
The first two chapters provide the larger socio-political context of Abu-Jamal’s formative years.
In the first chapter I give a sketch of the development of the movement of blacks from the
Brown v. Board of Education decision of the U.S. Supreme Court in 1954, Abu-Jamal’s birth
year, to the mid sixties. During this time, a radicalization took place that was decisive for
Abu-Jamal’s formation. At the end of this period stood the founding of the Black Panther
Party, an organization that two observers claim was “the best possibility of Afro-Americans
attaining some real measure of self-sufficiency and self-determination which has presented itself during the 20th century.”24 One of the co-founders of the Philadelphia chapter of the party
in early 1969 was none other than Abu-Jamal, who at that time was only fourteen years old. I
will therefore also describe the philosophy, methods and goals of that party, which was soon
declared “the greatest [single] threat to the inner security of the country” by FBI director J.
Edgar Hoover,25 and was treated accordingly.
The second chapter goes on to deal with the particular conditions in Abu-Jamal’s home town
Philadelphia, a city that before the Civil War was situated immediately north of the Mason-Dixon
line and never shed some of the features that this close proximity to (and dependence on) the
American South brought with it.

22

Quoted in Manning Marable, Speaking Truth to Power. Essays on Race, Resistance, and Radicalism (Boulder,
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24
Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall, The COINTELPRO Papers. Documents from the FBI’s Secret Wars
Against Dissent in the United States (Boston: South End Press, 1990/2002), p. 164.
25
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The third chapter introduces the personality of Abu-Jamal into this context. It shows how his
early activities in the Philadelphia chapter of the Black Panther Party, his professional work as a
radio journalist, and later on once more, his alignment with the radical naturalist organization
MOVE radicalized him and made him a constant target of the police and the state authorities
who, at times, followed his every move.26
First as an activist and then as a journalist in Philadelphia, Abu-Jamal had made it integral part of
his mission to criticize the practices of the police, not only of his hometown,27 but of the police in
the U.S.A. in general.28 Later on, he was sentenced to death for allegedly killing a police officer.
The powerful police association Fraternal Order of Police continues to actively campaign for the
execution of Abu-Jamal.29 In the fourth chapter, I therefore focus on a theme that is in many respects of primary importance for an understanding of the symbolic force of the Abu-Jamal case,
namely, police corruption and brutality. Moreover, that topic is of equal importance for the development of the postwar black emancipation movement in general, since one of the clearest indications of the inferior status assigned to blacks in the United States in the 20th century has always
been their differential treatment by the police as the most visible institution of law enforcement.
Talk about emancipation notwithstanding, a large number of African Americans in the United
States in the first three decades after World War II experienced their situation as one of an oppressed and impoverished minority of semi-colonial status.30 One of the crucial aspects of this
condition is that the racial oppression and consequent depressed social status of the black population in the U.S.A. inevitably brought them into a continual conflict with the police. On the one
hand, this conflict arose from the treatment of blacks as colonial subjects by the police. Police
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subjected blacks to harassment, humiliation, differential treatment in relation to whites, and all
imaginable kinds of abuse.31 A further factor was that, given the conditions African Americans
were forced to live under, criminal activities were often the only means to survive.
Because of the brutality, misconduct, and corruption with which it treats the black population,
the behavior of the police in the United States with respect to African Americans has often been
described as that of an occupation army rather than of a protective force.32 Moreover, the huge
numbers of blacks who took part in the black emancipation struggles were immediately drawn
into another form of confrontation with the police: not for alleged or real criminal activities, but
for political activism. This is true to the point that it is all but impossible to comprehend the
politics of the African American fight for liberty and equality in the second half of the 20th century without a thorough look at the issue of police corruption and brutality specifically directed
against the black population. On the one hand, police brutality served as one of the catalysts of
black protest, on the other hand, any form of publicly visible protest by blacks was certain to
lead to another round of clashes and confrontations with the police.
The second part of the book turns to the issues more immediately connected with the criminal case of Abu-Jamal. Towards the end of the sixties, behind the “surface” phenomenon of
police brutality and corruption, an even more significant development began to emerge. The
heavy-handedness of the police began to be accompanied by an explosion of mass incarceration and the accelerated use of the death penalty. Millions of people were drawn into the
wheels of the criminal justice system, often for minor violations. The natural concomitant
was the gutting of traditional defendant’s rights in the courts and an increasing corruption in
court procedures. As mentioned, members of racial minorities, the poor, and political militants were disproportionately targeted by these developments.33
31

An extensive survey including sources is given in chapter four.
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Against this backdrop, the fifth chapter describes how the issues of race, social status, and political stance played themselves out in the trial of Mumia Abu-Jamal. In addition, the events
that led to the death of Philadelphia police officer Daniel Faulkner and the arrest and indictment for murder of Abu-Jamal are investigated, primarily from the perspective that was available at that time. This same perspective is used for recounting the trial in which Abu-Jamal
was sentenced to death. While such a perspective must necessarily be constructed through
hindsight and while I will not refrain from illuminating it with some of the facts that have become known only later (or whose importance was not clear at the time), one can properly
evaluate the actions of the persons and institutions involved only from the vantage point accessible to them during the events themselves.
The sixth chapter takes up the punitive development in the American correctional system during the last decades. This development, which has led to the execution of more than thousand
people34 and the incarceration of the enormous number of U.S. citizens quoted above, took
place mostly after Abu-Jamal’s arrest and during the years he spent in confinement. It is for
this reason that I treat this issue only after I have dealt with Abu-Jamal’s trial and conviction.
Particularly important in connection with the topic of this book is that the prospects for release from prison of many political activists who were incarcerated for alleged or real violations of the law in the seventies and eighties have worsened considerably. As the sole political
militant on death row, Abu-Jamal was also directly affected by these developments. The continuing danger of execution he is still faced with despite mounting evidence for his innocence35 must be seen in this larger context.
In the early nineties of the last century, the case of Abu-Jamal began to be known, first nationally in the U.S.A., then internationally. As is often the case, the indispensable factor required for such a development was that a tiny band of activists around Abu-Jamal found the
appropriate ways and means to show to concerned people what happened in Abu-Jamal’s case
and to demonstrate the myriads of rights that they considered violated in Abu-Jamal’s treatment at the hands of the American judicial system. All of a sudden, the case of Mumia AbuJamal became “breaking news” all over the United States and then, the world.
Also of enormous importance was the fact that, as already hinted at by Stephen Shalom in the
quote at the beginning, the personality of Abu-Jamal himself has served as a further rallying

case of political militants, see chapter four below; further, Ward Churchill/Jim Vander Wall: The COINTELPRO Papers (particularly chapter 5 and 7), and for an exemplary case Peter Matthiessen, In the Spirit of Crazy Horse. The
Story of Leonard Peltier and the FBI’s War on the American Indian Movement (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1992).
34
The actual number until December 31, 2002 is given as 820 on the website of the DPIC. If executions continue at
the present rate of 60-70 per year, the number of a thousand will be reached towards the end of the year 2005.
35
This evidence is discussed in chapters five, seven, and, most extensively, eight.
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point. Not only was – and is – he considered by many as a “beautiful human being,” but he
has also been, even in prison, a very articulate spokesperson for the very principles whose application to his own case he claims to have been denied in such a stark manner.36 In addition
to this, the irony that lay in the fact that Abu-Jamal, with his history as a political activist and
journalist who occupied himself primarily with the themes of the abusive power of the state
and the denial of racial and social equality, finally became a victim of the tendencies he had
fought against so strenuously, was not lost on the fledgling movement.
It is clear that even the most determined activists can do very little if they are not able to tap into
a social and political potential that is already there. The early nineties were the point when the
issues sketched above – the death penalty, the exploding prison population in the U.S.A., prosecutorial and judicial misconduct in shocking dimensions, racial oppression combined with social discrimination, police corruption and brutality and the political struggle Abu-Jamal stood
for – merged with such a potential, creating a mass movement of extraordinary proportions. At
the core of the process that made these developments possible were the revelations surrounding
Abu-Jamal’s attempt to win a new trial during three successive post-conviction hearings in
1995, 1996, and 1997. For the first time, the defense and Abu-Jamal’s supporters were able to
relate to a broader public their story about how Abu-Jamal’s murder trial was stage-managed by
the police, the prosecution, and the judge from beginning to end, and how the deck against him
was stacked in such a manner that he never had a chance of acquittal.
The seventh chapter makes extensive use of the revelations at these hearings to demonstrate
how this stage-management or, as the supporters of Abu-Jamal say, “frame-up” worked. In
the process, we will also see how, fed by these revelations about the workings of the judicial
system in the particular case of Abu-Jamal, his ordeal, which in 199037 was unknown even to
many political activists, finally managed to “climb a world stage”38 and came close to being
an integral part of the agenda of liberal and leftists political currents all over the world. As
part of the explanation of why this happened, a closer look is taken at how participants in the
support movement for Mumia Abu-Jamal perceived the workings of the judicial system in
Philadelphia and the United States in general as well as the bias of the workings of the criminal justice system against members of racial minorities and the poor.
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The end of this chapter presents and analyzes new testimony and facts concerning the case of
Abu-Jamal, filed by a new defense team in the course of 2001. On the one hand, with this new
material Abu-Jamal’s defense tried to prove that Abu-Jamal was innocent of the murder of
Daniel Faulkner. On the other hand, it went even further and claimed to be presenting massive
evidence indicating a still deeper degree of prosecutorial, judicial, and police misconduct, that,
on the part of the police, was claimed to have even reached murderous proportions.
For Mumia Abu-Jamal, the year 2001 was a great divide in at least two respects. First, in May
2001, a new defense team entered the scene that presented new evidence and pursued a different defense strategy. Second, a U.S. Federal District Court overturned his death sentence
while upholding his murder conviction, a decision which was very quickly appealed by both
the defense and the prosecution. As we will see in chapter eight, the strategy then employed
by Abu-Jamal’s new defense team, which was based primarily on the presentation of an alternative perpetrator, did not yield the hoped-for success. In addition, for many observers the
overturning of the death sentence – which was anything but final – substantially diminished
the sense of urgency of their support for Abu-Jamal. Against this background, chapter eight
presents a detailed evaluation of the evidence for the guilt or innocence of Abu-Jamal, resulting in the conclusion that an execution of Mumia Abu-Jamal would constitute judicial murder
in a twofold sense: Not only would it be an execution without a fair trial, but it would also be
the execution of an innocent man. In December 2005, the struggle over Abu-Jamal’s case has
entered its final round before a Federal Appeals Court. After an analysis of the record of antiAbu-Jamal prejudice displayed by the U.S. courts since the very day of his arrest, chapter
eight therefore at the end also gives a summary of the most important legal and other developments since 2001. With regard to these developments, the fact that the renowned death
penalty lawyer Robert R. Bryan took over as Abu-Jamal’s defense as the new lead attorney in
August 2003 is of primary importance.
The last chapter summarizes the facts and arguments presented in this book and shows why this
particular individual case remains a burning issue that, despite a temporary weakening of the
worldwide Abu-Jamal support movement, has lost nothing of its importance. On the contrary.
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1. From Civil Rights to Panther Movement: The Black Liberation Struggle After
World War II

1.1 Modest Beginnings

In the United States, the period after World War II saw a renewed upsurge in the struggle for
racial equality. During the first two decades of this struggle, its proponents employed primarily legal and peaceful methods of protest, but in the mid-sixties the frustrations suffered in the
fight of the disadvantaged black population for equality and freedom frequently erupted into a
proliferation of fierce militancy.
After World War I, the participation of black men in the battles in Europe had already led to
serious racial clashes when the black soldiers, who by all accounts had fought well on the
battlefields, came home and expected a better treatment of the black population than before.39 At the end of World War II that had been fought against the most vicious form of racism the world had ever experienced, the expectations on the part of black people were even
higher. Over three million black men had registered for service, about half a million were
stationed in Africa, the Pacific, and Europe, and once again, the – segregated – black troops
fought valiantly. This was complemented by the war efforts of another million black women
and men in the war industry in the U.S.A.40 Those who had given their lives and their labor
in the war and in the factories to defeat fascism were now determined not to submit to racist
oppression in the United States any longer. Or as Manning Marable puts it: “The blatant
contradiction between the country’s opposition to fascism and the herrenvolk state and the
continued existence of Jim Crow in the States after 1945 was clear to all. Blacks and an increasing sector of liberal white America came out of the war with a fresh determination to
uproot racist ideologies and institutions at home.”41 The federal government as well as the
US Supreme Court were under intense pressure to do something about a situation that led to
pressure by potential black voters in key urban areas as well as to the treat of racial disturbances, especially in the South.
39

On black soldiers in World War I, see the chapter “A Black Regiment in World War I,” in Haywood, Black
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On April 3, 1944, the U.S. Supreme Court had already put a ban on all all-white primary elections. In May 1946, the court ruled state laws requiring segregation on interstate buses unconstitutional. In July 1948, President Truman signed an executive order “to put into effect as
rapidly as possible”42 a policy of racial equality in the armed forces and signaled more reforms for the future. Black votes then turned out to be the decisive factor when he won a very
close presidential election against his Republican opponent Thomas Dewey. In 1950, the Supreme Court ruled that where a state did not have a law school for blacks, it had to admit the
black applicant to a white law school.43
And then, of course, in 1954 there came the landmark decision by the Supreme Court on the
case Brown v. Board of Education that ordered the desegregation of schools in general. It was
the most important legal decision on the matter of racial equality since the Supreme Court’s
1896 Plessy v. Ferguson ruling that established the “separate but equal” decision, and it was
an outright reversal of that ruling.
Even before, there was visible progress in many areas, e.g., black voter registration in the South
which went up from an almost incredible low of 2 percent in 1940 to 12 percent in 1947, or
clear gains in the median income of blacks as compared to whites in the decade from 1940 to
1950.44 But that progress fell far short of expectations. The court decisions on the state and federal level did not mean that the institutions and states that in theory were affected by these decisions acted upon them. In a pattern that was to continue into the early sixties, the defenders of
the existing situation reacted with endless delays and stalling, sometimes open defiance.
Until the mid-fifties, however, this had not led to the emergence of a mass movement that actively challenged the status quo and demanded an acceleration of progress by direct action. In
large measure, the concessions to the demands of the black population for greater equality had
been made in the context of the cold war. Under conditions where the United States had to
compete with the Soviet Union for influence with the newly emerging de-colonized nations,
particularly in Africa, its racial situation at home placed it in an impossible situation. But at
the same time, in a way these concessions were part of a quid pro quo. The postwar years saw
a stifling of political dissent in the United States similar to the “Red Scare” that had followed
World War I. According to Manning Marable, “the paranoid mood of anti-communist Amer-
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ica made it difficult for any other reasonable reform movement to exist.”45 Draconian measures adopted by state legislatures served to reinforce the general mood:

In 1949, 15 states passed “anti-subversion laws.” “Writing or speaking subversive words” in
Michigan was a crime punishable by a life sentence in prison. In 1951, Tennessee mandated
the death penalty for the espousal of revolutionary Marxist ideas […] Georgia, Indiana,
Pennsylvania and Washington outlawed the Communist Party. The U.S. Attorney General,
Tom Clark of Texas, warned all Americans in January 1948: “Those who do not believe in
the ideology of the United States, shall not be allowed to stay in the United States.”46
In such a context, it is hardly surprising that the leadership of an already heavily oppressed
and persecuted minority such as the African Americans for the most part not only joined the
anti-communist crusade, but also tried their very best to demonstrate their loyalty by working
within institutions, rather than against them. Within Congress, black deputy Adam Clayton
Powell was the lone voice against the restriction of theoretically cherished and constitutionally enshrined civil liberties in the name of the struggle against the red menace. But he was
isolated even in mainstream black leadership.47
But deliberate moderation on the part of the black leadership did not prevent growing discontent on the part of the black population at large. Moreover, even in the late forties, there were
first attempts at non-violent direct action by organizations like the (racially mixed) Congress
for Racial Equality (CORE). In a visionary move, CORE “staged a series of non-violent boycotts to desegregate lunch counters and schools in a series of northern and mid-west cities.”48
CORE activists even anticipated the “Freedom Rides” of the sixties when they tested the May
1946 Supreme Court desegregation decision on interstate buses in the upper South in autumn
1946. To be sure, in an experience that became all too common, they “were repeatedly arrested and intimidated by southern police, bus drivers, and the local courts,” but were nevertheless able to establish “a pattern of civil rights protest which would be revived with greater
effectiveness as the Freedom Ride movement in the 1960s.”49
The long and the short of it was that at the beginning of the fifties, there was little progress in
the realm of racial equality. In terms of tangible results for the black population, even the
1954 desegregation decision of the U.S. Supreme Court at first didn’t change much. In some
states in the South, even voter registration didn’t change perceptively in the postwar years.
Howard Zinn notes that “in Mississippi at the height of Reconstruction, when federal troops
45
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enforced Negro rights in the South, 67 per cent of the Negro population was registered to
vote, as compared with 55 per cent of the white population; by 1955, the registration figures
for Negroes was down to 4 per cent while that of whites was 59 per cent.”50
Despite all the legal victories that had been won by dedicated efforts over many years, a new
approach to promote civil rights for African Americans was clearly warranted. It was only a
question of time and opportunity when new methods of resistance against racial oppression
would be tested on a mass scale. Zinn, a white sympathizer of the movement who not only
later chronicled it as a historian but who also at various times took part in it, summarizes the
mood developing in the fifties among many blacks and the consequences the subsequent actions would later have:

If racial segregation was going to come to an end, if the century of humiliation that followed
two centuries of slavery was going to come to an end, black people would have to do it themselves, in the face of the silence of the federal government. And so they did, in that great campaign called the civil rights movement, which can roughly be dated from the Montgomery Bus
Boycott of 1955 to the riot in Watts, Los Angeles, in 1965, but its roots go back to the turn of
the century and it has branches extending forward to the great urban riots of 1967 and 1968.51
1.2 From Montgomery 1955 to Watts 1965

On December 1, 1955, Rosa Parks was arrested for violation of the segregation code of the
city of Montgomery, Alabama. As she was riding home in the middle, “racially neutral” section of the municipal bus, the front section reserved for whites filled up, and when the bus
driver ordered her to give up her seat for a white passenger, she refused. At the time, Rosa
Parks had already been a member of the NAACP for a long time, but her transgression of the
local segregation laws had not been preplanned in advance. The NAACP in Montgomery had,
however, already been experimenting with similar plans for quite a while. The general idea of
putting an end to segregation by direct action was very much in the air, and Parks’ spontaneous act proved to be the single spark that can ignite a prairie fire.52
During the rest of December and most of the following year, there was a general boycott by
blacks of the local buses in Montgomery, a boycott that according to one source was followed
by about 95 percent of the black population. It was during this boycott that the young Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. emerged as an internationally renowned leader of the black
emancipation movement in then U.S.A. On a local level, he successfully advocated the tactic
50
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of non-violent civil disobedience in the face of brutal harassment by white police and state officials, and on a world plane, almost overnight he “became the charismatic symbol of the political aspirations of millions of colored people across the world.”53
On November 13, 1956, another major legal victory of the movement followed; the U.S. Supreme Court outlawed the segregation practices on Montgomery buses. Later, the Montgomery bus boycott was emulated in a number of places in the United States, among them Tallahassee, Florida and Birmingham, Alabama.54 In 1957 and again in May 1960, Congress
passed two packages of measures towards desegregation and guarantees for the right of blacks
to vote called Civil Rights Acts.
In terms of everyday life, however, the progress was still very slow. Virtually nothing that
was signed into law was put into practice without a bitter fight. Moreover, white supremacists
initiated a counter-mobilization to defend segregation. There were strong segregationist factions in both big political parties, and even outside of traditional institutions. In 1956, the segregationist States’ Rights Party carried 7,2 percent of the vote in Louisiana, 17,3 percent in
Mississippi, and a stunning 29,5 percent in South Carolina.55 The NAACP, as an organization
certainly a voice of moderation within the ranks of the black struggle, was declared a “subversive organization” in South Carolina. And the activities of the defenders of the racial status
quo were not in vain. As late as 1965, eleven years after the 1954 school desegregation decision of the Supreme Court and ten years after an additional Supreme Court decision that ordered the state authorities to carry out desegregation with “all deliberative speed,” “more than
75 percent of the school districts in the South were still segregated.”56
At the same time, the largely white American unions associated in the AFL-CIO didn’t do
much to further the black struggle, although veteran black labor leader A. Philip Randolph
and another black union leader, Willard S. Townsend, were appointed to the Executive Council when AFL and CIO merged into the new organization AFL-CIO in 1955.57
The passivity of the unions reflected a deeper social, and even more so, racial division in the
United States of the 1950s. For the white middle classes as well as for the huge majority of
white blue collar workers, the fifties were a decade of economic success. There was a hitherto
unknown feeling of economic and job security and access to consumer goods. Together with
the stifling political climate in the first decade after World War II, this contributed to a climate hostile to far-reaching social change.
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The situation and the feeling of the black population were quite different. Between 1947 and 1952,
the gap between non-whites and whites in terms of median income had diminished considerably; in
the latter year, the median income of non-whites was 57 percent of that of whites. But in 1959, that
percentage had by and large reverted to the previous level, namely, 52 percent. Only a tiny percentage of non-whites could be found in the highest income category, while a full fifth of all nonwhite families had an annual median income of about $ 1,200 and were thus living in extreme
poverty. Similar differences could be found in unemployment statistics: in 1958, the percentage of
unemployed non-whites stood at 12,6 percent, double the number of whites. These numbers added
up to a situation where in 1960, “55,9 percent of all non-whites lived below the ‘poverty level,’ a
federal government index which indicates a severe lack of the income necessary to provide food,
clothing and shelter for any family.”58 While political progress for blacks came at snail’s pace,
their economic situation as compared to the white majority did little to lift their spirit. In 1962, the
median income of non-white males had fallen even in absolute terms below the 1960 level. The
summary by Manning Marable, who assembled the figures given above, says it all:

It was no victory for black men to be allowed to sit in a formerly white-only theater or rent
hotel accommodation which had been segregated, when they had no jobs. It was cruel to
permit black children to sit in all-white schools, when their mothers had no money to provide their lunches.59
All these difficulties and setbacks notwithstanding, the mainstream of the civil rights movement
from 1955 to 1965 steadfastly pursued a strategy of non-violence and peaceful civil disobedience.
Until at least the great March on Washington in the year 1963 and arguably way beyond, the
movement was dominated by religious forces. In organizational terms, it was led by the Southern
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), founded in 1957 and with Reverend Martin Luther
King, Jr. at its top. In 1960, however, the SCLC was supplemented by a youth organization affiliated with it and founded with the help of SCLC member Ella Baker, the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), as well as by a rejuvenated and reinvigorated CORE.60
It was at that time that a new drive for desegregation and voter registration spearheaded
mainly by young people began. One of the first events that once again, like the Montgomery
bus boycott, drew international attention is described accurately and graphically by AbuJamal’s biographer Terry Bisson:
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The rules were changing. […]
In North Carolina, a few bold college students decided they’d had enough of Jim Crow; of
Yessir and Nosir; of stepping aside and looking away first; of segregation’s myriad humiliations, large and small, like the Chinese “death of a thousand cuts.”
So the students sat in at the [segregated] Woolworth Dime Store lunch counter, receiving
vicious beatings – and international press attention – for their efforts.61
The student’s North Carolina action in February 1960 served as an example for the “sit-in
movement” across the whole country, often engendering the already well-known reaction on
the part of the state authorities and segregationist whites: “Nonviolent black protestors were
beaten and cut with razors and knives; hot cigarettes and cigars were burned in their arms and
faces; they were spat upon and kicked to the floor; policemen locked them by the thousands
into cramped, unsanitary jails.”62
The next step was a revival of the challenge to the segregation in interstate bus transportation.
In December 1960, the Supreme Court had ruled once more on the matter, and the ruling was
first put to test by an interstate bus journey from Washington, DC, into the South organized
by members of CORE, SNCC and the SCLC in May 1961. The segregationist reaction to the
action as well as to the many subsequent other “Freedom Rides” followed the usual pattern of
violent obstruction by white racists and sabotage by the police.63
The same was true of the new wave of voter registration drives that also began at around this
time and went on well into the sixties. These efforts at voter registration proved to be of
enormous importance for the cause of civil rights as many thousand mainly young people
were drawn into the movement.64 Increasingly, the sit-ins, the Freedom Rides, and the voter
registration drives also attracted the support of young white sympathizers who were alienated
by the injustices of American society. Many of them began to perceive

what blacks had always understood: the hypocrisy, the contradiction of America’s democracy which was based on the continuous subjugation of the Negro. “They captured and
held on to the traditional democratic ideals they had been taught, eliminating the inconsistencies between doctrine and reality that they felt had crept into the preceding generation’s
practical values in relation to those ideals.”65
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A peculiar role was played by the federal government. For a long time, the world witnessed
the spectacle of a state institution that did not enforce its own laws that, in theory, had long
abolished many forms of racial segregation. While thousands of primarily young people went
to the South during the Freedom Rides or in order to help organize black voter registration
drives, more often than not the federal government played the role of an innocent bystander.
Not only did the US government refuse to enforce the laws adopted by Congress, it even denied the activists who had taken it upon themselves to put these laws into practice protection
by federal marshals. In the southern states, black voters were denied registration under the
flimsiest pretext or no pretext at all,66 civil rights workers and Freedom Riders were threatened, beaten, wounded and occasionally murdered. Under the doctrine of “states rights,” the
forces that opposed racism and apartheid in the United States were not to be granted federal
protection, and local police and vigilantes were given free hand “to secure the interests of the
country against innovation” in their own peculiar way.
Nevertheless, in response to the massive black protests centering on the question of voter registration, the registration pattern underwent a dramatic reversal during the time. Black voter
registration in the whole of the South climbed from 20 per cent of all eligible blacks in 1952
to 40 per cent in 1964. In a later phase, it jumped to 60 per cent in 1968, an increase over
1964 of 50 per cent in just four years.67 During the same time, the number of black elected officials climbed from a paltry 100 to 1,400 in 1970.68
A high point in the struggle for civil rights was the year 1963. It saw the famous march of
200,000 black and white people on Washington in protest against the indifference of the federal government to the ordeal of the black population. As usual, the March on Washington
took place in the midst and in defiance of an atmosphere of segregationist violence. It was
preceded by the use of clubs, fire hoses and dogs against black demonstrators by the Birmingham police just three months before, and “just eighteen days after the march, on September
15, a bomb exploded in the basement of a black church in Birmingham; four black girls attending a Sunday school class were killed.”69
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No. 3: Demonstration in Birmingham,
Alabama, nineteen-sixties.

Nevertheless, in terms of the symbolic meaning it acquired over the years and the world-wide attention it garnered, it was a stunning success. Martin Luther King’s famous “I have a dream”
speech was a succinct summary of the definitions of the goals of the civil rights movement that
had enabled it to gain such a large following: “I have a dream that one day on the red hills of
Georgia the sons of former slaves and the sons of former slave-owners will be able to sit together
at the table of brotherhood.”70 As James Reston, an observer from the New York Times, remarked
at the time, each time King referred to his dream, “the dream was a promise out of our ancient articles of faith; phrases from the Constitution, lines from the great anthems of the nation, guarantees from the Bill of Rights, all ending with the vision that they might one day all come true.”71
The elation engendered by the festive atmosphere of the Washington march was, however,
not shared by everyone. A harsher line demanding much less deference to the authorities and
much more militancy was already very much in evidence. It was articulated most forcefully
by Malcolm X, then still spokesman for the Muslim – and black nationalist – Nation of Islam
(NOI), a group that, during the 1950s, had struck firm roots among the lower strata of the African American population:

No, it was a sellout. It was a takeover. When James Baldwin came in from Paris, they wouldn’t
let him talk, because they couldn’t make him go by the script. […] They controlled it so tight,
they told those Negroes what time to hit town, how to come, where to stop, what signs to carry,
70
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what song to sing, what speech they could make, and what speech they couldn’t make, and then
told them to get out of town by sundown. And every one of those Toms was out of town by
sundown. Now I know you don’t like my saying this. But I can back it up. It was a circus, a performance that beat anything Hollywood could ever do, the performance of the year.72
In the years from 1963 to 1965, the unity that had allowed a large variety of black organizations like SCLC, NAACP, CORE, and SNCC to mobilize for events such as the one in Washington began to crack. The pressure for change, for immediate change of the political and,
even more so, social situation had been building up too long. The once moderate and anticommunist organization CORE moved to the left, and its membership became blacker.
SNCC, which had been founded under the auspices of the SCLC and used to be, in a sense,
the latter’s youth organization, radicalized and increasingly turned to black nationalism.73
In retrospect, although Martin Luther King continued by far the most prominent and respected
leadership position, the years between 1963 and 1965 can be seen as a period in which the vanguard of the black struggle was changing. During these years, there actually emerged two factions
of the movement whose differences became increasingly more pronounced. The spokesperson for
the first of these currents, which was clearly predominant until 1963, was King, the most important speaker, in terms of personal charisma and fame, for the rapidly increasing second current
was Malcolm X. The split developed along two closely connected dimensions that were both of
equal importance, namely method and content. King stood for non-violent civil disobedience as
the most radical method, and for the brotherhood of black and white as sketched in the “I have a
dream” speech quoted above. Malcolm X, on the contrary, advocated black liberation “by any
means necessary,”74 and in contrast to King he emphasized black identity and nationhood.
In general, there is no doubt that the movement for black emancipation as a whole had gained considerable ground during the early sixties. More rights had been won, the voter registration drive in
the South was proving increasingly successful and the federal government had finally been drawn
into the struggle. Already in October 1962, the U.S. government had sent federal marshals to enforce the enrollment of black Mississippi resident James Meredith at the segregated University of
Mississippi. The massive resistance put up by local forces, including Mississippi governor Ross
Barnett brought the federal government close to losing its face, and at times, it had to station several
thousand soldiers in Oxford, Mississippi, to break the resistance – and finally broken it was.75 Even
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more importantly, President Kennedy put his power and prestige behind the cause of civil rights
and, on June 12, 1963, announced that he would submit to Congress a strong and comprehensive
civil rights bill.76 It seemed that for the federal government, there was no turning back anymore on
the issue of black civil rights.
But the events that were soon to follow showed that all that progress was not enough; that was too
slow and came too late. For one thing, at the time of the assassination of Kennedy in November
1963, the bill had still not been passed. In the meantime, the violence continued. To cite just one
of the more prominent cases, on June 21, 1964, two white and one black civil rights workers, Andrew Goodman, Michael Schwerner, and James Earl Goodman, were abducted, tortured and murdered in the vicinity of the town of Philadelphia, Mississippi, by white extremist with the complicity of the local sheriff.77 In addition to this, there were countless examples of racist brutality
against civil rights activists, more often than not tolerated, supported, sponsored or instigated by
the police. Moreover, the black movement had long spread to the North, where it didn’t have to
confront the Jim Crow laws of the South, but had to deal with political, social, and economic issues that were no less serious. Critics of the movement’s mainstream felt that these issues were
being insufficiently addressed. They requested that demands for affordable housing, decent and
desegregated jobs, and an end to the ever-present police brutality against the black communities
and black political activists be put on the agenda. Towards the mid-sixties, the situation between
the forces fighting for black emancipation and the forces of institutionally and politically entrenched racism in the U.S.A. increasingly resembled the one described by the image of “the irresistible force and the immovable object.” In other words, a situation that had started with legal
battles after World War II and had continued with nonviolent boycotts, marches, and civil disobedience had become downright explosive.
Interestingly, one of the first rumblings of the coming explosions was heard in Philadelphia. It
is certainly not an accident that they were triggered by a traffic incident. Exactly as in other
American cities, the Philadelphia police was predominantly white, and also exactly as in other
cities, by then traffic controls of blacks by the police had become an extremely sensitive issue.78 In August 1964, the arrest of a black woman for a traffic violation in the black “ghetto”
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of North Philadelphia led to three days of violent confrontation between enraged African
Americans and a police that barricaded the whole area.79
The general background of the disturbances in Philadelphia was also the same as in the other big
American cities that were to experience black uprisings during the sixties: “All these disorders had a
common history: long-standing grievances in the black ghetto based on poverty, unemployment, dilapidated housing, recurring instances of police brutality.”80 As for the latter, Philadelphia, too, was
the site of one of the first in a long series of urban rebellions which fit exactly into the pattern described by Howard Zinn: “In almost all the urban riots, the precipitating incident was police action
against a black man, woman, or child.”81 As it turned out, the clashes in Philadelphia were just for
starters. Soon after the violent days on Columbia Avenue, the black nationalist leader Malcolm X,
who had split from the Nation of Islam with its narrow black separatism and turned to increasingly
revolutionary positions, was murdered in New York on February 21, 1965. Characteristically, although the evidence pointed to hitmen sent by the Nation of Islam as perpetrators, there were immediate rumors about government complicity, rumors that haven’t died down to this day. Then, another six months after the assassination of Malcolm X, came the rebellion of one of the poorest
neighborhoods of America’s second largest city, Los Angeles, the so-called riots in Watts. What
sparked the events was a repeat performance of what had happened in Philadelphia the year before:

August 11, 1965, the night the controls snapped in Watts, was hot and humid. The precipitating incident was commonplace. Officer Lee. W. Minikus of the California Highway Patrol stopped a ten-year-old gray Buick at the corner of 116th and Avalon, in the heart of the
ghetto area. At the wheel was Marquette Frye, twenty-one, a black. Next to him was his
brother Ronald, twenty-two. Both had been drinking.82
In the instance, the two brothers were not treated with particular brutality, but the hassle that followed the arrest of the driver nevertheless quickly turned into several days of violent streetfighting,
with people chanting slogans like “Get out, Whitey,” “Motherfucking white cops,” and the by now
famous “Burn, baby, burn.”83 In the analysis of one of the chroniclers of the politically turbulent sixties in the U.S.A., former Washington Post and New York Post reporter Milton Viorst,

the best answer to “Why Watts?” may be “Why not?” Rioting could have started in any of
a dozen cities in 1965, and by chance, circumstances conspired to select Watts. Nobody
wanted the riot, nobody plotted to start it, nobody led the marauding bands into battle. But,
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as if they had been coiled for a signal, ten thousand blacks took to the street that week to
loot and burn, a few of them to maim and kill.
When the rioting was over, 34 persons were dead, almost all of them black. Whole blocks
of buildings were burned to the ground, and 3,500 adults and 500 juveniles had been arrested. An army of 14,000 National Guardsmen, in addition to 1600 police officers, had
been required to restore order.84
There can be no doubt that the rebellion in Watts signaled the end of an era. Peaceful demonstrations, non-violent protest, and civil disobedience of course continued, but no longer commanded
the headlines. The long fought-for Civil Rights Act banning racial segregation (signed into law by
President Johnson on July 2, 1964) and the August 6, 1965 Voting Rights Act giving federal
guarantees against the discrimination of blacks in elections were overtaken by the events. Among
millions of African Americans in the United States, a new spirit of militancy had taken over. A
journalist from the West Coast of the U.S.A., Robert Connot, vividly captured this change in his
book Rivers of Blood, Years of Darkness: “The Los Angeles riot symbolized the end of the era of
Negro passivity – passivity that took the form of the doctrine of nonviolence, and the acceptance
of white leadership in the civil rights struggle. In Los Angeles the Negro was going on record that
he would no longer turn the other cheek. That, frustrated and goaded, he would strike back,
whether the response of violence was an appropriate or no.”85 As such, this shift had little to do
with the various political programs advanced in the black liberation movement. But Watts 1965
ushered in a whole period where the points of reference for any discussion of the next steps towards black emancipation were radically altered. That change also had much to do with the fact
that the focus of the black struggle had shifted to a considerable degree to the urban North and cities in the West like Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Oakland. And thus, according to Manning
Marable, even before the assassination of Malcolm X

many social critics sensed that nonviolent direct action, a tactic of protest used effectively in the
South, would have little appeal in the Northern ghetto. Far more likely were a series of urban social upheavals which could not be controlled or channeled by the civil rights leadership … In the
spring and summer months of 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967 and 1968, massive black rebellions swept
across almost every major US city in the Northeast, Middle West and California. In Watts and
Compton, the black districts of Los Angeles, black men and women took to the streets, attacking
and burning white-owned property and institutions. The [1965] Watts rebellion left $ 40 million
in private property damage and 34 persons killed. Federal authorities ordered 15,000 state police
and National Guardsmen into Detroit to quell that city’s uprising of 1967. In Detroit 43 residents
were killed; almost 2,000 were injured; 2,700 white-owned businesses were broken into, and 50
per cent of these were gutted by fire or completely destroyed; fourteen square miles of Detroit’s
inner city were torched; 5,000 black persons were left without homes. Combining the total
weight of socio-economic destruction, the ghetto rebellions from 1964 to 1972 led to 250 deaths,
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10,000 serious injuries, and 60,000 arrests, at a cost of police, troops, and other coercive measures taken by the state and losses to business in the billions of dollars.86
That change in the general mood prevailing among African Americans in the United States
was most succinctly expressed in the slogan of “Black Power,” a slogan that stood for a whole
and very complex political current that was now taking over. Although the political programs
of its proponents would soon be at odds with each other or even mutually exclusive, the slogan had sufficiently strong roots in a sense of urgency in the black communities to play a defining role in the agenda of the five next years to come.

1.3 “Black Power”

The concept of Black Power, closely associated as it was with an increased militancy and a
stress on the right of self-defense had, of course, strong historical roots. For the postwar period, the most fitting point of reference is probably the movement for black armed self-defense that developed at the end of the 1950s under the leadership of Robert Williams, an exmarine who had become the leader of the Monroe chapter of the NAACP in one of the bastions of segregationism, North Carolina. The events in Monroe are widely regarded as the first
prelude to the full-fledged Black Power movement of the mid-sixties.

1.3.1 Monroe, 1957: Negroes With Guns

In the summer of 1957, Robert Williams organized an armed group set up in the form of a rifle club
in order to protect the black community in Monroe against nightriding attacks on the black community organized by the Ku Klux Klan. At first, this was limited to armed vigils, but when, after three
months the attacks still hadn’t stopped, on October 5, 1957, Williams and his armed comrades decided to fight back. The Klansmen were caught off-guard by the un-expected action on the part of
“Negroes with guns”87 and scattered. Williams, who continued similar actions for another four
years, became a legend among the members of the radical fringe of the black movement.88
Given the spirit prevailing then, this couldn’t last long. In 1959, Williams was forced out of the
NAACP for his remark that henceforth violence should be met with violence.89 In August 1961,
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after a brutal attack on Freedom Riders by white vigilantes he was charged with the kidnapping of
a white couple and finally had to leave the country to preserve his freedom.90 But before he fled to
Canada, by his action he had “saved the lives of 17 passive demonstrators who were threatened at
Monroe’s county courthouse by armed gangs of white racists,” and given the support this way of
dealing with the Klansmen found among many blacks, the oldest and by now most conservative
of the bigger civil rights organizations, the NAACP, could only “banish Williams, but […] could
not silence him; neither could they stop the escalation of nationalist sentiment within the black rural South, and urban North.”91 As time went on, the political consequences of this escalation in the
struggle could also only be delayed, but not really checked.
In the context of the debate about non-violence and self-defense, it is important not to overlook
a feature that would be recurrent in all the many later discussions about the strategy and tactics
of the black emancipation movement. Already in 1962, the last chapter of William’s book Negroes With Guns was titled “Self-Defense: An American Tradition,” and after his return to the
United States, he said in an interview: “I had always considered myself an American patriot.
[…] I have always stressed that I believed in the Constitution of the United States and that I
thought it was the greatest document in the world. The problem is [the government and many
citizens] didn’t respect it.”92 It was not the general (and vague) ideas contained in the founding
documents of the United States that Williams and his militant co-workers rejected. What they
objected to was the limited interpretation of these documents and, most of all, the fact that they
did not apply to African Americans.

1.3.2 The Deacons of Defense and the Lowndes County Freedom Organization

Several years later, with the escalation of the battle for real, not only legal black freedom, the
conditions were ripe for a renewed attempt at organized black self-defense. The organizers of
the first such groups drew a direct line back to Robert William’s militant group in Monroe:

In 1964, black veterans in Jonesboro, Louisiana, organized the Deacons for Defense and Justice, a self-defense organization that soon claimed between fifty and sixty chapters in five
Southern states. Though these figures were vastly inflated to intimidate the Ku Klux Klan
and the police, the legend of the Deacons encouraged similar groups to spring up across the
South. “We had to arm ourselves because we got tired of the women, the children being har90
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assed by white night-riders,” Deacon spokesperson Charles Sims told an interviewer. Your
doctrine of self-defense set the stage for the acceptance of the Deacons for Defense and Justice,” Lawrence Henry wrote to Williams in the spring of 1966. “As quiet as it is being kept,
the Black man is swinging away from King and accepting your tit-for-tat philosophy.”93
And that was in effect what was happening. A year before the “Deacons” were founded,
Stokeley Carmichael, one of the young radical leaders who were increasingly taking over
SNCC, decided to permanently set up camp in the South to do voter registration. But this was
not because Carmichael believed in elections; rather, he saw the voter registration as an opportunity for blacks “to stand up and defy the white-run system. It was not the ballot itself, he
said, but infusing blacks with this kind of courage that was the road to transferring power.”94
He also later recalled that during those days one of his heroes and that of the SNCC militants
was none other than Robert Williams.95 Carmichael had extraordinary talents as an organizer
and therefore great standing within SNCC, and together with his more and more open endorsement of armed self-defense, this line of struggle increasingly gained prestige.
Despite the political differences that had developed between the militants of SNCC and Martin Luther King, Carmichael and the SNCC activists took part in the five-day protest march of
King and three-thousand other marchers from Selma to Montgomery in March 1965. Once
again, the idea behind this was “infusing blacks with the kind of courage” that was necessary
for the conquest of power.
In the same year, Carmichael was already busy putting together a new organization: the
Lowndes County Freedom Organization (LCFO), founded in the summer of 1965 in the particularly segregationist Alabama county of Lowndes. It was in part modeled on the Deacons
for Defense, with which it shared a crucial feature: the readiness for armed black self-defense
against assaults by white racists.
What was new was that it also reached out into the political sphere and combined a militant
organizational approach with a readiness to participate in elections. In fact, it was designed
specifically to counter the influence of the racist Alabama politician (and later candidate for
the Democratic presidential nomination) George Wallace, who dominated the Democratic
Party in the South and peddled slogans like “White Supremacy.” The LCFO registered as an
independent political party scheduled to take part in the primary elections in May 1966 and
the following regular elections on November 8. In a county where in autumn 1965 the percentage of eligible black voters on the voter rolls had still been in the single digits, the LCFO
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scored a spectacular victory in May 1966, when it managed to meet the Alabama twentypercent quorum required to be put on the ballot for the general election in the county.96
The spirit of the new organization was captured very well by the emblem that was prominently on display wherever there was a chapter, namely, the snarling black panther that was
later to be adopted by the Black Panther Party. What the emblem stood for was eloquently
explained by John Hulett, a SNCC worker who had participated in organizing it:

The black panther is an animal that when it is pressured moves back until it is cornered;
then it comes out fighting for life or death. We felt we had been pushed back long enough
and that it was time for Negroes to come out and take over.97
On election day, November 8th, 1966, the LCFO was of course beaten by the county organization of the Democratic Party, but it did remarkably well. Given the fact that in 1961, according to a study by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, not a single African American had been
registered to vote, the average results of the Black Panther candidates of sixteen hundred
votes were quite an achievement.98
In the meantime, another significant event took place in the summer of 1966. When one of the pioneers of the civil rights movement, James Meredith99 was shot and wounded by white gunmen
while he was on a lone “March Against Fear” from Memphis, Tennessee, to Jackson, Mississippi,
designed to encourage voter registration in the South, King’s SCLC, CORE and SNCC sprang into
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action to continue the march. After all the organizing it had done in the South, SNCC quickly
dominated the marathon demonstration; significantly, it also arranged, over King’s objection, to
have the Deacons for Defense as armed protection for the march. This armed protection, however,
didn’t prevent the newly elected SNCC chairman Carmichael from being arrested on June 17,
1966, by white police for one of the innumerable allegedly illegal acts black protesters could commit in the South, in the instance, erecting a tent for the marchers on the premises of a black high
school in the town of Greenwood, Mississippi.100 This time, after his release from prison, Carmichael exploded in rage before a crowd of several hundred already angered by the arrests:

This is the twenty-seventh time I have been arrested. I ain’t going to jail no more. The only way
we gonna stop them white men from whuppin’ us is to take over. We been sayin’ ‘freedom’ for
six years and we ain’t got nothin’. What we gonna start sayin’ now is – Black Power!101
The slogan was taken up eagerly by an electrified crowd, and from there, went on to make its
way into an equally receptive audience all over the country, especially among the youth. If
one notes Carmichael’s primordial role in preparing the way for the slogan and finally formulating it, it is, however, important not to confuse the message and the messenger. The point is
beautifully made in Carson’s “biography” of SNCC, In Struggle:

Like the four Greensboro students who ignited the lunch counter protest movement, Carmichael was not an exceptional prophetic figure. He became a symbol of black militancy
because he sensed a widespread preparedness among blacks to reject previous habits of accommodation. His attitudes, shaped by experiences in the southern struggle, coincided with
the unarticulated feelings of many other blacks, especially in northern centers, whose
hopes were raised but not fulfilled by the civil rights movement.102
1.3.3 From South to North and West

It is typical for the developments at the time that the oldest of the action-oriented civil rights organizations, CORE, also underwent a radicalization in the direction of “Black Power.” One observer, Robert Allen, “described this metamorphosis from biracial pacifism to black militancy in
CORE as an attempt to respond to and organize the new militancy which had infected certain
parts of the black middle classes, as a result of the rebellions initiated by the black masses.”103
Within a month of Carmichael’s speech, the delegates at the national CORE congress endorsed
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“Black Power” as well as SNCC’s position concerning the right of armed self-defense.104 This
certainly also had to do with the fact that CORE was predominantly northern-based. And CORE
(which actually at that time had already lost much of its former importance as a vibrant force in
the black movement) was far from being alone. Disappointment and anger at the slow progress
towards equality, at the terrible conditions blacks were still forced to live in, and at the brutality
with which blacks in general and those fighting for a better future in particular were treated by
white racists and the official guardians of the law, i.e., the police and the courts, were building up
like a pressure-cooker among African Americans in the cities of the North and also the West.
Different from the situation in the South, with the victories over the openly racist Jim Crow
laws and segregationist practices, the civil rights movement could point to few achievements
that the blacks in the northern and western cities did not already have. What did their own traditionally entrenched right to vote amount to if blacks in these regions faced the fact that none of
the two big parties championed their pressing social interests and concerns and that therefore, in
effect, for them there was nothing to vote for? As for the civil rights movement itself, Viorst
writes that “in the belief that its proper target was the South, [it] had never established inner-city
projects.”105 Moreover, the turn of blacks in the North and West towards solutions other than
legalist struggles, non-violence, and civil disobedience was accelerated by their own observations as they were described by Stokeley Carmichael: “Each time the people in those cities saw
Martin Luther King get slapped, they became angry; when they saw four little black girls
bombed to death, they were angrier, and when nothing happened, they were steaming. […] We
had nothing to offer that they could see, except to go out and get beaten again.”106
At the same time, the African American ghetto dwellers knew only too well that there was
segregation in their cities, too, a segregation, in which official policy, private companies and
corporations, banks, real-estate brokers, builders, state and federal agencies, and city residents
all conspired. The most visible aspect of all this was the ghettoization of American cities itself, and what is more, “neighborhood segregation was a condition that would not be easy to
uproot from American culture, nor was it likely to yield victories to nonviolent direct action.”107 And of course, just as it had been since the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme Court
decision, segregation was always separate but unequal, and always to the detriment of the
blacks. As the uprisings emanating from the urban ghettoes in Rochester, Philadelphia, and
Harlem in 1964 and in Los Angeles in 1965 clearly showed, the “Black Power” slogan was
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not the match in the tinder box but simply served as the rallying cry of a rage that had been
simmering since at least World War II. Its imprecise and volatile essence was once more best
captured by Stokeley Carmichael. In his 1967 tract Black Power. The Politics of Liberation in
America, co-authored with political scientist Charles V. Hamilton, he wrote of it as:

a political framework and ideology which represents the last reasonable opportunity for this society to work out its racial problems short of prolonged destructive guerilla warfare. […] This
book is about why, where and in what manner black people in America must get themselves together. It is about black people taking care of business – the business of and for black people.
The stakes are really very simple: if we fail to do this, we face continued subjection to a white
society that has no intention of giving up willingly or easily its positions of authority. If we succeed, we will exercise control over our lives, politically, economically and psychically.108
But anyone who expected the creator and first proponent of the slogan to give a clear program
that would clarify the political direction black empowerment should take in the future was in for
a disappointment. As it turned out, black power meant many things to many people. This is not
the place for an investigation of the manifold political ramifications that the movement – or
rather movements – animated by the idea of “Black Power” had. The range of “Black Power”
advocates went from supporters of an equal opportunity black capitalism as evidenced by two
national Black Power Conferences in Newark in July 1967 and Philadelphia in June 1968 to the
black cultural nationalism of Maulana Karenga’s US organization on the West Coast to the
revolutionary socialism of the League of Revolutionary Black Workers in Detroit and the organization of which Mumia Abu-Jamal became a member and to which I want to turn in the
next section, the Black Panther Party. It was one of several groups that tried to give the concept
of black power in the United States a concrete meaning, and finally turned out as the only one
that, as an organization, left an enduring legacy that others still try to emulate.

1.4 The Black Panther Party

The Black Power movement was still brand new and on the rise when on October 15, 1966, two
students of Merritt College in Oakland, California, Huey P. Newton and Bobby Seale founded the
Black Panther Party for Self-Defense. The name “Black Panther” was inspired by none other than
the emblem of the Lowndes County Freedom Organization.109 (As we shall see shortly, the party
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soon tried to establish direct relations with the proponents of “Black Power” around Stokeley
Carmichael and SNCC.) The themes that occupied the professional and political attention of
Newton and Seale were all too typical. Both worked in a federal anti-poverty program, and their
immediate concern as far as political activity was concerned was to find ways to deal with the aggressive behavior of the police. After a long period of experimentation with various other radical
black political groups, they resolved to build their own political organization.
The founding of the Black Panther Party was recounted by Bobby Seale in his book Seize the
Time, a book that was used as a propaganda and fundraising tool for the party at the time, and
later, after he had left the party, in his autobiography A Lonely Rage. The following account is
taken from the latter book:

Huey and I racked our brains as to how to get some community-based organization going,
and especially how to properly deal directly with the police. We decided we would need to
watch the police, patrol the police; black brothers were getting brutalized and arrested.
Huey and I knew we could do it, but we’d have to do it armed.
“A law book, a tape recorder, and a gun,” Huey said. “That’s what we would need. It
would let those brutalizing racist bastards know that we mean business.”
At the poverty program office [where Seale worked as a counselor], Huey and I drew up a
ten-point platform and program for our new organization, which we agreed to name the
Black Panther Party for Self-Defense.110
1.4.1 A Program for Black Liberation

The outcome of this soul-searching was a “platform and program” that electrified millions of
African Americans, especially among the youth. Radical-reformist in content, given the
stalemate racial relations had reached at the time, its implications were nothing short of revolutionary. It consisted of ten statements, respectively, about “What We Want” and “What We
Believe,” where the professed beliefs serve to justify the demands to the white “power structure.” The “What We Want” section constitutes the BPP platform in the narrower sense:

1. We want freedom. We want power to determine the destiny of our black community.
2. We want full employment for our people.
3. We want an end to the robbery by the white man of our Black Community.
4. We want decent housing, fit for shelter for human beings.
5. We want education for our people that exposes the true nature of this decadent American
society. We want education that teaches us our true history and our role in present-day society.
6. We want all black men to be exempt from military service.
7. We want an immediate end to POLICE BRUTALITY and MURDER of black people.111
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8. We want freedom for all black men held in federal, state, county, and city prisons and jails.
9. We want all black people when brought to trial to be tried in court by a jury of their peer
group or people from their black communities, as defined by the Constitution of the United
States.
10. We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, justice and peace. And as our major
political objective, a United Nations-supervised plebiscite to be held throughout the black
colony in which only black colonial subjects will be allowed to participate, for the purpose
of determining the will of the black people as to their national destiny.112
At first the BPP represented no more than a few angry young black men in the city of Oakland.
But the organization started its program of armed police observation immediately, and in the
process acquired a reputation as “hard, street-wise dudes, men who were not afraid to face down
the cops on an armed and equal base.”113 This reputation served them well when they were invited as bodyguards for Malcolm X’s widow Betty Shabbaz on the occasion of her visit to the
San Francisco office of the radical journal Ramparts, where she was interviewed by Eldridge
Cleaver, an ex-convict and articulate spokesman for black nationalism. Just as the organizers
had suspected, after the interview, Shabbaz, Cleaver, and the Panther bodyguards were confronted by the police, but as on the occasions that had gained them their reputation, the Panthers
faced the police boldly without being drawn into a violent provocation. Soon after the event,
Cleaver joined the BPP and become one of its most influential leaders.

1.4.2 Exercising the Constitutional Right of Armed Self-Defense

In Oakland itself, the organization of Panthers grew like a wildfire after it exposed the role the
Oakland police had played in the killing of a black teenager, Denzil Dowell. The police had
claimed to have caught Dowell in an act of burglary and to have shot him while he was trying
to flee; an investigation initiated by the fledgling Panther organization, however, demonstrated that the disabled boy was all but unable to get away from the scene of his alleged
crime and had in all probability been executed in cold blood by the police.114
These actions of “armed niggers,” however, soon triggered counteraction at the state level, where
they had not gone undetected. Up to that time, as in many states of the U.S.A., the laws of California
allowed the citizens to carry arms in public space, and the Panthers had made ample use of this. It is
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an indication of the shock that their armed police observation patrols had caused that just a few
months after the party had come into existence, the California state assembly promulgated a law
against the public display of loaded weapons. The action the BPP took against this bill (which was
later adopted by the assembly) catapulted them to world fame when party leader Bobby Seale and
several other Panther members entered the State Capitol with their loaded guns and, instead of finding their way to the visitor’s gallery as planned found themselves on the floor of the assembly itself.
The Panthers were arrested and later on charged with contempt of the assembly.115
It is impossible here to recount the history of the Black Panther Party in any detail, or even to
give a summary of the most important events. One of the important points in connection with
the topic of this thesis, however, is the legalistic and constitutional approach of the BPP.
If one takes a look at the features of the new party most obvious to the public eye, it is true
that the Panthers were armed and insisted on the right of self-defense against armed attack,
but this approach was unmistakably framed in terms of a long American tradition. In written
law, every American citizen had the right of self-defense, and therefore, in many parts of the
country, the right to carry a gun, but the unwritten law held that these rights applied only to
white citizens. The appearance of a penchant for violence notwithstanding, with its insistence
on the right to bear arms and to use them if necessary the BPP, in the name of the black citizen of the United States, reclaimed no more than the renowned black poet Langston Hughes
had done nearly a half century before: “I, too, am America.”116 But in the context of the racial
struggles of the 1960s threatening to tear apart the United States, this particular form of insistence on being “America, too” was certainly as radical as anyone could imagine.
On the ideological plane, another fact is even more significant. The last two paragraphs of the BPP
program, the one representing the “what we believe” section of the summarizing point 10, were
lifted straight out of the Declaration of Independence. What is interesting here is not only that this
overlaps with Martin Luther King’s quotation from the Declaration of Independence in his August
28, 1963 Washington speech.117 Even more striking is the way in which the words once directed
by the founding fathers of the United States against “the present King of Great Britain” are now
turned against the U.S.A. of close to two hundred years later: “When […] it becomes necessary for
one people to dissolve the political bonds which have connected to another, and to assume […] the
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separate and equal station to which the laws of nature and nature’s God entitle them, a decent respect […] requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to their separation.”118
By quoting this passage, the designers of the BPP platform made explicit that what was good for the
white citizens of the American colonies in 1776 was also good for the “black colonial subjects” of
the United States in 1966. The BPP demanded for blacks all the civil and human rights that whites
had taken for themselves when the United States were formed and taken for granted ever since, and
it asserted the right of African Americans in the U.S.A. to form a separate national entity if the majority of the black community in the United States determined that that was their wish.

1.4.3 Continuities and Differences with Black Power

With its reference to the black community in the United States as a colonized entity under “foreign”
occupation, the BPP displayed a remarkable ideological closeness to the proponents of Black
Power. In terms of building the party around a practical program and, later on, its expressed willingness to work with allies among all oppressed sectors of the population in the United States, it was
distinctively different from many, if not most, currents in the Black Power movement.
These similarities and differences were once more epitomized in the person of the secretary of
SNCC from 1966-1967, Stokeley Carmichael. In the summer of 1967, when the BPP was still
mainly based in Oakland, California, he was appointed “field marshal” of the party for the eastern
part of the United States by Huey Newton, a move that seems to have had little more than symbolic
value.119 Later on, Carmichael’s successor as SNCC chairman, H. Rap. Brown and leading SNCC
member James Forman were also drawn into the party, and there were even plans of a merger of the
two organizations, but these designs never got very far. The tenuous and mainly leader-based alliance hovered on until July 1968 when “SNCC’s central committee voted to terminate the alliance
with the Panthers.”120 The last act, Carmichaels resignation from the party in June 1969,121 was basically a mere formality that put an end to a project that had, by and large, been still-born.
Apart from personality problems between the leaders of the two organizations and differences
concerning organizational questions, the main stumbling block for a merger or closer cooperation proved to be the issue of cooperation with “progressive” whites. While the BPP, itself
consciously being a purely black organization, moved increasingly in that direction, the trend
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in SNCC had been the exact opposite for years, and finally the split between the two became
inevitable. Significantly, while SNCC was dying a prolonged death and held its last staff
meeting in June 1969,122 the BPP was still continuously on the rise. For a few short years, it
became a beacon of hope for millions of blacks, especially among the young.

1.4.4 The “Survival Programs” of the BPP

The most vivid image of the BPP that has survived the party itself is the image of gun-slinging
blacks with military-style berets and of shootouts of party members with the police. Indeed, many
of the few histories of the party that have appeared so far are almost exclusively filled with the
violent battles the organization was involved in,123 as well the court proceedings that followed
these battles (proceedings in which the charges were dropped or overturned surprisingly often124).
The BPP’s altercations with the law enforcement agencies and criminal justice were all too
real,125 but the impression they left of the party and its goals and politics is highly misleading.
Much more than about gun-toting, the BPP was about black organization. After its inception at
the end of 1966, it spread primarily in California (with Los Angeles an important and prominent
party chapter), and from there, to the Northeast and North. What SNCC, CORE and other black
organizations had done in the South in terms of organizing radical (and mostly young) blacks,
the Black Panther Party now did in the rest of the country. The BPP quickly struck roots in the
impoverished African American ghettos of Oakland, Los Angeles, Chicago, New York, and
Philadelphia. There were no Jim Crow laws to rally around; rather the burning issues were the
ones summarized, in a somewhat old-fashioned, still southern-oriented fashion, in point ten of
the party’s platform, namely “land, bread, housing, education, clothing, justice and peace.”126
The party consciously based itself on the poorest and most oppressed strata of the black population,127 but most importantly, the lengthy piece in the platform directly quoted from the Declaration of Independence clearly demonstrates another feature: One of the main goals of the party
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was to infuse a measure of self-respect and black pride in the demoralized ghetto population. In
this, they succeeded to a surprising degree. While the core of the party was always small – estimated at somewhat more than 5.000 members in 1969,128 at the height of its influence –, at the
turn of the decade it enjoyed an enormous reputation among African Americans in the U.S.A. A
June 1970 Special Report for the President by FBI president J. Edgar Hoover noted that “a recent poll indicates that approximately 25 per cent of the black population has a great respect for
the BPP, including 43 per cent of blacks under 21 years of age.”129 This reputation had not been
earned just by “picking up the gun,” but first and foremost by the community organizing the
party did, culminating in a whole series of so-called “survival programs” that were initiated
since January 1969. These programs proved immensely popular and successful, and many of
them were to have a lasting impact at the municipal and state level, since they were at least in
part adopted as official politics.
The first of these programs was the Free Breakfast for Children Program (FBCO) in Oakland,
organized for poor ghetto children who had to go to school hungry. The central newspaper of
the party, The Black Panther, at the time sold at a rate of 105,000 copies a week,130 was employed to advertise for supplies and volunteers from the black community in order to provide
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“a free, hot, nutritionally-balanced breakfast to school age children.” The FBCO soon spread
all over the country, and by the end of 1969 “breakfasts were served by twenty-three [BPP]
chapters in nineteen cities. More than 20,000 children received a meal.”131
The other survival programs of the BPP were modeled after the image of the FBCO program. In
addition to the continued practice of Panther-organized community surveillance of the doings of
the police, there were free clothing, free shoes, and free health programs, in addition to educational, criminal justice, and other similar programs, all designed to use black self-help in order to
come closer to the fulfillment of point ten of the party program: “We want land, bread, housing,
education, clothing, justice and peace.” Long before the start of the Panther-inspired forms of
community self-help called survival programs, party leader Huey P. Newton had already reflected on what he considered as the core of radical black politics: “The masses of the Black
people have always been deeply entrenched and involved in the basic necessities of life. They
have not had time to abstract their situation. Abstractions come only with leisure, the people have
not had the luxury of leisure. Therefore, the people have been very aware of the true definition of
politics. Politics is merely the desire of individuals and groups to satisfy their basic need first:
food, shelter and clothing, and security for themselves and their loved ones.”132
As will be shortly discussed in chapter 5 (note 532), very early in the life of the party, on October 28, 1967, Huey Newton was involved in a shootout with the Oakland police, was charged
with murder and, until his trial in 1968, was in imminent danger to be sent to the gas chamber.
After this, the “Free Huey” campaign became one of the central and most popular tenets of the
BPP propaganda, at times superseding all others. It is not, however, out of an engrained preference for personality cults on the part of the party and certainly not on the part of the black population as a whole that the mood of African Americans in large parts of the country resembled
the one expressed by a black man who testified before the National Advisory Commission on
Civil Disorders that investigated the uprising and riots at the end of the sixties:

You can’t go through any community without seeing black youth with Huey P. Newton
buttons and “Free Huey.” Many of them who have no connection with the Panthers offi-
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cially wear the Panther uniform. We all groove on Huey. No two ways about it. We dig
him. And I use that rhetoric because that’s the way it is. Not for any exotic reason.133
The genius of the party and its leaders lay in their capacity to first express and formulate the
deeply felt needs, desires and hopes of the oppressed black population in the U.S.A., and then
to try and organize them and lead them into action.
Right at that time, at the end of the sixties, this capacity of the BPP also drew a group of militants
in Philadelphia into the party, among them a young man then in his teens. As one of the organization’s co-founders in his hometown, this teenager would many years later explain his enduring attachment to the legacy of the BPP and its leader Huey P. Newton in the following terms:

While it is undeniable that HPN [Huey P. Newton] played a seminal role in BPP history,
one cannot discount or diminish the powerful forces of radical change and revolutionary
transformation that permeated this period; the forces, in fact, that motivated a HPN to seize
the moment, to coalesce, to build, and to dare.134
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2. The City of Brotherly Love

It is hard to imagine a city with deeper roots in specifically American traditions than Philadelphia. Even the meaning of the – originally Greek – name of the city founded in 1682 by
the immigrant Quaker William Penn is telling of the spirit that moved thousands of people to
leave Great Britain (and to a lesser extent continental Europe) to seek a brand-new world
across the Atlantic: “the City of Brotherly Love.” But this brotherly love and the ideas of
freedom which prominent citizens like Benjamin Franklin tried to found their city on was always tainted right from the start by an evil Philadelphia shared with most of the rest of the
United States: the exclusion of and the discrimination against blacks.
For a long time, black Philadelphians did not play a great role in the city in demographic
terms, although their mere presence was always significant in shaping the city’s history. From
the time when the famous black sociologist W.E.B. DuBois undertook his path-breaking
study The Philadelphia Negro to the 1990 Census, the percentage of African Americans rose
from a mere 3.8 percent of the population to 39.9 percent.135 But even in the 19th century,
when the percentage of blacks in the city hovered somewhere well below ten percent most of
the time,136 they were by no means simply ignored. Since the theme of race relations is so persistent in the history of Philadelphia up to this day, it is well worth taking a closer look at the
historical backgrounds of these relations.

2.1 Race Relations: Historical Backgrounds

“There is not perhaps anywhere to be found,” wrote ex-slave and famous later abolitionist
Frederic Douglass in February 1862, “a city in which prejudice against color is more rampant
than in Philadelphia. […] It has its white schools and its colored schools, its white churches
and its colored churches, its white Christianity and its colored Christianity […], and the line is
135
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everywhere tightly drawn between them. Colored persons, no matter how well dressed or how
well behaved, ladies or gentlemen, rich or poor, are not even permitted on the many railways
through that Christian city. […] The whole aspect of city usage at this point is mean, contemptible and barbarous.”137
The statement may perhaps be surprising in the light of the role Philadelphia had played as the
cradle of the freedom of the country and the fact that it was one of the first important cities in
the newly-born U.S.A. to take steps toward the abolition of slavery.138 But as for the first aspect, in the northern and western urban regions of the United States the sharp contradiction
between formal freedom and actual racial segregation and oppression showed up once more in
an even more dramatic form in the second half of the 20th century. As for the second aspect,
the Douglass quote itself shows that in Philadelphia at least, segregationism also took a legal
form not altogether different from the southern states.
Black moves towards more rights or even mere self-assertion often sparked anti-black riots by
white mobs, for example in 1834, 1838, and 1871, and blacks were deprived of their right to
vote for a full 33 years: their disenfranchisement, an immediate consequence of the racist riot
of 1838, lasted from then on until 1871, i.e., while a Civil War raged that was supposedly
fought for black emancipation – and afterwards, the reinstatement of black suffrage immediately sparked a new riot during which four blacks were murdered.139
Nor did the race relations significantly improve in the new century as Philadelphia grew to be
one of the most important industrial cities, not only of the United States but the whole world.
On the contrary, while white workers, including many immigrants from Europe and the rural
areas of the U.S.A., were able to make modest gains, Philadelphia’s “black population sank
lower into poverty, despair and resentment,” mainly because although “the factories were
hungry for labor, […] blacks were frozen out of industrial jobs.” For many decades into the
rapid and thorough industrialization of Philadelphia, blacks overwhelmingly worked as “unskilled laborers and service workers,” while white Philadelphia natives and immigrants held
the factory (and in the case of the natives, of course, the white collar) jobs. This led to a situation where “in his 1899 study, W.E.B. DuBois declared that 90 percent of Philadelphia’s African American fell below the poverty line,”140 and it took the decades until World War II
“before blacks were hired in any numbers in Philadelphia’s factories and mills.”141 And even
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then, the federally ordered introduction of blacks into the workforce of the public transportation
system triggered a massive wildcat strike by the white workers that could only be broken when
President Roosevelt sent troops into the city.142
These very clear signs of racial tension and oppression of the black population in Philadelphia
should not, however, lead to the bleak picture of a faceless, downtrodden black mass without any
cultural and social identity of its own. Despite all discrimination, Haverford College historian
Emma Lapsansky describes Philadelphia’s black population of the 1830s as “the largest, most aggressive, and wealthiest free black population of the western world.”143 Philadelphia also played a
prominent role in setting the “Underground Railroad,” the secret network that was organized to
help fugitives from the southern states of the U.S.A. to escape from slavery. The existence of a
black elite in Philadelphia was described at length in DuBois’ seminal study on the black population in Philadelphia. Furthermore, there can be no question that alongside the economic depression and racial oppression of the majority of its members, the black community in Philadelphia
always managed to keep alive a vibrant civil society. It commanded sufficient resources to enable
its black citizens to reject a status as mere victims and to play an active role in defending their
own interests, as evidenced already in the 19th century in black “insurance societies, cemetery associations, building and loan associations, labor unions, and branches of fraternal organizations
such as the Old Fellows and Masons.”144
Desegregation measures notwithstanding, the picture painted by Frederick Douglass of a sharp
dividing line between the races in Philadelphia did not change very much over the years. The accomplishments of the ghettoized black community did not alter the fact that African Americans as
a group were regarded as outsiders in Philadelphia, and constituted an oppressed and disadvantaged minority. Although in terms of violent racial outbursts Philadelphia never came close to cities like Chicago after World War I and Los Angeles, Detroit, or Newark after World War II, it
certainly also persistently proved DuBois’ dictum according to which America’s main problem in
the 20th century would be the color line.145

2.2 A History of Decline: Glimpses of Philadelphia after World War II

For a long time, Philadelphia had been the third largest city in the U.S.A. As for its African
American citizens, a matter upon which I want to concentrate here, after a steady growth of
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Philadelphia’s black population from 1890 to 1940, World War II and its aftermath brought an
even more massive expansion. Between 1940 and 1980, the percentage of African Americans
among Philadelphia’s citizens rose from about 15 to close to 40 percent.146 Right at that time,
the post-depression economic boom in the U.S.A. and the absence of formal segregation lured
millions of blacks from the South to the North. The general development – which was already
observable in a weaker form since the imposition of the Jim Crow laws in the South and especially after World War I – is described in Abu-Jamal’s authorized biography. After 1877,

the American apartheid called segregation was imposed through Jim Crow laws and regular lynchings, and the South sunk back into the new and partial slavery of sharecropping
until even that was stripped away. After World Wars I and II the farms were mechanized,
and black people moved to the cities of the North in one of the greatest migrations in world
history. […] Young and old, educated and ignorant, eternally hopeless and hopelessly
poor, clutching their belongings in cardboard boxes and paper bags, millions of black
southerners came north to claim the meager legacy America had set aside in return for
hundreds of years of unpaid labor and privation.147
One of those immigrants from the South was Abu-Jamal’s mother, Edith Cook who, on her way
north to New York with her brother, decided to stay in Philadelphia, a city which at the time
was still booming.148 But as had been so often the case for African Americans in the United
States, history once more took a tragic turn. Just as in many other big cities, in Philadelphia, too,
the hopes of the black newcomers for a better future were soon to be dashed.

2.2.1 Economics

Postwar Philadelphia, the town in which Mumia Abu-Jamal was born in 1954, was in many respects typical for the northern and western urban areas of the United States after World War II.
When the blacks from the South arrived there en masse, it had already started to become part of
the Rust Belt. The quasi-official short history of Philadelphia puts it the following way:

In 1950, the wisest prophet could not predict that Philadelphia’s glory days were numbered. But within a decade the trends were clear: population was declining, industry was
vanishing, urban renewal had failed. Large sections of “the city of homes” were characterized by abandoned homes and a hopeless underclass.149
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The heydays of industrialization were over – just at the moment blacks were beginning to
gain access to industrial jobs.150 As more and more blacks moved into the inner cities, a massive process of suburbanization set in where large parts of the white population moved towards the outer areas of the city or altogether outside the city limits. In this process, the shift
towards a service-oriented, de-industrialized economy and a deeply rooted anti-black racism
were inextricable intertwined. Throughout the history of the United States, and Philadelphia
as well, whatever the most promising and progressive economic development was at any
given time, blacks tended to be excluded from it. As elsewhere, the massive concentration of
blacks in the inner city areas, or in the “ghettoes,” as they soon came to be called, was not
simply the natural consequence of great numbers of people clustering around economic opportunities:

The growth of the black ghetto, however, cannot be explained by the proximity to work. In
1930 more that 80 percent of the black population lived in areas that were within one mile
of five thousand or more industrial jobs, yet less than 13 percent of black workers were
employed in manufacturing. Blacks were more likely to be employed as laborers, servants,
and waiters. Unlike the white ethnic communities whose neighborhoods were “ghettoes of
opportunity,” black communities tended to be “ghettoes of last resort” – residential areas
that had been rejected or abandoned by other ethnic groups.151
After the “golden years” of industry that lasted until the beginning of the 1950s, the economy
of Philadelphia proper (that is, minus the suburbs)152 went into free fall.153 “Three out of
every four industrial jobs were lost over a twenty-year span,” namely, between 1955 and
150
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1975. “In the 1950s, the eventual depth of Philadelphia’s postwar decline was only glimpsed.
[…] In actuality, of course, the decline of stable employment was accelerating during these
years.” One of the city’s traditional economic pillars, textile mills, “had been closing and
moving out of town. Associated industries began to be hit as well. The first danger signals
were felt in the shipbuilding and shipping industries, as the Port of Philadelphia shrank in absolute and relative terms. Warehouses and factories alike emptied out […] Jobs emptied out
of the traditional neighborhoods.”154 Philadelphia’s population, which stood at more than 2
million in 1950 (and still, even, in 1960) and was projected at the time to grow to three million in fact declined to 1.688 million in 1980, and to less than 1.5 million in 1996.155 Small
wonder then that in the standard sociological work on postwar Philadelphia its history between 1955 and 1975 is described as “the decline of the city: despair and exodus.”156

2.2.2 Housing

The exodus of the white population to the more privileged outer city and suburban regions left
behind an increasingly black population that, on average, had never been very well off in the
first place. In her memoir A Taste of Power, Black Panther Party chairwoman from 1974-77
and Philadelphia native Elaine Brown describes what life was like in the 1950s on 2051 York
Street, North Philadelphia, which is not directly in the neighborhood of 718 Wallace Street157
where the Cook family lived, but in the same city area which was, in social terms, very much
alike:

York Street was buried in the heart of the black section of North Philadelphia. Its darkness
and its smells of industrial dirt and poverty permeated and overwhelmed everything. There
were always piles of trash and garbage in the street that never moved except by force of the
wind, and then only from one side of the street to the other. Overhead utility wires in disrepair ribboned the skyline. Cavernous sewage drains on the street corners spit forth their
stench. Soot languished on the concrete walkways, on the steps and sides of the houses, and
even in the air. Rusted streetcar tracks from another time, a time when people who were alive
occupied the territory, ran up and down York Street. And there was the nighttime quiet. As
the dark approached each night, houses were sealed tight in fear and York Street became
154
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overwhelmed by the quiet, a silent voodoo drum, presaging nightly danger, a gang fight, a
stabbing, a fire.158
It should be noted that Abu-Jamal’s biographer Terry Bisson describes the particular area
where Abu-Jamal grew up in different, almost idyllic terms.159 But Bisson, too, doesn’t leave
any doubt that on average, the African American ghetto population of North Philadelphia and
the other “black” regions of the city was desperately poor.
The economic processes described above set into motion a vicious circle of ever-deepening segregation in the city as well as in the metropolitan area as a whole. The pattern is well known from
many other urban areas in the United States from Chicago’s Southside to South Central in Los
Angeles: As already briefly described above, an interplay of economic factors on the one hand
and racism160 on the other leads to a situation were the deterioration of industry in the inner city
leads to the phenomenon of so-called “white flight.”161 This is the move of white Americans to
the suburbs, while the most disadvantaged sectors of society, i.e., mainly blacks, Puerto Ricans,
and other people of color as well as a by now increasing sector of poor whites remain in (or move
to) the inner city areas, areas that are already economically dying. The agglomeration of blacks or
other ethnic groups in these areas then leads to more white flight and the circle of an increasing
concentration of disadvantaged ethnic groups in those urban areas without an economic future and
of an ever stronger white suburbanization is complete. In the last two decades, this has been supplemented by the refurbishing of the central areas of the cities,162 leading to a concentric structure
of many cities with a sound economic base in the center and the outer limits and suburbs, and the
areas in between increasingly depleted of their economic lifeblood.
As two important studies on the “city of brotherly love” make clear, Philadelphia is a typical,
even extreme example of this development.163 The results of the process are very visible already on superficial inspection, since its economic and demographic/geographic features are
mirrored in another existential aspect of human existence, namely, housing. In Philadelphia
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to even the most casual of observers, the charm of refurbished row-houses in gentrified and
historically certified neighborhoods pales next to the wholesale abandonment found in
many of the neighborhoods inhabited by black, Hispanic, and white as well. The quiet
splendor of central city high-rise apartments and condominiums gives way to the noise and
crowding of the vertical ghettoes of public housing. Homebound suburbanites push and
crowd by the sprawled, often incoherent figures of women and men without homes, whose
address is a steam vent and whose roof may well be of cardboard, if that.164
In this, “the housing of contemporary Philadelphia […] reflects the set of economic, social,
and political forces that divide the city.”165 The studies just mentioned show that the rate of
residential segregation of blacks in Philadelphia has historically been very high166 and has
risen sharply throughout the 20th century, reaching an all-time high of 83 percent in the census
years 1980 and 1990.167 It is also clear from statistics that there is a distinct difference in the
attitude between blacks and whites as far as the issue of racial integration is concerned,168 and
that it is not simply mutual racial animosity but white racism that is the subjectively contributing factor to geographical separation and segregation.
At least since 1960, large parts of the city are simply falling apart. At the beginning of the
twenty-first century, taking a drive from the relatively small area of Center City that has been
rebuilt, since the end of the 1970s, by multi-billion investments, to the areas immediately to
the North of it is like the abrupt transition from a rich industrialized country right into the
third world, entering an area, large pockets of which are a nightmare of poverty, abandonment
and hopelessness.169 The low income of those living in these areas heavily contributes to the
decline of the housing as “the housing stock of the city suffers” because “the workers’ hardships cause them to defer needed maintenance. Similarly, reduced tax revenues force the city
to choose between needed social services and maintenance of its physical infrastructure. In
Philadelphia, as in a number of other eastern and Midwestern cities, maintenance has been deferred so long that the issue is often not maintenance, but replacement.”170
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The public reinvestment schemes enacted during the last quarter century to stem the decline
of the city only served to create a situation where

the simultaneous emergence of gentrification and displacement, speculative activity, and
large-scale abandonment provides a schizophrenic image of a city half-phoenix and half
ashes. In the midst of the ashes stand not only empty houses but unhoused people, truly a
paradox of the new order.171
In tune with that development, “the city suffered a dramatic loss of its stock during the 1970-78
period” that was only partially offset during the following seven years. But even the increase after
1978 did not lead to more housing for the poor: “On the one hand, the demand for higher cost
housing drives an increase in new housing stock, while on the other, growing abandonment at the
low end of the market increases the vacancy level.”172 Due to the flight of the better-off to the
suburbs, the value of the housing in many regions of the city itself plummeted, and so it was only
a logical outcome when Annual Housing Survey (AHS) interviewers reported in 1977 that one in
three residents in the city had boarded-up dwellings in their blocks.”173
The process of dilapidation is described beautifully in Pennsylvania author John Edgar
Wideman’s novel Two Cities:

These skimpy bricks and boards. […] A narrow, cobblestoned alley of back fences and back
yards and back lots and back doors. Some of the back doors also front doors for the row
houses that lined two blocks of Cassina, skinny two-story houses sharing a spine like Siamese
twins so one family’s dwelling opened onto a street, the other into the alley. Cassina Way had
been sitting here all this time and he had ignored it, aging and falling apart like the rest of the
neighborhood. Like him. Cassina Way a skin he’d shed and discarded. […]
At the beginning of the second block, row houses that had formed one wall of the narrow
corridor he remembered as Cassina Way were gone. Now, from the cement steps of 7215
where he used to sit and daydream, making up lives for the people who never seemed to
come out of their back doors, you could see straight to Tioga’s far side and beyond. Few
houses on Tioga Street remained intact, most of them gone now like the ones once forming a
wall that had made Tioga’s far side invisible when he was a kid on his steps. Tioga’s houses
boarded up or shells or bulldozed into vacant lots, craters, mounds of rubble. The row of six
or seven houses standing on one side of Cassina the last stale slice of a cake somebody had
gobbled up a long time ago.174
Summarizing the housing situation, it can be said that beginning in the mid-1970s at the latest, huge parts of the population, primarily blacks and Puerto Ricans had stopped to live in re171
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gions that were poor but orderly, like the public housing projects described by Abu-Jamal’s
biographer Bisson. By then, they lived in “the city of despair. There is no other way to speak
of the core areas of the city surrounding the gentrified center of Philadelphia.”175
In the seventies, this very situation was to be one of the most important areas of coverage for
the young radio reporter by the name of Mumia Abu-Jamal.

2.2.3 Politics

Politics in Philadelphia had long been dominated by a Republican Party organization whose corruption had become legendary over the years. During the New Deal era under the presidency of
F.D. Roosevelt, this state of affairs slowly began to change, and since the mayoral election in
1952, the city has been firmly in Democratic hands. What did not change, however, was the entrenched system of corruption and patronage that had, early in the 20th century, led famous journalist Lincoln Steffens to scorn the entire city as “not merely corrupt, but contented” and the worst
governed city in the country.”176 Thus, Philadelphia chronicler Ron Avery writes: “Even the
change at City Hall meant a continuation of one-party rule. The corrupt and complacent GOP was
simply replaced by an all-powerful Democratic organization that would produce its own scandals
and scoundrels.”177 Over the years, the Democratic city government oversaw the closing down of
hundreds of factories, of the ship-producing Naval Yards, the Philadelphia-based Pennsylvania
Railroad with its formerly more than 150,000 employees, and the Philadelphia Bulletin, which
had once been the largest evening newspaper of the nation. It certainly did little to stem or reverse
the social processes described above that were beginning to tear the city apart, and even less to
support those hit hardest by these processes, namely the socially disadvantaged, primarily the
blacks. The answer from below proved to be not long in coming.
The following vignettes of some of the responses of the city’s African Americans to the situation
in Philadelphia can provide of course no more than a few glimpses into Philadelphia’s postwar
politics. My intention here is to give a flavor of the political conditions in which a man like
Mumia Abu-Jamal grew up and which he later actively dealt with, first as a member of radical
groups and organizations and then professionally as a journalist.
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2.2.3.1 Revolt in Columbia Avenue

When Father Paul Washington, who was to be head of an Episcopal Church in one of the
poorest regions of the city from 1962 to 1987, arrived in North Philadelphia, his wife wept.

“Is this where we are going to live?” she asked.
“Yes, this is where we are going to live,” I said.
“Paul, there’s not even a blade of grass between the concrete slabs,” she said through her tears.
In the description of the couple’s arrival, Washington then goes on to recount that “there was
reason for fear because of the explosive combination of social pressures that racism had created here. There was poverty, joblessness, broken homes, overcrowding, and landlord neglect.”178 This is the general area where, in the summer of 1964, a riot broke out that has been
described as a symbolically most important event in the development of the city. “For three
nights and two days the North Philadelphia neighborhood that had experienced some of the
worst overcrowding, highest unemployment, and most intense policing was the site of substantial violence and physical destruction. Newspapers reported the destruction as racially polarized; they emphasized the selective nature of property destruction, that is, against white
merchants rather than the black barber shop. Additionally, when officials sealed off the
neighborhood, they chose boundaries that seemed to assume a conspiracy of virtually all of
the North Philadelphia black community against the city.”179
Main scene of the events was Columbia Avenue, where at various times offices of Marcus
Garvey’s United Negro Improvement Association, the NAACP, and later on the Philadelphia
chapter of the Black Panther Party were located. The area is still desolate and desperately
poor today.180 Once more, the rebellion “was sparked by a confrontation between police and
residents of North Philadelphia. It began with the arrest of a woman named Odessa Bradford
for a traffic violation. A fight with police following her arrest led to large scale looting and attacks on property on Columbia Avenue.”181
Quite independently of the particular event that sparked the explosion, Father Washington’s
conclusion was that the police “too often behaved like an army of occupation and not a
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No. 7: Philadelphia, Columbia Avenue 1964

No. 8: Rail Station North Philadelphia, 2002

protective force.” One of the direct action groups that used to meet in the Church of the Advocate then decided to fight brutal behavior by the police and illegal arrests by acting as citizen observers. It is very interesting how similar the actions of that group were to the methods
later employed by the Black Panther Party:

On Friday and Saturday evenings these volunteer members of “Operation Alert” would
gather in the parish house to listen to radios that picked up the police band. When they
heard of arrests being made, they rushed to the scene in automobiles to observe. It did not
take the police long to realize how closely they were being observed.182
Equally characteristic, particularly for the methods of the Philadelphia police, was the reaction, since shortly afterwards, the possession of radios capable of receiving police band by
persons not active in law enforcement was made illegal by the City Council.
At any rate, the 1964 disturbance in Philadelphia and the almost simultaneous urban rebellions in
Rochester and Harlem were significant enough to earn the condemnation of Martin Luther King,
who warned that “lawlessness, looting and violence cannot be condoned whether used by the racist or the reckless of any color.”183 In was only years later that King would unequivocally adopt
the stance of revolutionary pacifist A.J. Muste, according to which radical reformers should first
and foremost “denounce the violence on which the present system is based, and all the evil […]
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this entails for the masses of men throughout the world. […] So long as we are not dealing honestly and adequately with this ninety percent of the problem, there is something ludicrous, and
perhaps hypocritical, about our concern over the ten percent of violence employed by the rebels
against oppression.”184 In the years after 1964, an increasing number of activists would be driven
to the conclusion that for them, non-violence was not an absolute principle, but only a tactic, and
that instead black liberation had to be reached “by any means necessary.”

2.2.3.2 A Neighboring Town Explodes: Newark 1967

The social and racial forces that, in the 1960s and far beyond, made the city of Philadelphia
an area of high tension were visible in an even sharper form in Newark, a town that is located
only 60 miles away from Philadelphia in the state of New Jersey. Its 1950 population of only
about one quarter of that of Philadelphia declined even more drastically over the following
decades. In 1950, it stood at 438,776, in 1970, at 381,930, and in 1990, at 275,221, a dramatic
loss of 37 percent that has since continued. During the same time, the racial composition underwent an even sharper reversal from an 83 percent white majority to a 59 percent majority
of blacks. Just as Philadelphia and “like many northeastern cities, it has experienced severe
economic dislocation caused by disinvestments, structural changes in the economy […], and
the demise of old industries.” With a “long history as New Jersey’s dominant economic center,” it has entered a period of decline and is now, while still playing a very important role in
the state’s economy, “an island of poverty in a sea of wealthy suburbs.”185
Moreover, given the familiar dynamics of de-industrialization and blackening of the city,
Newark’s African American community was soon concentrated “into one of the country’s
poorest ghettos. In 1967, Newark had the nation’s highest percentage of substandard housing,
and the second highest rates of crime and infant mortality.” As was so often the case in the
sixties and early seventies, it was a situation that needed only a spark to explode. And once
again, the uprising in Newark followed the typical pattern: “That July [1967], purported police brutality involving the arrest of an African American cab driver charged with assaulting a
police officer plunged the city into four days of violence and destruction. […] The riots began
as a crowd of around 200 assembled outside the Fourth precinct station house to protest the
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arrest of the cab driver with chants of ‘police brutality.’” When the ensuing unrest couldn’t be
quelled, after three days “National Guardsmen and state troopers opened fire on rioters.”186
There is a very insightful account of the events by the novelist, Newark resident and crime
novel writer Valerie Wilson Wesley, who has described what happened in a marvelously
evocative way through a dialogue of her two main protagonists:

“The city has always been corrupt. Politicians were robbing this city blind before the first
brick was ever thrown. […] The riot was nothing but the last straw. Whites not wanting to
live near black folks, anywhere near black folks [representing the same one-sided racism as
in Philadelphia]. And black folks sick and tired of a racist city hall that ignored their
neighborhoods, and cops who beat their sons and brothers and husbands for no good reason at all.”
“The riot started over some cop killing a kid, didn’t it?”
“That was the rumor, anyway. But that’s how it always starts, isn’t it, over some stupid cop
shooting someone’s kid? The white folks left the city overnight it seemed, taking the tax
base and what was left of the money with them. And all the places you could take your kid
to for a milk shake on a Saturday afternoon disappeared.”
“All I remember about the riots was how my eyes burned from the smoke, and how my
grandma rocked back and forth like she was in a trance when the national guardsmen
swore they saw a looter in the apartment downstairs and let loose a round of ammo in the
building. They killed a lady, a pregnant lady, pulled some forty bullets out of her” […]
“They kept Johnny overnight in jail. Said he didn’t have the proper identification to be
walking down the street. That and the way they killed that pregnant woman drove my
grandma to her bed.”187
During the four days of violence (whose victims were, as usual, mainly black) 26 people were
killed and more than 1,000 injured, and the damage in property amounted to more than ten
million dollars.188 The significance of the explosion in Newark for all the urban areas in the
Northeast, North, and West of the U.S.A. lay in the fact that it clearly showed what was potentially in store for cities plagued by similar problems, among them neighboring Philadelphia. As we will see below, in Philadelphia, politicians and a particularly tough Police Commissioner, Frank Rizzo, took the violence in Newark and its relative absence in Philadelphia
as proof that harsh police repression of dissent and social protest were the recipe against
threatening unrest. But that is hardly convincing. There is every reason to believe that the
situation in Newark exploded because the city presented all the contradictions that were typical for most urban areas in the United States at the time in a glaring, almost laboratory-like
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fashion: racism, race and class-biased government corruption, de-industrialization, white
flight, suburbanization, ghettoization, and last but not least heavy-handed state repression to
keep the tinder box from blowing up. It was certainly not a lack of police repression and brutality that was responsible for the outburst.

2.2.3.3 “Get Their Black Asses”: Philadelphia, November 17, 1967

November 17, 1967 was another important date in the racial history of the United States as
well as that of Philadelphia – and certainly in the personal history of Abu-Jamal, since it was
the first, or one of the first, mass demonstrations in which he took part.189 The day saw a public display of police brutality against defenseless schoolchildren that shocked the nation. The
protest had been widely announced in the black community of the city. The students demanded black history courses and other reforms towards more racial equality in the public
schools. About 3,500 pupils assembled in a peaceful manifestation on and before the steps of
the offices the Board of Education. Liberal school superintendent Mark Shedd was ready to
listen to the complaints of the students and had asked police commissioner Frank Rizzo to
send only plainclothes officers of the Civil Disobedience Squad under Ltd. George Fencl. The
prevailing atmosphere and the shock triggered by the events was described by Father Paul
Washington, whose own son asked him before the demonstration: “Dad, do you really believe
that this country intends for us to be included in this ‘liberty and justice for all’?”:

The rising black consciousness was everywhere. It was certainly being felt in the public
schools, where it would come to a head in one of the most polarizing events in recent
Philadelphia history – a demonstration by black city high school students in front of the offices of the Philadelphia Board of Education at 21st and the Parkway on November 17,
1967. When Police Commissioner Rizzo ordered a brutal billy club charge against those
young people, it set back race relations in the City of Brotherly Love for years.190
At first, the manifestation was indeed handled only by Fencl’s squad, but demonstrators who arrived later in the day faced “‘vans, cars, police everywhere. They were standing like uniformed
soldiers with helmets and sticks in their hands.’”191 After some apparently only minor provocations on the part of the students, the billy club attack was ordered by Rizzo personally, and the
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police commissioner became notorious for the words with which he had ordered the action:
“Get their black asses!”192 What followed is recounted graphically by Terry Bisson:

Immediately an army of cops charged into the crowd, nightsticks swinging.
Soon the streets were echoing with the nightmarish thwack of oak clubs on young skulls,
and the gutters were spattered with blood.
Girl? Boy? It didn’t matter to the men in blue.
They were just kids, true. But they were black and they were outta line.
Dozens were injured […]. Dozens more were charged with “Disorderly Conduct” and with
“Resisting Arrest.”
None of the police were ever charged or disciplined.193
In a nutshell, Rizzo had made clear what the confrontation was about. Black pupils and
students had marched to protest against being treated as “black asses,” at school and in
their history books and in the city, and the city’s police commissioner sent them a violent
message, saying that they were just that. As Rizzo’s biographer Paolantonio writes, “the
incident left an indelible impression on blacks everywhere in Philadelphia. Fifteen protesters were hospitalized. Five police officers were slightly injured. Dozens […] were arrested.”194 Still worse, in terms of its brutality and its racial overtones, the altercation on
November 17, 1967 was by no means an isolated incident. At the time, the Philadelphia
police had already piled up quite a record of brutality, particularly against blacks, and as
we shall see shortly, in the so-called “Rizzo years,”195 the record did not only get worse,
but much worse.196
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2.2.3.4 The Revolutionary People’s Constitutional Convention in 1970

In 1970, Philadelphia was the scene of a highly significant event, the Revolutionary People’s
Constitutional Convention (RPCC) organized by the Black Panther Party. In the words of one
participant, it was

A multicultural public gathering of between 10,000 and 15,000 people who answered the call
by the Black Panther Party (BPP) and assembled in Philadelphia on the weekend of September 5, 1970. Arriving in the midst of police terror directed against the BPP, thousands of activists from around the country were determined to defend the Panthers. They also tended to
redo what had been done in 1787 by this nation’s founding fathers in the City of Brotherly
Love – to draft a new constitution providing authentic liberty and justice for all.197
The author of these lines even goes on to claim that this “self-understood revolutionary
event,” coming “at the high point of the 1960s movement in the United States” was “arguably
the most momentous event in the movement in this critical period in American history.”198
Whatever its actual importance may have been, it was certainly not lost on the city’s police
department, whose leaders, especially Police Commissioner Frank Rizzo, were in a state of
virtual panic and acted accordingly. According to Father Washington, “in the week prior to
the convention, Police Commissioner Frank Rizzo had staged dawn police raids on all the
Black Panther Party offices in the city, putting the leaders behind bars.”199 The murder of a
police officer and unrelated attacks on two other policemen provided the PPD with the longsought pretext to stage heavily armed raids on the Philadelphia offices of the Black Panther
Party at 1928 Columbia Avenue, 3625 Wallace Street, and 428 W. Queen Lane.200
As if to underline the necessity of a brand-new, non-white, multiethnic constitution with inclusive rights for all, the police action against the Panthers revealed the utter contempt that the
powers that be held in store for them, aimed as it was at the maximal humiliation that was
possible. At the Wallace Street office, the Panthers were forced to publicly strip to their underpants, with a photograph of the action appearing in one of the city’s leading tabloids, The
Philadelphia Daily News, several days later.201 What happened to the other Panthers was described later by the leader of the Philadelphia chapter of the BPP, Captain202 Reggie Schell:
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At five o’clock that morning I was asleep, and somebody woke me up (we used to pull
guard duty in the Panthers anyway) and said, “They’re here.” I looked out of the window,
and they’re lined up across the street with submachine guns, shotguns; they’re in the alley.
I saw the head man clearly, he had a pistol and a gas mask strapped to his leg; he was
bending down, and then all hell broke loose. Finally, we had children in there and the gas
got to them too much so we had to come out.
Each cop took an individual Panther and placed their pistol up the back of our neck and
told us to walk down the street backward. They told us if we stumble or fall they’re gonna
kill us. Then they lined us up against the wall and a cop with a .45 sub would fire over our
heads so the bricks started falling down. Most of us had been in bed, and they just ripped
the goddam clothes off everybody, women and men. They had the gun, they’d just snatch
your pants down and they took pictures of us like that. […] We were handcuffed and running down this little driveway; when we got to the other end of it, a cop would come by
with a stick and he’d punch us, beat us. Some of us were bleeding; I know I was bleeding,
but really I thought it would [eventually] be a lot worse.203
But with all the furious repression, the PPD did not succeed in preventing the Revolutionary
Convention from being held. Father Washington provided the facilities of his Church of the
Advocate at 18th and Diamond Street in North Philadelphia and arranged for premises of the
nearby Temple University for the larger meeting of the convention.

No. 9: Police raid on one of the
BPP offices in Philadelphia, August 1970.

this humiliating procedure. A policeman had been killed; this was no time to waste sympathy on the Panthers.
‘Imagine,’ he gloated, ‘the big, black Panthers with their pants down!’” Donner, ibid., p. 215. One of the photographs taken at the opportunity is reprinted in Washington, “Other Sheep I Have,” p. 108, another one in Bisson,
On a Move, p. 95.
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The opening session quickly made clear how the BPP had, during the hardly four years of its
existence, been able to capture the imagination, not only of so many black people all across
the country, but of many members of other oppressed groups and strata of society as well.
When hundreds of gay people entered McGonigle Hall at Temple University and began
chanting slogans demanding gay power for gay people and black power for black people,
“everyone rose to their feet and joined in, repeating the refrain and using the appropriate adjectives: Red, Brown, Women, Youth, and Student.”204
But the appeal of the BPP was not limited to coalition politics. On the one hand, it was clear
that the BPP continued to be a black nationalist organization. Any coalitions were to be based
on the independence of blacks, supplemented by non-paternalistic relations to other oppressed
groups striving for self-determination and self-empowerment. And according to the article on
the Convention that appeared in the party paper The Black Panther, the approach taken in
writing the constitutions was strictly grassroots and bottom-to-top:

The pre-literate black masses and some few saved post-literate students were going to finally write the new constitution. […] The aristocratic students led by the women, and the
street bloods, they were going to do the writing. […] In the schools and churches [i.e.,
Temple University and the Church of the Advocate] – the rational structures of the past –
the subversive workshops of the future met to ventilate the private obsessions of the intellectual aristocrats and the mad hopes of the damned.205
Their widely held image as violent outlaws of society notwithstanding, the Panthers demonstrated
once more their deep roots in a certain American tradition, albeit a radical one. It was entirely in
the spirit of the Declaration of Independence when, rather than insisting on the sanctity and eternal validity of the Constitution, the Panthers and their allies at the Revolutionary People’s Constitutional Convention close to two hundred years later thought about instituting “new government,
laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall
seem most likely to effect their safety and happiness.”206 The changes suggested by the documents produced by the RPCC all went into the direction of a radicalized, enlarged, much more inclusive democracy, stressing the idea that the democratic forms developed at any one given time
can become quite insufficient or even anti-democratic as time moves on and the lives of the people change. The RPCC documents leave the ten-point-platform of the Black Panther Party far behind, another demonstration of the vibrant, lively, and future-oriented revolutionary spirit that
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animated the BPP. The reports generated by various workshops on different constitutional questions were aptly summarized a week later in the party organ:

All the people would control the means of production and social institutions. Black and
third world people were guaranteed proportional representation in the administration of
these institutions as were women. […] Sexual self-determination for women and homosexuals was affirmed. A standing army is to be replaced by a people’s militia. […] The
present racist legal system would be replaced by a system of people’s courts where one
would be tried by a jury of one’s peers. Jails would be replaced by community rehabilitation programs.. […] Adequate housing, health care, and day care would be considered
Constitutional Rights, not privileges. Mind expanding drugs would be legalized. These are
just some of the provisions of the new Constitution…207
It is not hard to see that in the years since 1970, U.S. society has moved in exactly the opposite direction, with the partial exception of women’s and gay rights. This goes a long way to explain the
fact, noted by Abu-Jamal in his own work on the topic, that “the BPP stimulated, sparked, and inspired a number of successive, and strikingly similar radical formations, some of which continue
their work, drawing on models over three decades old.”208 Because of its firm roots in the radical
democratic tradition of the United States, the BPP was able to leave a “remarkable legacy”209 that
is still very much alive for thousands of political activists in the U.S.A. and around the globe.

2.3 An Endemic Problem: Corruption and Brutality in the Philadelphia Police Department
Significantly, the RPCC documents also demanded community control over the police as a means to
end violence and abusive behavior on the part of the police, a topic to which I want to turn now. The
twin problems of corruption and brutality have plagued the Philadelphia Police Department (PPD)
from its inception. In the middle of the 19th century, the American “melting pot” did not work well
even among whites, and there were brutal clashes between Protestants and Catholics throughout the
1830s and 1850s. The continual rioting and the general uncontrolled criminal gang activity in the
counties surrounding Philadelphia proper led to two very important events, namely, the integration of
the surrounding counties into the city area itself, expanding Philadelphia’s size from about ten to 130
square miles, and the creation of a single professional police force for the entire city, whose population now doubled to approximately 400,000 people.210 However, the police were often “recruited
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from the kind of toughs who came out of the street gangs and were accustomed to beating up Irishmen and blacks,” and as part of the general picture, “the early police specialized in legalized violence
as their weapon against the unlegalized kinds.”211 This legalized but unlawful violence, a form of
corruption of authority in itself, was a legacy that would continue to haunt the PPD for many decades
to come. This violent legacy was soon supplemented by a corruption of the police from the outside,
as “the department’s effectiveness was severely limited because employment and promotions were
eventually all determined by political loyalties rather than by merit, and officers were often called
upon to punish the [governing Republican] party’s enemies and reward its friends.”212 By the turn to
the 20th century, the Philadelphia police was described as “systematically intimidating voters while
permitting other citizens to vote many times, beating and arresting any election officials who attempted to stop them.”213 There was no real change in this situation until, at the beginning of the
1950s, the Democratic Party took over from the Republicans.
But the police reforms instituted by the new masters of Philadelphia’s City Hall led to new problems. As the PPD was more or less successfully isolated from the machinations of party politics, it
turned inward and developed into a closed system accountable to no one. This process was
strengthened by the rise of the Fraternal Order of Police (FOP), a professional association that was
granted exclusive collective bargaining rights in 1950.214 At the same time, corruption and violence continued. The spirit of reform proved to be short-lived, and all but disappeared in many areas of police work with the meteoric rise of Frank Rizzo. Not only did Rizzo conclude a nonaggression pact with mafia mobster Angelo Bruno,215 but “his determination […] to eliminate the
Police Review Board as a check on possible police brutality was widely criticized by the black
community and others. Despite efforts to eliminate the feeling, the police were widely regarded as
enemies in the most blighted areas of the black community. The proportion of blacks on the police
force, after rising in the 1950s and 1960s, began to decline, and blacks sued the city to compel
broader recruitment.”216
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As for Frank Rizzo himself, the “cop who would be king”217 and dominated Philadelphia’s
police work for two decades, specialists Jerome H. Skolnick and James J. Fyfe report in one
of their books on the topic of police brutality:

When the late Frank Rizzo was Philadelphia’s hard-line Police Commissioner and Mayor, he
also made headlines with provocative statements. “I’m gonna make Attila the Hun look like a
faggot after this election,” he told one reporter. “The way to treat criminals is spacco il capa” –
bust their heads – he told another. During his term as Mayor, Rizzo informed a national television audience, he had armed his officers so well that “we could invade Cuba and win.”218
Rizzo’s personal stance towards and use of police brutality is exemplified well in the following episode from the year 1967, when Rizzo was already Police Commissioner:

Like two weeks ago he gathered a small audience of reporters behind City Hall Courtroom
and told them with great glee the story of a man he had beaten up. He told how he had
chased the man, caught him, and finally threw him to the ground.
“Then I come down with the good old number twelve,” Rizzo said, stamping his foot on
the floor, “and the guy ain’t walking right today.” Then Rizzo did an imitation of a man
who cannot walk right.219
The “Rizzo years,” as many commentators called the era, lasted approximately from 1960 to
1980. With the unchecked rise of Rizzo in the city’s hierarchy, corruption and brutality within
the PPD reached monumental proportions.
As for the killing of unarmed people by police officers, Skolnick and Fyfe write: “In a study
conducted for the U.S. Justice Department, one of us reported that, while individual Philadelphia cops were no more likely than New York cops to make arrests or to come face to face
with armed people, they were thirty-seven times as likely as New York cops to shoot unarmed
people who had threatened nobody and who were fleeing from non-violent crimes.”220 Skolnick and Fyfe then proceed to give a few examples, some of which I want to mention here to
convey a general impression:

75-86: 17-year-old black male who stole 3 bath mats and one toilet seat cover from a store
was shot in the back and killed as he tried to run away.
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75-119: 22-year old black male involved in consensual homosexual act in an alley was shot
in the back of the leg as he ran from the police who were responding to a burglary call.
[…]
78-13: 19-year-old white male was killed while running away from a traffic violation.
78-62: 19-year old black male was killed while running from police headquarters while
handcuffed with hands behind him […].221
In terms of absolute numbers, “during the seventies, shootings by Philadelphia police resulted
in 162 deaths according to a report issued in April 1979 by the Police Project of the Public Interest Law Center in Philadelphia. (PILCOP).”222 And the data show that matters grew worse
instead of better when Rizzo moved up from Police Commissioner to Mayor:

Year
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

Persons Shot by Philadelphia Police 1970-1974223
Shot
Killed
Victim Had No Gun*
36
13
26
30
9
18
45
9
31
55
26
27
70
24
41
* According to police, but actual number could be higher

It is all but impossible to avoid the conclusion that the sharp rise in police killings was in large
measure due to the fact that in 1973 O’Neill, the Police Commissioner appointed by the newly
elected Mayor Rizzo, “suspended the department’s restriction on officers’ use of deadly force.”224
As a result of this suspension and other signals sent to ordinary policemen, not least among them
the assurance of a virtually guaranteed immunity against accusations concerning the excessive use
of force, the exponential growth of police brutality that followed was not very surprising. In a hearing before the U.S. Civil Rights Commission in Philadelphia on April 16-17, 1979, O’Neill said
that if an officer “did shoot if [he] felt that he was doing that which is right, I’d most certainly defend him.”225 As a result, during the eight years of the reign of Rizzo at the helm of the city, fatal
shootings by officers of the Philadelphia police increased on average by 20 percent annually.226
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These numbers about the deadly shootings of course did not even include the non-fatal shootings, the beatings, the arrests, the humiliations, and the general macho behavior of the Philadelphia police, a behavior that was, as usual, mainly directed against the poorer strata of the
population, especially against the blacks. Or as veteran Philadelphia journalist Linn Washington Jr. describes the situation: “From paupers to house painters to prominent pastors, blacks
were the predominate target of police abuse.”227
But violence was not all. Police brutality as such is a criminal act that carries with it, at least
in theory, a corresponding punishment, including loss of job. Lying in order to protect the
perpetrators from punishment is thus an integral and inevitable part of it. The corruption of
proper procedure inherent in the use of excessive force against the citizens whose protection
from abuse is the most important task of the police is necessarily supplemented by a further
variety of corruption in the form of false reports, false denials, and false counter-accusations
in the case of any complaint. It is logical to assume that once police brutality has reached a
certain level, the door is therefore wide open to a myriad of other forms of corruption, and report after report shows that this conclusion is fully borne out.228
In Philadelphia, long-standing traditions such as the corruption in politics could only serve to
aggravate the problem. Arguably, in the first three decades after 1952, the abolition of the system of interference in the affairs of the PPD via political patronage finally led to the reverse
phenomenon of the police exercising undue influence over city affairs. The election of the longtime “top cop” to the position of Mayor represented the highly visible culmination of this process. Under Mayor Rizzo, a culture of virtual impunity took root in the PPD, with Police Commissioner O’Neill being not much more than the faithful executioner of these politics.
The 1974 findings of the Pennsylvania Crime Commission, a state level investigative panel,
were symptomatic for this state of affairs. The conclusions of the report were devastating:

The Commission found that police corruption in Philadelphia is ongoing, widespread, systematic, and occurring at all levels of the Police Department. Corrupt practices were uncovered during the investigation in every police district and involved police officers ranging in rank from policeman to inspector.229
The response of the Philadelphia police to the mere fact of being the subject of such an investigation was also interesting and, as we shall see later, grimly foreshadowed the behavior of the police
227
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during the Faulkner/Abu-Jamal murder case – and what is more, was a harbinger of some of the
things that were brought to light in documents filed by Abu-Jamal’s defense many years later:230

Three state troopers working with the commission were arrested on traffic violations by Philadelphia police officers and severely beaten in police custody. Another was dragged into a Center City bar, beaten and, while struggling to regain consciousness, chained to a chair for hours.
The commission fought through security leaks, harassment and stonewalling. […]
In its report, the commission described payoffs to cops by gamblers, racketeers, bar owners, businessmen, nightclub owners, and prostitutes. The report named more than 400 police officers [out of a force of 8,100] by first name, last initial, and badge number – all of
them, the commission alleged, involved in some form of wrongdoing.231
And the 1974 investigation into corruption and the 1979 PILCOP investigation into violence
were by no means the only ones.232 In Philadelphia, both aspects of police abuse have been
firmly entrenched for a very long time, and as I will show in later chapters, continue to be so.
It is important to note that given the important role of professional pressure groups like the
nationally 300,000-member-strong FOP, the structural problems leading to corruption and
violence are by no means limited to the direction given from the political top: “In police
agencies such as Philadelphia’s, where stringent civil service rules and a militant union have
limited the chief’s ability to reward the stars on his staff, the opportunities to reward excellence and reducing police violence in this way have been virtually non-existent.”233
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3. A Black Revolutionary in White America

3.1 Family Background

Wesley Cook, later known as Mumia Abu-Jamal, was born in Philadelphia on April 24, 1954.
as the fourth child of his mother Edith and the first child of his father William.234 Like millions of other African American children in the United States, he grew up in the “projects,” or
“PJs” for short, public housing projects for the poor, primarily blacks, that were built en
masse since the partial institution of a welfare state in the U.S.A. under the New Deal presidency of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Among the friends of the Cook children were two boys,
Kenneth Freeman and Arnold Howard, who, many years later, were heavily involved in the
murder case brought to bear against Abu-Jamal.
Exactly as elsewhere in the black ghettoes, the social situation in black North Philadelphia
was determined by racism, poverty, deteriorating homes and an ever present primarily white
police force to keep the black population in their place and in check. While Abu-Jamal himself was a child of (formally) non-segregated Philadelphia where racist discrimination was
less rooted in the law than in economic, geographical, social, and political discrimination, his
mother, who came to Philadelphia from North Carolina, also provided him with a southern
background. Since the Carolinas were bastions of both white segregationism and black resistance, it would be highly interesting to know to what extent Edith Cook shared her experiences in her original home in the South with her children.
Different from many other black families, the family of young Wesley Cook was a stable one.
His father held a job, and “was a quiet man, hard working and ‘respectable,’ a quality that
meant a lot in those days when drugs and alcohol were just beginning to feed on the despair
that poverty generates.”235 More generally, according to Abu-Jamal’s biographer Terry Bisson
the Cook children grew up in the stable atmosphere of a functioning neighborhood. Learning
was high on the agenda even before the children went to school, and school itself “was important. It was a doorway that Edith was determined her kids would pass through. And all of
them did.”236
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Apart from the fact that he was an unusually intelligent boy and a quick learner, Wesley spent an
unremarkable childhood237 in a northern city that was equally normal, where in theory segregation
did not exist, but in actual fact “desegregation was a myth.”238 The Cook boys went to Benjamin
Franklin High School, and Lydia Cook to Pennsylvania High, and both schools were de facto segregated, i.e., “ninety percent African American, in spite of the Supreme Court’s famed ruling the
year Wes [short for Wesley] was born.”239 Judging from his later essays, the one thing that stuck out
in Wesley Cook’s childhood was his deeply emotional and loving relationship to both of his parents. In two essays about them that appeared in his second book, he wrote:

He was a relatively old man when he seeded these sons, over fifty, and because of his age,
he was openly affectionate in a way unusual for a man of his time. He kissed them, dressed
them, and taught them, by example, that he loved them. He talked with them. And walked
and walked and walked with them.240
Relatively tall, mountainous cheekbones, dimples like doughnuts, and skin color of Indian
corn, she left life in the South for what was then the promised land “up Nawth.” Although
she lived, loved, raised a family, and worked over half her live “up Nawth,” the soft, lyrical
accents of her southern tongue never really left her. […] She, and her children, lived in the
“peejays” (the projects), but it wasn’t until years later (when we were grown) that we understood we had lived in poverty, for our mother made sure that our needs were met.241
This stable, loving family background is certainly to no small extent responsible for the fact
that up to now, Abu-Jamal has been able to withstand the horrifying conditions on death row
with astonishing resilience. In October 1996, his spiritual advisor242 at the time, Steve Wiser,
wrote about how at his first visit to Abu-Jamal in May 1995 he had met
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A tall, athletically-built African-American whose joie de vivre filled his tiny visiting compartment and seemed to overflow, through the Plexiglas partition separating us, into mine.
Sitting there opposite him, I discovered a brilliant, compassionate, hearty, articulate man –
a man of rare character, tempered and profoundly deepened by suffering.243
William Cook suddenly died when his son Wesley was in his very early teens,244 but the very fact
that later on Abu-Jamal was able to convey to his biographer that “it was several years before he
forgave his father for dying without saying goodbye”245 is telling of the openness and honesty of
the feelings Wesley Cook had for his parents, his family, and his friends,246 certainly a good precondition for meeting the particular mental, emotional and material challenges he would have to
face as a youthful black political militant – and even the later ones, as an adult on death row.

3.2 Politicization by Nightstick

However orderly his family life may have been, as a young teenager Wesley Cook could not escape the political storms that ravaged the U.S.A. in the sixties – and he would not. He was one
of the marchers in the famous November 17, 1967 demonstration, although he was not present
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at the bloody melee at the end.247 And after that, he did not have to wait long for his own first
violent confrontation with white racism and the police. At the age of fourteen, he and three
teenage friends went to a demonstration against a rally of racist presidential candidate George
Wallace of the American Independence Party in South Philadelphia. As Abu-Jamal would recall
ironically many years later, their intention was to exercise their First Amendment rights of
“freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, freedom of speaking your opinion”248:

In retrospect it was kind of crazy to think that we would go down to a demonstration in
South Philadelphia, which is predominantly white, and protest against George Wallace
coming to Philadelphia. But at that time we believed it was our city as well. And everyone
of us got our ass kicked by the plainclothes policemen. You’ve probably heard the tale,
“I’ll beat you so bad your own Mama won’t know you.” Well, it has particular relevance to
me because as I was lying in the Hospital, charged with assault, and aggravated assault,
and beating of a police officer, my own mother walked by me, looked me dead in the eyes
and kept walking because she couldn’t recognize me.249
Undoubtedly, the event made a lasting impression on the boy, and in fact, Abu-Jamal has recounted it in several places and on several occasions. In a piece written especially for his first
book Live from Death Row, he summarized what was the most important consequence of the experience for him. In it, he describes how, while being beaten up, and still believing in his first
amendment rights, he saw a uniformed police officer and reflexively yelled for help: “The cop
saw me on the ground being beaten to a pulp, marched over briskly – and kicked me in the face. I
have been thankful to that faceless cop ever since, for he kicked me straight into the Black Panther Party.”250 But even before, the impact of black nationalism all across the nation had led to
another decision in the life of Wesley Cook. Under the influence of a young schoolteacher from
Kenya who told his pupils the rudiment of the African language Swahili and “assigned the boys
Kikuyu (Kenyan) names to use in class,” he changed his name permanently to “Mumia.”251

3.3 Militant Youth in the Black Panther Party

After having met a vendor of the BPP party newspaper and after having waited in vain for the
BPP to show up in Philadelphia, sometime in the spring of 1969, Cook himself took part in the
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founding of the Philadelphia branch of the party. The city’s BPP chapter “was born on a hot afternoon in a tiny South Philly apartment near 15th and South. The meeting was called by community activists and intellectuals. […] They were fed up with the brutal routines of the Rizzo
regime. […] Less than a dozen men gathered for the first meeting. Most were in their twenties.
A few were older.”252 Shortly after that, a self-educated ex-GI by the name of Reggie Schell became the leader of the new organization. Rosemary Mealy, a long-time Panther activist who
met Mumia/Wesley Cook in 1970 during his party work in New York recalls:
Under the leadership of Reggie Schell, Wes Cook253 was commissioned as Lieutenant of
Information. In that position he was responsible for the writing, production, layout and distribution control of newsletters, the Panther paper and all of the other propaganda emanating from the chapter offices. The chapter grew with new recruits. Sections were opened in
other parts of the city, which carried out the programs of the Party such as the Free Breakfast Program for Children.254
The Philadelphia chapter of the BPP was active in the whole state, and “Mumia traveled to
Pittsburgh, Harrisburg and many other cities helping to build the Party.”255 One does not have
to take the word of Abu-Jamal’s ex-comrade in the BPP alone for this. It is ironic that much
of what is known about the BPP and its members’ activities comes from the surveillance files
of the various local Police Departments, particularly those of the FBI, since many of the latter
have been released under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). In October 1969, one of
the confidential FBI reports had the following to say:

AIRTEL To Director, FBI; from SAC, New York, 10/7/69 A highly placed, sensitive
source xxxxxx reported that Cook was in contact with xxxxxx from the Harlem Branch and
advised them that they had opened a Breakfast Program in Harrisburg and were planning
another for Reading…256
In the surveillance system of the FBI, every political organization had its own code number,
but the extensive cross-referencing system the FBI had developed under J. Edgar Hoover also
extended to individual persons; in a report from Philadelphia on a Hiroshima memorial dem252
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onstration, organizations like the “Fort Dix Free Speech Movement” (1-100-50294), the
“Young Americans for Freedom” (1-100-46112), “Women Strike for Peace” (1-100), and the
Socialist Worker Party (1-100-2036) are listed as participants, together with the Black Panther
Party (1-157-2004) and an individual, Wesley Cook (1-157-3937).257 It didn’t matter to the
FBI and its counterpart in the PPD, the Civil Defense (CD) Squad under the leadership of
Lieutenant (later Inspector) Fencl, that all these organizations as well as the protests and demonstrations they staged were perfectly legal. As the specialist on this type of political monitoring by local Police Departments, Frank Donner, writes, “Meetings and demonstration sites
bristled with CD men whose very numbers were intended to be oppressive. Some were armed
with tape recorders and cameras, either actively photographing or pointing empty cameras at
targets in order to intimidate them.”258
There is little doubt that in addition to the hundreds of pages of surveillance files on Abu-Jamal
assembled by the FBI at the time, there is considerable material on him in the archives of the
Philadelphia police. The point is of special importance, since, while writer E.L. Doctorow wrote
in an article in the New York Times that “to uniformed men in mourning of one of their own,” at
the time of his arrest Abu-Jamal “was an enemy delivered to their mercies,”259 the idea that he
was a known quantity in Philadelphia’s law enforcement circles has been ridiculed time and
again by the supporters of Abu-Jamal’s execution.260 Be that as it may, as far as the FBI is concerned, there is no question that Wes Cook/Mumia’s activities were taken quite seriously. After
an FBI report from Philadelphia in June 1969 had recommended that files be opened on Wesley
Cook and 13 other “Negro males identifying themselves as the BPP of Philadelphia,” just four
month later another report demanded that Cook be placed on the FBI’s index for people to be
rounded up and detained in case of a national emergency:

SUBJECT: Wesley Cook aka RM-BPP
Report of SA xxxxxx 10/24/69 at Philadelphia
Name: Wesley Cook; Aliases: Wes; West; Mumia X
[…]
Name of employer and Union affiliation if any: Student, Benjamin Franklin High School,
Broad and Green Streets, Philadelphia PA Residence address: 718 Wallace Street, Philadelphia PA.261
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[…] In spite of the subject’s age (15 years), in view of COOK’s position of authority in the
BPP it is recommended that he be included in the Security Index. [...] Copies of this report are
being designated to NISO, OSI, SS and MI [all various national intelligence services].262
Moreover, police activity concerning the BPP was by no means limited to mere monitoring.
Nearly every move of the party or its members was accompanied by constant harassment, by
“tickets for loitering, for littering, for jaywalking. There were midnight raids and searches”263 as
the head of the local surveillance unit Lieutenant “Fencl and his Philadelphia cops used to get a
kick out of fucking everybody; I guess that was the way he got his,”264 in the description BPP
Captain Reggie Schell gave of the situation. Apparently, sometimes there were coordinated
FBI/PPD operations against the Panthers. One of the FBI reports recounts how “simultaneous
hits were made at the Web Bar,” a café in Columbia Avenue that was often frequented by the
Panthers and their supporters, “and the BPP Office at about 11 pm led by the SAC and ASAC.
SCHELL was found at the Web Bar.” In this operation, Schell was targeted by the FBI, and
other party members by the CD Squad of the PPD who, according to the report, “subsequently
arrested HEARN, CRAIG WILLIAMS, PETERSON, RENE JOHNSON, and WESLEY
COOK, thus clearing the area of all BPP officers and undoubtedly greatly decreasing the
chance of the BPP creating a disturbance in the area.”265
Evidently, the FBI and the local police tried to force the Panthers to back down or else draw them
into a confrontation which they could only lose: “The times I was arrested,” says Schell, “they
seemed to put emphasis on the fact that, ‘We know you all got guns, motherfucker, but we got the
firepower, and we’ll kill you.’ Just like the FBI told us, ‘We got the superior firepower, you can’t
win.’”266 But the pressure of the security forces did not prevent the Philadelphia BPP from doing
what was really its raison d’être, that is, community work. As usual, one focus of the party’s work
was the struggle against the police violence directed against the organization itself as well as
against the city’s African Americans in general:

Even though we knew that the system and the police, especially, didn’t want us to set up
shop, we didn’t have any idea about how fast something would come our way. But it didn’t
stop us from dealing with the police. We did extensive work around police brutality, organizing different agencies that could funnel these problems through.
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Probably the most classic example of the way the police acted here was their murder of a
young guy, Harold Brown. He was shot and killed in West Philadelphia. He was killed by
four highway patrolmen; and the highway patrol in Philadelphia has always had the reputation for being the most vicious and most murderous of all the police. They had stopped this
young brother and killed him, shot him. People heard him begging on his knees. Witnesses
heard him begging the cops not to kill him, but they just shot him.
[…] By now the Party had gotten itself organized to the point where we could organize a
hell of a campaign. We started circulating leaflets, we went up into the area where he was
killed and talked with people, with witnesses. We had tape recordings of conversations
with witnesses who saw certain things, who had heard the police tell them to “Get the fuck
back in the window before we blow your heads off,” and stuff like that. We had taped conversations with his mother and his father and we’d done a 16-page-booklet on police brutality; and we spearheaded this by putting out wanted posters on the four police.267
As a consequence of this activity, the BPP enjoyed a tremendous upsurge in community support, and “people who once feared the Black Panther Party because of the shootouts across the
country, began to see it as a legitimate organization that wanted to try to make some fundamental changes.”268 According to Rosemari Mealy, it was none other than the party’s young
Lieutenant of Information, Wes Cook, who “spoke to the murdered youth’s family and began
to write in such a prolific manner of this and other wrongdoings of the Philadelphia police.
[…] George Fencl, who was the head of Philadelphia’s Civil Disobedience Unit, commonly
referred to in the streets as the ‘Red Squad,’ knew who was responsible for writing these clarion calls of truth. He knew that the information coming out of the Columbia Avenue office
about the men in blue was every bit the truth, and to add insult to injury, a fifteen-year-old
was calling the shots.”269
But the Philadelphia Panthers did much more than fight police brutality; as in successful
chapters elsewhere the core of their work was the attempt to bring about self-organization in
the African American community. As Father Washington writes in his sympathetic account of
the group in Philadelphia, “along with the demonstrations, the other distinguishing activity of
the Panthers was their free breakfast program for children, which had begun in September,
1969, in a building near their Columbia Avenue office.”270 Despite their declared and Panther-typical readiness for armed self-defense against racists and the police he also describes
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No. 10: “Wes Mumia,” Lieutenant
of Information for the BPP in Philadelphia

them as an essentially non-violent movement. The party was seeking political, not military solutions. It held educational community classes and discussions, its members sold the party
newspaper The Black Panther all around the clock, it organized the black community to protest against the abysmal state of the public services in the black ghettoes.271 For a time, it was
able to attract many young men and women who dedicated themselves selflessly to the improvement of the life of their black fellow citizens.272

3.3.1 A Fateful Piece of Reporting

As for Wesley Cook, he was soon making something of a career in the national BPP. Soon after he had joined the party, he began to write articles for the party newspaper in Oakland.273
Already a short while later, he dropped out of school in order to do party work in other parts
of the country. It started with an important journalistic assignment in Chicago, whose results
were to haunt him for the rest of his life:
Chicago. New York. San Francisco/Oakland.
Philadelphia was one thing, but the wide world was quite another. Panthers were under attack around the country, but especially in those cities – their most important centers.
And even at fifteen, Mumia was considered important enough to visit all three.
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[As another FBI report noted:] 12/18/69 to SAC Philadelphia from SAC Chicago. A highly
confidential source reported Wes Cook was in contact with xxxxxx… Wes indicated he
was in Chicago and remarked he would probably return to Philadelphia shortly.274
It is impossible to determine from the cleansed FBI report with whom “Wes Cook” was in
contact and why the source that reported the contact was so “highly confidential,” but the reasons for W. Cook’s visit in Chicago are hardly obscure. In the morning hours of December 4,
1969, a detail of more than a dozen heavily armed policemen had raided the private home of
Chicago BPP chairman Fred Hampton under the pretext of a weapons search, killing Hampton himself and his bodyguard Mark Clark, and wounding three other inhabitants of the
apartment. The surviving Panthers were arrested and charged with attempted murder and aggravated assault. On the day after the raid, the Chicago Tribune ran a photograph depicting
several broadly grinning police officers apparently delighted with the results of the nightly attack, as they carried the dead Hampton’s body from the apartment. The police version of the
event according to which the persons present in Hampton’s home had fired at the police first
who then had no other chance than to resort to self-defense quickly unraveled under the scrutiny of the local press, and the Panther’s contention that this had been a case of outright murder on the part of the police was soon vindicated.275 The purpose of Wesley Cook’s presence
in Chicago was to report on the bloody events on December 4, and accordingly,

as Lieutenant of Information, Mumia was led on a tour of the assassination site. He was
one of those who personally examined the holes in the door (all one-way, outside-in), the
blood-stained bed (a well-thumbed Lenin on the nightstand), the entire unforgettable, horrific scene.276
The events must have an indelible impression on the young man. Even before his visit to Chicago, he had already been the keynote speaker at a memorial service for Hampton and Clark in
Philadelphia’s Church of the Advocate,277 whose atmosphere Paul Washington describes in the
following way: “When 1,000 people attended the service, we could see the level of sympathy
and support the Panthers were gaining from people who believed their message and from others
who were simply revolted by the nature of the police repression they faced.”278
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A short while after the memorial service and after his return from Chicago, Cook was interviewed by reporter Acel Moore at the party office in Columbia Avenue. On January 4, 1970
Moore’s article appeared on the front-page of the Philadelphia Inquirer. The article deals
largely with the violent confrontations between the Panthers and the police, but the interviewee was also able to talk about the larger goals of the BPP:

Although there have been no shootouts between Philadelphia Panthers and police, Cook
who ranks behind defense Capt. Reggie Schell and Sister Love, who is field lieutenant in
the Philadelphia leadership, says there could have been.
On September the 28th, the FBI arrested Schell […] and City police raided the Party Headquarters confiscating some office equipment.
They would have shot us then, Cook recently told a visitor to the Headquarters, speaking
with deliberate conviction. “Except we were all out in the community at the time.”
[…]
[…] Wes stressed the aim of the Black Panther Party of helping black Americans gain a
sense of dignity and of the Party’s insistence on self-defense.
[One of the 26 rules for Party members] stipulates that no Panther member will use, point
or fire a weapon of any kind unnecessarily, or accidentally hurt anyone.
[…]
In Philadelphia at least the Panthers have been more socially activist than militant. Their
rhetoric […] has been angrier than their actions.
Like other Panther chapters, the Philadelphia Black Panther Party has established a free
breakfast program for needy children. Cook estimates that the Philadelphia Panthers feed
about 80 children daily.279
But the article also contained a statement where Cook, in obvious reaction to the killing of
Hampton and Clark just a month before, quoted Mao Zedong with the phrase “Political power
grows out of the barrel of a gun.”280 At Abu-Jamal’s 1982 murder trial, the fact that this statement referred to the behavior of the police in Chicago and elsewhere and was by no means intended as a political guideline for BPP practices did not deter prosecutor Joseph McGill from
first introducing it into the evidence and then, in his summation where he argued for the death
penalty, using it to stress the alleged violent mentality of the defendant.281

3.3.2 The Decline of the BPP in Philadelphia

The prosperous time of the Black Panther Party proved to be short-lived, however. In the
years 1969-1970, it had reached the height of its influence. Wes Cook spent a few months in
FBI. A federal grand jury ruled in May, 1970, that ‘the police fired eighty-three shots into the apartment while
only one shot was fired at the police.”
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New York working for the party, and later on was assigned to the Oakland national headquarters of the BPP. In New York, he was once again witness to the intense persecution of the
party by the police. On April 2, 1969, nearly all the top cadre had been arrested on a variety of
conspiracy charges that threatened them with life sentences in prison, and most of them spent
long months in prison before they were finally acquitted of all charges in the spring of
1971.282 As Terry Bisson describes it, “the Panther 21 trial was national news,” and Cook
“wrote and sold papers with the certain feeling that he was doing important work.”283 From
New York, Cook was soon transferred to Oakland to work directly with the BPP’s Minister of
Culture, Emory Douglas, and his wife Judi Douglas, who edited The Black Panther.284
Several weeks later, he returned to Oakland and to Benjamin Franklin high school, after he
had once more been arrested, essentially for selling the party paper. Being arrested was of
course nothing new, but this time, he was also sent to a juvenile facility, and his mother insisted that he return to Philadelphia.285
He came back just in time to assist in the preparations for the Revolutionary People’s Constitutional Convention scheduled for September 1970. During this period, the Philadelphia BPP had to
weather the pre-Convention wave of police harassment and terror parts of which I have described
above, but the Convention finally took place, and for Wes Cook, it was also a highpoint in personal
terms: “Huey P. Newton was there, out of jail, and he requested Information Lieutenant Wes
Mumia Cook as one of his personal bodyguards.”286 But while the RPCC was a victory in terms of
winning against the attempts of the police to prevent it, as well as an exciting political and communal event for all its many thousand participants, by many accounts287 it also marked the zenith of
the BPP, whose coherence and influence began to decline rapidly towards the end of the year 1970.
It was as if the party, weakened by innumerable arrests and prolonged prison terms of its top leaders, had grown too weak to handle the energy it had generated among its members and sympathizers. Despite all the remarkable ideas produced at the RPCC, the party now proved unable to give
direction, to lead, and to unify. As Schell comments, before that period, “we had tremendous numbers […]. After the police raided our office a second time in August, 1970, and shot it up, within a
week or two weeks, hundreds of people had joined the Party.”288 But on the whole, the leadership
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was not up to the task. Party leader Huey P. Newton’s eagerly awaited speech at the RPCC was a
total disaster. Schell has described the reasons for this very perceptively:

I think the U.S. has got a system that people have got to be very, very conscious of. That is,
it projects leaders, and then it breaks leaders. I was out in California that summer when
Huey P. Newton got out of jail, and I watched it when people from the community came
up and talked with him […]. And I saw that he couldn’t talk to them. His conversation was
gone, he was a million miles away from them.
At the plenary session [of the RPCC] what he said just lost people.289
In addition, there was heavy political dissension in the party, which was in part instigated by
the COINTELPRO program of the FBI.290 The difficulties were obliquely hinted at by Schell
in 1978, when he said that “internally, there were certain things happening that left a lot of
people across the country dissatisfied. There was drug use, there were problems at the top.
[…] The party just started falling, people just started leaving it. The desire was gone.”291
Among those who left were Schell himself and Wesley Cook who now started to call himself
“Mumia” again. Once more, we would not know as exactly when he left the Black Panther
Party, were it not for the files the FBI kept on him:

COOK left the Black Panther Party in mid-October, 1970, having resigned. He was not the
object of party discipline. He along with several other individuals long associated with the
Party, ceased their BPP affiliation…”292
The BPP chapter in Philadelphia operated until around 1973, when the BPP stopped being a
national organization and called its cadres outside of California to Oakland to help transform
the city into a bastion of the Panthers.293 But for Wes/Mumia and Schell, leaving the BPP was
not yet the end of it. Together with others, they “set up an organization called the Black
United Liberation Front to fundamentally do the same things around police brutality, a free
breakfast for children program, a free clothing program, a bus that used to take people to visit
relatives and friends in prison. For the first time that I know in my political activity we took a
militant stand against drugs and on crime, Black crime, gangs,”294 certainly not least because
of their negative experiences with these phenomena in the BPP.
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It appears that Abu-Jamal participated in the organization with varying intensity;295 the organization itself folded in early 1976 due to a lack of funds and outside help.296 At the beginning of the seventies, Abu-Jamal faced the same situation as many other disillusioned young
party cadres. A decisive period of his life was now over, and he had to decide how to go on.

3.4 Abu-Jamal

Abu-Jamal himself has given a marvelous description of his state of mind at the beginning of
what one might call his “life after the party.” The loss and disappointment clearly shine through:

There I was in the 1970s, a bored, slightly petit bourgeois, burnt-out ex-Black Panther who
distrusted organizations and still simmered in a stew of generational rebellion. I felt all
dressed up with no place to go. The Panthers, to whom I had loaned my life, were sputtering in an internecine bicoastal, and bloody feud, East Coat against West Coast. […] The
prospect of us fighting one another sickened me. “I didn’t join the BPP to get in a goddamn
gang war!” I thought angrily to myself, “Shit! “I could’ve stayed in North Philly for this
dumb shit!”297
As things turned out, he soon left “North Philly” again to complete his education at Goddard College in Vermont, where he stayed for two years, from 1972-1974. Shortly before, he fathered a
child and acquired a new name that was to stay with him until today – Mumia Abu-Jamal, where
Mumia is his proper name, Arabic “Abu” stands for “father of,” and Jamal is the name of the son
that was born to him and his partner Francine Hart on July 18, 1971.298 The typical “slave name”
Cook and the given name Wesley that came out of that same slave tradition were thus done with
once and for all, and Abu-Jamal joined a long tradition of blacks who changed their names, most
often into African and/or Arabian ones, in order to break with the colonial past where the master’s
power extended to the right to give their subjects names – Malcolm X for Malcolm Little (where
the “X” stands for an unknown original African name), Kwame Sekou Touré for Stokeley Carmichael, Amiri Baraka for LeRoi Jones etc. Abu-Jamal’s second child with Francine Hart also got
an Arabic name, Latifah, and the same was true for his third child (with his second wife Marilyn),
his son Mazi, who was born in September 1977.299
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3.5 On the Air

At around 1974, Abu-Jamal returned home to Philadelphia to take care of his new family and
to take up a new profession – as a radio reporter. His studies in Goddard, which he didn’t
complete, had at the very least led him to discover “a new love, one that combined his writing
skills with the voice, the ‘pipes’ that would later make him famous. Radio was more immediate than print. […] It drew on his talents in a new and different way.”300
For the next seven years until his arrest in December 1981, radio journalism would be his
main area of work. Years later, in prison, on the very day he was served his second death warrant, he would compare the craft of writing to that of radio reporting:

I learned the craft well, except for one thing: I never learned to kowtow to state power. I wrote
and reported, not from the perspective of the privileged, not from the position of the established, but from the consciousness of oppression, and from the awareness of resistance. […]
[…] I brought my old skills to the new job, and learned some new skills while there. From
the old job, I learned perspective; from the new job, I learned phrasing, brevity, clarity, and
formatting. From the old job came writing skills that captured the voice of the downtrodden, and from the new job came a knowledge of the power and potential of radio.301
The first station where he began to develop these new skills was Temple University’s radio station
WRTI-FM, where, in line with his past activities as a journalist, in 1973 he started with a community affairs talk show, “Black Times Audio.”302 His skills, his resonant voice that was to make
him famous, and his “bottom-up, as opposed to top-down, perspective”303 won him wide support
among the hearers. He got offers from other, larger radio stations, among them the predominantly
black radio station WDAS that started its operation in 1950, and the talk show radio station
WHAT-AM where he worked as news director,304 proudly presenting “black action radio
news.”305 But on the other hand, “working on black radio was a dream – except for the money.
The relatively meager pay was a factor in accepting a job in ‘white’ radio.”306 But entering this
sphere had its problems, too. The station manager of the popular top 40 station WPEN told him:
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“Mumia, we like your sound. You’ve got great delivery! We just think your name is…
uh… uhhh… We beam our signal to South Philly, the Great Northeast, parts of Kensington, and what not, see? We kinda think your name is just a… ahh… a bit too ethnic for our
audience, you understand?”307
There it was again, the racial division of the city. Abu-Jamal took the job, and once again, he
changed his name, this time in the opposite direction – his new name on air was “William
Wellington Cole” –, but he rejected to change his tune: “I used my white voice, but I kept my
black soul.”308 Moreover, “through numerous contacts in the progressive and radical movements, it was possible to cover press conferences or demonstrations from a wide range of social change communities.”309 He interviewed representatives of national liberation movement
like Zedi Labib-Tursi of the PLO and Theo Gurerab of SWAPO, and what is more, he gave
the voices of the militant naturalist group MOVE a frequent hearing, a decision that was quite
unpopular with his management. The compromise of a black revolutionary working for a decidedly white establishment station could not last long.

3.6 Meeting MOVE

The attraction of John Africa’s MOVE family, especially of the family’s founder himself, was
impressively described by author John Edgar Wideman in his novel Philadelphia Fire, a work
that was inspired by a confrontation in 1985 between MOVE and the police that led to the
killing of eleven MOVE members, including MOVE founder John Africa:

Didn’t realize it kind of started as a joke. Didn’t realize by calling him we was making him
something. He [John Africa] was different. You acted different around him so he’d know
you knew he was different. Then he was different.
He taught us about the holy Tree of Life. How we all born part of it. How we all one family. Showed us how the rotten system of this society is about chopping down the Tree. Society hates health. Society don’t want strong people. It wants people weak and sick so it
can use them up. No room for the Life Tree. Society’s about stealing your life juices and
making you sick so the Tree dies.
He taught us to love and respect ourselves. Respect Life in ourselves. Life is good, so
we’re good. He said that every day. We must protect Life and pass it on so the tree never
dies. Society’s system killing everything. Babies. Air. Water. Earth. People’s bodies and
minds. He taught us we are seeds. […] He taught us to praise Life and be Life.
We loved him because he was the voice of Life.310
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No. 11: Members of the MOVE
Organization agitating their neighbors, 6221 Osage Avenue, Philadelphia.

According to its official pamphlet, “the MOVE Organization surfaced in Philadelphia during the early 1970s.”311 It centered around the teachings of Vincent Leaphart, a black
handyman who worked as a carpenter for a community housing cooperative in the Powelton
Village section of West Philadelphia.”312 Later, he changed his name into John Africa, and
Africa was to become the surname of all followers of MOVE. The organization started out
with a few family members of Leaphart’s, and later expanded into a group of several dozen
members committed to a naturalistic lifestyle and to fighting a system that they saw as
hopelessly deformed and corrupt. Judging from their writings, the beliefs of MOVE do not
seem to have changed much over the years, although some of their practices have.313 A
statement apparently written by imprisoned female MOVE members in 1986 summarizes
the general views of the organization well:314
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MOVE’s belief is life, natural law. We don’t believe in man’s reform world system.315
Life, natural law, which is synonymous with God, made pure air, clean water, fertile soil,
made babies healthy and made the principle of freedom, equality for all life without prejudice. This is the law MOVE believes in and obeys, not man’s so called laws. It is man’s
law that has created and sanctioned industry that is polluting the air, poisoning the water,
the soil; causing the retarded babies, diseased adults; and lying to the people to cover up
this filth. […] People compromise health and pollution for money and their life-styles.316
Abu-Jamal recalls that his “first impressions of MOVE were extraordinarily negative. […] They
weren’t talking about Marxism-Leninism-Mao-Tse-Tung thought as the Panthers were doing.”317
But since the groups militant agitation for its beliefs and it’s then still radically back-to-nature
life-style were not being tolerated in the city, myriads of violent confrontations with the police
were the outcome, in which the organization paid a terrible price in loss of life and long-term
prison sentences.318 Abu-Jamal comments: “So, again, in the same way that the Philadelphia Police Department beat me into the BPP, the Philadelphia Police Department’s repression attracted
me to MOVE.”319 However, as he vividly recounts in his article “Philly Daze” already quoted
above, it took him quite a while to develop real sympathies for the group. On April 2, 1976,320
MOVE member Louise Africa called him to invite him to a press conference to evaluate claims
by MOVE that in one of their confrontations with the police a baby, Life Africa, had been killed.
Abu-Jamal declined the offer, in a friendly manner, but unhesitatingly:

MOVE charged brutality. The cops, of course, denied it. Standard stuff. MOVE even
claimed that the cops killed a baby. Cops claimed that MOVE was lying. Standard stuff.
Lies from the cops. MOVE media overkill. Mumia was no green kid; I was too hip to believe either side.321
But as it turned out, at the press conference the dead baby whose very existence had been denied by the Philadelphia police was presented, its life and death henceforth undeniable. Abu-
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Jamal recalls how he cursed himself: “Quite a few times. […] I thought of my son, about Life
Africa’s age. I wept hot tears of shame.”322 Terry Bisson reports that few weeks later, AbuJamal interviewed an eyewitness who watched the deadly event from across the street:

“I saw the baby fall,” the old man said. “They were clubbing the mother; I knew the baby
was going to get hurt. I even reached for the phone to call the police, before I realized that
it was the police. You know what I mean?”
“I know what you mean,” said Mumia.323
From then on, Abu-Jamal got closer and closer to MOVE, a development that finally ended his career at the popular – and at the time predominantly white – radio station WPEN. After another police/MOVE confrontation that took place on May 20, 1977, when MOVE members paraded with
guns on the fortified front porch of their headquarters at 309 North 33rd Street in West Philadelphia
in order to show their readiness for self-defense,324 he was fired from his lucrative job because he
insisted on including the MOVE member’s view on the event and the ensuing police blockade of
their building in his reports.325 Nevertheless, Abu-Jamal continued his news reporting for other stations, and he continued to report on MOVE. One important instance of this reporting occurred on
August 8, 1978, when the escalation of the conflict between MOVE and the City of Philadelphia
led to a police raid of the MOVE headquarters during which a police officer was killed, probably in
the crossfire of his colleagues.326 After the raid on the MOVE headquarters was successfully completed, something strange happened that was to repeat itself, mutatis mutandis, three years later after the shootout on Locust Street that led to the arrest of Abu-Jamal:

Within an hour after MOVE members had been taken away, police at the scene started to systematically destroy the place, and the evidence. Weapons taken from the MOVE house were
cleaned up and put on display at the Rizzo press conference – destroying any forensic evi322
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dence. Two hours after the raid, demolition crews tore down the whole house – before homicide detectives, reporters, and (more important) MOVE’s attorneys could gather evidence.327
The press conference held by Mayor Frank Rizzo was an extremely heated affair. When asked
about the future of MOVE, Rizzo exploded: “The only way we’re going to get rid of them is to
get the death penalty back in, and I’ll pull the switch myself.”328 A police officer at the time
added: “There’s no way the police can win in a thing like this. They should have killed all of
them.”329 Undeterred, the journalists at the press conference, Abu-Jamal among them, raised
questions about the unseemly haste in the destruction of the crime scene, and once again Rizzo
exploded: “They [the people] believe what you write, and what you say, and it’s got to stop.
And one day – and I hope it’s in my career – you’re going to have to be held responsible and
accountable for what you do.”330 Four years of reporting the news on various radio channels
clearly had not made Abu-Jamal the darling of Philadelphia’s establishment.

3.7 “Voice of the Voiceless”

According to Ely, towards the end of the seventies, Abu-Jamal “continued his work in radio
journalism. He broadcast for the classical music station WUHY-FM. He did an occasional
stint at his old station WDAS. In 1979, he got a full time job at WHYY, the local public radio
station in Philadelphia, and was part of the staff putting together 911, the local version of All
Things Considered. As a reporter for Channel 12, WHYY-TV he interviewed [basket ball
star] Julius Erving as the 76ers fought for the NBA championship.”331 In 1979, he did a long
interview with Bob Marley, with questions and comments that apparently were quite typical
of his reporting: what kind of feeling do you get when you come through a city like Philadelphia, with almost a million Black people?” “Until Rhodesia is free, South Africa is free,332
Philadelphia is free […] wherever we are, that’s the message…” What’s your hope, brother,
for the future of Black people in America, and Black people in the world?”333
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However, his troubles with his employers continued, and the complaints were always the
same, with his news copy being accused of being too “black,” too anti-establishment, and
too friendly towards the MOVE Organization. As for the latter point, Abu-Jamal commented in 1989: “I remember one program director at a talk show station I used to work for
who forbade me from mentioning MOVE on the air. ‘If you say MOVE once more,’ he said,
“you’re going to get fired!’ I quit.”334 Towards the end of his career as a radio journalist,
there were two additional events around MOVE that certainly had a big influence on him. In
May 1979, nine of the MOVE participants in the August 8, 1978 confrontation were put on
trial. The trial lasted a whole year, and its results were later described by MOVE in the following way:

On May 8, 1980, after 67 days of trial, judge Malmed pronounced Janine, Debbie, Janet,
Merle, Delbert, Mike, Edward, Phil and Chuck Africa guilty of third degree murder, conspiracy, and multiple accounts of attempted murder and aggravated assault. Each defendant
was given a sentence of 30 to 100 years.
Several days after the verdict, Malmed was a guest on a local talk radio show. Journalist
Mumia Abu-Jamal called in and asked the judge, “Who shot James Ramp?”335 Malmed replied, “I haven’t the faintest idea,” and went on to say that since the MOVE members
wanted to be tried as a family, he convicted them as a family.336
Abu-Jamal had reported the trial for the radio, surprising “other reporters by showing up with his
hair braided in the familiar dreadlock style of MOVE members.”337 Years later, he commented:
“It’s impossible for me to say what my feelings were at the time, sitting in a courtroom, seeing
that kind of naked injustice. It rankled me to the core. […] Sitting in a trial, in an official capacity, objective as a journalist, and seeing that the law really didn’t matter, that it didn’t matter
whether a man was considered guilty, it didn’t matter what the law says your rights were.”338
The second event also concerned MOVE, whose founder John Africa had been arrested on
May 13, 1981, on bomb making and weapon charges. Together with his co-defendant,
Alphonso “Mo” Africa, he elected to defend himself in the ensuing trial in July. In a move
that stunned most observers, after five and a half days of deliberation the jury found both men
innocent of all charges. John Africa had said nothing during most of the trial, confining him-
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self to an impassioned appeal to the jury in the summation phase.339 Also present in the courtroom and reporting on the event was Abu-Jamal,340 who was as amazed as everybody else and
would only months later have to again ponder the advantages of self-defense in court over a
defense by trained attorneys.
Abu-Jamal’s other reportage during the years 1977 – 1981 included a wide variety of community affairs, ranging from the struggle against “the efforts to remove Black people from
Whitman Park, one of the few integrated communities in South Philadelphia”341 to the challenge to Mayor Rizzo’s 1977-78 attempt to change the city charter to enable him to run for a
third term.342 During Abu-Jamal’s post-conviction hearings in 1995, his friend and erstwhile
colleague E. Steven Collins gave a few examples of Abu-Jamal’s reporting, saying that he
was most interested in

people who needed a voice. People who were out of work. People who were protesting cuts in
subsidies for, you know, all sorts of things. From children’s meals in schools. He did a story
once I remember on the public school system and it’s lacking in relationship to academic expectation and achievement levels. And predominantly low-income schools in the Philadelphia area.
It went beyond a report. It was a passionate series of reports on that particular issue.343
At the same hearing, Democratic State Representative David Richardson, who had known
Abu-Jamal for a long time, had quite similar things to say.344 For Collins, who knew the difficulties black reporters had to face in Philadelphia well, Abu-Jamal’s preferential treatment of
African American themes did not cast any doubt on his professional integrity:

I think the thing that separated him at that time […] was a serious concern for people which
transcended just reporting a news story. He wanted to know the condition of people. And he
told stories. I mean that’s basically what he did. He did it in a very professional way. He had
an eloquent style, and he had, has a commanding voice. But essentially, he wanted to tell the
story of people. All people and specifically African-American people in the City345
As a third general theme, Abu-Jamal also continued his reporting on police brutality. Countering claims by Vanity Fair writer Buzz Bissinger according to which this aspect of AbuJamal’s work had been all but non-existent, Abu-Jamal’s reporter colleague Linn Washington
who had known him since 1974 remembers that he “won awards from community groups for
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his coverage of police brutality. I know that because I won one too, and I was at the program
with him.”346 Elsewhere, Washington has the following to say about the point:

Philadelphia’s mainstream media sparingly covered police brutality until the mid-seventies
when the enormity of daily abuses could not be easily ignored. The rise in incidents involving white victims of police brutality helped prompt increased media coverage.
[…]
Mumia Abu-Jamal was among the handful of reporters who consistently reported on instances of police brutality. This reportage of clearly newsworthy abuses perpetrated by a
governmental entity earned these reporters the antipathy of the Rizzo Administration officials and ostracism from their peers in the mainstream media who considered police
brutality to be an isolated phenomenon impacting individuals who deliberately provoked
police.347
An important example where Abu-Jamal’s work on the issue is available in print is the case of
a young black man called William Green who was shot and killed by the Philadelphia police
on August 28, 1980. “Those who had seen the killing were outraged; to them it was murder. It
was the hottest time of the year, and the August heat further heightened the tempers in the
black community,” Father Paul Washington writes about the atmosphere prevailing at the
time.348 Immediately afterwards, the September issue of the magazine Philadelphia’s Community published an article of its free-lance author Abu-Jamal, “Nights of Rage in North
Philly.” In it, he reported how the 17-year-old young man had fled a police control in his car,
and was brutally beaten and shot dead after he had crashed into a tree while trying to escape.
He quoted the testimony of eyewitnesses which showed that the killing had in all likelihood
been an outright execution, and he also reported on the ensuing rebellion including an attack
on a police station at 17th and Montgomery Street in North Philadelphia. Also included in the
coverage was the fact that the police officer had only been fired, not arrested. “In the meantime,” Abu-Jamal concluded, “the community is still waiting for justice.”349

All said, there is extensive testimony indicating that towards the end of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s, Abu-Jamal was known to the city establishment, in particular the police.
In fact, while working for a radio station he had been stationed right next door to the PPD’s
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headquarters for the better part of a year.350 In January 1981, the city journal Philadelphia
Magazine mentioned him as one of 81 “people to watch” in the following year, citing the “special dimension” his show at the music station WUHY projected in terms of radio reporting. After his arrest in December 1981, even critics lauded his “incredible voice,” his capacities as “a
very good writer and an excellent producer” who “could do wonders with sound.”351 Moreover,
in 1981 Abu-Jamal was president of the Philadelphia chapter of the Association of Black Journalists, and “his work on the show ‘911 Report’ won several local broadcasting awards, including one from the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.”352 The content of his
broadcasts had earned him the honorary title “voice of the voiceless.”353
But functioning in that role did not bring only advantages. Despite all his credentials, in 1981
his professional career had taken a downward turn. His reportage on explosive themes, first
and foremost on the MOVE Organization, had brought him in continuous conflict with his
less radical or establishment employers. As seen from the perspective of MOVE (and probably his own), “rather than compromise his integrity as a journalist, he began freelance reporting while driving a cab at night to support his family.”354
When Abu-Jamal had his date with fate on December 9, 1981, he still was what he had always been since the early days of his youth, an indigent African American committed to radical change against all odds: a black revolutionary in white America.
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4. Police Corruption and Brutality in the United States

4.1 Introductory Remarks: Lawbreaking by Law Enforcement

In the United States, police corruption and brutality have a long and essentially uninterrupted
tradition. The history of this phenomenon cannot be treated here in depth. As I elaborated in
section 2.3, I regard the use of excessive force by police officers as but one particular form of
the wider problem of police corruption. But there are three reasons why this form of corruption is more important than others. For one thing, the illegal, brutal treatment of the very citizens whose protection is the assigned task of the police has often been the first step into the
wider morass of other improper and illegal activities on the part of the police. Second, police
brutality is openly illegal behavior and, as a most fundamental human rights violation, destroys the basic trust in the rule of the law on the part of the individuals and groups who are
subjected to it. Not surprisingly, those affected most are society’s most disadvantaged groups,
that is, the poor, and among them, particularly African Americans.
Because of the enormous political impact of this latter role of police brutality, in the following
I shall concentrate on those aspects of police corruption that involve physical violence, including the use of torture at police precincts in order to extract confessions. On the other
hand, recent developments in the case of Mumia Abu-Jamal have once more brought to light a
whole series of corrupt activities in the PPD that go beyond mere “street” brutality, ranging
from bribery and the pimping of prostitutes to racketeering and blackmail as well as the accompanying death threats against anyone suspected of being prone to blowing the whistle.355 I
will therefore also be dealing with these other aspects of police corruption, too.
And finally, corrupt behavior on the part of the police in the United States has also had a
heavy political component in the narrower sense. The national police of the U.S.A., the FBI,
has often been described as the United States’ political police,356 and indeed its first big expansion was in large measure a consequence of the various anti-communist and anti-anarchist
campaigns after World War I.357 The FBI has continued to play such a political role to this
day,358 and as a Congressional investigation and the ensuing report359 as well as a vast litera355
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ture on the subject have conclusively shown, this role has been closely connected to a multiplicity of criminal and unconstitutional activities.360 Moreover, this political role of the FBI
has been accompanied by the repressive political activities of local police departments, and as
I will show below, these departments have often conspired with the FBI to monitor, subdue
and destroy legal and constitutional forms of political dissent. In section 4.5, I will therefore
give a short summary of the FBI’s so-called COINTELPRO Program as it operated in conjunction with local police. Because of the fateful role it played in the case of Abu-Jamal, I
will then examine one particular example of one of these joint FBI/local operations, the assassination of Fred Hampton and Mark Clark, in a more detailed fashion.

4.2 The U.S. Police as an Occupation Army

“America,” write criminologists Skolnick and Fyfe in remarks introducing a discussion of the
famous case of the abuse of black motorist Rodney King by officers of the Los Angeles Police Department, “is, culturally speaking, two countries. One is urban, cosmopolitan, and multicultural. It suffers disproportionately from crime, gang violence, poverty, and homelessness.
The other is suburban, relatively safe, relatively prosperous, and – most important – unicultural. […] It is predominantly white and middle class.”361
Given the desperate conditions of abject poverty in many African American sections of the inner cities in the United States it is hardly surprising that “crime rates are highest in the most disadvantaged neighborhoods.”362 Because of the overlap of poverty and minority status, it has
also always been clear that “crime and drug abuse do disproportionately affect disadvantaged
minority communities.”363 The members of these communities are thus not just saddled with
being poor but also with coming to terms with a high crime rate in their residential area.
At the same time, until very recently, the vast majority of the police officers patrolling these
areas were whites.364 On their part, many of them saw the black community as a jungle they
were sent to control, and as a matter of fact, many of them set out to do so “by any means
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necessary.” As Skolnick and Fyfe write, commenting on Los Angeles in the 1990s but with
more general implications, communities lacking in work as a socially and economically stabilizing factor “rely more heavily on police to maintain public order. Policing such turf is unquestionably tough, hazardous, and frustrating. One response is to abuse the authority of law
to control the ‘gorillas in the mist,’ as one of the Los Angeles cops called those he had recently encountered.”365
That higher crime rates in the ghetto were not the unchangeable feature of some supposed black
culture but simply a means of survival for people placed in a situation of social and – until the
1950s and 1960s – legal apartheid was never understood by a large part of the police force, and
more importantly, their superiors. A very good description of the situation in the 1960s in one
not untypical northern city is given in Tamar Jacoby’s book Someone Else’s House:

Detroit cops were known as the toughest and meanest of a tough, mean, white working class.
Some had been recruited in the South specifically for their experience handling blacks; others
were hardened by the job and the brutality it required, particularly in the city’s increasingly
poor, black, crime-prone neighborhoods. In the 1930s, police officers had formed the backbone
of the Detroit KKK. […] For decades, the department screened out most black applicants, and
well into the fifties those who were admitted were shunned by fellow officers. In the sixties,
when other whites’ racial attitudes began to soften, many cops’ experience of soaring crime
rates bred still more mistrust, and by then, the antipathy was mutual. Two-thirds of all offenses
in Detroit were committed by blacks, and as in all cities, the black communities needed the
cops as much or more than anyone. But policemen didn’t need to be racist for ghetto kids to
fear and resent them. Whether or not the cops wielded a brutal hand, blacks bristled at the idea
of a white man in authority giving them orders.366
A quite similar situation obtained in New York at the time of the 1964 Harlem rebellion,
which was sparked by the shooting death of a fifteen-year-old teenager at the hands of a police officer. “Police attitudes toward the ghetto were no secret in New York: city cops were
rough and ready, if not racist and downright brutal. The overcrowded slums were thought to
breed all manner of crime, and police did not expect to have to answer questions about what
they did there – whatever it took to maintain public safety.”367
“Harlem’s unofficial poet laureate” Langston Hughes, summed up the situation: “The cops,
unfortunately being white, represent visually that world below Central Park that controls life
in Harlem.”368 Just as “the Man,” as many blacks then generically used to call whites in gen-
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eral,369 was seen as a colonial master who, long after the formal end of slavery, continued to
dominate, exploit, and control, many blacks had no more affection for the predominantly
white and in any event white-controlled police than their ancestors had had for the armed
guards of the slave owners.
And the driving force behind police brutality was hardly simple crime control. Indeed, many
thoroughly documented forms of brutal behavior on the part of the police can impossibly be
attributed to the pursuit of that goal. Even under non-riot conditions, a good part of the excessive use of police force seems to have been designed specifically to instill fear, terror and a
sense of submission in the black ghetto population. Thus, the former New Haven, Connecticut
BPP chapter member Kiilu Nyasha reports how in the 1960s “police used to drive through
neighborhoods in Harlem and just shoot into apartment building windows and kill people, you
know, and wound people. It was just outrageous, the kind of brutality that was allowed to go
down at that time.”370
Until the civil rights movement and later on the Black Power movement changed things, police
brutality was consciously and unconsciously used to keep people regarded as second-class citizens in line and to show them their place. Very many observers in the nineteen-sixties could
give descriptions of the general situation quite similar to the one by Kiilu Nyasha:

Of course, police brutality in the sixties was rampant, and the police, much as today, were
able to brutalize black people with impunity. […] In fact that was the original reason the
Panthers became the Black Panther Party for Self Defense. That was the original title when
it was formed in 1966 in Oakland. And that same problem was prevalent all over the country, in all the big areas especially.371
What had made such a state of affairs possible in the first place was of course not the behavior of
the police as such but the policies pursued in the United States at the local and national level. It
was the social, cultural, and political discrimination against African Americans that forced the police into its role. Thus, in this larger context, the description of police brutality by a radical opponent of this racially charged status quo, such as Nyasha, as “the front line of the fascist system” is
complemented by the point of view of those who stand in between the contending forces: “Oddly
enough, it may be precisely this sense of mission [that policing is not just a job], this sense of be-
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ing a ‘thin blue line’ pitted against forces of anarchy and disorder, against an unruly and dangerous underclass, that can account for the most shocking abuses of police power.”372
Paradoxically, as we have already seen alleged or actual instances of police brutality often led
to a second and much larger round of violent clashes where the brutal treatment of the ghetto
population multiplied: the so-called “riots,” or urban rebellions. In the sixties, these numbered
in the hundreds, if not thousands: “The U.S. Civil Disorder Commission [the so-called “Kerner Commission] found that, in the first nine month of 1967 alone, there were 164 disorders
of varying intensity. Of these, 41 outbreaks in 39 cities were considered to be major.”373
Given the distribution of the means of violence between white population and the various police departments on the one hand and the rebelling African American ghetto population on the
other, the latter invariably paid a heavy price. In all the major rebellions that cost human lives,
the huge majority of the victims were black.374
It is important to note that even while highly qualified observers such as Skolnick and Fyfe conclude that there is probably less police brutality today than there used to be thirty to forty years
ago,375 the problem has by no means stopped to be a major one – on the contrary. Although to this
day, and despite the repeated demands of human rights organizations, there is no official statistical
documentation of police abuse and brutality, there is no doubt that the problem persists and continues to play its traditional role in showing socially disadvantaged and politically marginalized
groups their place in society. The continued existence of the phenomenon is forcefully documented
by the two 1998 reports on human rights in the United States by the two internationally most important human rights organizations, amnesty international and Human Rights Watch cited
above.376 The fact that racially disadvantaged groups like African Americans and Hispanics are
still in disproportionate measure targets of the practice is also hardly in doubt. In fact, in 1999 the
foreword to one of the most extensive data collections on killings by the police stated: “The main
targets of police brutality are Black and Latino people.”377 Data on the social status of the victims
are harder to come by, but from the available material it seems quite clear that most of them, independently of their racial category, belong to what Skolnick and Fyfe call “the underclass.”378
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4.3 False Confessions, Faked Testimony: Two Case Studies

“False confessions and false eyewitness testimony,” Abu-Jamal’s host lawyer in Philadelphia
Michael Farrell told Annette Schiffmann and myself in his office in Philadelphia’s Center
City, “are two of the most important reasons leading to the wrongful conviction of innocent
people. False confessions and false eyewitness testimony. And the new development in recent
years is that by now we have the scientific means to prove it. By the means of DNA testing,
the guilt or innocence of a person, and therefore the truth or falsity of confessions and eyewitness testimony, can be scientifically proven.”379
Evidently, false – as well as true – confessions and testimony fall in large part into the domain of
police work. Of course, confessions can be made and testimony be given to other agencies than
the police, but nevertheless the police still remains the one institution to which statements about a
crime will most likely be reported. It is exactly for that reason that the famous 1966 Miranda ruling of the Supreme Court of the United States was specifically designed to prevent false selfincrimination of suspects in the strained situation prevailing immediately after their arrest.380
But here, too, we find that the police often acts as if it were “above the law.” In this, the behavior ranges from violent coercion of suspects to conscious deception of witnesses. There is
a vast literature on the topic,381 and I will constrain myself here to giving just two examples
from opposite poles of the range just sketched: confessions obtained by torture and manipulated testimony. As we will see in detail in chapter 7, there are all sorts of combinations in between, with coercion of and the threat of violence against witnesses being the most prominent
one in the case of Abu-Jamal.

4.3.1 “House of Screams”

On February 9, 1982, exactly two months after the death of Philadelphia police officer Daniel
Faulkner, two policemen were brutally and deliberately murdered in Chicago. Five days after
the deed, two brothers, Andrew and Jackie Wilson, were captured, arrested, indicted and subsequently sentenced to life in prison. Apparently, there is no doubt about the guilt of the two, and
therefore, as Chicago reporter John Conroy comments in his book devoted in part to this case
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aptly comments that were it not for other factors, today the Wilson brothers should merely “be a
tragic footnote in Chicago’s history.”382 But the story did not stop there, since one of the brothers, Andrew Wilson, claimed that he was massively abused by the police and that the confession
he had made shortly after his arrest had been the result of torture. In fact, when the Supreme
Court of Illinois granted Wilson a second trial, the judges wrote in their decision:

The evidence here shows clearly that when the defendant was arrested at 5.15 am on 14
February, he may have received a cut above his right eye but that he had no other injuries;
it is equally clear that when the defendant was taken by police officers to Mercy Hospital
sometime after 10 o’clock that night he had about 15 separate injuries on his head, chest
and leg. The inescapable conclusion is that the defendant suffered his injuries while in police custody that day.383
The Andrew Wilson case triggered a series of investigations into wrongdoings, i.e., physical
abuse and torture, in the Chicago Police Department’s Area 2, a district of more than 60 square
kilometers, and Area 3, the district officer mainly responsible for these acts, Jon Burge, later
moved into. At the time these matters were brought to court, Burge “had been promoted repeatedly, and when he took his seat in Judge Duff’s courtroom he was commander of the Area 3 detective division and outranked 99 percent of the policemen in the city.”384 While the Chicago
chapter of the Fraternal Order of Police (FOP) fought tooth and nail against any disciplinary
measures against Burge and other officers also accused of committing or tolerating acts of torture, the truth of these allegations later became undeniable as they were confirmed by several
police board investigations and court decisions.385 But tragically, the consequences were very
limited apart from the final dismissal of officer Burge. According to the HRW report Shielded
from Justice, there were no less than sixty-five cases were torture was alleged,386 but still, Conroy writes that “the knowledge that torture had occurred […] was not translated into any organized attempt to provide relief for the Area 2 victims, 10 of whom sat on death row.” Had it not
been for his own reports regularly published from 1990-1997 in the Magazine Chicago Reader,
beginning with an extensive investigation into the Wilson case under the title “House of
Screams,” most of the details of what happened at the police precincts in Area 2 and Area 3
would probably be essentially unavailable to the public. In its own report on human rights violations in the U.S.A., amnesty international concludes:
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Ten men who were allegedly tortured and signed confessions in a Chicago police station remain on death row. Allegations of systematic torture in one police station over a 20-year period came to light in 1989, involving at least 65 suspects who reported torture including electric shocks and having plastic bags placed over their heads. The cases were reopened by Chicago's Office of Special Investigations in the 1990s and the area's commander [Jon Burge]
was dismissed. Other officers, however, were allowed to retire with full benefits.387
Thus, the Chicago Area 2/Area 3 case served not only to show to what length some police officers were prepared to go to obtain confessions by whatever means, but also that it was possible
for them to do so with relative impunity in one of the biggest police departments in the country.

4.3.2 “A Kafkaesque Nightmare”

A case that combines the issue of a false confession with manipulated eyewitness testimony is
the one of Philadelphia furniture salesman Neil Ferber. Ferber falsely spent 1,375 days on
death row after he was sentenced to death in the summer of 1982 for the execution-style killing of an organized crime figure, Steven Bouras, and Bouras’ companion, Jeannette Curro, by
two masked gunmen.388 The mechanism that had made this possible was explained in a
speech by the representative of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) at Penn State
University, Teresa Kaltz:

The principal evidence against him [Ferber] was the testimony of a jailhouse snitch, who
claimed Ferber confessed to him while they were both serving time in a Philadelphia Detention Center for petty crimes. Ferber spent 3-1/2 years in prison before the snitch recanted, meaning he admitted he lied about Ferber’s confession. When the District Attorney
asked for a new trial, the judge threw the case out and Ferber went free.
But the true story came out when Ferber sought damages for his wrongful imprisonment. It
turns out that the police sergeant and the sketch artist conspired to frame Ferber. [According to
the judge who presided over Ferber’s suit] the police manipulated witnesses, “withheld important evidence, tampered with identification evidence, and mislead judicial officers.”389
Apparently, after the shooting death of Bouras and Curro the police deliberately set out to “nail”
Ferber, who had already served time on minor charges. In Linn Washington’s description “one
phase of framing Ferber involved tricking the Egans [the couple who had witnessed the crime]
into identifying Ferber as the man they saw momentarily” even though “Ferber bore little physical
resemblance to any of the scant descriptions of the gunmen.” In order to convince the witnesses
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that the man they had seen and Ferber were one and the same person, the investigating officers
got the police sketch artist “to use a mug shot of Ferber from an earlier drunk-driving arrest for
preparing a portrait that would be presented as the gunman.” Based on the similarity between the
manipulated portrait and Ferber himself, the witnesses then identified Ferber as the shooter. Later
on, this identification was supplemented by the testimony of a certain Jerry Jordan, a prison inmate who had met Ferber but who “initially told detectives Ferber said nothing. But Jordan later
told detectives Ferber admitted guilt and he would testify against Ferber if a deal could be cut
where charges against him were dropped in exchange for his testimony.”390
According to Washington, Ferber was only able to escape Pennsylvania’s death row – or even
worse, execution – because one police inspector, Frank Friel, decided to reinvestigate the case
after one of his informants had told him that Ferber was innocent. When Friel started his investigation, he was told by his superiors that it was his task to “arrest people, not to unarrest
them.” As Judge John Herron who awarded damages in the seven digit realm to Ferber in October 1994 noted in his opinion, attempts to cover up evidence favorable to Ferber reached as
high up as to then Police Commissioner Greg Sambor. Summarizing the case and its larger
significance for law enforcement and criminal justice, Herron wrote:

Factually, this case presents a Kafkaesque nightmare of the sort which we would normally
characterize as being representative of the so-called justice system of a totalitarian state.
Unfortunately, as the trial evidence showed, it happened here in Philadelphia.391
Ferber was arrested in November 1981, one month before Abu-Jamal’s arrest for the murder
of police officer Daniel Faulkner on December 9, 1981. Like Abu-Jamal, he was tried and
sentenced to death in summer 1982. His conviction and the methods it was achieved with
therefore evidently also throw a light on what happened in the case of Abu-Jamal. So does
the aftermath of the conviction where the city and the police strenuously fought against admitting any wrongdoing or responsibility, and where “none of the police personnel found liable for framing Ferber in a 1993 jury verdict were ever disciplined by the Police Department. The sketch artist was [still] working for the Police Department when the City agreed
to settle with Ferber in 1996. One of the detectives faulted by the jury in Ferber’s case, who
retired from the Police Department, is captain in the Philadelphia Housing Authority Police
Force.”392
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4.4 A Short Excursion on Other Corrupt Police Practices

In his study on “police and prisons in the age of crisis,” Christian Parenti describes the state of
the police in the Unites States in the early seventies in the following way: As a result of the
lack of any nationally binding coordination, “whole regions of the country’s law enforcement
infrastructure were submerged in quagmires of nepotism, corruption, and incompetence;
many metropolitan departments, despite decades of reform, were still ruled by recalcitrant,
provincial, good ol’ boys or corrupt municipal machine thugs.”393
This proved to be a legacy that was very hard to overcome, and some Police Departments apparently never really did. At least half of the thirteen Police Department investigated in the
1998 HRW report Shielded from Justice experienced at least one big corruption scandal during the 1990s.394 One of the worst crises recorded was the one in New Orleans, a city that

has been rocked by successive scandals during the past several years: an officer was
convicted in April 1996 of hiring a hit man to kill a woman who had lodged a brutality
complaint against him and another officer was convicted in September 1995 for robbing a Vietnamese restaurant and shooting, execution style, a brother and sister who
worked there, as well as an off-duty officer from her precinct working as security at the
restaurant. In addition, at least fifty of the 1,400-member force have been arrested for
felonies including homicide, rape, and robberies since 1993. As astutely noted by police abuse expert Prof. James Fyfe, some cities’ police departments have reputations for
being brutal, like Los Angeles, or corrupt, like New York, and still others are considered incompetent. New Orleans has accomplished the rare feat of leading nationally in
all categories.395
It is thus far from unheard of that parts – and in all fairness it must be stressed that it is always only parts – of the police departments of major cities in the United States degenerate
into a modus operandi where they are hardly distinguishable from an ordinary criminal
gang. Quite significantly for the topic of this thesis, in recent years this has happened more
than once in the city of Philadelphia. The “Rizzo years” with their countless brutality complaints had just drawn to a close when another huge police scandal shook the city. I will discuss this 1981/1982 police corruption scandal which occurred exactly at the time of AbuJamal’s arrest and conviction and where major players in his case were directly involved in
the addendum to chapter 7. As it turned out, the next huge police scandal in Philadelphia
was also closely connected to the Abu-Jamal case. On this “latest scandal, which emerged
393
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fully in 1995” and involved “officers primarily from the 39th District,” the HRW report
states the following:

Philadelphia's police are grappling with the latest of the corruption and brutality scandals
that have earned them one of the worst reputations of big city police departments in the
United States. The persistence and regularity of the cycles indicate that between the frontpage news stories the city and its police force are failing to act to hold police accountable.
The result is an undisturbed culture of impunity that surfaces and is renewed with each
successive scandal, as each new generation of police officers is taught through example
that their leadership accepts corruption and excessive force.396
The report then goes on to detail some of the activities of the corrupt officers, of whom “as of
1997, five had been convicted on charges of making false arrests, filing false reports, and robbing drug suspects”:

Officers raided drug houses, stole money from dealers, beat anyone who got in the way
and, as a judge trying one of the ringleaders stated, generally “squashed the Bill of Rights
into the mud.” Due to exposure of the officers' actions, thousands of drug convictions were
under review as of the end of 1997, with between 160 and 300 cases already overturned
because the suspects were arrested by officers known or believed to have been involved in
misconduct.397
One of the cases that helped to trigger the scandal involved the prostitute Pamela Jenkins who
on November 3, 1994, testified against her boyfriend, police officer Thomas Ryan, and another corrupt officer, Jack Baird, “admitting that he [Baird] and Ryan had frequently paid her
to perjure herself to secure criminal convictions.”398 In this first case she had implicated a
black Temple University student in a drug charge, with Baird later admitting that he had also
put a gun to the student’s head to coerce a confession. The student’s case was “the 23rd misconduct allegation to be filed against the 20 year veteran” Baird.
But then there was a second case that brought Pamela Jenkins’ name into the headlines, and
then a third. On December 28, 1996, the Philadelphia Inquirer reported the release of convicted murderer Raymond Carter from a prison in Pennsylvania. According to the report, “in
September [1996], Common Pleas Court Judge Joseph I. Papalini threw out Carter’s firstdegree murder conviction, stating that it was simply impossible to determine whether Carter
shot Robert ‘Puppy’ Harris of North Gratz Street at the Pike Bar on Sept. 18, 1986.
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“The judge said he was ordering a new trial because [police officer Thomas] Ryan had paid
the prosecution’s star witness, Pamela Jenkins, $ 500 to testify against Carter.”399
On December 27, 1996, the charge against Carter was thrown out by Philadelphia Common Pleas
Judge Carolyn Temin, and Carter, who had “maintained from the start that he was framed by the
District Attorney’s office and former 39th District Officer Thomas Ryan,” immediately announced
through his lawyer that he was planning “to sue the city for wrongful arrest.”400 Carter had spent
ten years in prison, eight of them with a sentence for life.
The third case involving prostitute and false witness Pamela Jenkins concerned none other
than Mumia Abu-Jamal. Not long after the dismissal of the murder charge against Raymond
Carter, in January 1997, Abu Jamal’s defense contacted Pamela Jenkins and were told by her
“that in late 1981 police pressured her to falsely identify Jamal as the shooter in this case –
despite the fact that she was not present at the shooting.”401 We shall later see that hers was
one of the most hotly contested statements by post-conviction defense witnesses for AbuJamal, but given the background just sketched, it was hard to dismiss it out of hand for any
objective observer. The matter will therefore be taken up again in chapter 7.

4.5 The FBI’s COINTELPRO

In liberal and radical circles, the one FBI activity during recent decades most people probably
have heard of is the program codenamed COINTELPRO (shorthand for “Counterintelligence
Program”). Curiously, for many COINTELPRO has come to stand for all FBI programs
aimed at the surveillance and disruption of dissident political activity in the U.S.A.402 That is
very far from the truth. The FBI has always operated, and continues to operate, myriads of
such programs,403 and the particular program called COINTELPRO has always been only a
tiny part of them.
COINTELPRO itself was operational from 1956 to 1971 and was at first directed primarily
against the Communist Party (CP) and the Trotskyite Socialist Workers Party (SWP).404
Looking back at past activities of the FBI, the document that initiated the program states that
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“during its investigation of the Communist Party, USA, the Bureau [i.e., the FBI] has sought
[…] to foster factionalism, bring the Communist Party (CP) and its leaders into disrepute before the American public and cause confusion and dissatisfaction among rank-and-file members of the CP.” But this was, the document goes on to explain, only “harassment” from without while what was now recommended was “disruption” from within, “feeding and fostering
from within the internal fight currently raging.”405 This fostering of disruption from within
was the essence of the program, regardless of whether the individual operations were directed
against the CP, the SWP, Puerto Rican independence movements or, later, against so-called
“Black Hate Groups.”
In the 1960s and early 1970s, this move from surveillance and harassment to active disruption
from within with the help of spies, agents provocateurs, forged documents and other means
routinely used by intelligence services was to have deadly consequences. As is by now well
documented, at that time the national police of the United States stoked the fires of dissension
within and between legal black political organizations in such a manner that its member
started to violently attack and murder each other. This long and complicated story which arguably at least heavily contributed to the death of about a dozen members of the Black Panther Party cannot be told here.406
In connection with ex-Panther member Abu-Jamal it must be noted, however, that the Black
Panther Party was the most prominent target407 of the COINTELPRO operation “Black Nationalist Hate Groups” from 1967 to 1971, where “the purpose of this new counterintelligence
endeavor” was “to expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit, or otherwise neutralize the activities
of black nationalist, hate-type organizations and groupings, their leadership, spokesmen,
membership, and supporters, and to counter their propensity for violence and disorder.”408
Also important in connection with the case of Abu-Jamal is the fact that the FBI’s activities,
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whether carried out under the codename COINTELPRO or not, were not limited to harassment and disruption. Just as the FBI forged documents in order to set “enemy organizations”
against each other, it arranged for forged criminal evidence against black leaders deemed dangerous in order to have these leaders disappear behind prison bars.
Apart from the case Dhoruba Bin-Wahad, co-author with Abu-Jamal of the book Still Black,
Still Strong, who was convicted for the 1971 shooting of two New York police officers and
spent 19 years in prison before his conviction was thrown out because the FBI had tampered
with the evidence,409 the best-known case is undoubtedly the one of Geronimo Pratt.410 Pratt
was arrested on December 8, 1970 and charged with the murder/assault of a white couple in
Santa Monica back in 1968 in the so-called “Santa Monica tennis court case.” In this instance, not only did the FBI draw on the whole arsenal of manipulate techniques it had developed in the course of its COINTELPRO operations like witness coaching, the use of
false testimony by an informer, and fiddling with the ballistic evidence, but what is more,
the Bureau’s agents knew perfectly well that Pratt had been at a BPP conference in the San
Francisco Bay area, more than 400 miles away from Santa Monica, at the time of the shooting, since like most higher-level conferences of the BPP, this one, too, had been subjected
to electronic surveillance.411 The account of the events by former FBI agent Wesley
Swearingen, a source uniquely placed to acquire inside knowledge of what had happened,
leaves no doubt that the FBI consciously and cold-bloodedly framed Pratt for a murder it
knew he did not commit.
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4.6 The Assassination of Fred Hampton

In section 3.3.1, I have already mentioned an extreme example for the repressive practices of local
police departments in their struggle against black militancy, namely, the killing of Chicago Panther
leader Fred Hampton and his bodyguard Mark Clark. Interestingly, after the FBI was subjected to
intense scrutiny in the context of the 1975/1976 congressional investigation of its activities, it
turned out that Hampton had been the target of a potentially deadly COINTELPRO operation even
before December 1969. As “one of the most promising leaders of the Black Panther Party – particularly dangerous because of his opposition to violent acts or rhetoric and his success in community organizing,”412 Hampton soon aroused the ire of the FBI whose assigned task it was to prevent
“the rise of a ‘messiah’ who could unify, and electrify, the militant black nationalist movement.”413
As many accounts make clear, he fit into that category exactly. Later BPP chairwoman Elaine
Brown recounts a 1969 speech by Hampton before hundreds of Chicago Panthers that BPP leader
David Hilliard had asked her to listen to in order to lift her out of a depression:

“I’m gon’ die for the People!” the chairman [Hampton] continued, his fist high, the steam
of his breath bursting into the bitter early-morning cold.
“I’m gon’ die for the People!” came the echo.
[…]
“Power to the People! Power to the People! Power to the People!”
Tears were streaming down my face, stinging my frozen cheeks. This young, twenty-oneyear-old Fred Hampton had aroused in me a surge of love for my people stronger than I
had ever felt. David had had the right idea. He had heard Fred before.414
Another feature of Hampton’s work that was apparently intolerable to the FBI was his
work to politicize the Chicago street gangs, urging them to stop gang warfare and calling
for a united front against racism and the living conditions in the ghettoes of West and
South Chicago instead. In response to the BPP’s arrangement of at least a working alliance with an important black street gang called the Blackstone Rangers, the FBI soon resorted to its tried technique of sending false anonymous letters, one of them warning
Rangers leader Jeff Fort that Hampton had “a hit [murder contract] out on” him. The propensity of the Rangers for violence was well known to the FBI agents, but that didn’t stop
412
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them. On the contrary, in a memo to FBI Director Hoover on January 10, 1969, the local
agent in charge wrote:

It is believed that the [letter] may intensify the degree of animosity between the two groups
and on occasion Forte [will] take retaliatory action which could disrupt the BPP or lead to
reprisals against its leadership […] Consideration has been given to a similar letter to the
BPP alleging a Ranger plot against the BPP leadership; however, it is not felt that this would
be productive principally because the BPP […] is not believed to be as violence prone as the
Rangers, to whom violent type activity – shooting and the like – is second nature.415
It is hard to avoid the conclusion that for the FBI, the “violent type activities” of the Rangers
constituted less of a problem than the prospect of the Rangers working together with the BPP
along the lines of the Panther program for constructive community work. As it turned out, in
Chicago the FBI’s attempts to set the black groups against each other by and large failed, but as
noted above in section 3.3.1, the problem of Fred Hampton was taken care of later in the year
by a fourteen-man assault squad of the Chicago police.416 It turned out very soon that contrary
to the reports of the police there had been no firefight, but that the police had fired dozens of
shots without provocation, and that the one shot that was fired by a Panther came from the dying Mark Clark who had a shotgun in his lap which he apparently triggered reflexively.417 Significantly, the two shots that killed Hampton probably came from a handgun and were fired at
close range, while one of the attack crews “directed a pattern of cross-fire [from the front room
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through the rear bedroom wall, at the location where the floor plan [that the attackers had been
able to obtain through an informer] showed the head of Hampton’s bed.”418 There is thus massive circumstantial evidence that the purpose of the raid was to finish Hampton off once and for
all, and the circumstantial evidence is corroborated by the testimony of Panther survivors of the
raid, e.g., Hampton’s widow Deborah Johnson, who testified that she overheard a policeman
saying “He [Hampton] is barely alive, he’ll make it,” after which she heard two shots and one of
the policemen’s voice stating, “He’s good and dead now.”419
What was not known in the years following the shooting death of Fred Hampton and Mark
Clark was the origin of the floor plan that had guided the raiders into the Hampton apartment.
For years, it was assumed that the raid of the Hampton home had simply been the work of the
Chicago police, and that is indeed the assumption that formed the base for all work, detailed
or not, on the topic, like Michael Arlen’s An American Verdict. Only years later, it was disclosed to the public that the procurer of the floor plan had been an FBI informer, and that the
whole operation had been set up by the FBI in close cooperation with commanding officers of
the Chicago Police Department.
In this connection, the account by former FBI agent Wesley Swearingen of a conversation
with a long-time buddy and colleague of his, Gregg York, is worth quoting at length:

I told York that some agents in Los Angeles had informants who had assassinated Black
Panther members and I told him how Geronimo Pratt had been framed for murder and had
been sentenced to life in prison.
York grinned and said he had a better story than that.
York told me about the December 1969 raid on the Chicago Panther headquarters in which
Fred Hampton and Mark Clark had been killed by the Chicago police. He said the FBI had
arranged for the raid by telling the police that the Panthers had numerous guns and explosives, and that they would shoot any police officer who entered the building.
As York outlined the details of what had happened during the pre-dawn raid on December
4, 1969, directed by the state attorney’s office, his smile went away. His mouth tightened.
York looked about as if he was about to confess to a horrible sin.
[…]
York explained that agent Roy Mitchell had an informant in the Chicago Black Panther Party
and that the informant had given Mitchell a detailed floor plan of the Panther headquarters
along with a description of their weapons cache. He explained that the Chicago FBI office had
held a conference with the Chicago police and had detailed the violent background of the Panthers and their collection of firearms. He said, “We gave them a copy of the detailed floor plan
from Mitchell’s informant so that they could raid the place and could kill the whole lot.420
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Swearingen notes that after these words by York, he was speechless, but that when they began
to talk again, York said: “We expected about twenty Panthers to be in the apartment when the
police raided the place. Only two of those black nigger fuckers were killed, Fred Hampton
and Mark Clark.”421
In at least some respects, the struggle for black emancipation in the United States in the later
decades of the 20th century resembled less a simple struggle for more democratic rights than a
fight to tear down a vicious, specifically American form of apartheid.

421
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5. December 9, 1981 and Its Aftermath

Mumia Abu-Jamal’s by now famous 1982 murder trial fell into a time where a process had
begun that has continued since at an accelerated pace. In the 1970s the political climate in the
United States was quite different from the one at the beginning of the eighties. Many civil
rights had been won, not least among them affirmative action regulations designed to secure
greater access of racial minorities to privileges already enjoyed by the white majority. As we
will see in chapter 6, in the mid-seventies the number of prisoners in the United States was at
an all-time low. The percentage of African Americans in prison was disproportionate, but in a
much smaller measure than in the years to come. The use of the death penalty had been suspended by the Supreme Court of the United States in 1972. In fact, not one person was executed in the U.S.A. from 1968 to 1977. Well into the 1980s, guarantees contained in the 1867
federal Habeas Corpus Act were used extensively by prisoners for preventing their death sentences from being carried out. But by the time the Faulkner murder case went to trial, a conservative backlash was already in full swing. Civil rights legislation including affirmative action came under attack from all quarters. At the lower scale of the social ladder, a process hat
set in that would finally lead to the incarceration of two million people, close to half of them
black, and execution rates unheard of since the 1950s. Federal and state guarantees against
unjust execution or incarceration were set aside and thrown out altogether one by one. 422
The raw facts of the case are quickly recounted: On December 9, 1981 at around four o’clock in
the morning, police officer Daniel Faulkner of the Philadelphia Police Department was killed in
a shootout on Locust Street in Philadelphia’s center city area. The locally well-known radio
journalist Mumia Abu-Jamal was arrested on the scene as the presumed killer. For the next few
months, “the killing of Officer Daniel Faulkner, and the life and times of the presumed killer,
would be fixtures in the local papers and television news broadcasts.”423 In the following year,
Abu-Jamal was indicted for murder and sentenced to death in a short trial that lasted only from
June 17 to July 3, 1982.
But evidently, there is much more to the story. When Abu-Jamal was found lying in his own
blood right next to the killed officer and arrested immediately afterwards, for the police and
the “law and order” forces he was the ideal suspect. He was poor, black, and an unruly and
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rebellious journalist424 who was well known as an enemy of the police. With these characteristics, he fit perfectly well into the agenda of those who arrested him. As has been amply
documented above, the Philadelphia Police Department had no place in their city for dissenters and political organizers, particularly when they were black. Moreover, eight years of
“tough on crime” politics under “the nation’s top cop,” Mayor Frank Rizzo, had also left their
mark in the District Attorney’s (DA’s) office and the courts. District Attorney Ed Rendell,
who served in that function from late 1977 to late 1985, projected the aura of an energetic
anticrime fighter425 and was a vigorous supporter of the death penalty.426
In this chapter, I want to give a sketch of the claims and counterclaims about the events as presented at the time, especially at the murder trial. We will later see that much of what happened –
or did not happen – in that fateful night of December 9 can actually only be determined with
hindsight. However, I will refrain from bringing in the full array of facts at this point, since it is
important to understand how the issues presented themselves at the time to the defendant, his
lawyer, as well as his friends and foes. An integral part of this is the way the court was set up,
the manner in which the jury was selected, and the means the defendant had at his disposal to
achieve an acquittal. The picture that emerges from that perspective is by no means unique and
has a significance that goes far beyond this particular defendant and his efforts to defend himself against the accusation of murder. It is the picture of the defendant as a man who is to fix a
broken watch, but who is expected to do so with boxing gloves on his hands.
For exactly this reason, it is well worth delving more deeply into the details of this individual
case. Years after the original trial, many thousand people all over the world have used this case to
educate themselves on the question about how the police, the courts, the prisons, and the machinery of the death penalty in the United States actually work. As the official political climate of the
country moved towards a punitive approach to crime and a more repressive approach towards po424
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litical and civil rights, Abu-Jamal’s case became one of the focal points of a countermovement for
which, in the many injustices perceived in this particular case, the concepts of liberty and justice
themselves were at stake. The fact that – despite these injustices as they were perceived later –
Abu-Jamal’s original conviction in 1982 had barely created a ripple only contributed to the sense
of urgency with which the case was later subjected to unprecedented scrutiny.

5.1 The Basics

I’ll start out with what is undisputed. According to the radio transcript of the police radio, on December 9, 1981, at 3:51:08 am Police Officer Daniel Faulkner, then working the night shift alone
in his police car No. 612 in the Center City area of Philadelphia, made a call for back-up:
Faulkner: “I have just stopped – ah – 12, 13th and Locust.”
Radio: “Car to back 612, 13th and Locust.”
Faulkner: “On second thought, send me a wagon, 1234 Locust.”
Patrol Car: “I’ll take a ride over.”427
At 3:52:27 two Police Officers, Gary Wakshul and Steve Trombetta, reported information from
a passerby of a policeman shot, and two other Police Officers, James Forbes and Robert Shoemaker, arrived at the scene at 3:52:36, eighty-eight seconds after Faulkner had called for backup.428 There, they found three persons: Officer Faulkner lying on his back with a bullet wound
in the region of his left eye. Journalist Wesley Cook, by then already better known as Mumia
Abu-Jamal, sat nearby at the curb with a gunshot wound in his chest. Standing on the sidewalk
was Abu-Jamal’s youngest brother William (“Billy”) Cook. Immediately thereafter, the shot police officer was transported to Jefferson Hospital, which is just a few blocks away from the
crime scene.429 There, Officer Faulkner was pronounced dead at around 5 o’clock in the morning.430 Somewhat later than Faulkner, Abu-Jamal was also brought to Jefferson where he was
427
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“operated for two and a half hours to repair damage caused by bullet”431 and during the following days and weeks recovered from a condition that had been described as critical in the
press.432 After his operation, Abu-Jamal was “arraigned at his hospital bedside on charges of
murder, possession of an instrument of crime and possession of an offensive weapon” sand “ordered held without bail pending a hearing” a week later.433 As for Abu-Jamal’s brother Billy
Cook, he was charged with “aggravated assault and simple assault” as well as with resisting arrest and held “in lieu of $ 150,000 bail.”434
Stripped to its bare bones, the case thus consisted of three basic elements: One man, a police
officer, was dead, another man was indicted for murdering him, and the third, who was the
second man’s brother, was accused of triggering the incident.
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5.2 The Prosecution’s Case

The case of the Philadelphia District Attorney’s office against Mumia Abu-Jamal emerged only
piecemeal and was not presented in full before the suppression hearing immediately preceding
the murder trial and the trial itself. Nevertheless, in order to simplify I give a sketch here of the
events leading to the killing of Officer Faulkner as they were described by Assistant District Attorney Joseph McGill at the trial. According to McGill,

Mr. Jamal was observed on the night of December 9, 1981 shooting to death Officer
Daniel Faulkner. Officer Faulkner was stopping an automobile, a Volkswagen, and the
driver of that automobile was Mr. Jamal’s brother William Cook.
William Cook and Officer Daniel Faulkner then walked back from where the Volkswagen
was to the side of 13th and Locust, on the south side of 13th and Locust Streets. […]
During the time while officer Faulkner was discussing with William Cook the reason for the
stop, William Cook turned around and hit in the face Officer Faulkner with his right hand. At
that point on the right side of his face he was hit and injured a bit. Our witnesses will testify
that at that point Mr. Jamal ran over from the parking lot and he had a weapon, and there Mr.
Jamal, as he went directly toward the position where Officer Faulkner was attempting to
subdue William Cook who had just hit him, Mr. Jamal with a gun drawn and loaded, goes up
and within a very short distance from the back of officer Faulkner, for it was his back that
was facing Mr. Jamal at this time, shoots officer Faulkner right in the back.
The one or two times that the Defendant Mr. Jamal shot at that time, at least one hit the
back of Officer Faulkner And you will hear the testimony that as he fell down, officer
Faulkner was grabbing for something, and then Mr. Jamal, the Defendant, takes a few steps
over as Officer Faulkner was down and was shot himself during the course of this.
After he had shot Daniel Faulkner and while Officer Faulkner was reaching and grabbing
for something, then Mr. Jamal was shot himself during the course of this by Officer Faulkner. Officer Faulkner now is on the ground, and then you will hear the testimony of various
witnesses that this Defendant walks right over to Officer Faulkner, who at this point is on
his back, and within twelve inches of his head he points the gun that he had that was
loaded and unloads that gun. One makes contact, and that was the fatal shot, right between
the eyes, literally blowing his brains out.435
The theory, then, was that Abu-Jamal, working as a taxi-driver at the time to supplement his
meager income as a freelancer for the radio station WDAS,436 had parked his cab across the
street from the building in front of which the altercation between P.O. Faulkner and Billy
Cook took place, Locust Street 1234 in the center city area of Philadelphia. After he became
aware of the struggle between a police officer and his brother, he rushed across the street and,
from behind the back of the officer, started a shoot-out from close range that left both of them
435
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wounded. After the policeman fell down on his back, Abu-Jamal then stood over the prone officer and killed him in cold blood, once again at very close range.

5.2.1 Some Obvious Question Marks

I will present the evidence used to bolster the prosecution’s version of the events immediately. But it should be noted that right from the beginning, this theory had some difficulties,
one of which was that any well-founded motive on the part of Abu-Jamal was sorely lacking.
Although there is evidence that Billy Cook was not just “injured a bit” but severely beaten by
Faulkner and bled profusely after he was hit,437 it is clear that such occurrences were not uncommon in confrontations between the police and ordinary citizens, particularly African
Americans. Moreover, the part of center city where the incident happened was a red light area
with many night clubs,438 and was naturally subjected to police controls on a regular basis.
Given the sort of patrons that frequented the area, more or less violent confrontations in the
course of such controls were surely not unusual. Why, then, would somebody simply draw a
gun and proceed to kill a police officer? Of course, in Philadelphia as well as elsewhere a
white police officer beating a black pedestrian, or in the case of Billy Cook, a motorist, was
very likely to arouse the anger of a black passerby, and even more so if that passerby saw a
friend or relative being beaten. But even on the face of it, proceeding from that anger to armed
violence and cold-blooded murder seemed wildly out of proportion.
A second question that was raised immediately in the press was the by all accounts of witnesses
peaceful character of Abu-Jamal, reported from many sources at the time. Even when his high
school principal at Benjamin Franklin High School, Dr. Leon Bass, said that Abu-Jamal “was
very radical” and that “his radical views were disruptive,” the same newspaper report made the
point that “Jamal’s friends described him as a gentle man, a good reporter with an excellent radio voice and a social activist who never preached violence or carried a gun.” The article continued to report that not only his personal friends, but also many of his professional friends
“were left in shock and searching for words.” Acel Moore, the man who had done that fateful
piece of reporting on Wes Cook/Mumia and Philadelphia’s Black Panther Party that had appeared in the Philadelphia Inquirer on January 4, 1970 and that would be used by prosecutor
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Joseph McGill in the penalty phase of Abu-Jamal’s murder trial to demand a death sentence for
the defendant was quoted as saying: “Mumia, whom I have known professionally for several
years and as a news source because of his activities since 1970, was a gentle man who I would
not consider capable of a violent act. He was a great talent, fine writer and had a natural radio
voice.” Similar observations were made by Nick Peters who, as news director of the radio station WUHY, severed the station’s professional relation because of disagreements over reportorial integrity: “I have never detected anything in him that would suggest violence.”439 For a man
with as clearly expressed opinions about law enforcement and the police in the United States as
Abu-Jamal’s who, at the same time, didn’t have a criminal record despite his militant political
activities stretching back over more than a dozen years, a sudden outburst that allegedly led him
to kill a police officer just to prevent his brother from being clubbed a few times more with a
police nightstick also appeared incongruent.
The final prima facie difficulty with the prosecution’s scenario of the events was its forensic
implausibility. Why would an attacker allegedly armed with a 5-shot revolver at first shoot an
officer of the law from behind merely to prevent him from beating someone, and then wait for
that officer to spin around and shoot back?
The initial shock and utter disbelief in the press as well as among the friends and acquaintances
of Abu-Jamal was thus not very surprising. But apart from these incongruities, there was evidence brought to bear against Abu Jamal as well. And by June 1982 when Abu-Jamal’s trial for
murder began his prosecutors had assembled an array of incriminating evidence against him that
was likely to outweigh the plausibility considerations just given in the eyes of the public.

5.2.2 Three Pieces of Damning Evidence

The evidence presented against Abu-Jamal basically consisted of three different points. For one
thing, the prosecution said that four independent witnesses whose testimony was taken down
within hours of the incident itself had either seen him kill Faulkner or had reported observations
that pointed to him as the killer. The second major source of incriminating evidence against
Abu-Jamal was testimony by police officers as well as security guards at Jefferson Hospital according to which he had confessed to having killed Faulkner. And third, Abu-Jamal’s gun,
which according to a press report he “was authorized to possess but not to carry,”440 was alleg-
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edly found at the crime scene, just feet away from its owner. As for the eyewitnesses, the most
important two who testified against Abu-Jamal at the trial were441
•

•

Cynthia White, a young black prostitute working Philadelphia’s Center City area with
a criminal record of 38 arrests (at the time, prostitution was, albeit largely tolerated in
practice, formally illegal in Pennsylvania and many other states of the U.S.A.). She
claimed to have stood right at the corner of Locust and 13th Street and thus to have had
an unblocked view on what happened on the sidewalk. At the trial, White testified that
she saw Abu-Jamal run across the street from the parking lot located opposite to the
building Locust 1234, draw a gun and shoot Faulkner in the back. According to White,
Faulkner then spun around and, while stumbling and falling back on the sidewalk in
front of Locust 1234 “grabbed after something.” After he had fallen Abu-Jamal stood
over him and fired several shots at him at point blank range, hitting him once, and
deadly, in the face.
Robert Chobert, a twenty-two-year-old taxi driver who claimed to have been right behind Faulkner’s police car while writing a fare and to have seen a scene very similar to
the one Cynthia White had described. Other that White, Chobert never claimed to
have seen a gun in Abu-Jamal’s hand, but apart from this – not minor – point his testimony at the trial supported the one of White.

White and Chobert were the only two eyewitnesses at the trial who claimed to have seen
the incident in its entirety and to have recognized Abu-Jamal as the person who ran across
the street and shot Police Officer Faulkner.442 Their testimony on behalf of the prosecution
was complemented by the statements of two other persons whose presence near the scene
has not been contested so far, motorist Michael Scanlan and pedestrian Albert Magilton:443
•

•

Motorist Michael Scanlan testified that he was waiting at a stoplight on Locust Street
at the crossing 13th Street and Locust when he saw a person run across the street, firing
at Faulkner from behind and then killing the prone Faulkner execution-style in the
way White and Chobert had said Faulkner had died. Scanlan, however, did not claim
to have been able to recognize the person running across the street and shooting
Faulkner. In fact, right after the event he had mistaken Abu-Jamal’s brother for the
man who had run across the street and shot Faulkner.
According to his own testimony, pedestrian Albert Magilton had just started to cross
Locust Street right in front of Scanlan when he saw Faulkner’s police car stop Billy
Cook’s VW. Then, on the other side of 13th Street, he saw a person who he later identi-
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fied as Abu-Jamal start crossing Locust Street in the opposite direction and stopped paying attention. As Magilton reached the middle of the street, he heard shots, turned toward the direction of what was later identified the crime scene, where he saw nobody at
all apart from Abu-Jamal’s brother Billy Cook who was standing on the sidewalk.
Magilton never claimed to have seen the shooting itself.
The testimony of these four eyewitnesses, of whom two identified Abu-Jamal as the shooter
and one identified him as being near the scene immediately before the events, was, of course,
damning evidence against the defendant.
Perhaps even more important in terms of the influence it had on the jury that found AbuJamal guilty and sentenced him to death was a confession by Abu-Jamal that police officers
and a hospital security guard alleged he had uttered when he was brought into the emergency
section of Jefferson Hospital. The amnesty international report on the Abu-Jamal case summarizes this piece of evidence in the following way:

During the trial, the jury heard testimony from hospital security guard Priscilla Durham
and police officer Gary Bell. According to both witnesses, when about to receive treatment
for his bullet wound at the hospital, Mumia Abu-Jamal stated: “I shot the motherfucker,
and I hope the motherfucker dies.”444
These two witnesses were in fact presented at the trial,445 with a devastating effect on AbuJamal’s case. According to information from a member of Abu-Jamal’s pre-2001 defense
team related to an amnesty international researcher, “ a number of the jurors have told defense
investigators that they had taken into consideration Abu-Jamal’s ‘confession,’ not just in deciding his guilt but also in sentencing him to death, since the statement portrayed him as aggressive and callous.”446
Confessions by the defendant or the defendants are of course among the most damning sorts
of evidence imaginable. Abu-Jamal’s former attorney Daniel William writes in his book on
the case: “Prosecutors love confessions. It makes their job so much easier. […] The defendant
convicts himself through his own words.” But even more importantly in a jury trial

juries feel good about confessions, too. Jurors don’t want to convict innocent people. They
want to make sure that their verdicts of guilt don’t compound a tragedy with an equally
horrific tragedy of sending an innocent man [or woman, at that] to death at the hands of
law. So when they hear evidence that a defendant confessed to the crime, their job is made
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that much easier also, and their consciences are not racked with nagging questions whether
they had done the right thing.447
With not one but two witnesses testifying that indeed Abu-Jamal had made the incriminating
utterances, the scales were already heavily tipped against Abu-Jamal even without the witnesses’ testimony from the crime scene.
The third element of evidence against Abu-Jamal was that the police claimed to have found his
revolver at the crime scene. Moreover, the five-shot revolver contained five spent cartridges apparently of the same caliber as the bullet which was removed from the dead police officer’s
brain,448 and five was also the approximate number of shots three of the prosecution witnesses
(White, Chobert, Scanlan) claimed to have heard. Even though Abu-Jamal was legally entitled
to own that gun and even though the police never established that it even had been fired during
the events,449 its alleged presence in a distance of three feet from Abu-Jamal when he was found
at the scene450 was certainly suggestive enough in the mind of any juror.
It was clear from the start that winning an acquittal under such circumstances would be far
from easy. Initially Abu-Jamal and the defense were not even aware of all of the evidence finally brought out against the defendant. But it is exactly the way the evidence was handled up
to the trial that suggests something less than confidence on the part of the prosecution. And
what is more, a closer inspection of the facts of the case will show that the murder accusation
against Abu-Jamal was riddled with inconsistencies and contradictions right from the beginning, and that, contrary to their assigned constitutional task, the police, the prosecution, and
the court all did their very best to suppress these contradictions and to achieve a conviction. In
post-Rizzo Philadelphia at the beginning of the 1980s, a radical black journalist and ex-Black
Panther Party member who was moreover decried as a MOVE sympathizer even among sympathetic colleagues and was now accused of having killed a white police officer could hardly
expect that the judicial system, which was after all part of the overall political and social climate prevailing in the city, would open him many doors to prove that he was innocent of the
crime he was accused of.
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In some places, e.g. in the selection of the prosecutor and the judge, the evidence I present below clearly indicates that Abu-Jamal was singled out for treatment as a special enemy who it
was particularly important to convict. To a large extent, however, what happened to AbuJamal during the months before his trial and even more so during the trial itself was exactly
what an indigent and black defendant could expect from the criminal justice system in Philadelphia, and as we will see in chapter 6, largely also in the United States in general.

5.3 Heads I Win, Tails You Lose

5.3.1 Stacking the Bench

In every criminal trial, it is of primary importance who is assigned to preside over it as judge.
Contrary to appearance, this is also true of jury trials, which in the United States form the large
majority of all those murder trials which are not settled by arbitration between prosecution and
defense. While the judge in Abu-Jamal’s trial, Albert F. Sabo, tried to fend off criticism by contending that he was “only the mechanic through which the jury verdict was carried out,”451 in
actual fact the powers of a judge in a criminal trial go much farther. According to Jane Henderson who has done the definite study on the person and professional record of Judge Sabo,
Sabo’s description of his role “ignored the immense power a presiding trial judge exerts as the
chief arbiter of both the law and the facts that the jury is instructed to consider.”452
And what is true for the phase of the actual trial is also true for the pre-trial phase. Many important decisions are made there by the judge, not least of them the decision how the defense
is funded, how the evidence is handled, etc. In the case of Abu-Jamal, the pre-trial judge was
Paul Ribner, a jurist whose non-biased treatment of the case was seriously in question since
he had made some unusually heavy-handed decisions against three members of MOVE. After
another altercation between MOVE and the police in November 1976 which ended with pregnant MOVE member Rhonda Africa’s going into premature labor and giving birth to a dead
baby, these three MOVE members had been charged with assault and resisting arrest, and
Ribner, “instead of the usual jail county time, gave them longer state prison sentences. They
were soon shipped off to Graterford prison, about 30 miles outside of Philadelphia.”453 Given
the high value the MOVE Organization assigned to being a family and living together, it was
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clear that MOVE was, in their own words, “outraged at such a blatant set-up and railroading”
of its imprisoned members, who they referred to as “political prisoners.”454
Even more revealing is the fact that Ribner later assembled quite a record as a judge whose
trials were likely to end in a death sentence. Of the 244 prisoners who are presently on Pennsylvania’s death row, nine were sentenced to death by Judge Paul Ribner. Among the judges
in Pennsylvania – a state with an unusually large death row – with the most death sentences,
Ribner ranges in the fourth position, together with another judge.455
But as if having a harsh judge with a possible anti-MOVE bias presiding over the pre-trial
hearings were not enough, the trial itself was assigned to the man who was later to break all
records in sending people to death row. Albert F. Sabo had been “an Undersheriff of Philadelphia County for 16 years before becoming a judge in 1974. As such, he was an automatic
member of the Fraternal Order of Police; moreover, his official biography listed him as “a
former member of the National Sheriffs Association […] and as associated with the Police
Chiefs’ Association of South East Pennsylvania.”456 Sabo alone was responsible for 32 death
sentences, of which eleven were reversed – which makes for a rate of 34 %, “one of the highest of any judge in Pennsylvania or the rest of the country.”457 Among the 244 Pennsylvania
death row prisoners whose sentences were not reversed, 21 were sentenced by Sabo.458
Among these, Sabo was also the first to formally announce a death sentence, namely the one
against Leslie Beasley on December 8, 1981, the day before the killing of Police Officer
Faulkner.459 Of the twenty of these prisoners who were sentenced to death during the office
term of Ed Rendell as DA, seven, that is, a full third, were sentenced by Sabo.
Of the 104 judges who announced death sentences in the period from December 8, 1981 to
November 4, 2002, five apparently particularly death-penalty-prone judges were responsible
for more than a quarter (65) sentences. Among these Judges Albert Sabo and Paul Ribner
alone accounted for 30 sentences (not much less of one eighth).
With his 32 death sentences, in 1996 “Sabo’s ‘personal’ death row,” as Henderson aptly calls
it, was “larger than the death rows of 13 of the 38 states with the death penalty.”460 Four years
454
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later the amnesty international report on the Abu-Jamal case stated that Sabo presided over
more trials ending in the death penalty “than any other US judge as far as amnesty international is aware.”461
Nor was this all. A closer inspection of the data by Henderson revealed that of Sabo’s 32 death
sentences, a full thirty were against people of color: 27 against blacks, two against Asians, and
one against a Latino. Only two of the sentences were pronounced against whites. Sabo thus contributed heavily to the racial death penalty bias in Philadelphia, where in 1996 of the 112 Pennsylvania death row prisoners who were sentenced in the city 94 (84 %) were black, 5 (4 %) Hispanic, 2 (2 %) (both sentenced by Sabo) Asian, and 11 (or 10 %) white.462
That Sabo was anything but a simple “mechanic through which the jury verdict was carried out”
is well documented even beyond the telling statistics just quoted. As Henderson remarks,

the goal of any court should be to seek truth and serve justice. Hence, judges are expected
to be impartial and fair, free of bias, committed to providing indigent defendants the resources necessary for an adequate defense, and informed and precise in how they instruct
juries on the application of the law.
Sabo fails on every count. “Many defense attorneys, judges and prosecutors agree,” the
[Philadelphia] Inquirer’s Tulsky reports. “Sabo ran trials different from most judges.”463
Just to give a flavor of what this difference consisted of, I want to quote another few selected
findings from Henderson’s report:

“A trial in front of Sabo means that the prosecution has the home court advantage,” explains Norris Gelman, the Philadelphia defense attorney who has won the most capital case
reversals in the city (9 in total). In a sworn affidavit which names seven defense attorneys
– six of whom are former prosecutors – ready to testify the same, Philip I. Weinberg, Esq.
charges:
“Judge Sabo is reported to offer assistance to the prosecution in the course of criminal proceedings, going so far as to suggest that the prosecution proffer evidence that has been
omitted against defendants.”
Similarly, a 1992 Philadelphia Inquirer review of 35 of Sabo’s trial found that “through his
comments, his rulings and his instructions to the jury, [Sabo] has favored prosecutors.” Reporter Tulsky quotes another judge as calling Sabo’s trials a “vacation for prosecutors.”464
Henderson also explains that “Sabo served with a select group of judges that heard only homicide cases,” a practice which is apparently unconstitutional: “‘The state constitution makes it
461
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very clear there should be no class of cases heard by one judge,’ notes Bruce Ledewitz, a nationally known constitutional scholar,” who refers to this Philadelphia practice as highly unusual and unwarranted and goes on to conclude: “It’s too easy to become ground down, […] a
rubber stamp for the prosecution. Death cases especially must be spread around.”465
Thus the pool of judges available for the Abu-Jamal case was sharply limited and stacked
with pro-prosecution judges to begin with. Since with the killing of a police officer, his was
quasi-automatically a capital case, it was clear that a judge of the select group that heard only
homicide cases would preside at the trial. But moreover, the prominence of the case with a
self-declared revolutionary and supporter of the outlawed MOVE group allegedly pitted
against an officer of the law in a deadly shootout more or less guaranteed that the case would
be referred to the toughest law-and-order judge Philadelphia had to offer, because “for years
[…] the Philadelphia District Attorney (D.A.) worked the assignment judge to assure that
Sabo got the most brutal and high profile cases,”466 undoubtedly because of Sabo’s efficiency
in dispensing the defendants to Pennsylvania’s death row. The assignment of Judge Ribner as
pre-trial judge then simply complemented this picture of a system bent on eradicating a perceived threat to law and order467 in the city with maximum efficiency.

5.3.2 The Choice of the Prosecutor

A second decision of extraordinary importance for the likely outcome of a trial is the choice
of the prosecutor. If Judge Sabo was “a defendant’s nightmare,”468 according to researcher
Dave Lindorff who spoke to him in 2001 when he was already in private practice, the prosecutor in the case, Joseph McGill, “was a prosecutor’s dream. A tough but soft-spoken Scottish-American with a flair for the dramatic, McGill is a master at playing to a jury.”469 As
Lindorff writes, the District Attorney’s office under the future mayor and present Pennsylvania Governor Ed Rendell was not prepared to take any chances in the high-profile trial
against Abu-Jamal and “authorized seeking the death penalty in the case.” It was therefore
only natural for him to assign the case to Assistant District Attorney McGill who “had already
prosecuted six death penalty cases successfully, making him one of the D.A.’s most experi465
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enced homicide prosecutors.”470 Given the relatively low number of death sentences meted
out in Pennsylvania up to the time of Abu-Jamal’s trial, there is a strong likelihood that in the
majority of these cases the prosecutor was Joseph McGill.471

5.3.3 The Defense Attorney

According to public defender and author David Cole, there has always been a huge gap between
what criminal proceedings in American courts were supposed to be in theory – an “adversarial
process […] predicated on an even fight” where “the truth is supposed to emerge from a fair struggle” – and what too often they were in actual fact, namely, heavily biased against the defense. The
reason for this is that “the vast majority of criminal defendants are too poor to hire an attorney. In
1992, about 80 percent of defendants charged with felonies in the country’s seventy-five largest
counties were indigent.”472 This vast majority of defendants then has to be represented by a public
defender. Even the right of defendants too poor to pay for a lawyer to be at least represented by an
attorney paid for by the state was not established before the famous Gideon case in 1962, in which
the indigent defendant Clarence Earl Gideon won a Supreme Court decision entitling poor people
charged with a crime to a publicly paid attorney at their side.473 But while the Gideon decision was
hailed as a major breakthrough in securing equal justice for all, the large gap between theory and
practice remained. Even before the prison population started to grow almost exponentially with the
onset of the Reagan presidency (i.e., at around the time of Abu-Jamal’s arrest and trial in
1981/1982), all defense efforts from the public defender’s office were always hampered by the severely inadequate funds allotted to the task. The sharp cuts in these funds that were administered
during the last two decades have only served to make an already critical problem much worse.474
The resulting problem is described by Cole in the following terms:

When a rich person hires an attorney, she does not hire the first lawyer who comes along.
Rather, she seeks referrals for someone skilled in particular kinds of lawyering she needs,
much as she would in looking for a medial specialist. She may interview several attorneys and
check references before choosing one to represent her. The poor person facing charges, by
470
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contrast, not only has no choice in the matter, but has no right to be represented by a lawyer
experienced in his kind of case, in criminal work generally, or even in trial work. For all
practical purposes, he has only the right to be represented by an individual admitted to the
bar. Defendants facing the death penalty have found themselves represented by attorneys who
have never tried a criminal case before in their lives, who are fresh out of law school, and
who are wholly unaware of the complex law governing death penalty trials. Too often, assistance of counsel for the poor can be like getting brain surgery from a podiatrist.475
The description given here of a person a poor defendant is likely to get as a lawyer certainly fits
Abu-Jamal’s attorney, Anthony Jackson. Abu-Jamal’s family476 and supporters didn’t have any
lavish funds to contribute, and according to a press report, one month after Abu-Jamal’s arrest
the organized efforts of the Philadelphia Association of Black Journalists to collect money for
his defense had yielded no more than $ 1,500.477 Apparently, Jackson was initially chosen because he was available and because he “had developed quite a reputation in the city’s African
American community for taking on the hot issue of police brutality,”478 having served with Public Interest Law Center in Philadelphia. (PILCOP) for three years.479 His actual trial experience
has later been the subject of intense controversy, and sources close to the PPD have claimed that
“prior to taking on Jamal's case, Anthony Jackson had previously represented no less than 20
defendants accused of first-degree murder. Of those cases, he had lost only 6. Additionally,
prior to the Jamal case, Mr. Jackson had never had a client sentenced to death.”480 These numbers, for which no source is given, are apparently simply invented. At Abu-Jamal’s PCRA hearing, Jackson couldn’t cite a single death penalty case apart from Abu-Jamal’s in which he had
been the lead attorney,481 and both former Abu-Jamal defense attorney Daniel Williams and author Dave Lindorff show convincingly that with the death penalty having been re-instituted in
Pennsylvania only in 1978, and Jackson having had a full-time job as a civil rights attorney for
PILCOP from 1978 until the time he took on Abu-Jamal’s defense, it was all but impossible for
him to have acted as lead attorney in any death penalty case during that time.482 At any rate, as
will be seen below, his performance during Abu-Jamal’s trial clearly demonstrated that his legal
abilities to handle such an important case were woefully lacking. In addition to that, there may
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have been other problems which may in part explain his often erratic and incoherent performance at Abu-Jamal’s trial:

Jackson also apparently had a substance abuse problem. A number of journalists, prominent attorneys and black officials in Philadelphia unrelated to the Abu-Jamal case have said that it was
well known among those circles that Jackson was “into the sauce” and a cocaine user. […]
Billy Cook’s attorney, Daniel Alva, spoke to the matter directly: “I wouldn’t have hired that
guy to fix a traffic ticket for me.”483
With the powerful machine of Philadelphia’s District Attorney’s office, anti-MOVE judge Paul
Ribner, the “prosecutor in robes” Albert Sabo, and the “prosecutor’s dream” Joseph McGill arrayed against him, and a defense lawyer like this, Abu-Jamal’s chances to punch sufficiently deep
holes into the at least seemingly powerful evidence presented by the prosecution were slim indeed.

5.3.4 The Pre-Trial Period

The pre-trial period in Abu-Jamal’s case lasted from his arrest on December 9 until May 13,
1982, the last hearing before his pre-trial judge, Judge Paul Ribner. For the trial, which began
on June 1 with the customary suppression hearing and continued with the jury selection process before the actual criminal proceedings began on June 17, 1982, the case was referred to
Judge Sabo. In this important phase before the proceedings themselves, there were already
some important decisions from the bench that stacked the deck further against the defense.

5.3.4.1 The Denial of a Line-Up

In the initial phases of a criminal trial, a line-up where the defendant is presented in an array of
roughly comparable persons where putative eyewitnesses have to pick him or her as the person
who committed the crime can be of utmost importance. Because of the impact such a line-up can
have on the credibility of the prosecution as well as of the defense, chances are that a guilty defendant would try everything to evade such a line-up, while an innocent person would be expected
to do the opposite. The fact of the matter is that at the time when Abu-Jamal and his lawyer were
still on good terms with each other,484 they fought strenuously for a line up where the most important prosecution witness Cynthia White (see p. 116) would have been asked to pick out and identify the shooter she claimed to have seen on December 9 from among several persons. What hap483
484
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pened instead was delineated close to twenty years later by Abu-Jamal’s current defense team:
“At the outset of the Petitioner’s [i.e., Abu-Jamal’s] prosecution, the stance of the District Attorney’s Office was that none of the alleged eyewitnesses could identify the Petitioner […]. Indeed,
it was on these grounds that the Assistant District Attorney actually opposed and, in the even, successfully opposed the Petitioner’s application for a line-up.”485 And of course, the denial made the
prosecution’s task proportionally more easy: “Having thus successfully protected the prosecution’s witnesses486 from a line-up […], ADA McGill brazenly brought Cynthia White into court
thereafter to ‘identify’ Mr. Jamal at the counsel table.”487
The hearing at which Abu-Jamal was, without any line-up procedure to check the result, identified
by prosecution witness White took place on January 8, 1982. The denial of the line-up in White’s
case was all the more important since “uniquely for a prosecution’s alleged eyewitness, Cynthia
White was the only one who does not seem to have been asked to identify the Petitioner whilst he
was in the back of the police wagon [which transported Abu-Jamal to Jefferson Hospital shortly
after the shootout on Locust Street] whilst she was still on the scene.”488 For her, it would thus
have been particularly difficult to pick out the right person from a line-up.
While at this hearing which was for once presided by Municipal Court Judge Mekel, bail for
Abu-Jamal was also fixed at $ 250,000, which meant that he could be freed for $ 25,000,489 but
at the next hearing three days later, Abu-Jamal’s bail was revoked by Judge Ribner, “even
though State Senator Milton Street (R., Phila.) [and brother of the current Mayor of Philadelphia,
John Street] had vouched for the defendant and had offered to take him into his own custody.”490
And this set the tone for the rest of Ribner’s decisions. Before the hearing, Jackson, once more
with the possibility of future line-ups in mind, had “asked newspaper photographers and television camera crews to refrain from photographing Abu-Jamal. When they declined, Jackson asked
Ribner to order that the photographs not be printed or aired. Ribner refused.”491
For the other prosecution witnesses who claimed to have been able to identify the shooter,
there would of course have been a tendency to pick out Abu-Jamal from a line-up since they
had already seen him in police custody immediately after the crime and, according to the
prosecution, identified him. Still, Abu-Jamal insisted on the line-ups, and lost once again: On
485
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a hearing on April 1, Ribner rejected the request that “two people,” namely Robert Chobert
and Albert Magilton, “who identified Abu-Jamal at the scene of Faulkner’s shooting Dec. 9
be ordered to identify him again in a police line-up.”492

5.3.4.2 Hampering Defense Efforts

On March 19, 1982, the Philadelphia Inquirer reported that Ribner had refused the day before
“to order that the names and addresses of prosecution witnesses to the shooting of police officer Daniel Faulkner be handed over to the attorney for Mumia Abu-Jamal.” Given the problems the defense was already saddled with, namely, the lack of funds and the problems of defense attorney Jackson, this decision was devastating for the prospects of Abu-Jamal. Judge
Ribner told Jackson that “such an action would not be in the best interest of any witness in
any case, especially one in which a police officer had been slain.”493 The best interests of a
defendant whose life was on the line were apparently not to be taken into account.
An interesting sidelight may illuminate the state of the defense at the time of the decision and
the probable consequences the decision had for the future workings of the defense. At the hearing, defense attorney Jackson claimed that prosecutor McGill “had not supplied him with all
documents being used to prepare the case against Abu-Jamal,” which led to a denial and, even
more interestingly, a counterclaim on the part of McGill that “Jackson has not complied with
his duty to give the prosecution any investigative materials he had amassed in the case.”494 If
Jackson’s answer that so far, he had “no such material” was true, it is stunning indeed, since the
statement was made more than three months after Abu-Jamal’s arrest and less than three month
before the beginning of his trial. In this connection, it is also significant that “in an interview after the hearing, Jackson said he did not know yet what his defense would be in the trial.”495 This
statement would be less intriguing, had it been offset by other statements during the following
weeks leading up to the trial, but as far as I was able to determine it was not.

5.3.4.3 The Denial of Funds

In a criminal trial, the costs for the defense are by no means limited to the defense lawyer’s fee.
It is often very important for the defense to bring independent expert testimony into court, espe492
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cially since the prosecution has institutionalized access to experts it can call on to testify for its
cause. Also, the prosecution can rely on a powerful state apparatus for all the investigations it
deems necessary. The defense, however, faces the same problems as with the public funding of
defense lawyers.496 As noticed in a May 1992 special report by the Death Penalty Information
Center, this problem was particularly severe Philadelphia.497 Not unexpectedly, in its report on
the Abu-Jamal case, amnesty international thus has the following to say:

Mumia Abu-Jamal’s lack of meaningful legal representation was compounded by the refusal of Judge Ribner, the pre-trial judge, to grant the defense adequate funds to employ an
investigator, pathologist or ballistics expert.498
In accord with the usual practice of many judges in Philadelphia at the time, Ribner “allocated $
150 for each expert. On three occasions, the defense attempted to have this amount increased as
it was proving impossible to obtain expert evaluation of the evidence for this fee.”499 Because of
the well-known practice of the Philadelphia courts to pay only paltry additional sums over the
amount initially approved and to then delay the payment indefinitely, Jackson was even unable
to put a ballistics or pathology expert on the stand at the trial.500
There is hardly any question that with a total sum of $ 1,312 for experts and investigators501
which moreover for the most part had to be pre-financed out of the defense attorney’s private
pocket, the defense was hopelessly outgunned in comparison to the police and the prosecution, who “interviewed more than 100 witnesses during their investigation of the crime.”502

5.3.4.4 The Denial of Legal Assistance

In the same vein, on April 29 “the court also refused defense attorney Jackson’s requests for a
second attorney to aid the defense.”503 After Judge Ribner rejected Jackson’s motion to grant
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additional counsel, the pre-trial hearing on this day saw the defense attorney literally pleading
with the judge to assign a second lawyer, and finally getting bitter:

MR. JACKSON: […] As your Honor can imagine, I have reams and reams of material to
go through – […]
Physically, your Honor, I can do only so much. As your Honor well knows, I do have
other trials. […]504
THE COURT: You’ll have to […] really show me that you can’t possibly handle this by
yourself.
MR. JACKSON: And the only way I can show you is to suggest that I am ineffectual.
That’s it. […]
Your Honor, there must be at least 125 statements that I have, possibly 150 statements,
sir, of witnesses.505
But Ribner stuck with his rejection. It is not very hard to imagine Abu-Jamal’s feelings
while listening to all this. At the next – and last – hearing before Judge Ribner, he acted in
accordance with the conclusions he had drawn. The specific way in which this played out
because of the intervention of the judge was to lead to a total breakdown of his relation to
his lawyer.

5.3.4.5 The Sabotage of Self-Defense

During the hearing on May 13, 1982, Abu-Jamal petitioned the court to be allowed to defend
himself. Since this is a constitutionally guaranteed right, the motion was granted immediately.
At the same time, Judge Ribner drove an irreparable wedge between defense attorney Anthony Jackson and his client. Immediately after granting Abu-Jamal’s right to be his own attorney, he told the defendant:

I am going to order Mr. Jackson to be present at all times as backup counsel to assist you if you
wish.506
It was one of the most fateful sentences spoken during the whole trial. Jackson immediately
protested strenuously, saying that he was neither trained nor prepared to do so. Indeed, in his rejection he even stated that “slavery has been abolished,” and that therefore he could not be “required to be backup counsel.”507 As for Abu-Jamal himself, he stated that after having “worked
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very closely with Mr. Jackson” he now felt it was time for him to defend himself, while at the
same time protesting that

I am faced now with an attorney who has said in full court that he is not functioning as
backup counsel. I need an attorney who’s comfortable doing that.508
Both Abu-Jamal and Jackson protested the backup assignment for the rest of the hearing, but
as usual with motions of the defense, in vain. For the rest of the trial, Abu-Jamal would unsuccessfully try to get rid of the unwilling Jackson, as well as to be allowed to have MOVE
founder John Africa as assistant at the defense table instead.
At the following four-day-suppression hearing,509 the man who was to become Abu-Jamal’s nemesis, Albert Sabo, was already the presiding judge. It was at these suppression hearings that AbuJamal’s demand that Anthony Jackson be replaced by John Africa was made for the first time. Just as
on the May 13 hearing, Abu-Jamal time and again stated that he could not work with a backup counsel who rejected the task and insisted that he didn’t know what was expected of him in that function.
There is no reason to doubt Jackson’s sincerity in the matter, and even at the post-conviction hearings
thirteen years later he continued to stick to this latter claim.510 During each of the four suppression
hearings Abu-Jamal made a motion on the matter,511 which was each time denied. In fact, the suppression hearings were a very good illustration of the confusion engendered by the decision to appoint Jackson as Abu-Jamal’s back-up counsel against both his own and his client’s will. Now it was
sometimes Abu-Jamal, sometimes his lawyer who spoke to the court, to the point where it was all but
impossible to determine who was in charge. At the same time, Jackson’s long and rambling
speeches, with the arguments he wanted to make buried somewhere along the line, often compared
unfavorably to Abu-Jamal’s, who spoke succinctly and very much to the point.512
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5.3.5 Stacking the Jury

This was the situation when the trial against Abu-Jamal moved into the extremely important
phase of jury selection, which is also – derived from French – called voir dire. In that process,
both prosecution and defense can challenge prospective jurors “for cause,” i.e., demonstrable
bias for one or the other side, and both have each twenty “peremptory challenges,” which they
can use to strike a juror without giving any reason.513 The process of voir dire spelled further
disasters for Abu-Jamal, and these didn’t result from the fact that here a layman was acting as
his own lawyer. According to former prosecutor Steven Phillips,

there is much more to a voir dire than the simple process of questioning and selecting jurors.
In addition to the gamesmanship and psychology, a voir dire is an opportunity for the attorneys to educate their juries about the theories of their cases. It is also an opportunity to plant
seeds of doubt that they hope will produce a favorable verdict. It is a chance to predispose jurors to be receptive to the attorney’s cause.514
And apparently, Abu-Jamal did quite well in this respect. According to press reports, AbuJamal was “intent and business-like”515 as well as “subdued”516 during the first two days of
voir dire, an assessment which is corroborated by the protocols.517 Nevertheless, on the evening of the second day of the jury selection in this highly important process with potentially
decisive implications for the outcome of the trial, prosecutor McGill made a motion to prevent Abu-Jamal from selecting any further jurors,518 and on the morning of the third day,
Abu-Jamal was stripped of his right of self-representation without having been warned during
the two days before that this might happen. One of the reasons given was that the jury selection process proceeded too slow, but if one compares the forty percent of the jury pool that
had been questioned by Abu-Jamal in two days519 with the “full eight days” of jury selection
in the New York murder trial recounted by Phillips in his book No Heroes, No Villains, this
argument sounds quite capricious.520 Apart from that, prosecutor McGill incredibly argued
that being questioned by a defendant accused of the “heinous crime” of shooting a policeman,
first in the back and then in the face, tended “to create in the venireperson [prospective juror]
bias, Judge Sabo continuously interrupted him, while during the final speech of prosecutor Joseph McGill (ibid.,
p. 92-105) on that day, he intervened only once to ask a clarifying question.
513
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an unsettling feeling, as a matter of fact in a few jurors outright fear.”521 As Dave Lindorff,
who devotes many pages of his book to the voir dire in Abu-Jamal’s trial, points out

this second argument should have been laughed out of court. If jurors were “accepting as
fact” that the man questioning them had actually committed those two “heinous” acts, they
should have been automatically excluded from the jury; which is exactly what the defendant was attempting to discover.522
Indeed, it would have been the presiding judge’s duty to exclude such jurors as obviously biased. Judge Sabo did the opposite. He used the opportunity to try to drive a further wedge between the defendant and his backup counsel and “instructed Jackson to take over the task of
voir dire questioning, warning that if Abu-Jamal disagreed with that plan, the judge would
take over the process for both sides.”523
Since he knew well that Jackson was unprepared and wanted to be removed from the case because
he didn’t understand what his task as backup counsel was supposed to be, Abu-Jamal did disagree
and instructed Jackson not to participate. When Jackson obeyed his client, he was threatened with a
six month prison sentence for contempt of court, but in this instance, Jackson stood firm with his
client. Apparently, Sabo was ready to send Jackson to prison right from the courtroom and backed
off from this plan only when even prosecutor McGill intervened on Jackson’s behalf.524 Finally,
Sabo conducted the questioning for several hours until Abu-Jamal agreed to Jackson’s participation, which was then constantly riddled by additional questions and remarks that came from the
bench of Judge Sabo. The voir dire process had clearly degenerated into a travesty.
What Sabo’s constant intervention in the questioning of prospective jurors meant for the final jury
composition525 is amply illustrated in the seating of white alternate juror Edward Courchain who
later ended up in the actual jury after the only juror that had been selected during the period when
Abu-Jamal conducted the questioning for the defense, a black woman, was dismissed from the
jury on the second day of the trial.526 After most of the jury had already been selected and a substantial number of prospective jurors who were opposed to the death had been excused,527 pro-
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spective juror Edward Courchain was asked by Jackson, who was for the time being acting again
as de facto lead counsel:

MR. JACKSON: We need to know in your best judgment, whether or not you could be objective in this matter, stay in the middle, don’t lean towards the prosecution, don’t lean towards the defense, whether or not you could objectively determine the facts of this case?
THE PROSPECTIVE JUROR: Do you want an honest opinion?
MR. JACKSON: Yes, sir.
THE PROSPECTIVE JUROR: No.528
That should have been the end of the story, and indeed, after some more questioning which
produced the result that “unconsciously, I don’t think I could be fair to both sides,” Jackson
asked that Courchain be struck for cause. 529 At this point, Sabo took over again and subjected
the prospective juror to a prolonged series of questions all designed to bring out the result that
after all, he was able to be fair. Jackson then aptly characterized Sabo’s procedure by stating
that his objection to the juror was “based on the totality of his remarks where he said no, he
couldn’t dismiss it [his bias], and it’s like we had to beat him to say he would try.”530
But once again, arguments of whatever sort didn’t help the defense. McGill and Sabo who had argued that Abu-Jamal had been “too slow” during voir dire spent considerable time to prevent the
dismissal of this particular jury candidate, and Courchain was not only seated as alternate juror
but finally ended up as one of the regular jurors who decided over Abu-Jamal’s fate.
It is quite instructive to compare what happened to Abu-Jamal in this case to the behavior of
another conservative judge. But this was at a time when the radical wing of the black emancipation movement had not yet been defeated but was still in ascendancy. When BPP cofounder Huey P. Newton was brought to trial for murder in 1968 under circumstances that
were eerily similar to those in Abu-Jamal’s case,531 his lawyer Charles Garry brought an expert into court before the voir dire had even begun in order to challenge the inherent unfairness and empirically proven pro-prosecution bias of “death qualified” juries. Although
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Garry’s motion for a “ruling allowing people opposed to the death penalty to be on the jury
panel”532 was denied, the support for this motion by in-depth expert testimony apparently
didn’t fail to impress Judge Monroe Friedman who presided over the trial:

When [prosecutor] Jensen challenged a juror the judge would ask, “Aren’t there any circumstances upon which you would ever vote for the death penalty?” If the answer was no, he
would ask further, “Can’t you think of some outlandish situation in which you could vote for
the death penalty? What if someone killed your child?” If there was a slight hesitation, or if
the person said he might consider it, Friedman would deny Jensen’s challenge for cause.533
Garry’s observations with respect to the voir dire at the Newton trial are doubly important since,
on the one hand, they show the importance of a top-quality defense equipped with the funds to
present appropriate expert testimony, and, on the other hand, illustrate how conservative but
fair-minded judges can sometimes react to such moves on the part of defense attorneys. It was
certainly no accident that this didn’t happen in the court of Judge Sabo in the city of Philadelphia. In general, by attacking and harassing the defense at every turn, in collaboration with
ADA McGill Sabo succeeded in achieving a jury composition most unfavorable for Abu-Jamal
where one juror was “the close friend of a police officer who had been shot while on duty” and
another (alternate) juror was “the wife of a serving police officer.”534 With respect to race, the
fact that McGill used 11 of his total of 15 peremptory challenges to strike African Americans
from the jury panel certainly contributed heavily to a jury which was initially three fourths, and
from the second day of the trial, five sixths white.535
To summarize, before the actual trial had even started, many fateful decisions had already irrevocably been made. As far as the court was concerned, apart from Abu-Jamal himself the players
were an unwilling, inexperienced and unprepared defense lawyer not up to the task, a furiously
right-wing judge who just made the first steps that would earn him his later reputation as death
row’s king, one of the most successful prosecutors of the whole District Attorney’s office, and a
jury that was heavily leaning towards law and order and composed of a vast majority of whites.
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5.4 The Exclusion of John Africa

Up to the point when the actual trial began on June 17, 1982, Abu-Jamal had repeatedly insisted that the relation to his attorney Anthony Jackson was by now irreparably damaged and
that neither did he want Jackson nor did Jackson want to serve on the case anymore.
Since the first day of the suppression hearing and then again during the first three days of the jury
selection, he had demanded that backup counsel Jackson be replaced by MOVE founder John Africa, a request that was in an equally stubborn manner denied by Judge Sabo. At the first day of the
trial, the time had come for Abu-Jamal to fight the matter out and insist on what he considered as
an integral part of his right to represent himself and act as his own lawyer. Pointing to the fact that
ADA McGill had time and again had the help of police officers at the prosecutor’s table, he stated:

Judge, what you know is that there is no order or procedure to bar anyone from sitting at
this table once that’s agreed upon. Throughout the Motion to Suppress, throughout the jury
selection, he [McGill] kept someone assisting him in making decisions. […] He spent
hours conferring with several detectives.536
McGill’s answer, where he claimed the existence of a court agreement that there would only
be two people at a time at the table of each sides, was almost ridiculously besides the point.
Of course, in Philadelphia as well as everywhere else in the country there had been trials with
half a dozen or more people at the defense – as well as the prosecution’s – table, and no one
had ever come up with some supposed court rule that limited that number. Abu-Jamal was
perfectly right in holding against Sabo that

There is no law that that prohibits you from allowing someone to assist me at the defense table. This is done all the time. I cited cases during that Motion to Suppress, a number of cases,
that happened right here in this City Hall where there was assistance from non-lawyers at the
defense table, and there’s no reason […] for you or the Commonwealth to deny me access to
assistance that I have states a number of times that I need in my defense.537
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“Access to assistance” was the crux of the matter. Although in many of his requests AbuJamal had demanded to instate John Africa as his “backup counsel” instead of Anthony Jackson, which would indeed have been impossible since Africa was no member of the bar, no legal genius was required to recognize that the most simple solution would have been to keep
Jackson as an advisor for Abu-Jamal in matters requiring knowledge in legal technicalities,
while having John Africa sit at the defense table simply as a friend of the defendant because
Abu-Jamal thought he needed Africa’s counsel now that his life was at stake. There is no way
around the conclusion that Judge Sabo’s repeated decision to deny that assistance was not a
matter of law, but of bad faith. Sabo’s decision to exclude Africa and Abu-Jamal’s insistence
on demanding his inclusion again and again finally had the consequence that neither of them
was allowed to play a role at the trial. On June 17, Abu-Jamal was stripped of his role as lead
attorney in his own case, and backup counsel Jackson was instructed by the court to replace
him in that role.538 On the next day, that decision, as well as the decision not to allow the assistance of John Africa at the defense table, was sustained by the justice to which it had been
appealed,539 which in turn led to a series of verbal courtroom confrontations between AbuJamal and Judge Sabo over the rest of the trial, with the consequence that Sabo excluded AbuJamal from his own trial for about half the total time on the pretext that the defendant had
been “disruptive.”540
Thus at the start of Abu-Jamal’s trial, of the original five players, there remained only four:
the judge, the prosecution, Abu-Jamal’s newly re-promoted lead attorney, Anthony Jackson,
and the jury, minus the defendant himself. In Abu-Jamal’s place, another player entered the
game, namely the police, in the shape of the witnesses it produced and the rest of the evidence
it had garnered as a result of its investigation.
In the next section, I want to give a presentation of the performance of all these players at the
trial of Mumia Abu-Jamal. I will try to supplement the static picture that I gave above of the
accusation and the evidence brought to bear against Abu-Jamal by a picture in motion, in which
the interaction between the performance of the prosecution and the efforts of the defense is
shown. I will also try to show how, and why, the outcome of that interaction was all but preordained. This approach involves a certain amount of redundancy. But just as in an actual criminal
trial, it is next to impossible to keep even the most important players in mind without such repetition. For the same reason – to make the account easier to survey – at various points I have
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summarized the evidence from the trial record, giving sources at the end of the section on each witness, and additional ones as
I go along.541

5.5 The Trial

Because of the setting sketched in the preceding sections, the story of the criminal
trial against Abu-Jamal in the proper sense
is a relatively short story. There was no
meaningful adversarial process to speak of,
No. 15: A short trial of 17 days: AbuJamal on the way to court, Summer 1982

although it is exactly this process that is
supposed to be the essence of a constitut-

ionally valid trial. The lack of an aggressive defense was visible right from the start of the
criminal proceedings themselves when attorney Jackson failed to counter ADA McGill’s
highly charged opening statement with a statement of his own. As a matter of fact, Panther
leader Huey P. Newton’s defense lawyer Charles Garry is hardly alone in his preference in
this regard when he states: “In California, the defense attorney can make his opening statement right after the prosecutor or later on when he opens the defense case. I always like to
follow the district attorney, to take the sting out of his remarks.”542 At Newton’s trial, Garry
then proceeded to talk for two hours.543
What made matters worse was the fact that for the whole duration of the trial, Jackson never
found a way to offset the impression that the array of evidence against Abu-Jamal sketched
above and, at least in its outlines, introduced by the prosecution right from the start had made
on the jury. Instead he stumbled though his performance holding out from one day to the next.
541
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The trial transcript certainly conveys the image of a man who is trying to do his best, but it
also leaves little doubt that, even irrespective of the outward obstacles he had to face, his best
was simply not good enough.

5.5.1 The Prosecution

After the opening, the prosecution brought its evidence before the jury for one week, from
June 19 to June 26. Just to recapitulate, this evidence basically consisted of
•

•

•

eyewitness testimony by prostitute Cynthia White, taxi driver Robert Chobert, motorist Michael Scanlan, and pedestrian Albert Magilton, all of whom claimed to have
seen at least part of the events and two of whom (White and Chobert) incriminated
Abu-Jamal as the shooter
testimony by Police Officer Gary Bell, a friend of Faulkner who had worked with him
for years, and Jefferson Hospital Security Guard Patricia Durham, to the effect that
while waiting to be treated in the hospital, Abu-Jamal had shouted a confession: “I
shot the motherfucker, and I hope he dies!”
the fact that the police claimed to have found Abu-Jamal’s gun, a five-shot 0.38 caliber snub-nosed revolver, lying at the scene just a few feet away from Abu-Jamal and
the dead Faulkner.

Taken as a whole, the evidence at first sight seemed overwhelming, but a closer look at the
individual pieces should have shown that each of them was weak, and some of them embarrassingly so. As the trial unfolded, Jackson nibbled away at each of them without ever being
able to instill “reasonable doubt” in the minds of the jurors, and he missed several golden opportunities to decisively show the strong likelihood that important parts of the evidence were
in fact the result of the exertion of undue influence on witnesses, deliberate lies and suppressions, or both. An inspection of the trial transcript shows indeed that Abu-Jamal’s long-time
colleague, journalist Linn Washington was right on target when, 19 years later, he said:
“Right from the start, Mumia’s case was full of holes, like a Swiss Cheese.”544 Jackson’s
problem was that even though he was able to detect many of these holes, he proved unable to
make them visible to the jury in a convincing manner. We will see now, as well as in the following section on the presentation of evidence by the defense, what the most important of
these holes were. In the process, I will also highlight some moments during the trial when
Jackson missed the opportunity to drive potential points home in front of the jury.
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•

The first important eyewitness who testified was taxi driver Robert Chobert. He
claimed to have parked behind Officer Faulkner’s police car when he heard a shot and
looked up. According to his testimony, he recognized Abu-Jamal standing over the
prone Faulkner, firing several more shots at him.545
As Jackson correctly remarked during cross examination, this claim was highly curious, since in his first statement after the shooting, Chobert had said that the shooter
had run away “and didn’t get far, maybe thirty five or thirty five steps and then he
fell.”546 This could impossibly refer to Abu-Jamal who had collapsed right at the scene
and, by all accounts, was found just a few feet away from the dying Faulkner.547 At the
trial, Chobert patched over this by saying that he really had meant that the shooter ran
about ten feet.
At the trial, Jackson noted quite correctly that Chobert had a good motive to testify for
the prosecution, since for one thing he had been convicted for firebombing a school
and was now on probation, and secondly, he drove his cab without a license, which
had been rescinded because of two DWI instances (driving while intoxicated). He thus
ran the risk to be sent to prison for a very long time. But typically, prevented the defense from making the jury aware of Chobert’s convictions (which were discussed in
court in the absence of the jury).
At this point, Jackson missed the opportunity to pose the obvious question why under
such circumstances Chobert would have been where he claimed to have been at all.
For a convicted criminal on probation, driving a cab with his license rescinded, to pull
up behind a police car with its flashlights on was certainly a most absurd thing to do.
This would have been an avenue for Jackson to cast serious doubts on Jackson’s claim
to have parked behind Faulkner, and ipso facto on all his other claims.548
It is also odd, to say the very least, that Chobert apparently didn’t have any difficulties
because of his probation violation, and that he even continued to drive his taxi without
harassment from the police.549
• The second eyewitness was Cynthia White, a woman working in the red light district of
Philadelphia’s Center City with 38 former arrests for prostitution who at the time of the
trial served an 18 month sentence for the same offence in Massachusetts. Given that record, and given the well-documented practices of the police in Philadelphia, she was
highly susceptible to witness coaching or even coercion by the police, pressuring her to
identify the favorite suspect of the police as the actual shooter of officer Faulkner.
Indeed, exactly as in the case of taxi driver Robert Chobert, prostitute Cynthia White’s
testimony at the trial stood in sharp contradiction to what she had said in earlier statements to the police. Thus, in her very first statement she had claimed that the shooter –
whom she later identified at the January 8, 1982 hearing as Abu-Jamal, without being
forced to pick him out in a lineup – “fired the gun at the police officer about four or five
times. The police officer fell to the ground, starting screaming.”550 This was no minor
difference to her trial testimony, which had the shooter first fire the officer in the back,
and then fire several times after the officer had already fallen to the ground.
Indeed, White’s testimony given at various times was rife with such contradictions. To
give just one example, at the suppression hearing, Abu-Jamal had himself confronted
White with one of these contradictions. Since in her initial statement she had described
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•

the shooter as “short,” Abu-Jamal, who is taller than 6 feet, asked her: “Do you think
I’m short?”551 At the trial Jackson spent hours to attempt to pin the contradictions
down, but as in his whole performance, he didn’t manage to focus on the most important points. His cross examination of White is recorded on no less than 244 pages of
the trial transcript (as compared to 91 pages of direct examination by ADA McGill).552
But the impression his attempts probably left on the jury is one of a man rummaging
in the dark for something important, but unable to find it.
And once again, Jackson missed an important angle to impeach White’s testimony.
Why would a prostitute who is constantly harassed by the police and sent to prison by
the courts voluntarily offer herself to be a witness, rather than disappear from the
scene as quickly as possible? And if she did indeed voluntarily remain at the scene,
what did that mean for her testimony?553
As for motorist Michael Scanlan and pedestrian Albert Magilton who both testified
towards the end of the presentation of the prosecution’s case, their testimony would
not have carried much weight without the rest of the evidence. As noted above,
Scanlan was unable to identify the shooter, and even identified Abu-Jamal, who he
was shown in the back of a police wagon, as “the driver of the Volkswagen,” i.e.,
Billy Cook. Magilton on his part never claimed to have seen the incident itself. As before, at the trial he said he saw Abu-Jamal begin to cross the street, apparently not in a
particularly threatening manner, since he looked away and continued to cross the
street in the opposite direction until he heard shots.
An important point in Magilton’s testimony is that it contradicted the trial testimony
of Chobert and White. Different from these two, he said he heard a rapid sequence of
at first three, and then two shots. White and Chobert had said at the trial they had
heard one shot, or maximally two shots at first and then saw Abu-Jamal fire several
shots at the incapacitated Faulkner.554

From the point of view of the prosecution, there was thus a lot of potential trouble with the
testimony of these four witnesses. There was even more concerning the first two, Robert
Chobert and Cynthia White. According to their testimony at the trial, they hadn’t seen each
other at the scene of the shooting, even though their testimony, put together, yields a picture
that has them within a few yards of each other. An inexplicable mystery concerning Cynthia
White was even more important: none of the witnesses of either the prosecution or the defense
had seen her where she claimed to have been standing during the events, namely, at the
south-eastern corner of the intersection of 13th and Locust Street.
Interspersed between the testimony of White on June 22 and the one by Scanlan and Magilton on
June 25 was another pillar of the prosecution’s case against Abu-Jamal: the claim that he had confessed to the deed. Quite curiously, there hadn’t been a single reference to this alleged confession
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in the press,555 although one would have expected the prosecution to make frontline news out of
it, and the circumstances under which it entered the prosecution’s array of evidence were very
strange. I will once again give a short summary of what transpired during the trial.
•

Police Officer Gary Bell, the friend and professional partner of the slain officer, testified
to the effect that Abu-Jamal had confessed to the crime by shouting the words already
cited above. But for the prosecution there was a huge difficulty with Bell’s claim: He had
waited until February 11 to report it to the police. At the trial, he said he had been so emotionally overwrought that he had had repressed the memory of that confession.556
• The testimony of Hospital Security Guard Priscilla Durham corroborated Bell’s statement, but curiously shared the same problem with it: It was reported to the police only
on February 11, 1982, fully 64 days after the confession was allegedly made. At the
trial, Durham claimed to have reported the confession to a Hospital Superior the day
after it was allegedly made, and at the initiative of prosecutor McGill, a police officer
was sent to the hospital, and after a short while, came back with a typed document that
recorded Durham’s report of Abu-Jamal’s confession. By then, even Durham herself
was surprised, since she had claimed her statement had been taken down in handwriting. The natural suspicion was that fraud was being perpetrated here upon the court,
and any competent defense attorney should have acted accordingly.
But in a monumental blunder, Jackson refrained from having the document authenticated
and did not call the chief of Jefferson Hospital’s Security Department on the stand.557
There is every indication to believe that at this point, the prosecution’s confession claims
against Abu-Jamal could have been blown out of the water by Jackson, but for whatever
reason, he did not manage to do so. Unfortunately for Abu-Jamal, this mistake cannot be
corrected anymore, since in the meantime, Durham’s hospital superior has died.558
In principle, the claims on the part of the prosecution that Abu-Jamal had made a confession
would thus have been weak and unbelievable, even embarrassing, all the more so because the
Bell/Durham testimony used to bolster this claim was recorded only after Abu-Jamal had filed
a brutality complaint against the police in which he claimed to have been brutally beaten by
police officers during as well as after his arrest.559 And we shall see immediately that during
555
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the presentation of the defense’s case, Jackson missed a further opportunity to unravel the
confession claim, and with it possibly the whole case against his client.
The third pillar of the prosecution’s case consisted of little more than Abu-Jamal’s empty gun
that the arriving two police officers claimed to have found and collected at the scene just a few
feet away from Abu-Jamal. In itself, even if true, this was not particularly compelling evidence,
since the bullet that killed Police Officer Faulkner could never be matched to Abu-Jamal’s revolver.560 Also, the investigation by the police showed some very striking omissions:
•

•

Abu-Jamal’s gun was not tested as to whether it had recently been fired, or if it had
been tested, the results were kept under wraps. This is even more strange since the test
can be done very easily for several hours after the firing of a gun by simply sniffing at
its barrel.
There were no identifiable fingerprints on Abu-Jamal’s gun, and Abu-Jamal’s hands
were not tested to find out whether he had fired a gun. The police officers questioned
at the trial claimed that the tests that were customarily used at the time to make this
finding were either unavailable or unreliable. But years later, the claim was proven to
be fraudulent, since it turned out that the police had tested the hands of other suspects
during the same night.561

In his cross examination, Jackson tried to make the jury aware of the suspicious nature of these
striking omission of test which were a staple of normal police work, but as in the rest of his performance, he often lost himself in arcane details and left an unfocused, confused impression,
rarely attacking what was at stake – the suspicion of fraud and fakery in the criminal investigation by the police – head on.562
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On the whole, Dave Lindorff’s assessment that “McGill’s case as presented to the jury must
have been devastating. Not so much because it proved the case, as because there was so much
of it”563 is certainly correct. As for defense attorney Jackson who had to defend a client whose
relation to him had broken down and who was absent from the courtroom half of the time, he
lacked the resources as well as experience in such high profile cases to withstand the pincer
attacks by McGill and Sabo, seconded by highly questionable testimony given or organized
by the Philadelphia police. His attempt to present a case for the defense would prove this once
again.

5.5.2 The Case of the Defense

The core of the defense case, which was presented from June 28 to July 1, 1982, was the
testimony by a young black college student by the name of Dessie Hightower and black
prostitute Veronica Jones who, like Cynthia White, had worked the area during the night of
the crime. These two were the only witnesses the defense had been able to contact before
the trial, although Jackson had not talked to them personally. They were supposed to be testifying to the presence of one or more person(s) at the scene who fled immediately after the
shooting. Since the prosecution’s theory of what had happened was predicated on the assumption that only three persons, Abu-Jamal himself, Faulkner, and Abu-Jamal’s brother
Billy Cook had been present and that the latter had had nothing to do with the shooting,
leaving only Abu-Jamal as the perpetrator of the crime, their testimony was of critical importance for the defense.
•

•

Hightower, like Magilton, testified that he had heard three consecutive gunshots
and then another two. He had been in a parking lot next to a building diagonally
across the street from the scene and said that after the shot, he had looked around
the building and saw a man fleeing the scene very fast in the direction of 12th Street
on the same side of Locust Street where the shooting had occurred. Hightower also
testified that Abu-Jamal had been beaten by the police. This was a promising beginning, but the presentation of the other major defense witness proved an unmitigated disaster.564
The young prostitute Veronica Jones, who had not seen the shooting itself but observed the aftermath had testified before that trial that she had seen two men run away
from the scene in the direction of 12th Street. At the trial however, Jackson was just a
few minutes into the direct examination of his own “star witness” when he discovered
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that Jones now stubbornly denied anything she had said before about the two men
running away from the scene.565
But as it turned out, Jones had an even more stunning surprise in store. When Jackson asked
Jones whether she had given any other statement to the police than the one in which she had
said she saw two men run away, she blurted out the following answer:

I had got locked up [together with other prostitutes] I think it was in January [1982]. […] I
think sometime after that incident. They were getting on me telling me I was in the area
and I seen Mumia, you know, do it, intentionally. They were trying to get me to say something that the other girl [Cynthia White] said. I couldn’t do that.566
If there were ever a clear indication of witness coaching, this was it. Over prosecutor McGill’s objections, Jackson continued his line of question, and only a little later, there was following exchange:
MR. JACKSON: In January did they question you about December the 9th?
V. JONES: It more so came about when we had brought up Cynthia [White]’s name and
they told us we can work the area [as prostitutes] if we tell them.
MR. MCGILL: Objection, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Sustained.
MR. JACKSON: I am not responsible for her answers.
THE COURT: I know that.567
After this, there was a long sidebar conference out side the hearing of the jury. There, once
again Sabo deliberately blocked a line of questioning whose extreme importance with respect to
the fairness of the police investigation was all too obvious. Preventing Jackson from further
delving into the topic, he said: “She is your witness. What she saw on Locust Street that night
you can go into as thoroughly as you want to. All this other stuff is not relevant.”568
In this one incident, there were many of the features of this trial rolled into one: strong indications of the manipulation of eyewitnesses569 and other evidence by the police, strenuous ef565
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forts by the Assistant District Attorney to keep them under the rug, the willing collaboration
of the judge in these efforts, and a defense attorney who was all but powerless to do anything
about it. Had the defense enjoyed anything resembling a level playing field in terms of funds
and personnel, this would have been the point to call a press conference and alert the media to
a major scandal. That nothing of the sort happened is indication enough of the sorry state the
defense had fallen – and been bludgeoned – into by the second half of the trial.
The final blow for the defense came after a desperate last minute intervention by Abu-Jamal himself, when he instructed Jackson to put another Police Officer, Garry Wakshul, on the stand. Just as
Faulkner’s friend and partner in police work Gary Bell and Security Guard Priscilla Durham, in
February 1982 Wakshul had also given a statement claiming Abu-Jamal had confessed to killing
Faulkner, although the prosecution did not call him as a witness. But on the morning of December
9, 1981, Wakshul had given a statement saying quite the opposite, namely, that during the time he
was guarded by Wakshul, which included the time of the alleged confession in the hospital, “the
Negro male made no comment.”570 Incredibly, defense attorney Jackson had not thought himself
of calling Wakshul and had to be alerted to this point by his client. When chided by Sabo for not
calling Wakshul earlier, he explained: “I was forced to try and remember everything that everybody said and I couldn’t do it.”571 He couldn’t have given a better description of the mental state he
had reached when the trial entered the decisive stage of the summations before the jury.
In another bizarre exchange with Jackson and Abu-Jamal, Judge Sabo then denied the relevance of Wakshul’s testimony and denied to interrupt the trial for even a half day to find the
witness (who, as it turned out at the 1995 PCRA hearing, was actually available and could
have been called easily).
In the end, the jury had heard close to nothing in defense of Abu-Jamal, and whenever the
danger arose that it might hear something of the sort, Judge Sabo had intervened powerfully to
prevent that from happening. When the time for the defense’s and the prosecution’s summations for the guilt phase of the trial572 had come on July 1, there was little left to do for prosecutor Joseph McGill than to go in for the kill. Speaking after another long, confused and incoherent speech573 by attorney Jackson in which he, incredibly, at one time even said “You have
heard all of the evidence,”574 in his own speech McGill didn’t have much time for the details
570
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of the case. He had every reason to believe that in terms of evidence, he had managed to outgun his opponent Anthony Jackson by sheer firepower in the course of the trial. Rather than
arguing the evidence, he concerned himself with minimizing its weaknesses and contradictions, and hammered away at the law and order theme:

This is one vicious act. This is one uncompromising vicious act. This is one act that the
people of Philadelphia, all of them, all of you everywhere is outraged over. This act demands action. This act demands a reasonable view and the result of responsibility and
courage. 575
Not unexpectedly – at least not for Abu-Jamal –, on the next day the jury announced its guilty
verdict. In a furious speech that he had already prepared for that same day but was prevented
to read by Judge Sabo, he summarized his own view of the trial on its very last day:
It was a legal, trained lawyer who told the jury, “You have heard all the evidence”576 –
knowing that wasn’t so. The jury heard merely what Sabo allowed – nothing more. Many
jurors were told I would cross-examine witnesses, make opening and closing arguments,
and explore evidence. What they also heard was I would act as my own attorney, my own
lawyer. What they saw was a man silenced, gagged by judicial degree. So what they heard
was nothing.577
[…]
I am innocent of these charges that I have been charged of and convicted of, and despite
the connivance of Sabo, McGill and Jackson to deny me my so-called rights to represent
myself, to assistance of my choice, to personally select a jury who's totally of my peers, to
cross-examine witnesses, and to make both opening and closing arguments, I am still innocent of these charges.578
[…]
This jury is not composed of my peers, for those closest to my life experiences were intentionally and systematically excluded, peremptorily excused. Only those prosecution prone,
some who began with a fixed opinion of guilt, some related to City police, mostly white,
mostly male remain. May they one day be so fairly judged.579
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It was a legal, trained lawyer who followed Sabo’s direction not to introduce the testimony of Policeman
Gary Wakshul, a cop who, according to his statement of 12-9-82, arrested me, carried me to a wagon, accompanied me to Jefferson Hospital, guarded me and returned to Homicide later that morning to make a
statement. According to Wakshul, quote: “We stayed with the male at Jefferson until we were relieved. During this time, the Negro male made no comments.” According to Wakshul’s statement of February the 11th,
1982, over two months later, Wakshul recalls, “Oh, yeah, Jamal said: ‘I shot him, I hope the M.F. dies’.” Did
he not consider that a “comment”? TP, July 3, 1982, p. 11-12.
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5.6 The Uncanny Return of the Hampton Assassination

The sentencing phase of the trial, which saw Abu-Jamal finally sentenced to death, was by
and large a repeat performance. Jackson, apparently shell-shocked by the guilty verdict, didn’t
even ask for additional preparation time. Nor did he put mitigation witnesses on the stand,
since he simply had prepared no strategy for the worst-case scenario in which his client now
found himself. McGill, however, was as usual on top of things and used the opportunity AbuJamal’s statement gave him to cross examine him on the stand.580 Once again, this time in the
literal sense, McGill went in for the kill.
In fact it appears that he had eagerly awaited Abu-Jamal’s speech, since he had come to the
court fully prepared with copies of publications and newspaper articles.581 Right at the beginning, he taunted Abu-Jamal with the question why he didn’t stand up for the judge, upon
which Abu-Jamal answered: “Because he is an executioner.” This was exactly the answer
McGill had needed to enter into an apparently preplanned game:

MCGILL: You are not an executioner?
DEFENDANT: No. […] Are you?
MCGILL: Mr. Jamal, let me ask you if you can recall saying something sometime ago and perhaps it might ring a bell as to whether or not you are an executioner or endorse such actions.
“Black brothers and sisters – and organizations – which wouldn’t commit themselves before are relating to us black people that they are facing – we are facing the reality that the
Black Panther Party has been facing, which is – Now, listen to this quote, You’ve often
been quoted saying this: “Political power grows out of the barrel of a gun.” Do you remember saying that, sir?
DEFENDANT: I remember writing that. That's a quotation from Mao Tse-Tung.582
The article from which McGill quoted was the one Acel Moore of the Philadelphia Inquirer
had written after interviewing the young BPP cadre Wes/Mumia, who had just returned
from Chicago where he had covered the assassination of Chicago BPP leader Fred Hampton
by the police.583 Among blacks in North Philadelphia, the outrage over what was regarded
as a blatant act of police violence even beyond the usual brutality was still palpable. AbuJamal had just been the speaker before a crowd of one thousand people that had gathered in
Father Paul Washington’s Church of the Advocate to mourn the killed Panther leader.584 In580
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deed, the article by Moore left no doubt concerning the question of whose “barrel of a gun”
the adolescent Panther cadre had been talking about. Abu-Jamal then tried to put the message about the barrel of a gun into perspective by reading the whole article aloud. Among
many quite uncontroversial things and even positive comments about Panther activities, it
said

Murders, a calculated design of genocide, and a national plot to destroy the party leadership is what the Panthers and their supporters call a bloody two year history of police raids
and shootouts. The Panthers say 28 party members have died in police gunfire during that
period, two last month.585
But the reality and the state of siege that was felt in these days in militant black North Philadelphia
was lost on the nearly all-white, conservative jury. It was another time, and another place. AbuJamal had just been found guilty of killing a police officer, and McGill’s skillfully introduced connection between the executioner of today and the gun-sloganeering teenager of the 1970s was sure
to be far more powerful in the minds of the jurors than any reflection on the actual meaning of the
“Political power grows out of the barrel of a gun” statement back then. Didn’t the slogan (and in
that context, the rest of the article) prove that a boastful, violence-prone, police-hating youth simply had developed into an arrogant, cold-blooded cop killer? Once again, in his summation McGill
had merely to harp on the themes he had already carefully introduced before, time and again:
Order, ladies and gentlemen, that you may not have seen [on the part of the defendant]; order that this defendant has decided is not good enough for him. Order that he says, I don’t
care about standing [for the judge], I have no respect for him. I don’t agree with this. So,
I’m going to do this. Completely in violation of any law and order is what you have seen
and what you have seen in this very courtroom.
The arrogance, the defiance, all present; the grandiose defiance, continuously present.586
Even though the jury during its deliberations on the sentence for Abu-Jamal asked for the definition of manslaughter, it took its members less then two hours to reach the verdict of death.
The introduction of the quote from Moore’s article on the Philadelphia Panthers may or may not
have contributed to that decision; what is not in doubt is that it was highly misleading and unconstitutional. But that ranked low on the agenda of prosecutor McGill when it came to the task
to dispense with a self-proclaimed enemy of the established order. His own stance on law and
order was visibly confirmed by the law-and-order tie of the judge.587
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As for the opponents of the order preferred by McGill and Sabo, the FBI and the Chicago police had dispensed with Fred Hampton by the “barrel of the gun.” The critic of that assassination, Abu-Jamal, was now being dispensed by means of a merciless judicial machinery. Of
course, the one was accused of murder while the other was not. But I think that the anatomy
of the murder trial of Abu-Jamal sketched above shows that there was also an important feature that the two cases shared: Once targeted, both men never had a chance.

5.7 Lock Down

Almost one year after the conviction, the death sentence against Abu-Jamal was formally announced by presiding judge Albert F. Sabo on May 25, 1983. As before in the trial, the sentencing announcement saw an undeterred and defiant defendant. This time, however, he did
not interrupt the proceedings to assert his right of self-representation or to the presence of
John Africa, but waited until he was given the last word.
After he had watched Anthony Jackson – who was much more composed than during the
original trial – once again loosing miserably in a duel with Judge Sabo, Abu-Jamal subjected
both, and district attorney Joseph McGill as well, to an acerbic critique:

I think that this motion for arrest of judgment, motion for a new trial, the trial itself, and
the motion to suppress, has supported my argument from the first day that I appeared before you, that your intention from day one was execution. Your intention from day one was
conviction. And this shyster to the left of me has proven, numerous times, his inability, his
incapability of defending me.588
Some of the points with which he illustrated this assessment would later be part of the appeals
briefs Abu-Jamal filed to various courts:

I have demanded from day one the assistance of John Africa. You have denied him. I have
told you that I have no faith and no trust in this man. I think, if anything, he has proven
that. You have defended him. Mr. McGill has defended him. It is very clear that you have
faith in him, because he is working for you. […] For instance, I have had several days of
this trial. I have not seen the motions, motions of testimony, the notes of testimony.589
The court’s denial of Abu-Jamal’s wish to be aided in his defense by John Africa, his claim
that Anthony Jackson was unwilling and unable to represent him, and the fact that he was not
provided with the means to follow the trial from which he was excluded so often were later to
588
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reappear as point 30, 7, and 12 of his two federal habeas corpus petitions.590 But that was
nearly a generation later, in October 1999.
But even at the formal sentencing hearing, Abu-Jamal’s exclusion from the arguments and
counterarguments that led to his death sentence continued: “THE DEFENDANT: ‘I have
not seen that motion he just filed before you, that motion for arrest of judgment, and motion
for –’ THE COURT: ‘That was a brief, he submitted.’ THE DEFENDANT: ‘That brief,
whatever it is, I have not seen it.’”591
With no jury present to restrain him, Sabo did not hesitate to reduce the hearing to an irrelevant footnote to the original trial. To no one’s surprise and in the frozen language of official judicial protocol, he ruled that the death penalty against Abu-Jamal was to be carried
out by “either the warden or deputy warden” of whatever “state correctional institution prescribed or designated by law, and that the execution be […] by causing to pass through
your body a current of electricity of intensity sufficient to cause death and the application
of such current of electricity to be of such intensity and volume and of such continuity that
you are to expire or until you are dead. May God in His Infinite Wisdom have mercy on
your soul.”592
Equally unsurprising were Abu-Jamal’s furious remarks immediately preceding and following
the pronouncement: “This trial, from the very beginning, is a farce and a sham. I told you
what the outcome would be. I told the jury what the outcome would be.” “Long live John Africa. On the move. Fuck you, Judge. Fuck you.”593
With these word, Abu-Jamal, like so many other death row prisoners in the United States, began his long journey though the judicial appeals process, a journey during which he was constrained to a six to eight single-detention cell, first at the State Correctional Institute in Huntington and later at SCI Greene.
There is a whole mythology, based on campaign speeches of politicians as well as on reports
in the mass media and presentations of the issue in movies and on TV according to which the
criminal justice system in the US has become clogged because prisoners have so many possibilities to appeal their sentences, and that for every harsh sentence a defendant may receive,
there is a long and efficient appeals process that combs through every court decision. Supposedly, this process not only sorts out every possible false conviction, but also opens the prison
590
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doors for many who are, in fact, guilty of the crime they are charged with. In fact, none other
than district attorney Joseph McGill had played this card in an oft-quoted passage during the
summation phase of Abu-Jamal’s trial:

If your decision of course were to acquit, to allow the Defendant to walk out, that is fine.
There is nothing I can do and there is nothing that the judge or anyone could do that would
affect that in any way.
If you find the Defendant guilty of course there would be appeal after appeal and perhaps
there could be a reversal of the case, or whatever, so that may not be final. Nonetheless, the
action which you have is immense, extremely important.594
Indeed, in the course of its history, the American court system has developed into a huge structure that is so complicated that even many trained and experienced lawyers don’t understand its
basic aspects in many areas. This is especially true for the area of capital cases. But as study
upon study have demonstrated, the generally prevailing impression that this works in the favor
of the defendant is simply false. In the highly acclaimed book Machinery of Death co-edited by
him, death row inmate advocate and death penalty specialist David R. Dow writes:

After his trial and direct appeal are over, an inmate might ask a federal court five times or
five hundred times to consider the merits of his case. These requests are referred to as “appeals” in the popular media, and thus has developed the popular perception that the appellate process in death penalty cases is unduly lengthy. That perception is based on a myth,
and it is also erroneous. There is in America an elaborate appellate machinery, and although this machinery can be exploited by large corporate defendants (like tobacco companies), hostility from the courts and Congress has rendered it unusable by death row inmates. To be sure, many of these inmates ask repeatedly for some court to pass on the merits of their case, but the answer is almost always no.595
There are literally thousands of people on death row now who have indeed had “appeal upon appeal upon appeal,” but whose case was never seriously investigated after their original conviction.
In this as well as in other regards Abu-Jamal’s case was all too typical, too.
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6. The Punitive Trend in the American Criminal Justice System

As noted at the beginning of the preceding chapter, Abu-Jamal was arrested, tried, and sentenced to death during a quite peculiar phase in American history. In the 1980s the political climate in the United States changed definitely. Even long before, as the rebellious 1960s drew to
a close with the election of Richard Nixon for president, the political establishment in the
U.S.A. had sought for ways to reestablish order and to contain unrest. As a result of the preceding rebellions, the decade in between was a period of reorientation which saw the integration of
a substantial number of African Americans into the political and cultural life of the country.596
The days of legally inscribed American apartheid were irrevocably over.
At the same time, in the 1970s the post-New Deal welfare state model started to be replaced by
the current neo-liberal model which then struck deep roots under the presidency of Ronald
Reagan. The claim of its supporters that this model stands for a “lean state” is highly misleading. Under the neo-liberal model of the last two decades, what was cut back and sacrificed were
the welfare components of the state, while its military, and even more so, its repressive components were strengthened to a possibly unprecedented degree. While many blacks of the middle
class enjoyed much more social mobility than before, there was also a huge increase in economic inequality, which has been described in the following terms by Noam Chomsky:

The Reagan years accelerated processes already underway. Income inequality had declined
until 1968, then rose steadily, surpassing the figures for the Great Depression by 1986. In the
two decades, average income of the bottom fifth of American families declined about 18
percent while it increased about 8 percent for the richest fifth.597
It comes as no big surprise that the sector of the population that was hit hardest by this development was the black ghetto population. The absolute impoverishment ravaging growing sections of the black ghetto communities went hand in hand with rising crime rates there, a massive
increase in state power in terms of the state’s ability and willingness to crack down on crime
and lock up the offenders, and, starting with the latter half of the Reagan era, with a so-called
“war against drugs” that targeted blacks in hugely disproportionate measure.
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6.1 The Race Towards Incarceration

What this has meant for the role of prisons in the life of the nation has been summarized in
Christian Parenti’s study on the topic:

The law-and-order buildup of the late sixties and early seventies did not immediately translate into higher incarceration rates. In fact, it was not until the early eighties that imprisonment and prison construction surged. For most of the century the nations incarceration
rate hovered between 100 and 120 per 100,000 citizens.598 In 1975 and 1976, as relative
calm returned to America’s previously riotous cities, the rate of imprisonment began to increase. It then plateaued until the succession of Ronald Reagan to the presidency […].
Since that time, the U.S. has been on a frenzied and brutal lockup binge.599
The change in the direction and purpose of the correctional system itself over the decades is
captured well in two quotes. The first statement is by a former assistant to the Director of the
California Department of Corrections and was made circa 1960: „The point of view of the institutional staff is treatment. […] Actually, the hopes of the prison employees resemble yours
for the well-being of your loved-one while he is in prison and for his welfare and happiness
later on when paroled.“600
The prevailing mood several decades later is encapsulated in a statement by Democratic Congressman Mack McInnis from Mississippi, made circa 1997: “We want a prisoner to look like
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a prisoner, to smell like a prisoner. When you see one of these boogers a-loose, you’ll say, ‘I
didn’t know we had zebras in Mississippi.’”601
As for the rise in per-capita numbers of people imprisoned at any given time, the “frenzied and
brutal lock-up binge” described by Parenti has probably few historical precedents apart from
countries like the Soviet Union during the Stalin era. After having declined for nearly two decades
to hit a low of 380,000 prison inmates, the prison population in the U.S.A. then more than quintupled “to over two million in 2000 even as crime levels remained stagnant.”602 This is a per-capita
rate of prisoners of about 700 in 100,000. Since the overwhelming majority of these are males,
this means that about 1.3 % of the male population of the United States are now in prison. Subtracting children and the elderly, that means close to two percent, an enormous rate, reached nowhere else in the world.603 Not unexpectedly, closer inspection of these figures shows an immense racial disparity. One of the leading researchers in the area, Michael Tonry, notes that

American crime policies since 1980 have had disastrous consequences for black Americans. On any given day, blacks are six to seven times more likely than whites to be in jail
or prison. Astonishingly high percentages of young black males are under the control of
the criminal justice system. The patterns, all of which have worsened steadily since 1980,
do not result from increases in the proportions of serious crimes committed by blacks.604
While the incarceration rate of white Americans has also sharply grown since the mid-seventies,
the rate for blacks has grown much faster, and from 1960 to 1991 the percentage of African
American inmates in state or federal prison and local jails has risen from well under forty to close
to fifty percent, with a sharp rise beginning in the mid-eighties with the onset of the Reaganite drug
war.605 According to Tonry, “in 1991, the black [incarceration] rate was 6,47 times higher than the
white rate.” That rate has not changed much since, and if so, for the worse. In 2001, 46 % of prison
inmates were black and 16 % were Hispanic, which means that in absolute numbers, more African
Americans were incarcerated than whites.606 A major reason for this was the largely unsuccessful
“war against drugs” begun in the mid-eighties, a war that especially targeted drug trafficking
somehow related to African Americans, like the trafficking of crack cocaine:

The tough-on-crime juggernaut picked up under President Reagan accelerated qualitatively
by a new campaign against illegal drugs, in particular, crack cocaine. Spending for the war
601
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on drugs skyrocketed. In 1980, the federal budget for the war was $ 1 billion. Today
[2002], it’s more that $ 17 billion. In the Reagan and Bush years, spending on employment
programs was slashed in half, while spending on corrections increased by 521 percent. In
this same period, the chances of being arrested for a drug offense increased by 447 percent
– although statistics showed a considerable decline in drug use.607
In 1986 and 1988, Congress passed two federal sentencing laws creating a 100:1 quantity ratio between the amount of the “poor man’s drug” crack cocaine – five grams – and the expensive powder cocaine – 500 grams – needed to trigger mandatory sentences of five years for
possession “with intent to distribute.” As noted by the prison organization “Sentencing Project,” defendants convicted of possession of crack in 1994 “were 84.5 % black, 10.3 % white,
and 5.2 % Hispanic,” while “defendants convicted of simple possession of cocaine powder
were 58 % white, 26,7 % black, and 15 % Hispanic.”608 One of the consequences of such priorities in the drug war was that by 1991, the percentage of drug offenders among the white
state prisoners “had increased by half to 12 percent, and the black percentage had increased
by three and one-half times to 25 percent” since 1986.609 One of the main props in the punitive trend in American politics that has driven the race to incarceration since 1975, the war
against drugs, thus proved to be far from color-blind.
In his foreword to Abu-Jamal’s first book Live from Death Row which appeared in 1995 and
dealt primarily with the issues crime and punishment, prisons, and the death penalty, the renowned African American author John Edgar Wideman wrote

In 1981, to connect with my younger brother who was serving a life term without parole in
a Pennsylvania prison, I wrote a book with him called Brothers and Keepers. In my research for the book I discovered a chilling fact. My country, the United States of America,
ranked third among the nations of the world in the percentage of its citizens it imprisoned.
Only Russia and South Africa surpassed us.
Who would have guessed that, thirteen years later, the powerful governments of two of the
top three incarcerating nations would have been overturned by internal revolutions. We’re
number one now. And in spite of the warning implicit in the fate of the governments that
choose repression over reform, we’re building more prisons as fast as we can.610
As I have just tried to show, that was not yet all. As the numbers demonstrate, the race to incarcerate during the last quarter century was in large measure a war targeting a particular race.
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6.2 The American Way of Death

Quite strikingly, the process of the return of the death penalty in the United States unfolded in
close parallel with the development of mass incarceration. Before, in a 1972 decision the Supreme Court had suspended the death penalty under then existing law as “cruel and unusual
punishment in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments,” since it found the results
of its application so “harsh, freakish and arbitrary” as to render the penalty unconstitutional.
The states were ordered to overhaul their death penalty statutes before capital punishment
could be applied again, but with a 1976 Supreme Court decision that upheld the new Georgia
death penalty statute, the death penalty returned.611
Beginning in 1977 with the execution of Gary Gilmore on January 17 by a firing squad in
Utah, the death penalty became an increasingly more prominent factor in the political life of
the United States and was soon an integral part of the new wave of law and order politics that
began with the election of Richard Nixon and went into high gear under the Reagan/Bush
presidencies. Just as law-and-order politicians, which included in ever increasing measure
leaders of both parties, projected the idea that the answer to the question of how to deal with
offenders against the law was to “lock them up and throw away the key,” their solution for
capital offenders was to simply exterminate them. By the beginning of the 1990s, death had
become, in the apt formulation of Mumia Abu-Jamal, “a campaign poster.”612

No. 16: „A place we all
fear to know”: death row
in Oklahoma, 1990s.
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The raw statistics of the application of the death penalty are as follows. Up to the end of March,
2003, there have been 839 executions since 1977. This is in fact the number for the period from
1968 to 2003, since no one was executed between 1968 and the reinstitution of the death penalty
in. There were only a few executions until 1983, but during the rest of the years under Reagan and
Bush, on average about twenty persons were executed every year. The process of actually executing people sentenced to death then accelerated very quickly to reach an all-time high since the
1950s in 1999, with 98 people executed in that year and still higher numbers expected for the new
millennium. Actually, the number of executions dropped to 85 in 2000 and 66 in 2001 with a
slight increase to 71 in 2002,613 arguably, as we shall see in the next chapter, to a large extent because of the dedicated efforts of anti-death penalty activists over the preceding decade that created
a movement in which Abu-Jamal’s case also played an important role.
At the same time, the years since 1977 have also seen a huge increase of the number of prisoners who are on death row, waiting, often for long years, for their execution. That number rose
from 423 in 1977 to 3,692 in 2002,614 but here, too, there has been a considerable slowing down
since the turn of the century, most spectacularly when in February 2003, Governor Ryan of Illinois pardoned all prisoners on Illinois’ death row before leaving office, essentially for the same
reasons that had led the Supreme Court to suspend the death penalty in 1972.615
Why did the U.S. Supreme Court in 1972 characterize the use of the death penalty as “freakish and arbitrary”? There are a number of answers, one of them being enormous geographical
differences, but they all boil down to one overriding factor: racial disparities.
First, there are again the raw numbers. Of the 839 persons executed until March 20, 2003, 35
percent were black, 7 percent Hispanic, and 57 percent white (with 2 percent Asian and other
races). Of those on death row, 1,600 were black, 1662 white, 350 Hispanic, and 80 of other
categories. Just as in the prison population as a whole, African Americans are very clearly
over-represented. But studies have shown that there are still other racial differences.
In 1986, Professor David Baldus of the University of Iowa completed a study in which he investigated more than 2,500 Georgia murder cases. The results of his study are recounted in
Jesse Jackson’s book Legal Lynching:

Controlling for 230 nonracial factors in the cases, Baldus found that defendants accused of
murdering a white victim are 4,3 times more likely to receive the death penalty than defendants accused of killing blacks. Baldus determined that the race of the murderer was less
important than the race of the victim. Fewer than 40 percent of the homicide victims in
613
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Georgia are white, yet fully 87 percent of the cases resulting in the death penalty involved
white victims.616
Later studies have shown that race of victim disparities in the same racial direction exist in all
but two of the states for which data are available. Interestingly, another study also conducted
under the direction of David Baldus covering data from Philadelphia

found that, even after controlling for case differences, blacks in Philadelphia were substantially more likely to get the death penalty than other [i.e., white] defendants who committed similar murders. Blacks faced odds of receiving a death sentence that were 3.9 times
higher than other similarly situated defendants.617
Just as race of victim disparities are not limited to Georgia, race of defendant disparities are
not limited to the city of Philadelphia. Because of the large number of defendants sentenced to
death in Philadelphia, statistics for the state of Pennsylvania necessarily also show a race of
defendant disparity. But even beyond Pennsylvania, the same disparity in the direction of
more death sentences for black defendants was also found in nine other states (two states had
a disparity in the opposite direction). But in the judgment of former amnesty international
Secretary General Pierre Sané, Pennsylvania’s death penalty sticks out as “one of the most
racist and unfair in the U.S.”618
In the introduction I have already noted that of 1794 District Attorneys in the United States,
only 22 are black and another 22 are Hispanic, while the rest of the DAs are white. Once
again, Pennsylvania ranks in the top category in the percentage of white DAs; just as in half
of the other 38 death penalty states in the U.S.A., all District Attorneys in that state are white.
As for judges (and officials in the judicial apparatus in general), Philadelphia journalist Linn
Washington who has edited a book containing the voices of fourteen Black Judges on Justice
notes in his introduction:

All of those interviewed for this book felt there is a need not only for more Black jurists
but for more Blacks in the decision-making positions within the justice system. African
American and other nonwhite employees are underrepresented at all levels of the justice
system nationwide, according to a number of studies on race and bias in the courts released
in recent years.619
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We have seen above that in addition to a disproportionately white bench, some cities –
such as Philadelphia – also have a group of – very likely predominantly white – judges
who hear only homicides. It comes as no big surprise that such a racial composition of the
judicial apparatus is reflected in the racial composition of the decision making body in
death penalty cases. Here, once again study after study has shown enormous racial disparities in jury composition. There are many counties in the South of the United States
where for many decades not a single African American served as juryperson in any case,
let alone a case where the life or death of a defendant was at stake. The Supreme Court of
the United States has condemned this form of discrimination in several decisions, most
notably its 1986 Batson v. Kentucky decision concerning a burglary case against a black
defendant where “the prosecutor struck all four black jurors to obtain an all-white jury.”
But while the Supreme Court “held that race-based peremptory challenges violate the
Equal Protection Clause” of the Constitution, it was once again, as already so often in the
past, satisfied with “pronouncing strong equal protection principles” while “failing to ensure their realization in practice.”620

6.3 The Gutting of Habeas Corpus

Historically, one of the most important legal means of protection against abuses of state
power is the right to “habeas corpus.” Actually, it is even enshrined in the Constitution:
“The Privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless when in Cases
of Rebellion or Invasion the public safety may require it.”621 Habeas corpus (literally
“render the body”) derives from British jurisprudence where it was formalized in 1679 in
the Habeas Corpus Act and was imported to North America by the English settlers even
before the founding of the United States. It was conceived as a legal guarantee for the citizens against unjust imprisonment, giving them the right to demand to be rendered up in
person (“body”) before a court who would then decide whether they were rightfully imprisoned or not. In the apt description on a very popular website on constitutional questions, it gives
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convicted criminals the right to challenge their convictions and sentences on the grounds
that his or her right to due process was violated in some way. In death penalty cases, habeas corpus challenges are one of the most common types of challenges.622
While habeas corpus was guaranteed in the Constitution right from the start, it was made into
specific law after the Civil War, in 1867. As noted by prominent NAACP attorney Steve
Hawkins, also a one-time defense attorney of Abu-Jamal, the 1867 U.S. Habeas Corpus Act

came about because the Reconstruction Congress knew that there had to be some way that
when the new southern states tried to force newly freed Blacks back to the plantation through
imposing long prison sentences […], the people could use the federal courts as a sanctuary to
be able to go in and press their rights. The Habeas Corpus Act of 1867 was passed right at the
same time as the 14th Amendment. The 14th Amendment made sure people had equal rights in
the civil context. And the [purpose of the] Habeas Corpus Act was to make sure that people’s
rights as citizens of the United States were protected in the criminal context.623
Since the law-and-order offensive begun under Richard Nixon really struck roots during the
Reagan presidency this legal guarantee for prisoners, especially those whose life was being
threatened by the state, against judicial abuse has been under attack in ways too numerous to
go into here. However, the most serious attack on habeas corpus to date came in the wake of
the right-wing terrorist Oklahoma bombing in 1995 when in its aftermath a new so-called
“Anti-Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act” (AEDPA) was promulgated and signed
into law in 1996. While until the validity of the AEDPA prisoners could in theory file an
unlimited number of habeas corpus appeals on the state and federal levels, a very well informed source noted at the time that

under the new law, state prisoners will be limited to only one federal court appeal. And the
appeal would have to be filed within one year – in some cases within six months – after the
state conviction becomes final. Often, [however,] it is years before new evidence comes to
light or new witnesses appear, giving prisoners legal ammunition to challenge their convictions.624
Further, the standards for overturning state-level convictions by higher, primarily federal
courts were made so strict that it became virtually impossible to meet them under ordinary
circumstances, that is, without water-tight scientific proof such as DNA analysis. The prob622
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able result of these extremely high new standards were summarized in a chilling if implicit
forecast by the same source:

What effect will the gutting of habeas corpus have on prisoners, especially those on death
row? Since 1970, almost half of the state court death sentences reviewed by the federal
courts have been reversed. If the “counter-terrorism” law had been in effect, most of these
people would not be alive today.625
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7. On the Move

It is against the backdrop sketched in the preceding chapter that the movement for the life and
freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal finally developed. But as noted in the introduction, the news
about Abu-Jamal’s conviction was the last thing most of the outside world heard from him in
years. After the formal announcement of his death sentence by Judge Sabo on May 25, 1983,
Abu Jamal was transferred from Holmesburg Prison right inside Philadelphia to one of the
state’s death rows in the State Correctional Institution (SCI) Huntingdon 200 miles to the
West of Philadelphia. At the time, he was one of about 1,200 death row prisoners in the
U.S.A. But given his personal history and his close association with the MOVE Organization,626 his incarceration also had an additional, political dimension.
It is clear that from the outset, Abu-Jamal conceived of himself as a political prisoner, and as such,
he suffered the fate of many dozens of militants who had participated in the black nationalist
movement, particularly the black Panther Party, the American Indian Movement (AIM), the
Puerto Rican independence movement and other radical offshoots from the emancipation movements in the 1960s and 1970s. After the end of these rebellious years, dozens of those men and
women ended up with long prison sentences, accused of having resorted to either armed struggle
against the political system or to individual criminal acts against representatives or symbols of that
system.627 During the 1980s, public attention to these cases was generally close to zero – a state of
affairs that for the most part has not changed much to this day.
The case of Mumia Abu-Jamal was at first not different in this respect. After his arrest, a collection of tiny groups had lined up in support for him, but apparently they didn’t manage to
get their message across to a larger public. As mentioned above, the defense fund established
by the Association of Black Journalists (ABJ) immediately at the day of the shooting628 did
not collect more than $ 1,500 in the first month, despite the fact that among the groups supporting Abu-Jamal, the ABJ was presumably one of the more potent, and certainly the one
with the best means to publicize its views. Other groups taking part in the defense effort included the National Black Independence Party, the Black Teachers Caucus of the Philadelphia
Federation of Teachers, the Committees United Against Police Abuse and the National Law626
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yers Guild,629 but the participation of the latter probably didn’t amount to much, since otherwise it should have been possible to come up with a better attorney for Abu-Jamal than Anthony Jackson. The one group that formed the backbone of support for Abu-Jamal was of
course MOVE, and it has continued to play this role for over twenty years. Several press reports of the pre-trial hearings as well of the trial itself refer to MOVE members in the audience, who generally made their views vocally known.630 But at the end of the trial they had
had to helplessly watch as the jury pronounced its death verdict.

7.1 Oblivion

Apparently, between the formal announcement of Abu-Jamal’s death sentence by Judge Sabo
on May 25, 1983 and the rejection of his appeal to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court on March
6, 1989, there was not a single report on Abu-Jamal in the big newspapers in Philadelphia.631
During that time, even the radical press was largely silent on Abu-Jamal. This is not particularly surprising, since basically, there was nothing to report. According to Ward Churchill and
Mike Willuweit, who have written one of the most detailed investigations of Abu-Jamal’s
case, Anthony Jackson’s successor on the Abu-Jamal case, an attorney by the name of
Marilyn Gelb, “displayed an even more remarkable lack of enthusiasm for the job than her
predecessor.” Gelb had been appointed to the case by Judge Sabo for the mandatory appeal of
the conviction, probably on the basis that she was a personal friend of Anthony Jackson
whom she had encouraged to go to law school.632 The authors note that

while Ms Gelb eventually did make a filing, it consisted merely of a typed version of a
draft – or, more accurately, notes – Mumia himself had prepared on the racial bias evident in jury selection and the inappropriate nature of the prosecutions closing argument.633 Despite the plethora of reversible errors revealed by even a cursory review of
the trial record, she made no effort to expand upon her client’s limited foray, not even attaching a statement of facts to Mumia’s motion. This was undoubtedly because, by her
own admission, Gelb was so disinterested in the case that she failed to order transcripts of
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several important pre-trial hearings or read the main trial transcript provided automatically
by the court.634
The appeal was in due course denied by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, and a petition for a
rehearing of the appeal was also denied. The same was true for a petition for writ of certiorari (a
petition asking the court to consider a case) to the United States Supreme Court, which was rejected on October 1, 1990. With this, the conviction was legally binding, and Abu-Jamal might
have entered the ranks of thousands of other prisoners on death row who, after their conviction
becomes valid with the rejection of a hearing by the Supreme Court, for the most part do not
even have “appeal after appeal after appeal” since they are no longer entitled to a lawyer paid
for by the state. Even if there are further appeals, more often than not this simply means that the
judicial machinery is going through the motions without moving a single bit.

7.2 The Legal Arena
The movement for the life and freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal, all but non-existing at the end
of the 1980s, thus literally started from scratch. But in 1987, an attorney who was a member
of the small but very active legal defense organization Partisan Defense Committee (PDC),
Rachel Wolkenstein, began to work for Abu-Jamal, at first “on matters primarily relating to
his prison conditions.” After his appeal was denied, she assisted him “in finding new counsel
to represent him in post-conviction proceedings.”635 In mid-1991, Wolkenstein managed to
bring a first-rate civil rights attorney into the case. Abu-Jamal’s new defense lawyer, Leonard
Weinglass, had already been an attorney in a number of highly visible political cases like the
Chicago Conspiracy Trial and the murder trial of Angela Davis. Moreover, he had participated in a number of capital cases and had never lost one.636 Also on the case were now Steve
Hawkins from the staff of the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, Jonathan Piper,
who was, like Wolkenstein, associated with the PDC, and the young attorney Daniel Williams, who was brought into the team by Weinglass.637
Evidently this team was quite different from the representation Abu-Jamal had had until then.
At the same time, it was equally clear that the new team would have to fight an uphill battle. On
634
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the one hand, it was already known then that many of the death sentences handed out after the
mid-seventies had been overturned on state-level post-conviction and federal review, but Weinglass and his colleagues also knew full well that the attacks on these reviews were already in
full swing. Moreover, Abu-Jamal did not only want his death sentence repealed. At the end of
the trial, he had loudly and clearly proclaimed his innocence, and according to Wolkenstein,

Mr. Jamal confirmed his innocence to me in unequivocal and categorical terms. He made it
very clear that his goal was to overturn his conviction in order to obtain his freedom, and
not only to overturn the death sentence.638
As a comprehensive study of 5,760 death sentences handed down between 1973 and 1995
shows, fully 41 %, or 1,885, were thrown out on direct appeal because of serious error. AbuJamal’s case had of course already passed this phase, and while, according to the study, a sizable portion of verdicts also belonging to Abu-Jamal’s category was still overturned at the
state post-conviction level or the federal level, only 7 percent of the defendants in these cases
were finally found innocent.639 For the new top-gun defense team, there began a period of
several years of legal and factual research that culminated in the filing of a petition for postconviction review in June 1995. As for Abu-Jamal himself, on May 13, 1989640 he published
the first piece of his by now famous columns “From Death Row.”

7.3 Recapturing the Offensive: The Human Face of Death Row

This first piece, published in the Atlanta Inquirer, later in a revised form became the preface
to Abu-Jamal’s book Live from Death Row. In it, he wrote:
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Don’t tell me about the valley of the shadow of death. I live there. In south-central Pennsylvania’s Huntington County a one hundred year old prison stands, its Gothic towers projecting an air of foreboding, evoking a gloomy mood of the Dark Ages. I and some seventy
eight other men spend about twenty two hours a day in six by ten foot cells. The additional
two hours may be spent outdoors, in a chain link fenced box, tinged by concertina razor
wire, under the gaze of gun turrets.
Welcome to Pennsylvania’s death row.641
His feelings about the Pennsylvania Supreme Court’s decision to uphold his conviction are
recounted in the same article:

I’m a bit stunned. Several days ago the Pennsylvania Supreme Court affirmed my conviction and sentence of death, by a vote of four justices (three did not participate). As a black
journalist who was a Black Panther way back in my yon teens, I’ve often studied America’s long history of legal lynchings of Africans. I remember a front page of the Black Panther newspaper, bearing the quote, “A black man has no rights that a white man is bound to
respect,” attributed to US Supreme Court judge Roger Taney, of the infamous Dred Scott
case, where America’s highest court held that neither Africans nor their “free” descendants
are entitled to the rights of the Constitution. Deep, huh? It’s true.
Perhaps I’m naïve, maybe I’m just stupid, but I thought that the law would be followed in
my case, and the conviction reversed. Really.642
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Little did Abu-Jamal know that more than thirteen years later, his conviction would still not
be overturned. During the following years, he produced a veritable stream of essays on a continent unknown to most Americans apart from the population of the black, Hispanic, Puerto
Rican, and, to a minor extent, also white ghettoes. It was a continent that was, geographically
speaking, right in their midst: the continent that many observers and many of its inhabitants
had already started to call the “American Gulag,” in allusion to the vast network of prison
camps in Soviet Russia that had been described in Solzhenitsyn’s famous work The Gulag
Archipelago. And just like the revelations contained in that book had come as a shock for
many citizens of the USSR who had themselves lived through all those years but had shut out
the existence of this parallel prison world from their daily consciousness, news from that
“fastest growing public housing tract in America”643 bore an enormously explosive potential.
A huge number of politicians had built their careers on the “tough-on-crime” theme since the
Nixon era, but apart from the poor and the very poor, few Americans had any idea what these
programs really meant in terms of mercilessness in the courts, human rights violations in the
prisons, and destruction of hope for human beings now once and for all bearing the incriminating stamp of an “offender.”
Public discussion of the death penalty was dominated by the same ignorance. In the public
mind, the archetypical capital offender was a Ted-Bundy-style serial killer or the incorrigible
repeat offender who was falsely given the chance to do it again.644
Abu-Jamal’s essays countering these images now began to appear in papers, magazines, and journals all over the country. His article “Teetering on the brink between life and death” was printed
in the renowned Yale Law Journal in January 1991.645 At around the same time, the Equal Justice
Campaign, an affiliate of the Catholic liberation theology based Quixote Center, linked up with
Abu-Jamal and “made his case a centerpiece of its ongoing campaign against the death penalty.”646 A basic idea in taking up his case was what was formulated years later by South Carolina
attorney David Bruck. Although he didn’t talk about Abu-Jamal, in his statement the various
strands making up the potential force of the case are woven together beautifully:

Unyielding insistence on the individuality of each condemned man and woman is the heart
of the legal struggle against the death penalty. It is also the heart of all democratic feeling
643
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and life. Its clearest antithesis is racism. One can thus see why the history of capital punishment should have been, and still is, so inextricably intertwined with race.647
In the same vein, but from a different angle Co-director of the Quixote Center and Coordinator of Equal Justice Jane Henderson elaborated:

We decided that this was an important case in an important city for opposition to the death
penalty. When we got involved in Mumia’s case back in December 1990, our goal was to
build a base of support for him, but it was never just about him. We said that his case was a
microcosm of the way the criminal justice system worked in the U.S.648
The next step to get wide publicity for Abu-Jamal’s views as well as for his case was a cooperation
between Equal Justice and the Prison Radio Project, which began to air Abu-Jamal’s commentaries.

7.3.1 On the Air Again

The recordings of Abu-Jamal’s commentaries began on July 15, 1992, at a time when Abu-Jamal
“had not recorded for radio broadcast in over then and a half years.”649 Nevertheless Noelle Hanrahan, who did the recording, writes that as she began taping his essays, she immediately realized that

the potential for these essays was unlimited: Mumia has the sheer talent to be a commentator
on any national network. Of the hundreds of individuals I have interviewed for radio, Mumia
was by far the most seasoned, professional, and frankly, talented person I had recorded.650
Since then, statements like these have been repeated by many listeners, professionals and nonprofessionals alike, and it would soon turn out that Abu-Jamal’s potential did not go unnoticed
by those seeking to execute him. The commentaries Hanrahan produced were first played by
smaller radio stations. In February 1993, Hanrahan and Henderson contacted the programming
director of National Public Radio (NPR), Ellen Weiss, and subsequently arranged for the broadcasting of Abu-Jamal’s vignettes from prison life via NPR.651 According to Hanrahan, Weiss
was very impressed, saying: “The American public needs to hear these essays. People have no
idea how mass incarceration affects this country. This is a unique perspective that needs to be
647
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heard.”652 Hanrahan then produced tapes with ten of Abu-Jamal’s essays, which were nationally
advertised by NPR, with the airing of the first scheduled for May 15, 1994. Abu-Jamal’s commentaries would then have reached “10 million NPR listeners at over 410 stations in the United
States, Canada, Mexico, South Africa, and Europe.”653
But it was not to be. The public promotion campaign for the Abu-Jamal series had provoked
outrage on the part of the Fraternal Order of Police as well as of senator and 1996 presidential
candidate Robert Dole. One day before its scheduled beginning, the series was cancelled as a
result of massive political pressure, and on the following day Dole took the Senate floor to
comment that “those commentaries would have sent the wrong message. […] This episode
raised sobering questions, not only for the NPR but for the taxpayer-funded Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, which has oversight authority over NPR and provides much of its funding.”654 After this open threat to withdraw funding, the recordings made by Hanrahan were
locked up in an NPR safe; they have never been aired.
That was, however, not the end of the story since other stations took over, most prominently
the California-based alternative radio station Radio Pacifica, which is syndicated all over the
country. Radio Pacifica has been able to air the rest of Hanrahan’s recordings of altogether 72
Abu-Jamal commentaries taped between July 1992 and October 1996, when the Pennsylvania
Department of Corrections “issued a general ban on recording, videotaping, or photographing
of any inmate in Pennsylvania.”655 Ironically, Abu-Jamal had once again become the “voice
of the voiceless,” although from a depth of suffering he could not formerly have imagined,
“speaking from a place we fear to know.”656

7.4 The Battle in the Streets

In the meantime, the political battle to prevent the execution of Mumia Abu-Jamal and to win him
a new trial or even to force his release from prison was moving into high gear. By 1994, the radical
left in the United States had rallied firmly around Abu-Jamal. He was publishing in the left-liberal
Nation, the Trotskyite Against the Current, and the independent leftist Covert Action657 and gave a
long interview to the Maoist weekly Revolutionary Worker towards the end of 1994.658
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This rallying itself had been brought about by the diligent and untiring work that individuals
and tiny groups, first and foremost the MOVE-inspired Family and Friends of Mumia AbuJamal in Philadelphia, had been carrying out since 1989, when the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court upheld Abu-Jamal’s death sentence. It is impossible to go into details here, but it is important to note that the Philadelphia-based Family and Friends changed their name into International Concerned Family and Friends at the beginning of the 1990s as the support for AbuJamal spread from the United States to other countries, most notably to Italy, Spain, France,
and Germany,659 but also to South America and places as remote as South Africa.
By 1994, the support movement for Abu-Jamal was already beginning to spread beyond the
far left. In reaction to the banning of Abu-Jamal’s radio broadcastings, in July 1994 Equal
Justice and Prison Radio initiated the publication of Abu-Jamal’s essays in book form and
enlisted the renowned publisher Addison & Wesley for the publication of Live from Death
Row, which came out in 1995.
As the defense “began drafting the petition for a new trial pursuant to Pennsylvania’s PostConviction Relief Act (PCRA), the statute authorizing inmates to challenge their convictions even after their original appeals have been exhausted,”660 the support movement for
Abu-Jamal had already begun to take the battles to the campuses, into the Unions, and into
the streets. Abu-Jamal’s former defense attorney Dan Williams, who was mainly responsible for drafting the legal document, describes the developments that took place in the public sphere:

Meanwhile, Len and Rachel stoked up the political movement, which blossomed at around
this time. Rallies for Mumia were regular events throughout the United States (many on college campuses), and in France, Germany, Denmark, Holland, and Italy. For example, two
thousand protesters took to the street in front of the U.S. Cultural Institute in Berlin. T-shirts,
bumper stickers, mouse pads, buttons, posters – all bearing Mumia’s internationally recognized face appeared everywhere. I couldn’t go on vacation without seeing “Free Mumia”
slogans. Fund raisers were commonplace as well, and they went beyond those sponsored or
endorsed by celebrities such as Ed Asner, Ossie Davis, Michael Farrell, Danny Glover, Alice
Walker, and others. Nine San Francisco high schools in the spring of 1994, for instance, held
a ten-kilometer race to raise money for us. There existed at least twenty national and international groups devoted to supporting our efforts to secure a new trial.661
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The participation of figures like Asner, Farrell, and Walker, who can scarcely be described as
members of the hardcore left, signified that the movement was making gains way beyond its natural allies among MOVE sympathizers, former BPP members, and organizations whose ultimate
goal was a revolutionary transformation of America. Perhaps even more significant was the approach that had made such a result possible. Most of the “national and international groups” mentioned by Williams were conceived as broad coalitions with no political strings attached, i.e., they
were based on the simple and almost unassailable demand of a new trial for Abu-Jamal alone.
Certainly, most of the activists in these groups were essentially fighting to “free Mumia,” but neither was this demand made a precondition for participating, nor was it pushed front and center at
all costs. The activists’ approach was a flexible one: the absolute baseline to decide between
friend and foe was the demand to stop Abu-Jamal’s execution, the second baseline was the demand for a new trial, and the third, defining the core of the movement, was the demand for his
freedom. It was this flexible approach that enabled political groups that were bitterly divided over
almost every conceivable practical and theoretical political issue, like the CPUSA, the Maoist
RCP, the various Trotskyist organizations like the Socialist Workers Party or Spartacist League
(the force behind the Partisan Defense Committee), anarchist groups,662 and all sorts of other political forces to unite around a single goal that was defined in more or less specific fashion depending on the circumstances. The movement was thus well prepared when the first round in
Abu-Jamal’s legal challenge of his conviction began on the first of June, 1995.

7.5 The Return of Judge Sabo

The proceedings were introduced by a hammer blow. The Governor of Pennsylvania, Thomas
Ridge, knew that a petition for post-conviction relief would be filed soon, since lead attorney
Leonard Weinglass had informed him of the intention of the defense to do so.663 In his book,
Williams comments that

we felt that this notification would foreclose the governor from issuing a death warrant before the PCRA petition was litigated, lest he appear to be overly bloodthirsty. Len’s letter
didn’t tell the governor when we were filing the PCRA petition, because we had not yet
decided on a date.664
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As things turned out, Governor Ridge didn’t mind appearing bloodthirsty. The defense had
planned to file its post-conviction appeal on June 5, but in a surprise move, the governor preempted them665 and, on June 1, signed a death warrant for Abu-Jamal’s execution, which was
now scheduled for August 17, 1995. It was enough to throw the defense in disarray, as the
clock was now ticking towards Abu-Jamal’s execution. Since according to Pennsylvania law,
the judge in the post-conviction hearings would be the same as the one who presided over the
original trial, i.e., none other than Albert F. Sabo, the defense knew well that the judge would
use the active death warrant as an argument to rush through the proceedings as quickly as
possible, just as he had done at the original trial. It is the subject of some controversy how seriously Abu-Jamal’s life was actually in danger then,666 but Rachel Wolkenstein cites the case
of a Delaware prisoner, Kenneth DeShields, who was rushed through “the entire round of […]
post-conviction and federal habeas corpus proceedings within a few weeks under the shadow
of a death warrant”667 and was executed in 1993. Be that as it may, for Abu-Jamal the experience must have been one of almost unbearable terror, straining his nerves to the utmost during
a very important phase in his appeals process.

7.5.1 Several Feet Closer to Hell

Judge Sabo, by contrast, clearly relished the experience. He repeatedly refused to grant the defense petition for a stay of the execution,668 arguing that no such stay was necessary until it
turned out definitely that the post-conviction hearing could not be completed before August 17,
1995. He thus knowingly put the defendant in an absurd situation, where he was placed in
“Phase II,” a regime of intensified supervision in almost empty cells equipped with “24-hours
remote cameras which monitor each man’s every movement.”669 At the same time, the defendant lost his access to the prison’s law library just at the moment he needed it most.670
There is no doubt that this decision was quite to the liking of the forces close to the Fraternal
Order of Police (FOP), who had already been actively campaigning for Abu-Jamal’s execu665
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tion since his case had begun to reappear in the public realm. Already a year before, Michael
Lutz, then president of the Philadelphia FOP, had commented that he felt “that Mumia AbuJamal has lived 12 years too long” and was “making a mockery of the judicial system.”671 At
the second PCRA hearing, the day when Judge Sabo for the first time refused to grant AbuJamal a stay of his execution, one of the police officers who appeared in court to cheer for the
carrying out of Abu-Jamal’s death sentence “wore a T-shirt with Abu-Jamal’s name on it in a
circle with a slash through it.”672 Over the years, the forces grouped around the Philadelphia
FOP would upgrade this a bit; since at least 1999, the most prominent internet website out of
this spectrum advertises a T-shirt carrying the text “Officer Danny FAULKNER was MURDERED by Mumia Abu-Jamal who shouldn’t be in an 8 x 10 foot cell… He should be 6 feet
closer to HELL! WWW.DANIELFAULKNER.COM.”673

7.6 Making the Facts Known: The PCRA Hearings 1995-1997

If Governor Ridge and Judge Sabo had expected their respective decisions to have an intimidating effect on the support movement for Abu-Jamal, it was a miscalculation. Based on
the work the movement had been doing in the U.S.A. and the already fledgling support network in many parts of the world, both moves sparked an international outcry. Thousands
took to the streets to focus public attention on the Abu-Jamal case. On June 3, 1995, there
were smaller rallies and demonstrations in Boston, Detroit, Santa Cruz, Ann Arbor, Minneapolis, and Honolulu. On the following Monday, June 5, there were rallies and demonstrations no longer counting in the dozens but in the hundreds in Oakland, New York, and
Philadelphia. In Philadelphia, apart from defense attorney Len Weinglass, forces as varied
as Jane Henderson of Equal Justice USA, former BPP prisoner Dhoruba Bin-Wahad, Ron
Hampton from the National Black Police Association, Ed Jarvis from the PDC, Clark Kissinger from Refuse & Resist, and Phil Berrigan from the Atlantic Life Community spoke.
There were support messages from actor Dick Gregory, state representative David Richardson, and author John Edgar Wideman.674
On June 8, 1995, 120 people rallied in Frankfurt, Germany. On June 19, 200 demonstrated in
Leipzig. On June 26, there was a gathering of 700 in San Francisco. On July 4, over 100 people demonstrated in Dublin, Ireland, in front of the U.S. Embassy. As the PCRA hearings be671
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gan on July 12, the demonstrations and rallies in wide and varied parts of the United States
and the globe continued and intensified, and there was an outpouring of support messages
from extremely varied sources, not least among them “500 writers from over the world who
sent a statement to save the life of Mumia Abu-Jamal and for a retrial. The petition was sent
on Tuesday, July 25, by the parliament of the International PEN-Club. Among the various
writers who signed the petition [were] Günther Grass (Germany), Peter Handke (Austria),
Jorge Amado (Brazil), and Harold Pinter (Great Britain).”675
Even before, on July 22, there had been a huge demonstration in Berlin, Germany, with 4,000
to 5,000 people participating, which was addressed by Peter Gingold, an activist once prosecuted by the Nazi regime who was then well into his eighties676 and made a speech in which
he recounted how he had become a revolutionary at the age of fifteen when he took part in a
demonstration in defense of Sacco and Vanzetti.677

7. 6.1 The Courtroom Spectacle

What happened in the courtroom from July to September 1995 during the PCRA hearings
themselves is characterized very well by a dialogue that took place between the chief legal
strategist for the defense, Dan Williams and presiding Judge Albert F. Sabo. Immediately before, Sabo had asked Williams about the purpose of a motion the latter had just made. The exchange went as follows:

MR. WILLIAMS: To seek justice.
THE COURT: What do you mean by justice?
MR. WILLIAMS: To insure that an innocent person is not executed.
THE COURT: How about when it [sic] is guilty.
MR. WILLIAMS: If I could demonstrate through this witness actual innocence.
THE COURT: It’s already been demonstrated to a prior jury. Counselor, justice is an emotional feeling. That’s all it is. If I win my case –
All right, quiet in the room or you will be asked to leave. You are going to go out.
Justice is an emotional feeling. When I win my case, it's justice. When I lose my case, I
didn’t get justice, you know. So take it from there.678
Reminiscent of the quarrels between Judge Sabo and Abu-Jamal himself at the original trial,
there were repeated clashes between members of the defense team and the judge, who fined
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Weinglass for alleged contempt,679 and at one opportunity even went as far as sending attorney Wolkenstein to a jail cell.680
But in contrast to the original trial thirteen years before, there were now dozens of national
and international observers in the courtroom, and hundreds, at times even thousands, of
Abu-Jamal’s supporters outside. Sabo’s behavior that had gone all but unnoticed in 1982
was becoming an embarrassment, so much so that at one time even the Philadelphia Daily
News, a tabloid that was normally not known for its support for Abu-Jamal, ran an article
with the title “Sabo Must Go.”681 An observer from the renowned law journal American
Lawyer, Stuart Taylor, wrote that the accusation against Sabo of unfairness and partiality
was “an understatement,” and that “throughout the internationally scrutinized postconviction hearing, which ran from July 26 to August 15, and the closing arguments on September 11, Judge Sabo flaunted his bias, oozing partiality toward the prosecution and
crudely seeking to bully [lead attorney] Weinglass, whose courtroom conduct was as correct
as Sabo’s was crass.”682 Even though Taylor opined that Abu-Jamal was probably guilty of
at least second-degree murder, he stated that in his view the facts were “complicated enough
that I’m joining the ‘Save Mumia’ movement, here and now.”683 Nothing could have given
a better impression of what had happened in Judge Sabo’s courtroom in 1982 than the reenactment in 1995 staged by Sabo himself.
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7.6.2 New Revelations

The continuing obstruction of its efforts by the presiding judge notwithstanding, the defense
did make headway in presenting new facts that cast a different light on Abu-Jamal’s conviction. During the 1995 PCRA hearings and two additional sets of hearings in 1996 and 1997 as
well, the holes in the case against Abu-Jamal that defense attorney Jackson had failed to make
visible to the jury became yawning gaps in front of an international audience.684 And of
course, the new revelations stoked the outrage of Abu-Jamal’s supporters over the injustice
that had been committed in their eyes. The most important points in 1995 were
•

The testimony of Arnold Howard, a childhood friend of the Cooks (see p. 67), established the probability that a second person had been in Billy Cook’s car on December
9, 1981, since Arnold Howard’s license was found in the shirt of the dead Faulkner, a
fact that the prosecution had suppressed for thirteen years. Howard, who had an alibi,
testified he had given the license to Kenneth Freeman, another childhood friend of the
Cooks who operated a newsstand with Billy. Who should have given Faulkner the license if not Freeman?
Clearly, the revelation would have been a smashing success for the defense had Freeman and Cook been available to testify. But they were not. Freeman had died in 1985,
and Cook, according to the defense, could not be found.685

Despite its difficulties, the Howard testimony was an opening for the defense. It had established the likely presence at the scene of a third person with a motive to get involved, and
what is more, the prosecution’s highly suspicious attempt to hide that fact. The attempted and
successful suppression of eyewitness testimony was the theme in
•

the testimony of Dessie Hightower,686 who had already testified for the defense in
1982, and the testimony of William Singletary,687 who had not. Both testified to having been subjected to endless chicanery by the police. Singletary said that immediately
after the shooting he testified to the police that he saw another person, not Abu-Jamal,
shoot Police Officer Faulkner, but that his statement was not accepted. According to
Singletary, he was threatened with violence that night and days later, and continued to
be harassed by the police until he left Philadelphia.

And finally, there was testimony that was simply fraudulent. In 1995, the defense elicited
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•

the testimony of Gary Wakshul, the police officer who had written in his report after
the shooting that “the Negro male [Abu-Jamal] made no comment” while he guarded
him. In the face of this report, his testimony, resembling that of his fellow officer Gary
Bell at the 1982 trial, that he had “forgotten” to report Abu-Jamal’s alleged confession
for two months made him look like a fool, pointing to the near certainty that there had
never been any confession on the part of Abu-Jamal in the first place.688

The 1995 hearing had shown comprehensively how weak the evidence against Abu-Jamal
really was, and also, perhaps even more importantly, to which lengths police and prosecution
had been willing to go to have the jury find him guilty. On the part of the national and international audience watching the proceedings, the worst fears concerning miscarriage of justice as
soon as a person had “three strikes” – being poor, black, and radical – against him or her were
thus confirmed.
In 1996 and 1997, two women whose name had already appeared in public testified. The 1996
hearings were entirely devoted to the testimony of Veronica Jones, the prostitute who at first
had testified to have seen two men jogging away from the scene but had denied to have seen
anything of importance at the 1982 trial.
•

Veronica Jones now testified that at the time she had been blackmailed by police officers to withdraw her testimony about the two men running away from the scene and to
incriminate Abu-Jamal as the shooter instead. According to her testimony, she was in
jail at the time and threatened with a long prison sentence and the loss of custody over
her three children. At the trial, she couldn’t bring herself to name Abu-Jamal, but she
recanted her testimony about the fleeing men. According to her new testimony, what
she had blurted out inadvertently at the trial was also true: She had been offered the
same deal as Cynthia White, the prosecution’s main witness. There was now even
more evidence that White’s testimony at the trial was also fraudulent.689

The second woman, who testified in 1997, was none other than Pamela Jenkins, known because of her prominent role in one of Philadelphia’s numerous police corruption scandals.
•

688
689

What Jenkins said once more pertained to the testimony of Cynthia White. Jenkins testimony was basically a repeat performance of the one given by Jones. According to
Jenkins, White had worked, like herself, as a police informant and had told her that
she had been coached and cajoled by the police to testify against Abu-Jamal. She also
claimed that just as in the Carter case (see p. 101/102), her boyfriend, Police Officer
Thomas Ryan had offered her $ 500 to “finger” Abu-Jamal. When Jenkins claimed to
have seen White shortly before the hearing in the company of police officers, the hearing took a bizarre turn as the prosecution in a surprise move presented documents sup-
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posedly proving that White was dead, and the defense vigorously denied the authenticity of the documents.690
All those hearings, of which I have given only a very rough sketch here, were accompanied
by a rising wave of protests by a variety of forces, all the more so as all motions by the defense were denied by Judge Sabo.691 Just as Abu-Jamal had begun to report the reality of the
dark recesses of America’s prison archipelago in his Live from Death Row, hundreds of
thousands of people were now being taught lessons about the realities of the criminal justice
system “live from the courtroom.” From their perspective, one defense witness after another
had testified to the most egregious misconduct in the collection of evidence, while the
prosecution was seen as simply stonewalling with the support of the judge. For the more
privileged members of the movement, the question of injustice in the criminal justice system and systematic miscarriage of justice had stopped to be an academic question or the
theme of fictional Hollywood dramas and had become a real life issue instead. The less
privileged saw what they had known or suspected for a long time made into a topic of intense national and even international debate for the first time.
What the defense had failed to do in the original trial vis a vis the jurors, it had now achieved
brilliantly before sizable parts of the national and international public. It had punched the potential holes in the case wide open, and it had shown the public what was truly going on in American courts. A man had been convicted and sentenced to death on the basis of evidence that all
but evaporated under close scrutiny. The police had not done the forensic tests that could have
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either proven his guilt or exonerated him. The police had coached and pressured witnesses to lie
on the stand. Police officers had committed perjury in court. And what is more, they had done
so with the active support of the prosecutor and the judge, who had not only not intervened to
prevent these abuses but had done their best to aid and abet the perpetrators.
At the same time, it was clear right from the start, that this was not simply about the AbuJamal case. The individuality of the case gave it a face, made it imaginable and conceivable,
but it was the fact that Abu-Jamal stood for thousands, and if the issue of the death penalty
was subtracted, for hundreds of thousands, that made his case really important.

7.7 The Breadth of the Movement

As before, the protests were most vocal in the streets. On August 12, 1995, in Philadelphia a
crowd of several thousands converged on City Hall and moved on to Liberty Bell. On the
same day, 1,000 people marched in San Francisco. Other rallies took place in Burlington,
Halifax, Calgary, and close to a dozen other cities in the U.S.A.692 In these cities, the demonstrations and meetings continued through the rest of the year.693 In November, former BPP
Minister of Information Kathleen Cleaver, the daughter of the late writer Richard Wright,
Julia Wright, and Abu-Jamal attorney Weinglass spoke to huge crowds, collecting money for
the defense and taking with them tens of thousands of signatures for a new trial for AbuJamal.694 Further demonstrations and rallies occurred in 1996 and 1997.
The final denial of Abu-Jamal’s post-conviction appeal by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court
on October 29, 1998695 led to a new round of world-wide protest, since it was clear now that
the state litigation of the case had come to an end, and that it would soon move to the final
level of a petition for habeas corpus, a legal step which by the rules of the 1996 AEPDA
could by now be taken only once. Immediately after the court ruling, on Saturday, October
31, 1,000 protesters gathered at Grand Central Station in New York and marched to Times
Square. A parallel demonstration on the West Coast of the country was organized by the San
Francisco Mobilization to Free Mumia Abu-Jamal and drew 1,200 participants. On the same
day, there were rallies in Ann Arbor and Washington DC. In November and December, the
movement showed its by now international character again, with rallies in Volta Redonda
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(Brazil), Rome, Oslo, London, Hamburg, Sao Paulo, Honolulu, Stockholm, Vienna, Montreal,
and Edinburgh. In the United States, there were meetings, demonstrations, and rallies in cities
where there had been none before.696
But the streets were not the only place where things were happening. For one thing, most public meetings and demonstrations were staged by groups specifically devoted to the support of
Abu-Jamal. There was a vast network of such groups all over the United States, and in foreign
countries as well. Individually and jointly, these groups published hundreds of different leaflets, brochures, booklets, and videos with the purpose of educating the public about the details
of Abu-Jamal’s case and its importance for the larger fight for justice.
Moreover, this grassroots organizing which has always formed the essence and the backbone of the movement was now being complemented by other forms of disseminating information as well. In 1996, two films on the case of Abu-Jamal were made independently
from each other. The first was the HBO documentary A Case for Reasonable Doubt, featuring Abu-Jamal himself, the defense witnesses Dessie Hightower, William Singletary, and
Veronica Jones, but also Faulkner’s partner and prosecution witness Gary Bell, spokespersons of the Fraternal Order of Police, and Assistant District Attorney Joseph McGill. Broadcast by a wide variety of stations, this film has reached millions of citizens in the U.S.A.
and is regularly shown at meetings organized by Abu-Jamal solidarity groups. The second
film, Behind These Walls (Hinter diesen Mauern) was produced by two German filmmakers
active in the Abu-Jamal solidarity movement, Jule Bürjes and Heike Kleffner, and used the
same general approach of giving a hearing to both sides. But of course, Behind These Walls
took a clear pro-Abu-Jamal stance. It was widely broadcast by TV stations in Germanspeaking countries, and, like the German version of the HBO documentary, widely used by
Abu-Jamal supporters in Germany.697
In addition to Abu-Jamal’s own book, Live from Death Row, there was another book containing
Abu-Jamal’s legal filings for the PCRA proceedings, Race for Justice, which appeared in late 1995
with an introduction by E.L. Doctorow.698 Live from Death Row had soon sold 75,000 copies and
was translated into eight languages,699 and a second book, Death Blossoms, followed in December
1996,700 published by the Christian community Bruderhof. In addition the descriptions of prison
life, this second book also contained many spiritual musings and philosophical reflections and contributed once more to show that unknown quantity, “the prisoner,” as a human being.
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The dissemination of Abu-Jamal’s books also contributed to gain him access to important
cultural and intellectual circles. The first outcome of this was a full-page ad in the New
York Times that appeared on August 9, 1995, calling for a new trial for Abu-Jamal. Supporters included artist Laurie Anderson, poet Maya Angelou, actor Alec Baldwin, model
Naomi Campbell, linguist and activist Noam Chomsky, Executive Director of the Center
for Constitutional Rights Ron Daniel, Congressman Ron V. Dellums, former New York
Mayor David Dinkins, historian Henry Louis Gates, economist Edward S. Herman, political columnist Molly Ivins, film director, producer, and actor Spike Lee, staff member of
the paper Socialist Action Jeff Mackler, singer Bobby McFerry, actor Paul Newman, author
Salman Rushdie, publisher Andre Schiffrin, writer Alice Walker, theologian Cornel West,
historian Howard Zinn, and many others. A second full-page ad with the names of even
more supporters appeared on October 16, in the same paper,701 and a third one appeared in
2000.702
This very broad support was also translated into the political sphere, as many political officials and bodies issued formal declarations of support for a new trial for Abu-Jamal and condemned the plans to execute him.703 The important role they have played notwithstanding, I
will not examine these declarations here, since in my view, they are a secondary phenomenon
brought about by an unusually broad, powerful, and multifaceted mass movement with few
ties to official politics. At first glance, the various strands of this movement seemed to have
little in common, but its radical-democratic roots were only strengthened by its diversity. It is
to the character of this mass movement that I now want to turn by looking at some of its most
prominent voices.

7.8 The Motives of the Movement

As the legal struggle against Abu-Jamal’s execution and for a new trial headed for the federal
level, the solidarity movement prepared for two national mass demonstrations in Philadelphia
and San Francisco under the characteristic heading “Millions for Mumia,” that were to take
place on Abu-Jamal’s 45th birthday on April 24, 1999. Millions did not demonstrate, but on
that day, many, many thousands filled the narrow streets of Philadelphia’s Center City, where
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Abu-Jamal had been shot, arrested, indicted and convicted for murder704 almost two decades
before. The crowd was estimated at 25,000 people, and the same number assembled in San
Francisco to demonstrate for a new trial for Mumia Abu-Jamal. The turbulent atmosphere of
the march in Philadelphia has recently been described by a participant, who writes that years
after his participation in the first solidarity events for Abu-Jamal, he

went into the Millions for Mumia March in Philadelphia. Intervening years of organizing
bore fruit with the large multi-racial crowd, respectfully treated by police. It seemed like
tens of thousands clogged the streets. Bus after chartered bus came from New York and
other cities, and I even ran into a couple of friends who had flown up from Florida. I remember a festive and chaotic atmosphere, bowls smoked among friends; a fiery speech by
Zach de la Rocha;705 and Mumia’s deep voice706 sounding eerily from speakers as a hush
descended from the crowd. Another thing I remember about my friends is that our sketchy
knowledge about the case did not dampen our readiness to agitate for his freedom. AbuJamal’s partisans put out compelling flyers highlighting the oddities and injustices of this
trial; listed together on a page, these glaring facts strongly suggested a frame-up.707
Although by then there were thousands of people who could recount even the most arcane details of Abu-Jamal’s case, it is certainly true that it was not primarily these details that brought
about the “readiness to agitate” for Abu-Jamal’s freedom. The deeper reasons for this readiness were formulated very well by black activist and social scientist Manning Marable, who
spoke for the Black Radical Congress and was one of the keynote speakers at the event:

Sisters and brothers and comrades – without struggle there can be no progress. […] Power
concedes nothing without a demand, it never did and it never will. With these words the
great abolitionist Frederick Douglass tells us that the oppressed must liberate themselves,
in the pursuit of justice. […]
We stand for Mumia, because our brother never received a fair trial, was tried by a racist
judge, in a racist court, in a racist city, in a racist state, in a racist capitalist country.
[…] We stand for Mumia, because we know ethically and morally, that the death penalty is
wrong, that it cannot be justified, and that it must be abolished. […]
We stand for Mumia, because […] more than 40 percent of all people on death row now
are people of African descent, and because one third of all young black males in their
twenties are in jail, on probation, parole and awaiting trial.
The Black Radical Congress stands for and embraces Mumia, because we share his vision of a
just society. Our vision of justice is a court system where the death penalty does not exist. Our
vision of democracy is where black people have the right to self-determination, and where the
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wealth is shared by all those who produce it. Our vision of community is where there is no police brutality, no hunger and homelessness, no poverty and unemployment.
The Black Radical Congress says stop to state terrorism and police brutality now. Stop all
executions now. Free all political prisoners now. We demand a new trial now. The Black
Radical Congress says Free Mumia Now!708
In a speech of less than ten minutes, Marable addressed the central themes of a radical version
of democracy. Speaking of a vision of a just society without racial and class oppression, and
without the inhumanity of capital punishment, he stressed right at the beginning that this
would never come about as concession of some benevolent master. Racism, police brutality
and injustice, as they had shown themselves so clearly in the case of Abu-Jamal, could only
be overcome by the actions of those affected by it, that is, by the population itself.
Marable’s speech, with its insistence on equality and its defiance of state power, was all the more
fitting since the next stage of Abu-Jamal’s battle was to be a habeas corpus petition in federal court.
With this petition, Abu-Jamal challenged all the violations of his constitutional rights he claimed to
have suffered. They were laid down in a document listing 29 such claims, which all referred to violations of the Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendment.709 The first three of these refer to
protective rights of the citizen vis a vis state power, in that they guarantee the right of a defendant
to due process before a jury of his or her peers (Five and Six) and protect against cruel and unusual
punishment (Eight). The Fourteenth Amendment, which like the Thirteenth Amendment (which
abolished slavery) became valid at the beginning of the period of Reconstruction after the Civil
War essentially aims at the equality of the citizens before the law.710
Based on these constitutional claims, Abu-Jamal argued against the death penalty, the denial
of a competent lawyer, the denial of a jury of his peers, the evidence of racist bias during his
trial, and his special punishment for the exercise of the right of free speech as violations of the
Constitution. The essence of the petition was a defense against illegitimate encroaches of state
power into the sphere of the citizens and the insistence on the right to equal treatment before
the law. In the meantime, in the streets of the United States as well as elsewhere in the world,
thousands complemented that demand for freedom and equality with their demonstration of
brotherhood, or, to use a more modern and appropriate word, solidarity.
The signing of a second death warrant by the Governor of Pennsylvania, Thomas Ridge, on
October 13, 1999, signaled that the battle for Abu-Jamal’s life and freedom was now entering
708
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its final and most dangerous round. The defense filed his Petition for Habeas Corpus immediately afterwards.711 As in June 1995, Ridge’s move triggered a new and higher level of support and solidarity for Abu-Jamal. Looking back from the year 2001, Abu-Jamal’s former
lawyer Dan Williams gives a flavor of the situation at the time:

The support for Mumia has grown over the past few years as his case enters this most important phase. His face has become the “new face of the death penalty in the United
States,” according to a May 21, 2000 piece in the Sunday New York Times “Week in Review” section. On May 7, 2000, six thousand people packed the Madison Square Garden
Theater in Manhattan for a teach-in on Mumia’s case.712 Similar events were held in other
cities around the world. A few years ago, Mayor Willie Brown of San Francisco, backed
by the city council, declared one day in August Mumia Abu-Jamal Day. In a similar vein,
the Central District of Copenhagen (Norrebro), Denmark, and Palermo, Italy, anointed
Mumia an honorary citizen. On October 15, 1999, Representatives Chaka Fattah and John
Conyers, speaking on behalf of the entire thirty-eight-member Congressional Black Caucus, called for a new trial. “The only thing we know for sure is that he has not been given
due process and that alone is enough for a new trial.,” Representative Fattah announced.
The European Parliament and thirty-eight members of the Japanese Diet [parliament] have
raised deep concerns over Mumia’s case.713
The May 7, 2000, Madison Square Garden event showed the whole range of support AbuJamal had now rallied behind him. A committee of “Educators for Mumia,” consisting of
Jonathan Kozol, Toni Morrison, Noam Chomsky, Cornel West, Rudolfo Anaya, Frances Fox
Piven, Angela Davis, Manning Marable, Leslie Marmon Silko, Marty Hittelman, Howard
Zinn, and Sonia Sanchez had organized the publication of another full-page ad in the New
York Times on the same day.714 Once again, hundreds of prominent figures called for a new
trial for Abu-Jamal. On the evening of the same day, thousands listened as speaker after
speaker explained his or her particular reasons to support the cause of Abu-Jamal.
The most prominent themes were the struggle against racism, the struggle against poverty and
exploitation, and the struggle against government repression. Many speakers explained how
closely these themes were tied to the problem of police brutality, mass incarceration of the
black and the poor, and the increasing use of the death penalty. None other than former New
York City Mayor David Dinkins, one of the first African American mayors in a metropolis,
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made that connection forcefully and enumerated three focal points in the struggle for the life
and freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal:

One, the issue of abuse of police power. Two, the issue of a biased system of criminal justice. And three, the death penalty issue. It doesn’t take a genius to see how each of those
fuels the next. Too often young Black men enter the criminal justice system through one
end, victims of their race and poverty, and exit on the other as dead men walking.715
Former BPP members Safiya Bukhari and Kathleen Cleaver focused on the political nature of
Abu-Jamal’s ordeal, which was most succinctly expressed in Cleaver’s comment “COINTELPRO is still in operation. We know the police and the government are still working handin-hand to get rid of us.”716 Political activist Monica Moorehead and union representative
Richard Levy spoke on the necessity to organize, actor Ed Asner and former Attorney General Ramsey Clark elaborated on the significance of the struggle to free Abu-Jamal for the
general freedom struggle, death penalty abolitionist Njeri Shakur commented that “Texas
prisons are overflowing with Mumias” since “George W. Bush learned genocide from his father, the butcher of one-and-a-half million people,”717 and Johnnie Cochran, the lawyer of
both celebrity defendant O.J. Simpson and former BPP cadre Geronimo Pratt, told the crowd:
“It’s about struggle. We have to have the courage to stand up as Mumia stands up.”718

The Madison Square Garden event made clear that the movement for the life and freedom of
Mumia Abu-Jamal had taken up the challenge that his case presented. By focusing on this one
case and examining it in the most detailed fashion, the movement had managed to bring a myriad of issues related to the case to the attention of a larger public. And this attention was not
limited to the most immediate aspects, like the death penalty and the problem of mass incarceration. Rather, these issues were embedded in the larger context of a social system that was based
on the oppression of disadvantaged minorities, primarily African Americans, and the poor, and
therefore necessarily had to resort to brutal measures like police violence to keep the lower orders of society in check. Seen from that angle, prisons and the prerogative of the state to kill its
citizens were no longer seen as isolated phenomena, separate or at least separable from the rest
of the social order. Through its many different spokespersons and the many different voices that
contributed to its articulation, the movement had woven together many strands of social experi715
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ence into a larger whole, which was, in turn embedded in a still larger picture of movements for
radical change. The resulting imperative was perhaps best formulated by Michael Albert, a
long-time activist in social movements since the 1960s:

If you demonstrated for Civil Rights, or against the Vietnam War, for Women’s Rights, or
against Nukes, for Gay Rights, or against Racism, for higher wages or better conditions, or
against the Gulf War, for a union, or against the Contras, for affirmative action, or against the
Death Penalty – or if you didn’t partake any of those demonstrations or any of countless others,
but wish you had – or if you are younger, weren’t around, or hadn’t awakened, but are now on
the side of hope and caring and not fear and hate, you must act. We must act. Mumia AbuJamal is going to die unless popular resistance ties the hands of his executioner. To demonstrate
for Mumia is to try to save his life, to try to expand the realm of prisoner rights and justice, to
try to build movements and amass power that can go on to wider and broader agendas. Sometimes it is very hard to dissent because it is very hard to find a way to act that isn’t so isolated
and so meager that it feels and maybe even is, at times, ineffectual. At other moments, conjunctures of chance and activity and history create a moment when every effort that one adds to the
mix is undeniably and without question worth it. This is such a moment. Free Mumia.719

7.9 Addendum: A Still Deeper Abyss

In May 2001, a wholly new and unexpected perspective on the case of Mumia Abu-Jamal emerged.
Two months before, in a surprise move Abu-Jamal had fired his long-time attorneys Leonard Weinglass and Daniel Williams. As it turned out, Abu-Jamal fired Williams because he was in the process of publishing, against the will of his client, a book called Executing Justice. An Inside Account of
the Case of Mumia Abu-Jamal. Lead attorney Weinglass was fired, too, because he didn’t take more
than timid steps to prevent the book publication by his long-time associate Williams.
Abu-Jamal was allowed to hire new lawyers by federal judge William Yohn Jr., but given no
more than thirty days to find a new legal team to take over his defense. There was, however, a
number of trained lawyers who were already acquainted with his case since they had been
among the filers of so-called Amicus Briefs during the previous autumn.720
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7.9.1 The Protagonists Talk

On May 4, 2001, Abu-Jamal’s new lawyers revealed information about the case unheard of
before. For the first time, Abu-Jamal himself told in public how he had experienced the few
minutes just before 4 o’clock on December 9, 1981, that had led to his arrest and subsequent
ordeal. The gist of Abu-Jamal’s statement is recounted quickly:

I did not shoot Police Officer Daniel Faulkner. I had nothing to do with the shooting of Officer Faulkner. I am innocent.721
Moreover, Abu-Jamal claimed to have run to the scene only after he had “heard what sounded
like gun shots.” And then, according to his statement, Abu-Jamal was shot himself:

16. As I came across the street I saw a uniformed cop turn toward me gun in hand, saw a
flash and went down to my knees.
17. I closed my eyes and sat still trying to breathe.
18. The next thing that I remember I felt myself being kicked, hit, and being brought out of
a stupor.722
Also for the first time, his brother Billy Cook testified to what, according to him, had happened that night: He corroborated the long-held suspicion that his childhood friend and business partner Kenneth Freeman had been with him in his car that night, and that Freeman had
participated in the shooting that led to the death of Daniel Faulkner. Moreover, he said that
Freeman had told him about a preordained plan to shoot officer Faulkner.723
But the bombshell was that, seemingly out of the blue, another person now claimed to have
killed Police Officer Daniel Faulkner. Arnold Beverly, a career criminal residing in North
Philadelphia724 who went underground after the publication of his testimony for fear of repriattorney Nick Brown, and U.S. lawyers Eliot Grossman and Marlene Kamish, respectively. Together with Philadelphia lawyer J. Michael Farrell, from April 4, 2001, these three made up Abu-Jamal’s new legal team. For the
text of the briefs, see http://www.refuseandresist.org/mumia under the section “The Amicus Briefs.”
721
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sals, testified to having murdered Daniel Faulkner together with accomplice “on behalf of the
mob and corrupt police”725 who were afraid that Faulkner would interfere with their joint illegal business operations.

7.9.2 Background to a Corrupt Investigation

These three stunning revelations were bolstered by two other highly instructive affidavits: In
one, the long-time friend of Abu-Jamal and veteran journalist Linn Washington described how
as a police reporter for the Philadelphia Daily News he went to the crime scene early in the
morning on December 9, 1981, expecting the place to be teeming with police. What he found
instead was very different, so different that the most relevant points are worth quoting in full:
18. When I arrived at the 13th and Locust crime scene, the first thing that struck me was the
absolute absence of any police. When I arrived at the crime scene around 8:30 AM, there
were no police officers in sight. There were no uniformed officers, no detectives, no special detail officers (like crime scene investigators) at the location of the shooting.
19. I found this total lack of police presence at a crime scene to be highly unusual.
As a veteran of much police beat reporting then, I knew it was generally standard practice
to at least assign a uniformed officer to guard the crime scene. I found it highly unusual

No. 19: A couple of hours after the shooting. The totally
unguarded crime scene, seen
from the parking lot.

See http://www.danielfaulkner.com.newsarticles/others/20thannmsbnc/20thannmsbcnc.html. Abu-Jamal’s wife
Wadiya Jamal, who also lives in North Philadelphia, says that Beverly, who she later had the opportunity to talk
to, lived “just a few blocks away.” (Interview with Wadiya Jamal, Philadelphia, September 24, 2002).
725
More on Faulkner as a possible secret source on police corruption below. On Beverly going underground, see
Kamish et al., Motion For Reconsideration of the Memorandum and Order dated 19th July 2001 Denying the
Petitioner’s Emergency Motion for an Order Authorizing the Deposition of Arnold Beverly, July 30, 2001, point
386: “The District Court wrongly assumes that no measures have been taken to protect Mr. Beverly pending his
testifying before the Court. They have.” Petition in possession of author. For Beverly’s testimony, see PDC,
Mumia Abu-Jamal Is an Innocent Man!, p. 22.
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that no police were maintaining the integrity of this crime scene, particularly since this incident involved the shooting of a police officer. I had covered previous shootings, including some non-fatal shootings of police officers, where police kept the crime scene cordoned off from the public for days.726
As with many of the peculiar features of the supposed police investigation of the case already
mentioned before, this curious sloppiness again raised the question: Were the police officers in
charge of the investigation really interested in finding out what had happened? And if, as was
apparently the case, they were not, why not? One possible reason for this lack of interest had
been suggested all along by the support movement for Abu-Jamal: It was a clear and easily
documented fact that the Philadelphia police harbored a special hatred for Abu-Jamal, who had
been notorious in certain circles as a supporter of MOVE, a group that for the police had
counted as “public enemy number one” for quite a while. Later, in prison, he has drawn attention to the fact that “for several months – the better part of a year, when I worked at a public radio station – I was actually stationed right next door to the Philadelphia Police Department’s
headquarters, so that every day, for several times a day, I had to go that route to work. That said,
I think that the work that I did put me down as a target to be neutralized.”727
But the new revelations in May 2001 pointed to even darker interests as the motive for the total lack of diligence in that particular murder investigation, as well as for the zeal with which
the investigating police tried to pin the killing of Faulkner on Abu-Jamal. In his affidavit, Arnold Beverly claimed that he

was hired, along with another guy, and paid to shoot and kill Faulkner. I had head that
Faulkner was a problem for the mob and corrupt policemen because he interfered with the
graft and payoffs made to allow illegal activity including prostitution, gambling, drugs
without prosecution in the center city area.728
If indeed there was an alliance in Philadelphia’s center city between criminal elements and corrupt
police, the officers involved would have had every interest to prevent discovery. Given the long
history of violence in the PPD, it is certainly imaginable that these officers would have even resorted to deadly force to protect their operations, even if that violence was directed against another
member of the PPD. The fifth new affidavit presented by the defense supported the conclusion
that this might haven been the case. If so, trying to pin the murder on a “fall guy” who was accidentally also present at the scene was a perfectly natural thing to do.
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The said affidavit was a long statement by former FBI agent Donald Hersing, in which gives a
detailed description of the things he found out about the Philadelphia Police Department
while doing undercover investigative work for the FBI during the years 1981-82. He describes
how from May 1981 to November 1982 he ran a sting operation set up by the FBI against corrupt elements of the Philadelphia police. In the course of this activity, he operated after-hours
prostitution clubs and paid bribes to a number of – in part high-ranking – officers of the
Philadelphia police’s Central Division729 “for protection of these activities and operations.
Central Division police officers also sought and received free sexual favors from the prostitutes.”730 Summarizing the findings of the same FBI investigation, an independent observer,
journalist Dave Lindorff, says that quite possibly

during the [early] 1980s the entire Central Division [which was entrusted with the investigation of the Faulkner murder case], rather than being a genuine police department, was little
more than a criminal enterprise. This became apparent on November 4, 1982, just months after the conclusion of Abu-Jamal’s trial. On that date, the division commander, Inspector John
DeBenedetto – the man who was Officer Faulkner’s boss and who had the ultimate authority
for overseeing the entire investigation of the crime – resigned from the police department. So
did the head of the division’s vice squad, Lt. John Smith. Both men had been called before a
federal grand jury investigating corruption in the district.731
Interestingly, two other persons closely involved with the Abu-Jamal case also played a prominent role. In point 9 of his affidavit, Hersing mentions that he learned from DeBenedetto that “the
individual street prostitutes were also run and controlled by the police who demanded money,
sexual favors and information from them in order for them to continue to work the streets with
less frequent arrests.”732 And the one prostitute he mentions by name in this connection is none
other than Cynthia White, the “star witness” in the murder prosecution against Mumia Abu-Jamal.
White, who had been constantly arrested for prostitution during the years before, was of course an
easy target for blackmail by the police, and the testimony of Veronica Jones and Pamela Jenkins
at the PCRA hearings in 1996 and 1996 strongly suggests that White’s testimony at Abu-Jamal’s
trial was indeed blackmailed. Since then, it had already been more than likely that corrupt center
city police officers used White at the 1982 trial to blame the Faulkner murder on Abu-Jamal; with
the new affidavits presented by the defense, the question arose whether those corrupt officers had
done so to distract from their own guilt.
729
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The second person mentioned by Hersing is police Inspector Giordano, the highest ranking police
officer at the crime scene on Locust Street, who by all accounts had no particular professional
business being there, since another officer, William Thomas, was already in charge of the investigation.733 Dave Lindorff notes that Giordano “showed up at the scene of the crime only minutes
after the shooting of Faulkner and went over to the van holding the wounded Abu-Jamal.”734 According to Hersing, Giordano was also part of the clique of corrupt police officers who ran an extortion racket in Philadelphia’s center city area. Interestingly, after Abu-Jamal’s arrest, Giordano
tried to implicate him in the killing of officer Faulkner by claiming that he had confessed to the
murder right then and there. His testimony was, however, not used at the trial since at that time his
participation in the corrupt practices of the Central Division was already officially being investigated.735 He resigned from the police department directly after the conclusion of the Abu-Jamal
murder trial and was found guilty of extortion charges in 1986.736 What if Giordano had manufactured a confession by Abu-Jamal to hide his own role in the killing of Faulkner?
In his affidavit, Hersing says that during the time he carried out his undercover activities,
“there were also, at minimum, two other ongoing investigations of Philadelphia police personnel concurrent to the investigation I was involved in.”737 Dave Lindorff’s own research has
led him to the conclusion that nearly a third of the officers who participated in the investigation of the murder of their colleague Daniel Faulkner were involved in exactly the sort of police corruption that the FBI was probing into at the time.738 The question then is whether
Faulkner had indeed, as claimed by Arnold Beverly, become “a problem for the mob and corrupt policemen,” i.e., whether these forces had a motive to kill him.

7.9.3 Reflections on the Code of Silence

Had Officer Faulkner been part of the FBI investigation of the PPD? During the rest of the year
2001, Abu-Jamal’s new defense team has presented material that points to the possibility that
Faulkner participated in the same FBI operation as agent Donald Hersing. In an additional affidavit,
former defense team member Rachel Wolkenstein testified that in an interview with a member of
the defense, “the former lead prosecutor who prosecuted [former Central Division inspector] De733
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Benedetto for corruption […] confirmed that Philadelphia police officers were sources in the investigation, including one source who had a brother who was also a police officer.”739 As is known
from many press reports, one of Faulkner’s brothers is a police officer, although the prosecutor
could not definitely say whether Faulkner had been an informant. Wolkenstein further found that after the death of Faulkner, the FBI had subpoenaed his army records, and she was advised by “former
FBI agents then working as investigators on the [1981/82 corruption] case that the most plausible
explanation for this was that Faulkner was an informant, confidential source or an investigation target.”740 Since no one has ever suggested that Faulkner had himself been an investigation target, he
might thus indeed have been such a “confidential source.” And finally, author Dave Lindorff obtained a copy of Daniel Faulkner’s FBI file under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). It turned
out that it was full of deletions, and while deletions are not unusual in FOIA files, in the case, most
of material was deleted. Lindorff reports that 25-year FBI veteran I.C. Smith told him

that the lengthy deletions in the deceased Faulkner’s file “suggest that there is probably a
good chance that the officer had a relationship with the FBI.” He notes that the FBI has
historically gone to great lengths to avoid revealing its confidential sources – even dead
ones. “You may have hit on something here,” he says.741
The motive to silence Faulkner may thus very well have existed, and as the record of brutality and
corruption in the Philadelphia Police Department makes clear there were many officers on the
force who had few inhibitions to resort to illegal and violent methods if they felt that somebody
“messed” with them. And if the protection of an enterprise was at stake that was itself illegal,
there would have been even fewer inhibitions. A long history of impunity had taught police officers in Philadelphia that they could practically never do any wrong, especially during the years up
to 1980 under the reign of Frank Rizzo. Rizzo himself had made it repeatedly clear, first as police
commissioner and then as mayor, that for him, police officers stood above the law, and that he
would defend them against public accusations under almost any circumstances.742
One might still object that recklessness and brutality on the one hand and carefully planned
murder on the other are not one and the same thing. Were members of the Philadelphia Police
Department also capable of the latter? Actually, there is no need to speculate about this, since
at least one former member of the PPD has publicly boasted about his ingenuity in the matter.
In his memoirs A Cop’s Life. Philadelphia, 1953-1983, retired police officer Thomas M.
739
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Grubb recounts how he arranged for the murder of a man who he says was a drug dealer who
had murdered an informant of the PPD by subjecting him to an overdose. Conversing with his
co-author Allan “Lucky” Cole, Grubb remembers that

it took six months, maybe a little longer, but we found the guy that used to supply him, and
his street name was “Black Cat.” And eventually we went out lookin’ for Black Cat. And
we got ’im.
We got ’him, and of course he wasn’t gonna go for that, but we took him in the car, and we paraded him around all over downtown Center City, and let everybody get a look at ’im.
’Cause I sat in the back of the car with him and held him up while he was tryin’ to fall on
the floor to hide. […]
That was the first trip.
And then the following day, we lay around and waited for him, and we got him again. Did
the same goddam thing with him, rode him around, made sure everybody saw him. We
even took ’him outta Center City – North Philadelphia, we took ’im all over.
By then, most people usin’ or pushin’ drugs knew our cars.
And it wasn’t until maybe, oh, two weeks later, somebody did Black Cat.
Same deal, he himself a hot shot. […]
So that made me happier, that he got the same thing he did to the other kid.743
In the same book, this “thirty-year veteran of the Philadelphia police” who “worked everything from undercover narcotics to gang control”744 proudly describes how he blackmailed
prostitutes to get useful testimony, and the possibility that his methods might have been illegal and unconstitutional never seems to trouble him.745 From Grubb’s account, it is quite clear
that he regards the actions he describes as normal, and even as virtuous. He, for one, had apparently learned the lessons of the Rizzo time quite well.
Moreover, FBI agent Hersing confirms that there were PPD officers who were ready to kill in order to protect their interests. According to his affidavit, during a meeting with Hersing and another
743
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corrupt high-ranking police officer, Inspector Giordano became upset and told the officer that he
shouldn’t have brought Hersing with him, “because he probably works for the f-cking FBI.” And
apparently, these suspicions translated into more that simple uneasiness. A further claim by
Hersing is that, on the occasion of a meeting with a certain Lt. John Smith and Inspector DeBenedetto, not only was he “physically searched [for bugging devices] by Smith prior to this
March 1982 meeting”, but it was also clear to him that “I would be in serious physical danger, possibly even killed, if my role as an FBI CSI would be revealed.”746
All this leads to the conclusion that the corruption rampant among the ranks of the police in
Philadelphia’s Center City was complemented by a considerable amount of criminal energy to
silence anybody who might interfere with that corruption by any means necessary, including
deadly violence. It is a well documented fact, corroborated in this case, that with respect large
criminal enterprises, it doesn’t matter whether they are operated by the mafia or officers of the
law. It seems that omerta, or the code of silence, always operates in similar ways.

7.9.4 The Nail in the Coffin

Thus, for the first time ever, Abu-Jamal’s defense presented an alternative theory of what had
happened during that fateful night on December 9, 1981. On the face of it, all of this sounds
fictional and like a Hollywood thriller, but on second inspection, much of it makes sense and
is quite plausible. But this alternative defense version of the events, too, contained contradictions. They are discussed in the following chapter.
Even more important than these contradictions, however, is evidence that was almost ignored
next to the spectacular theory that pushed Arnold Beverly as contract killer front and center.
For the fact was that the defense didn’t constrain itself to presenting its own crime scenario
that quite obviously stood and fell with the credibility of the central new witness and was
therefore hard to put to test without that witness being heard in court. Rather, it made good for
that deficiency by presenting evidence that once and for all proved the falsity of the prosecution scenario that had served to find Abu-Jamal guilty and sentence him to death.
In the summer of 1982, three prosecution witnesses (Cynthia White, Robert Chobert, and Michael
Scanlan) testified that when the shooter fired his deadly shot, he stood over Faulkner, who had
fallen on his back, and fired at him several times. One of the bullets from these shots was said to
have hit Faulkner. At the trial or afterwards, nothing was ever said about what happened to the
other bullets, which, if the testimony of the witnesses was true, should have hit the pavement. But
746
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as the crime scene photos by the police clearly show, there were no bullets in the pavement in
front of 1234 Locust, nor was the pavement damaged in any way. Moreover, a press report based
on police statements two days after the shooting gave a picture radically different from what the
three witnesses claimed at the trial. In it, Captain Jerrold Kane of the homicide squad said that

one of the bullets was removed from Faulkner’s head, that a second apparently passed
through his body and struck a nearby building [namely, Locust 1234] and that two others
missed him and lodged in the same building.”747
Moreover, the same police officer said that “initial tests by police ballistics experts, who
compared four bullets recovered at the shooting scene to a test bullet fired from the gun [belonging to Abu-Jamal] proved inconclusive.”748 According to Kane, the police “did not know
what happened to the fifth bullet.”749
Since 2001, it is thus no question anymore
whether the scenario presented by the prosecution at Abu-Jamal’s trial is true. It is
clearly not, because it is physically and ballistically impossible. The simple observation of the defense about the missing
“mystery bullets” in the sidewalk in front of
Locust 1234 was the – publicly largely
ignored – nail in the coffin of the prosecution’s version of December 9, 1981.750
That it took close to twenty years for this

No. 20: Police Officer Faulkner’s blood on the sidewalk in front of 1234 Locust. There is no sign whatsoever of the shots missing Faulkner testified to by
White, Chobert, and Scanlan.
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information to leak out to the public should be given due consideration by those who think that
apart from some minor and perhaps inevitable flaws the American criminal justice system is fundamentally fair.
The second, alternative scenario presented by Abu-Jamal’s new defense team had the advantage
over the first not to be disproved by the evidence and, against the background of the numerous
hair-raising police scandals in Philadelphia, of a considerable amount of plausibility. It would
have been very simple to put it to test: The courts would have had to do no more than grant AbuJamal’s defense the opportunity to present its witnesses and other evidence. Given the glaring inconsistencies of the evidence on which Abu-Jamal was sent to death row, the fact that this has not
happened so far may be seen as another comment on the state of justice in the United States today,
as soon as it is judged from the angle, not of Constitutional theory, but of social reality.
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8. Light at the End of the Tunnel?

The sensational claims and revelations by Abu-Jamal’s new defense on what might have actually have happened in the early morning hours of December 9, 1981 didn’t lead to the
breakthrough in Abu-Jamal’s case his supporters had hoped for. Actually, the team led by
Marlene Kamish and Eliot Grossman wasn’t even granted a real hearing in court from April
2001 to August 2003, and the man whom the defense deemed to be its most important witness, Arnold Beverly, was never allowed to take the stand.
On May 29, the defense filed a petition to depose Beverly to Judge William Yohn Jr. of the 3rd
U.S. District Court in Philadelphia before whom Abu-Jamal’s federal habeas corpus petition was
pending.751 The petition was denied on July 19,752 and the “Motion to Reconsider July 19th Order
and Take the Deposition of Arnold Beverly” filed on July 30753 was also denied on September
20.754 The defense’s attempts in the lower courts suffered the same fate, even though all these motions were bolstered by “two further affidavits, both by the eminent polygraph expert, Dr. Charles
Honts, dated May 18, 1999 and May 16, 2001 respectively, which corroborate Mr. Beverly’s testimony and the innocence of the Petitioner.”755
In the meantime, Abu-Jamal’s new lawyers filed two important additional legal documents,
namely, a new Petition for Post-Conviction Relief 756 and their First Redrafted and Amended
Petition for Habeas Corpus Relief.757 The core of both filings was the new theory according
to which Arnold Beverly – and not Mumia Abu-Jamal – had shot P.O. Faulkner, and that his
accomplice had been the man who had been the passenger in Billy Cook’s VW during the
night of the shooting – namely, Kenneth Freeman, who was a childhood friend of both Cook
and his brother Abu-Jamal. In support of this version, the petitions contained a mass of new
evidence that, according to the defense, strongly pointed both to the truth of this version and
to Abu-Jamal’s innocence.
These filings were bolstered by a whole series of affidavits, among them an extensive declaration by Rachel Wolkenstein, filed on July 28, 2001 in the 3rd Federal District Court of the
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U.S., 758 in support of Beverly’s murder confession, which Wolkenstein said had been first
made to her in March 1999.759 Apart from that, the affidavit included extensive material on
the background of Abu-Jamal’s 1982 trial as well as hitherto largely unknown forensic evidence supporting the defense’s contention that Abu-Jamal did not shoot and kill officer
Faulkner.760 At the beginning of October, the defense filed additional affidavits in federal
court on the statistically provable racial bias determining the composition of the jury that convicted Abu-Jamal761 and on the necessity of a thorough reinvestigation of the forensic evidence that the prosecution at Abu-Jamal’s trial used to obtain the conviction.762

8.1.1 Turned Down Once More in the Court of Common Pleas

While Abu-Jamal’s defense was waiting for Federal Judge William Yohn Jr. to decide on the
various petitions, motions, memoranda, affidavits etc. that had been filed in federal court
since the first Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus on October 14, 1999, the original trial court
had to take a decision of Abu-Jamal’s renewed July 3, 2001 PCRA petition.
That petition had become necessary because according to U.S. criminal law, newly found evidence in a case must generally first be presented to the original trial court, since the higher
courts are supposed to act only if a petitioner’s possibilities to find relief and have evidence
evaluated in the lower courts are “legally exhausted.” And what is more, even though a strict
dividing line is often very hard to draw, federal courts are supposed to be dealing not with the
material facts of a case, but rather only with formal, i.e., constitutional matters. Abu-Jamal’s
defense team thus pursued a two-pronged legal strategy of filing their claims in the lower
court, while at the same time arguing that the importance of the Beverly confession and the
evidence supporting it were so great that they amounted to an entitlement of Abu-Jamal to the
strictly constitutional relief to which litigation in the federal courts is in principle limited.
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In this complicated situation, Abu-Jamal’s supporters were understandably electrified when the
office of Judge Pamela Pryor Dembe of Abu-Jamal’s former trial court in Philadelphia announced that there would be a public hearing on August 17, 2001, on the issues presented in
Abu-Jamal’s PCRA petition, and that Abu-Jamal himself would be present at the hearing. It
would have been the first time in more than four years that Abu-Jamal appeared in public.763
But in fact the hearing turned out to be an anti-climax of sorts. Shortly before the hearing and
when the mobilization for it among Abu-Jamal supporters was already in full swing, court
administrator Joseph J. DiPrimio “issued the order of barring Abu-Jamal from being brought
to Philadelphia for the hearing. He claimed that city jails were too crowded to house AbuJamal.”764 Even though this was a fairly ridiculous pretext in a town that at any one time
houses thousands of prisoners, Judge Pamela Dembe who “had originally ordered Abu-Jamal
to be present … refused to hold DiPrimio in contempt or uphold Abu-Jamal’s right to be in
court.”765 Just as so often in his original trial, Abu-Jamal was thus once again “banned from a
proceeding in my name, in my defense, with no reason,”766 as he angrily commented in a letter read to the court by one of his lawyers, Marlene Kamish.
Moreover, the “hearing” itself hardly deserved the name. The judge postponed any action on
the claims raised in Abu-Jamal’s petition; rather, she gave the defense “three weeks to submit
an argument on why Mumia’s petition is still timely, and she gave the prosecution two weeks
to respond.”767 Thus, even though a number of prominent Abu-Jamal supporters such as Reverend Jesse Jackson, actor Ossie Davis, comedian Dick Gregory, and poet Sonia Sanchez (as
well as leading Abu-Jamal activists Pam Africa, Monica Moorehead, Larry Holmes, and others) were present at the hearing,768 underlining forcefully the still vibrant support for AbuJamal, nothing substantial had moved. On the other hand, Dembe’s reference to the possibility
that the petition might not have been timely filed, allowing the court to refuse to deal with it,
was already an ominous sign.
As for the “timeliness” question, the terrorist 1995 Oklahoma City bombing had triggered a
wave of legislation restricting the rights of defendants in criminal cases, of which the “Anti763
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Terrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act” (AEDPA) signed into law in 1996 was the most
important.769 Specifically, the AEPDA demands that newly discovered evidence must be filed
in the courts within one year, or else it will be dismissed, regardless of its content.770 Similar
laws were enacted in various states, among them Pennsylvania, where the time limit is even
much more tight, namely, 60 days.771 Accordingly, Abu-Jamal activist Monica Moorehead
had to tell Greg Butterfield of Workers World after the hearing that Dembe, “instead of looking at the strong factual evidence within the 300-page legal brief that Mumia’s lawyers filed
with her courts, … is saying that because the brief was not filed within a 60-day time limit, it
could very well be dismissed by her court.”772
For Abu-Jamal, the best part of the August 17 event was that the movement succeeded in mobilizing a respectable (even though, compared to earlier events, modest) number of supporters
to Philadelphia: “Outside the court room,” the correspondent of Refuse and Resist wrote in a
short news item, “a spirited demonstration of 1500 people demanded to know how there could
be a statute of limitations to confessions when there is no statute of limitations on murder. As
Ramona Africa said to the crowd, ‘We’re not interested to [sic] what’s legal, we’re interested
in what’s right!’”773
But all the same, Monica Moorehead’s skeptical fears proved to be correct. The rejection of AbuJamal’s second PCRA petition was announced by Judge Pamela Dembe on November 21,
2001774 and upheld later on in the face of appeals by the defense up to the U.S. Supreme Court.

8.1.2 “Fry the Nigger!”

Already shortly after the August 17 hearing that had been so disappointing for Abu-Jamal, the
defense filed and publicized still another important affidavit, this time on a purported utterance
769
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of a man whose actions continue to haunt Abu-Jamal to this day, namely, none other than Judge
Albert F. Sabo. In it, Terri Maurer-Carter, a woman who had worked for several years as an official court stenographer in the Court of Common Pleas, gave shocking testimony:

In 1982, a few months after I started working at the Court of Common Pleas, I was sent to a
courtroom different than that I usually worked in … I went through the anteroom on my way
to that courtroom where Judge Sabo and another person were engaged in conversation.
Judge Sabo was discussing the case of Mumia Abu-Jamal. During the case of that conversation, I heard Judge Sabo say, “Yeah, and I’m going to help them fry the nigger.” There
were three people present when Judge Sabo made that remark, including myself.775
One might have thought that this new revelation by a very unsuspicious witness would have
led to much public outrage, but in fact, it barely created a ripple. Rather, it took the most
widely read local newspaper, the Philadelphia Daily News a whole week to publish a – not
very long – report on the matter.776
But others invested more zeal to find out about the matter, and thus, journalist Dave Lindorff succeeded in digging up the man who could possibly have been the third person who was present when
the bigoted remark was allegedly made. According to Lindorff, it might very well have been the respected Superior Court Judge Richard Klein, “the jurist for whom she [Maurer-Carter] was at the
time working as a stenographer.”777 When confronted on the phone by Lindorff, Klein “issued no
denial.”778 But the courts in Philadelphia showed just as little interest for Maurer-Carter’s testimony
as the media. Here, too, Judge Pamela Dembe, would have none of Abu-Jamal’s “new evidence,”
even though in this case she could not claim it had not been filed within the proper time limit. This
time, she commented that her court could not rule on “what attitudes the trial court may have held;
the question is whether the rulings were improper.” According to Dembe, that would be the domain
of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court (PSC) to which, as Judge Dembe correctly foresaw, her decision would be appealed. The question if not the racist bias of the presiding judge might – consciously or subconsciously – deeply influence a jury of laypersons, apparently didn’t particularly
concern her: “Since this was a jury trial as long as the presiding Judge’s rulings were legally correct,
claims as to what might have motivated or animated those rulings are not relevant.”
Almost two years later, on October 8, 2003, the PSC in its turn also rejected to review the
Maurer-Carter affidavit. In its decision, in terms of criticism of Sabo’s alleged remark it fell
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even short of Dembe, who had at least written that “if true, intemperate remarks and racist attitudes by anyone involved in the justice system are deeply troubling.”779 Rather, the court
simply stated that it had already rejected the accusation of racism and bias against Judge Sabo
as unfounded, namely in October 1998, that this claim was thus not new, and that the defense
was therefore “not permitted to resurrect it by asserting a new theory under the guise of afterdiscovered evidence.”780 Whatever might turn out in the future about “anyone involved in the
criminal justice system” – the Court of Common Pleas in Philadelphia and the Supreme Court
of Pennsylvania clearly would not be disturbed about it.

8.1.3 A Bitter Victory: Federal Judge Yohn’s December 18, 2001 Decision

The aggressive new strategy of Abu-Jamal’s defense and its efforts to have the new evidence
on which it was based heard in court thus did not manage to achieve the hoped-for breakthrough on the “legal front.” On the other hand, it had the undesired side-effect that the fine
and sometimes not-so-fine dividing lines that separated the various parts of the movement in
support of Abu-Jamal often turned into cracks, a phenomenon which expressed itself in a silent cessation of activity on the part of many, and in an altogether dwindling strength of the
movement. After its heyday in 2000, the movement never again succeeded in mobilizing
thousands of people worldwide to march in the streets the way it had done after the struggle
for the life and freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal had kicked into high gear with the signing of
the first execution order against Abu-Jamal and the first PCRA proceedings in 1995.
Doubts about the credibility of the new main witness, Arnold Beverly, and uneasiness about the
new defense team’s increasingly harsh denunciations of the former leading members of the defense
team Williams and Weinglass for their rejection of that witness were certainly a factor in this, but
the main factor weakening the movement was probably the long-awaited decision by Federal
Judge William Yohn Jr. on Abu-Jamal’s habeas corpus petition. In fact, Yohn had brooded over
his decision for more than two years – from October 14, 1999 to December 18, 2001, and. under
these circumstances, it would have been difficult for any movement to continue at the same level.
At the same time, the 9/11 attacks and the subsequent war in Afghanistan and rollback against civil
rights and liberties within the United States themselves781 changed the political agenda of the
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whole country and turned out to absorb a large part of the time and energy of liberal and leftist circles in the U.S.A.
On top of this came the character of the decision itself: In a decision that was reported all over
the world, Judge Yohn overturned the death sentence against Abu-Jamal but upheld the July
2, 1982 “guilty for murder” verdict by the jury at Abu-Jamal’s original trial.782 If the decision
was interpreted as “Solomonic” by many observers, this certainly suited the intentions of the
judge well since he was faced with the task of defusing an extremely difficult situation that
put him under immense pressure from the pro- and – perhaps even more so – the anti-AbuJamal forces to decide in accord with their respective wishes. And Yohn’s step certainly succeeded in lessening this pressure, taking much wind out of the sails of the Abu-Jamal supporters in particular, who now had lost the argument of the immediate urgency of their cause
since the death sentence against Abu-Jamal had been overturned.
If this observation alone already raises the suspicion of strictly political motives, that suspicion
turns into certainty once Yohn’s decision is subjected to a closer analysis. In his treatment of the
defense’s 29 (and in HC II, 39) claims of constitutional violations, Yohn demonstrated the sharp
edge of the new 1996 AEPDA legislation in point after point, often first granting the defense arguments some legitimacy, but then rejecting each point because according to the AEPDA, the rulings of the state courts had to be assumed correct unless the federal court concluded that they had
applied the law “unreasonably”: “It is important to recognize that AEDPA requires of federal habeas courts greater deference to state court applications of law to fact than did prior law.”783
And indeed, Yohn found the that the state courts had always acted “reasonable” – even in
cases such as Abu-Jamal’s “confession,” where the prosecution’s claims were clearly preposterous and unbelievable even to the judicial layman’s eye. The single exception to this was
point 25 of the habeas petition, i.e., the claim that the jury might have sentenced Abu-Jamal to
death on account of a form sheet that suggested that all jury members had to agree on a particular mitigating factor for the defendant before they could consider it.784
By the standards of the AEPDA as applied by Yohn, all of the state court’s decisions had thus
become impermeable, except for a single one that only concerned the sentencing phase of the
trial. The contradictory nature of the prosecution witnesses’ testimony, the suppression of the
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Hightower and Singletary testimony on their own coercion as witnesses, the Jones and Jenkins testimony on their own and Cynthia White’s coercion, the pitiful performance of AbuJamal defense attorney Anthony Jackson, or a host of other issues – none of them appeared
important enough to Yohn to vacate Abu-Jamal’s murder conviction. In particular, Yohn also
rejected some very promising defense clams, namely, claim 14 on the unconstitutionality of
ADA McGill’s remark in his summation during the guilt phase of the trial that if the jury
found Abu-Jamal guilty, he would still have “appeal after appeal,” claim 16 on the prosecution’s pervasive racial bias during the jury selection, and claim 29 that pointed to Judge
Sabo’s vicious partisanship for the prosecution during Abu-Jamal’s PCRA hearings, a bias
that was so obvious that had been harshly attacked even by the normally anti-Abu-Jamal press
in Philadelphia. But at least with regard to claim 16, Yohn gave the defense a certificate for
appealability, i.e., he officially allowed the defense to appeal this point to the Federal Appeals
Court, which is also seated in Philadelphia.785
But what came across to the larger public was merely the fact that Abu-Jamal’s death sentence had been overturned, and this is indeed what made headlines all across the world. The
finer points – that Abu-Jamal’s conviction was allowed to stand and that the prosecution was
given 180 days to demand a new sentencing hearing in which it could again seek the death
penalty, with the alternative being a life sentence without the possibility of parole786 – were
almost completely lost to most observers.787
Even though Judge Yohn, a Republican appointee of the Bush Sen. Administration, enjoyed a
reputation as a conservative, yet meticulous and fair magistrate, his treatment of the case of AbuJamal displayed signs of astonishing carelessness from early on. Thus, in his very first decision in
the case he not only once, but twice confused “the petitioner,” Abu-Jamal, with the killed officer
Faulkner788 and refused to accept the deposition of Beverly in part because, according to him, the
petition to depose him would have first to be directed to the original trial court – but then he advised that very same trial court to reject the claim in case it should be raised there!789
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But even much more blatant are Yohn’s blunders in his all-important December 18, 2001 decision. They were first exposed in November 2002 by journalist Dave Lindorff in his thenpublished book Killing Time.790 They concern the one point in Abu-Jamal’s habeas corpus petition where Yohn granted the defense a certificate of appealability, namely, claim 16. According
to this claim, “the state’s purposeful racial discrimination in its exercise of peremptory challenges” during the jury selection for Abu-Jamal’s trial violated various constitutional amendments.791 In that claim that forms a central part of the petition, Abu-Jamal’s defense argued convincingly that the behavior of the prosecution with regard to these challenges can hardly be explained by any other reason than the use of racial criteria, a practice that is explicitly banned by
he U.S. Constitution and various U.S. Supreme Court decisions. In order to hammer this home
the defense had assembled an impressive array of data showing whose argumentative force was
only enhanced by the fact that they didn’t only refer to Abu-Jamal’s own case, but, figuratively
speaking, circled that case in concentric rings.
These data were grouped into the following five complexes:
•

•

•

“A comprehensive study by Professors David Baldus and George Woodworth of the University of Iowa of a more than ten-year period of Philadelphia death penalty cases, including three separate prosecutorial administrations, has documented a pattern and practice of
racial discrimination in jury selection by the Philadelphia District Attorney's office.”792
Analyzing data from 1983 to 19993, his study demonstrated, among other things, that “the
odds that an individual juror would be peremptorily struck by the Philadelphia District Attorney's office increased by a factor of 4.04 if the juror was black.”793
Up to then unpublished data on the prosecutorial administration of Ed Rendell (197786) during which Abu-Jamal was tried, convicted, and sentenced: “During the prosecutorial administration in which defendant Hardcastle was tried,” namely, Rendell’s,
“the Philadelphia District Attorney's office peremptorily struck African Americans
61.02% of the time (360 strikes of a possible 590 jurors), while striking non-blacks at
a rate of only 21.40% (187 of 874). … Thus, the odds that a juror would be peremptorily struck by the Philadelphia District Attorney's office during the administration in
which Jamal was tried increased by a factor of 575 percent if the juror was black.”794
A subset of these data, namely data on six cases795 tried by Abu-Jamal’s prosecutor
Joseph McGill. The results were striking indeed: “A prospective juror's odds of be-
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•

•

ing peremptorily struck by Mr. McGill were 8.47 times greater if the juror happened
to be black.”796
Extensive data from the prosecutorial administration following Rendell’s under D.A.
Ronald Castille (1987-91), establishing that the Philadelphia D.A.’s office “continued
this consistent policy and practice of striking African Americans … from venires in
later prosecutorial administrations.”797
A 1987 videotape coming out of the prosecutorial office of the later Pennsylvania Supreme Court judge Ronald Castille and featuring the District Attorney in charge of
training prosecutors in jury selection, Jack McMahon. This video was made public in
April 1997 during an election campaign for the D.A.’s office by incumbent Lynn
Abraham and subsequently caused a major scandal, precisely because it was very explicit in its instructions to exclude black jurors and at the same time could not be dismissed as an insignificant footnote.798

A close reading of part 16 of Abu-Jamal’s petition reveals how carefully and strategically the
defense had built a case around the issue of black/white discrimination during the empanelling of Abu-Jamal’s jury before the trial: The first set of data demonstrated that in the period
from 1983-93,799 the likelihood of a potential black juror to be peremptorily stricken by the
prosecution was approximately 4 times higher that for a white juror, the second group showed
that during the period in which Abu-Jamal’s jury was selected, the odds were even worse
(namely, almost 6 : 1), and the most important set of data revealed that in the six cases prosecuted by Joseph McGill for which data were available, the odds against black jurors were
more than 8 : 1, meaning that McGill’s racial bias during jury selections against blacks even
considerably surpassed the already troubling norm of the Rendell period.
The fourth set of quantificational data once again showed that all these figures were part of a
depressing historical continuity, and served as a bridge to the “qualitative data” with which
Abu-Jamal’s defense then chose to round out the quantificational data, namely the McMahon
video produced five years after Abu-Jamal’s trial. Despite the time lag between Abu-Jamal’s
trial and the production of the video, the latter’s content and content clearly showed that
McMahon’s training video didn’t just come out of the blue, but rather reflected a long-standing
tradition guiding the practices of the District Attorney’s office in Philadelphia. Moreover, several paragraphs of the “Claim 16” section of Abu-Jamal’s petition are devoted to a demonstration that the tactics suggested by McMahon were practically a carbon copy of the tactics actually used by D.A. Joseph McGill during the jury selection in the case of Abu-Jamal.800 The
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video was thus a graphic illustration of the arguments of the defense, serving to put before the
eyes of the court the factors that produced one “whitened” death penalty jury after another. And
considering that finally the defense crowned its arguments with the fact that in Abu-Jamal’s
own trial “black jurors faced odds of being peremptorily struck that were 16.47 times greater
than for other jurors”801 – what more evidence for the racism that tainted the jury selection in
Abu-Jamal’s case could anyone need?
In Judge Yohn’s decision, however, all of this read completely different. He never even discussed the concrete figures and statistical data on the long-standing general racist bias in jury
selection of the part District Attorney’s office in Philadelphia and the particular racial bias during the period under D.A. Ed Rendell, during the jury selection in cases prosecuted by A.D.A.
McGill and during the jury selection in Abu-Jamal’s case.
Rather, we have a picture of complete confusion in which Yohn confused various groups of
data and played them off against each other, allowing him to almost completely ignore the carefully built-up structure of the defense’s argument.
First of all, he was obviously unaware that the Baldus/Woodworth study covering the years
from 1983 to 1993 and the study dealing with the years under D.A. Rendell from 1977 to 1986
(which was also authored by Professor Baldus) are two different works. In his rejection to grant
an evidentiary hearing on the question of prosecutorial bias in jury selection, he admonished the
defense for trying “to submit a study of ten years of Philadelphia capital cases conducted by Professors Baldus and Woodworth” and then went onto state that “petitioner, however, neglects to
mention the time period that this study covered, namely 1983 to 1993,”802 a period which came after Abu-Jamal’s trial and was therefore irrelevant. Quite strikingly, Yohn didn’t even mention the
study covering the study on the tenure of D.A. Ed Rendell, even though the study of this period
constituted the core of the defense argument, included, almost right in its middle, the trial of
Mumia Abu-Jamal, and is therefore in all its data highly relevant for that latter case.803
This grave blunder on Yohn’s part almost automatically produced another, equally important
mistake. In his decision, Yohn claims that “petitioner seeks to submit a study of cases from
1987 through 1991 concerning the percentage of strikes of blacks in all cases and in cases by
prosecutor McGill. Once again, this proffered evidence does not relate to 1982, the time of the
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petitioner’s trial.”804 But this plainly false. Rather Yohn once again confuses two studies. The
first of these is a micro-study based on the Baldus overview over the years 1977 to 1986 ignored by Yohn that analyzes the data of six “cases prosecuted by Mr. McGill between September 1981 and October 1983,”805 and only the second study covers the years from 1987 to
1991 and is supplied to show that the racist practices of the D.A.’s office in Philadelphia continued even after 1986. Quite apart from this, it was utterly impossible for a study of these
years to even refer to McGill since the latter, as noted by Dave Lindorff, “left his job with the
district attorney’s office to go into private practice in 1986,”806 i.e., didn’t even serve under
the administration that is relevant here, the one of Ronald Castille.
Yohn’s treatment of these studies displayed several additional mistakes and errors that call his
reputation as an extraordinarily competent jurist into serious question. Even more important
and characteristic, however, is the fact that all these errors without any exception were to the
disadvantage of Abu-Jamal. Also fitting into this picture is that Yohn finally also dismissed
the McMahon video as irrelevant without even responding to the defense argument that
McMahon merely preached what McGill and a good number of other prosecutors in Philadelphia had been practicing over many years.
Just as with 28 of 29 claims of HC I, in a separate, much shorter decision Yohn also rejected the
additional arguments, reasons and ten points of HC II or didn’t even bother to discuss them.807
Yohn’s obvious mistakes and his clear bias in this point can perhaps best be explained by the
enormous political pressure exerted on him. A decision for a new trial for Abu-Jamal would
have put him squarely against many powerful forces in Philadelphia that had repeatedly and
publicly supported Abu-Jamal’s execution – not least among the big media. Another part may
have been simple confusion in the face of a fairly complex mass of data. On the other hand,
decisions as fateful as this one should never been based on bias or disregard for important
facts and data, but rather, on a correct analysis of the evidence.
With regard to this, in his book Killing Time Dave Lindorff quotes a comment by Philadelphia attorney David Zuckerman that could not be more appropriate: “Judge Yohn was confused. He
could have avoided making those mistakes if he had granted a hearing on the issue.”808 This is
exactly what the Abu-Jamal support movement had been demanding for many years, not only
with regard to the point of racism in jury selection: “Let the evidence be heard!”809
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The next important court decision with regard to Abu-Jamal only came almost four years later, on
December 6, 2006. In it, the 3rd Federal Appeals Court in Philadelphia granted Abu-Jamal, apart
from point 16 which was just discussed extensively, two additional points for appeal, a concession
that is regarded as an important breakthrough for Abu-Jamal by quite a few observers. In 2002 and
2003, two further witnesses, Yvette Williams and Kenneth Pate, contacted the defense. In her affidavit, Williams testified to the blackmail, threats and bribery that according to her the prosecution’s
star witness Cynthia White had been subjected to, and Pate, the step brother of hospital security
guard Priscilla Durham, claimed in his affidavit that Durham had told him in personal conversations
her testimony about Abu-Jamal’s alleged murder confession had been invented and the result of
pressure exerted by her friends in the police force.810 On October 8, 2003, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court (PSC) followed Court of Common Pleas Judge Pamela Dembe and also dismissed
Abu-Jamal’s 2nd PCRA petition filed on July 3, 2001, which had demanded the deposition of Arnold Beverly.811 Already shortly before, on August 12, a new attorney, the renowned death penalty
lawyer Robert R. Bryan, took over the defense of Abu-Jamal. His first act was the filing of a third
PCRA petition on December 8, 2003, that demanded the deposition of Yvette Williams and Kenneth Pate, a filing that was rejected on June 17, 2005, by Judge Pamela Dembe and is now (Summer
2006) on appeal before the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. But with the rejection of Abu-Jamal’s voluminous second CRA petition, the main area of the legal struggle had anyway shifted to the federal
level, where prosecution and defense had filed their respective appeals immediately after Yohn’s
decision on December 18, 2001. But before we enter the immediate present by recounting these judicial developments, a systematic examination of the evidence that Abu-Jamal’s supporter’s so vehemently demand to be heard is appropriate in order to gain an impression what might be the result
of the new trial for Abu-Jamal that his defense is fighting for with all judicial means at its disposal.

8.2 A New Glance at December 9, 1981

What, at this point in time, is the evidence of and for the events in December 1981 that led to
Abu-Jamal’s death sentence? Abu-Jamal’s conviction was primarily based on the testimony
of witnesses, but today, nearly a quarter century after the event, their memories are necessarily tainted by erosion and conscious as well as subconscious rewriting. Partly making up for
this is the fact that in the meantime a number of new witnesses have come forward. Moreover,
some aspects of the material evidence in the case offer themselves to a more systematic explora810
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tion than has been done up to now. Such an exploration has in part already been done by AbuJamal’s successive lawyers, and as we will see below, the material produced thereby can be
supplemented by important additional considerations and conclusions.
At the end of the last chapter, we have already seen how the theory of the prosecution of the
events has unraveled at its most decisive point, namely, the shot that killed officer Faulkner. With
hindsight, what was so devastating for Abu-Jamal during the trial, namely the essential consistency in at least the trial testimony of the three most important prosecution witnesses Cynthia
White, Robert Chobert, and Marc Scanlan, now completely destroys the credibility of them all.
Even without addressing the question of the credibility of each individual witness,812 it is clear
that the core of their description of the killing of Faulkner, according to which the man who killed
Faulkner stood over the prone officer and fired several shots at him at point blank range, is false
for strictly physical reasons alone.813
Even though the absence of any trace of these alleged shots in the sidewalk in front of Locust
1234 cannot prove that Abu-Jamal did not, e.g., in some manner different from the one described by the prosecution witnesses, fire the shot that killed Faulkner, the “eyewitness evidence” that he did fire the fatal shot is henceforth tainted beyond possible repair.
Of course, in addition to these and other forensic claims, the defense in 2001 also presented an alternative perpetrator, namely Arnold Beverly, and if the claims of this new witness turned out to be
true, any further questions about the guilt or innocence of Mumia Abu-Jamal could be dropped
without further ado. As we shall see, the theory that has Beverly as the real perpetrator is to contradictory to be tenable, but even apart from Beverly’s confession, there is compelling material evidence that not only further destroys the case against Abu-Jamal, but also all but excludes any guilt
or complicity of Abu-Jamal with regard to the death of police officer Faulkner. To get an overview,
let’s begin with further material evidence, but this time, not concerning the end, but rather with regard to the beginning of the shootout. This evidence shows that the first shot that hit Faulkner
•
•
•

did not come from the direction from which Abu-Jamal approached the scene,
could therefore not have been fired by Abu-Jamal,
and was thus necessarily fired by some third person,814 a possibility that the prosecution has always adamantly denied.
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8.2.1 The View From the Parking Lot

The prosecution’s case against Abu-Jamal was built from the start on the hypothesis that only
three persons were present at the scene: Faulkner, Abu-Jamal’s brother Billy Cook, and AbuJamal himself. Subtracting Cook, who was never a suspect in the case, this left Abu-Jamal as
the only possible perpetrator.
On the other hand, there had always been testimony by witnesses who stated that they saw one
or more persons fleeing the scene, most notably the testimony immediately after the events by
prosecution witness Robert Chobert,815 the trial testimony by Dessie Hightower,816 and the pretrial and PCRA testimony by Veronica Jones.817 Altogether, there were six such witnesses.818
But at Abu-Jamal’s trial, the lone witness who corroborated the point was Dessie Hightower,
and as we know, for the jury that was not sufficient. After the trial, the appeals courts have consistently refused to seriously address the other five witness statements. Ironically, in this they
pointed to the notoriously lacking reliability of eyewitness testimony – a point that they ignored
completely when it came to the prosecution witnesses.
All the same, the testimony of eyewitnesses has indeed been shown to be highly unreliable, and
for that reason, collecting all material evidence available at a crime scene is deemed of primary
importance by all crime scene investigators.819 But even though the colleagues of the killed officer consistently disregarded this maxim in the most shocking manner,820 an analysis of the few
forensic traces at the crime scene that were actually recovered corroborates the testimony of the
witnesses who saw someone flee and conclusively supports what the appeals courts want to ignore, namely the presence of a third man besides Abu-Jamal and his brother Billy Cook.
There is one point on which both defense and prosecution agree in Abu-Jamal’s case, and this
is the fact that Abu-Jamal approached Locust 1234 from he parking lot right across the street
on the Northern side of Locust. Apart from the thoroughly discredited witnesses White and
815
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Scanlan,821 the most credible prosecution witness, Albert Magilton, also testified to this, and
in a radio interview on May 6, 2001, then Abu-Jamal defense attorney Eliot Grossman also
explained that after exiting his cab double-parked on the Northwestern side of 13th Street in
front of a disco called Whispers Club, Abu-Jamal crossed the parking lot diagonally in order
to get to the location where his brother was in an altercation with police officer Faulkner.822
One can thus safely conclude that Abu-Jamal indeed came from this direction which. Moreover, best fits with the location of his cab in relation to the crime scene. According to the
prosecution scenario based on the testimony by White and Scanlan, Abu-Jamal then, still running full speed across the street, triggered to ensuing murderous events by shooting Faulkner
in the back. But the projectiles and bullet parts recovered at the crime flatly contradict this
version: The shot that hit Faulkner in the back did not come from this direction.

8.2.1.1 Bullets and Bullet Parts Found on the Scene

As quoted above, after the crime police press officer Captain Jerrold Kane explained apart from
the two bullets that lodged in the bodies of Faulkner and Abu-Jamal, another one “apparently
passed through his [Faulkner’s] body and struck a nearby building and that two others missed him
and lodged in the same building.”823 The latter is, of course, Locust 1234, which at the time
housed a pizza shop, adjacent to the bar “Johnny D” at the South-Eastern corner of the intersection 13th and Locust. But Captain Kane’s report about three recovered bullets was a considerable
exaggeration. According to the police reports and the trial protocols, the following items were
found on or within Locust 1234 (also see the accompanying crime scene sketch):
•

a bullet jacket made of copper, “irregular in shape, bearing a portion of one knurled
cannelure, weighing 14,6 grains,” described as “item #1”824 in the police report and
found “eleven feet four inches south of the south curb of Locust Street and nine feet
west of the east property line of Locust 1234.”825
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•

•
•

an “uncoated lead hollow base” bullet “caliber .38/.357, … weighing 151.3 grains”
with indeterminable rifling characteristics, characterized as “item #2”826 and found in
the door frame “three and a half inches west of the west door edge and three feet seven
inches up from the sidewalk.”827
“seven (7) uncoated lead fragments, irregular in shape, total weight 18.2 grains,” listed
as “item #3”828 and recovered on the wall of 1234 Locust “three feet seven inches west
of the doorway and seven inches up from the sidewalk.”829
and finally, the “uncoated lead fragment, irregular in shape, weighing 39.4 grains” listed
as “item #4”830 and “taken from inside the vestibule of 1234 Locust Street, six foot eight
inches east of the west wall and six feet ten inches south of the front door.”831

Later at the trial, with one exception the prosecution didn’t even try to relate any of these items to
the first wound suffered by Faulkner, and that is not surprising, since none of these items could
have com from a projectile that both went through Faulkner’s body and was fired from the direction all parties agree Abu-Jamal came from.
This is most obvious in the case of item #2, the one fully recovered projectile, which was
found a good yard above the sidewalk in the frame of the entrance door. There is simply no
plausible way to reconcile the data about the entrance and exit location of the bullet in question in Faulkner’s back and neck (in the area of the top button of his police shirt) with the
eventual location of #2.
According to Assistant Medical Examiner Paul Hoyer’s trial testimony, the trajectory of the
bullet went from “entering over here” in Faulkner’s back “going back to front, right to left, at
approximately 15 degrees and down to up at approximately 33 degrees,”832 leaving Faulkner’s
body just at the point where the neck connects with the torso. Given the location where #2
was found, for such a bullet trajectory Faulkner would have had to have been bent over in the
direction of the entrance of Locust 1234 to the point of falling, and that, apart from having
prevented him from whirling around and firing back as claimed by the prosecution, is utterly
incompatible with the location more than six yards away where he was finally found stretched
out in different (west to East) direction.
The only projectile or projectile fragment where A.D.A. McGill made at least a feeble attempt
at the trial to connect it to the first wound suffered by Faulkner was item #4, the bullet fragment found in the vestibule of Locust 1234. On the sixth day of the trial, McGill questioned
PPD Firearms Identification Unit supervisor Anthony L. Paul, with regard to the item.
826
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After Paul had explained to him that the small weight of #4 meant “that it is a very small portion of the entire projectile and that the projectile did strike a surface with sufficient force so
as to cause it to just fragment into such small pieces,” McGill posed two speculative questions
to his witness:

Q. And also, Mr. Paul, is it true that as a projectile will go at a target and perhaps through
a target that the particular projectile while it is dividing into fragments may well loose
grains and therefore weight?
A. Oh, yes. Yes.
Q. So would it be accurate or is it consistent with this sort of weight that’s lifted, 39,4, or a
low amount of weight that a projectile could have gone through a target, left grains in a
portion of the target, hitting something else, fragmenting and losing grain along the way?
A. Yes.833
After these very general questions that it was all but impossible for Paul than to answer in the affirmative, McGill didn’t pursue the matter any further. But the purpose of his questions was pretty
clear: He wanted to hint at the possibility that #4 might be a fragment of the bullet allegedly fired
into Faulkner’s back by Abu-Jamal.
But a closer analysis show that this can’t be true. For one thing, the medical examiner in charge of
Faulkner’s autopsy, Paul Hoyer, did not mention any bullet fragments along the trajectory of the
bullet through Faulkner’s body834 that could have led to a loss of weight, and since the projectile
in question exclusively traveled through soft tissue, this would have anyway been very astonishing. Secondly, the loss of weight undergone by a bullet through friction within the body would
never diminish its weight, as would have had to have been the case, with #4, by a full 75 percent.835 Therefore, item #4 must indeed have come from a projectile that struck an obstacle outside of Faulkner’s body “with sufficient force” in order to cause its splitting up into fragments,
one of which finally ended up in the vestibule of Locust 1234.
With regard to this, there are not many possibilities: The only possible obstacles in the immediate
vicinity of the entrance to Locust 1234 are the pole supporting a no-parking sign slightly to the
left of the entrance and the entrance door itself.
That the entrance door of Locust 1234 must have functioned as an obstacle is self-evident, since
the fragment that was later found first had to go through the door in order to get to the location it
ended up in. Furthermore, we know from the trial protocol that the fragment in question went
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through a part of the door that was made of glass.836 Unfortunately, the publicly available data
right now837 don’t allow for a more precise determination of the entrance location of #4 than “the
upper right portion of the right door.”838
But this is not even really necessary here: If the projectile that was the source of #4 did not hit
an additional obstacle, it cannot have been fired by a shooter running from the parking lot towards the building, since a quasi-frontal bullet fired at the glass panel would have gone right
through it – and, most importantly, would never have left behind only a single fragment in the
vestibule.839 But even if a bullet fired from the direction of the parking lot had, before going
through the glass panel of the entrance door, struck the single additional obstacle in the vicinity, namely the no parking sign pole to the left of the entrance, and had fragmented there,
there is just no way that only a single fragment of relatively small weight such as item #4
would have been found in the region of the entrance.
As the former head of the ballistics department of the Institute for Forensic Medicine of the
town of Tübingen, Germany, Dr. König, explained to me in a long conversation concerning
these and other questions, in the case of a fragmentation of a bullet, the larger parts of the
fragmented projectile most of the time continue their trajectory almost unaltered.840 No matter
whether #4 actually comes from the bullet that hurt Faulkner in the back – had it been fired
from the direction of the parking lot, even the notoriously incompetent and corrupt investiga836
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tors of the PPD would have had to have found additional, larger bullet fragments in the entrance region of Locust 1234 apart from #4, all the more since this seems to have been the
single area that the police actually searched quite thoroughly.
Furthermore, seen from the parking lot the location from which #4 was recovered is to the right of
the bullet hole in the door, while Abu-Jamal actually did not approach the entrance of Locust
1234 frontally, but also from the right (see sketch). This configuration makes the scenario of a
bullet coming from this direction and then hitting the no parking sign pole, splintering there even
more unrealistic: In that case, #4 would have had to have ricocheted from the pole in all but the
maximally possible right angle, while all the other fragments and splinters would have had to
have mysteriously gone missing completely.841 Who ever fired the bullet whose fragment #4
ended up in the vestibule of Locust 1234 – it was no one who came from the general direction of
the parking lot, and with even greater certainty, it was not Abu-Jamal.
What about the 14,6 grain copper jacket termed item #1 by the police? Its presence is unusual,
since even though it was found immediately below #2, the bullet in the door frame of Locust
1234, it could not originally have been part of that item, which is described as an “uncoated
caliber .38/.357” bullet in the police report.842 The bullet that critically wounded Abu-Jamal
also didn’t have any copper or other jacket. The only thing that is safe to say is that item #1
cannot be connected to an projectile or bullet fragment originally fired from the direction of
the parking lot – while other explanations are squarely possible, explanations that link both #1
and #4 to another perspective and direction.843
And finally, item #3, the seven lead particles with a combined weight of 1,2 grains that
were recovered from the wall of Locust 1234 far to the right from the immediate crime
scene slightly above the sidewalk, also doesn’t fit into the scenario of a shooter firing from
a Northern direction. Its relevance seems to be primarily that it shows that at least one area
of the crime scene, namely, the area in and around the entrance of Locust 1234, was carefully examined by the police: In an investigation that was able to discover particles as tiny
as that, possible additional fragments of the projectile that was the source of fragment #4 in
the vestibule of Locust 1234, could impossibly have gone unnoticed. Apart from this, it
seems quite likely that these seven lead particles actually entirely unrelated to the events of
December 9, 1981.
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Thus, while the absence of gunshot traces in the sidewalk in front of Locust 1234 disproves the
prosecution’s version of the circumstances of the shot that eventually killed Faulkner, in the
case of the shot into Faulkner’s back it can even be shown with a certainty of almost a hundred
percent that Abu-Jamal was not the perpetrator. But that would also mean that Abu-Jamal
statement in the February 1982 issue of the magazine Philadelphia’s Community according to
which his bother an he “were the victims that night”844 was based on the fact that it was Faulkner who attacked Abu-Jamal and not the other way round. And then, the murder charge against
Abu-Jamal would have to be dropped even if, all the contradictions, lies and impossibilities in
the evidence of the prosecution notwithstanding, he was the one who fired the later, deadly shot.
Since he had been critically wounded by Faulkner, he would have acted in self-defense.

8.2.2 The View from Locust 1234

If Faulkner was not shot in the back from the direction of the parking lot, we must of course
ask from where that shot actually came, and since the pizza shop in Locust 1234 was already
closed, the only possibility left is the sidewalk in front of the building. And indeed there is
positive evidence that this is exactly what happened.
On June 26, 1982, PPD criminalist Charles Tumosa was questioned by District Attorney McGill.
One of the issues was “the item on property receipt number 850628,” i.e., Daniel Faulkner’s standard clip-on police tie that had been found near the North-Eastern corner of 13th and Locust:

Q. What were your findings in reference to that tie?
A. Again, I will read from the report.
“Item number three, it is a slip on black necktie with human type ‘0’ blood. Tests for lead
were positive on the back of the tie at the knot.”845
Shortly thereafter McGill asked whether the hole found near the top collar button of Faulkner’s
police shirt would “be consistent with the projectile, in your experience, going through that hole
and making contact with that tie,”846 which Tumosa answered in the affirmative. And the hole in
the shirt was of course congruent with the location of the exit wound from the shot in Faulkner’s
back that had already been described the day before by medical examiner Paul Hoyer.847 Interestingly, the lead and the blood were found in exactly the same location:
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Q. What do you mean by “back of the tie at the knot”?
A. Well, right here where the clip is, the metal clip.
Q. You found human type ‘0’ blood there?
A. That is correct.848
Since lead and blood were found “right where the clip is,” i.e., the bullet must have hit the
clip. For that reason, the explanation for the location where the tie was found given by investigator Roy Land at Abu-Jamal’s trial, according to which it had dropped to the street
while Faulkner was being carried to the police Emergency Patrol Wagon (EPW) 901 of
police officers Kidwell/Burns waiting at the intersection of 13th and Locust849 is very
probably incorrect. It is much more likely that the tie was carried along with the exiting
bullet and was expedited to its final location that way.
If that was the case, the projectile in question would have finally hit a site where nobody
would have looked for it, namely, the building housing the Whispers Club on the Northwestern corner of the intersection, or would have disappeared altogether somewhere across
13th Street, which is the more likely possibility given the 33 grades upward angle of the
shot’s trajectory in Faulkner’s body. This is entirely consistent with our earlier observation
that the shooter responsible for Faulkner’s wound in the back must have fired in a direction
away from Locust 1234. Faulkner would then not have stood with his back towards the
parking lot but towards 12th Street, turning slightly towards Locust. If he stood somewhere
to the left of the entrance of Locust 1234, the bullet fragment #4 in the vestibule of the
building as well as the so far unexplained copper jacket could both be explained as parts of
a larger projectile that after exiting from Faulkner’s neck splintered when it hit the no parking sign pole and whose main part more or less continued its original trajectory. What remains to be answered, however, is the most interesting question: If Abu-Jamal did not fire
this shot, who did?

8.2.3 The Third Man

Abu-Jamal’s PCRA hearing in 1995 had already brought strong evidence to light that William Cook had not been alone in his car on December 9, 1981. At the hearing, the long-time
friend of the Cook family Arnold Howard, whose license application had been found in the
shirt pocket of the dead Faulkner, explained that he had lent the document to the friend and
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business partner of Billy Cook,850 Kenneth Freeman,851 who apparently had no documents
of his own or was afraid to get in trouble if he used them. Since Cook apparently possessed
a license of his own,852 only another passenger in the car would have had reason to try to
satisfy Faulkner by giving him Howard’s paperwork – and who else should have been the
person in question but the man who Howard had lent it to?
According to a statement by Abu-Jamal attorney Wolkenstein at the 1995 PCRA hearings,
Billy Cook, who testified neither at the trial nor during the PCRA hearings, corroborated to
her at the time of the latter “that another black male was an occupant in the car with him,”853
whom he however would not identify. According to Dave Lindorff, Cook had apparently told
his lawyer Daniel the same thing “within days of the shooting,” but with Alva, he went even
further and also told him that the passenger had been Kenneth Freeman.854 And of course,
Cook reiterated the point in his May 2001 affidavit855 that already had been preceded by a
shorter but very similar declaration in 1999.856
And the identity of that “third man” would in particular help to explain the riddle of why both
Abu-Jamal and Cook didn’t testify during their respective trials, since had they done so, they
would have had to pin the blame on a friend of the family. Similarly, this would help to answer
the question after the motive for the shooting of officer Faulkner. Contrary to a widely held belief, cop killings do not occur very often in the U.S.857 and are rarely simply triggered by the
sort of brutal treatment Billy Cook was subjected to by Faulkner. We have seen that in all
probability, Abu-Jamal was not responsible for the shot into Faulkner’s back, which in turn
means that Faulkner first attacked him in a life-threatening manner. Here, of course, too the
question is why. Apparently Faulkner knew only too well that he and Cook were not the only
persons present, since just seconds before he had first asked for backup and then for sending a
850
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van.858 This indicates that he wanted to make an arrest, and not just of one, but at least of two
persons, which again points to a passenger in Cook’s car. He apparently had already checked
Freeman, whose “license” was later found on him, and he had already beaten Cook bloody,
when a third black man rapidly approached the scene.
Who shot first? Had it been Freeman, the logical reaction on the part of Faulkner would
have been to turn around against his attacker and shoot at this attacker. But Faulkner, of
whom we know that he fired only once, did not fire at the person in his back, but at AbuJamal who was approaching him more or less face to face – and this would mean that
Faulkner was the one who fired first, probably out of a situation in which he felt encircled
by three hostile blacks and then panicked. In its part, that gross overreaction could have led
Freeman who already “harbored an enormous anger against the police”859 to explode, causing him to begin an attack on Faulkner which, as we know, ended in the officer’s death.
And finally, it turns out that as a passenger in Cook’s VW, upon leaving the vehicle Freeman would
have been located perfectly to fire the shot into Faulkner’s back, with (most of) the bullet getting
lost, Faulkner’s clip-on police tie ending up where it did, and possibly a fragment of the bullet ending up as #4 in the vestibule of Locust 1234.860 Since just some dozens of yards from the crime
scene, a narrow alley by the name of Camac Street crosses Locust Street and offers the opportunity
to inconspicuously disappear, Freeman could very well have been the person that six persons said
they saw running on the South side of Locust in the direction of 12th Street after the events.861
Unfortunately, it is impossible to call Kenneth Freeman to the witness stand or otherwise question him. As has long been pointed out in the literature on the case, Freeman had died, of all
days, “on the night that the MOVE house on Osage Avenue was firebombed,”862 i.e., the night
from May 13 to May 14, 1985, and “under highly mysterious circumstances.”863 At the 1995
PCRA hearing, Arnold Howard was questioned on these circumstances by Abu-Jamal’s attorney
Len Weinglass and answered that “my understanding is he [Freeman] was handcuffed and shot
up [with drugs] and dumped up on Grink’s lot on Roosevelt Boulevard, buck naked.”864 Curi858
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ously, his death certificate stated a heart attack as the reason for his death even though he was not
known to have had any heart problems before and was only thirty-one years of age.865
We will probably never know exactly how and why Freeman met his death866 and whether his
death was an act of revenge on the part of the police who suspected him of having somehow been
involved in the Faulkner murder on account of his close connections to Billy Cook. An act of revenge by the police had apparently already occurred just a few days after the killing of Faulkner
when during the night from 13th to 14th December 1981 William Cook’s and Kenneth Freeman’s
stand at 16th Street and Chestnut – where they stored the goods they sold as street vendors – went
up in flames and even a Center City patrol officer suspected quite openly that members of the
PPD had been responsible for the fire: “All I know is when I got to the station to start my shift at
7:30 this morning the station house was filled with Cheshire grins.”867 Perhaps even more significant is the testimony by Arnold Howard during the PCRA hearing in 1995, according to which in
the morning of December 9, 1981, both he and Kenneth Freeman were taken to the police HQ for
questioning and put in a line-up868 and a statement by defense attorney Wolkenstein according to
which just two months after the 1981 shootout on Locust Street, Kenneth Freeman was arrested in
his house where the arresting officers “found a .22 caliber pistol, explosives and various ammunition.”869 According to Wolkenstein’s statements in 1997 and 2001, the arresting officers were
Richard M. Ryan,870 who during the 1997 PCRA hearings was accused by prostitute Pamela Jenkins to have been one of the police officers who late in 1981 had unsuccessfully tried to pressure
her into falsely testifying against Abu-Jamal,871 and James Forbes872 one of the two police officers
who claimed to have been the first officers to arrive at the scene after Faulkner was shot.873 Some
of the officers involved in the investigation of the Faulkner murder thus apparently also concerned
themselves with Kenneth Freeman, a fact that fortifies the suspicion that his death was not simply
an accident basically rooted in the harsh condition in North Philadelphia.
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8.2.4 Arnold Beverly

So the presence of a third man at the scene, probably Kenneth Freeman, is thus much more than a
simple working hypothesis. But what about the forth man brought into play by the defense in
2001, a man who is not only not dead but who has publicly confessed to the Faulkner murder?
A large part of the above discussed data and evidence such as the absence of gunshot traces in
the sidewalk in front of Locust 1234 or the likely reason for the location where Faulkner’s
service tie was made publicly available for the first time in the context of the defense’s post2001 efforts to have Beverly deposed, and on this background, Beverly’s claims deserve serious consideration. The second prima facie reason supporting their credibility is the shocking
history of police corruption and brutality in Philadelphia874 that was illustrated once more by
the testimony of Donald Hersing published in May 2001.875
The basic thrust of Beverly’s account can be summarized as follows: According to his affidavit, he
“was hired, along with another guy [namely, Freeman], and paid to shoot and kill Faulkner”, since
corrupt police officers and elements of the mob that were cooperating with them wanted to get rid
of Faulkner, whom they suspected of snitching on them. Both men were told that “sometime in the
early morning hours of December 9” Faulkner was supposed to show up at 13th and Locust “to
check something at Johnny Ds,” i.e., the building adjacent to Locust 1234. Beverly then claims that
after Faulkner had indeed shown up at the corner of 13th and Locust, exited his car and walked towards a VW, he “heard a shot ring out coming from east on Locust Street”, and saw Faulkner fall
“on his knee on the sidewalk next to the VW.” He “heard another shot,” which “must have grazed”
his left shoulder. Originally positioned at the speedline entrance at the corner of the parking lot vis
a vis Locust 1234, he finally “ran across Locust Street and stood over Faulkner, who had fallen
backwards on the sidewalk.” He “shot Faulkner in the face at close range.”876
8.2.4.1 The Fourth Man, Pro and Contra

The first part of this scenario fits well with the material evidence: there is no doubt that seen
from Beverly, the first shot came from East on Locust Street. Furthermore, the second shot
that “must have grazed” his shoulder” might serve to explain the origin of item #2, the bullet
in the door frame of Locust 1234, if indeed, as claimed by Beverly, cops who were in on the
874
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conspiracy were at the scene who might then have interfered into the events on their own.
And the third single shot that Beverly claims he himself fired fits with the observation that if
Faulkner was indeed already lying prone on the sidewalk when he was hit by the deadly bullet, the shooter could have fired at him only once. If there was a rapid succession of all these
shots, that would also be consistent with the testimony of the more credible witnesses in the
case of Abu-Jamal. Thus, prosecution witness Albert Magilton and both Dessie Hightower
and his companion Robert Pigford877 said that they heard five shots with three consecutive
shots at the beginning, followed by to additional shots after a short pause.878
According to Beverly’s affidavit, Abu-Jamal was shot only “shortly thereafter by a uniformed police officer who arrived on the scene,”879 leaving one additional shot unexplained but not very
hard to account for.880 The fact that Beverly mentions that after the first shot, “Faulkner fell on his
knee on the sidewalk next to the VW” also points to at least his presence at the scene, since the
defense had found out already in 1999 that Faulkner’s left knee was slightly hurt.881
In its various filings in 2001, the defense also explained that five different people had testified
to the presence of a person wearing a green jacket or a green coat at or near the scene882 - and
according to Beverly’s testimony, he had also worn “a green (camouflage) army jacket”883 that
night. But here, the line that connect Beverly’s scenario with the known facts and testimony already get thinner, since the claims of these five witnesses are actually quite different from one
another: Two police officers claimed to have seen that Abu-Jamal wore a green jacket as he sat
critically wounded on the sidewalk, prosecution witness Michael Scanlan claimed that the
driver of the VW wore a green coat, according to William Singletary’s testimony at the 1995
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PCRA hearings,884 the passenger of the VW, who according to him was also the murderer,
wore a long green army coat, and finally, during a telephone conversation with a defense investigator in 1995 prosecution witness Albert Magilton apparently said that he saw Abu-Jamal
(whom he didn’t observe at the crime scene but only on the other side of the street) wear a green
jacket. Each of these statements may constitute an interesting part of the puzzle, but on the actual presence or perpetratorship of Beverly, they don’t really tell us very much.885
One of the main arguments in the efforts by the defense team in charge from April 2001 to August 2003 to have Beverly heard in court was a lie detector with Beverly carried out by the internationally renowned polygraph expert Charles Honts from which Honts concluded that with
regard to the two most important points in his affidavit – according to which he, and not AbuJamal was the perpetrator – Beverly told the truth.886 Moreover, Beverly had told former AbuJamal defense attorney Rachel Wolkenstein already during their first contact in 1989 that he
definitely knew that Abu-Jamal was innocent and that the murder of Faulkner had been the result of a conspiracy of the mob and corrupt police officers, even though he did not name the real
perpetrator until March 1999.887
But here we are again entering a gray area. Lie detector test are not admitted in court. Their scientific value is hotly contested, and assessments range from a reliability of 95 percent to basically worthless in the determination of the guilt or innocence of a suspect.888 And if someone
884
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consciously or unconsciously tells a falsehood, this falsehood of course does not turn into the
truth even if the person in question sticks to the story over and extended period.889
But really problematic for the Beverly scenario is the fact that none of the alleged or actual
witnesses saw Beverly flee from the scene. Even if one assumes that the man whom prosecution witness Albert Magilton saw run across the street was actually Beverly and not AbuJamal,890 Beverly would still have had to have also been observed by someone after the shots,
since he says he fled in a Western direction where he “saw a white shirt getting out of a car in
the middle of the 13th & Locust intersection,” just as he was going down the speedline
steps.”891 Even leaving aside already discredited witnesses such as White, Chobert and
Scanlan, right at or right next to the intersection there were several other witnesses such as
Albert Magilton, Dessie Hightower, Robert Pigford an William Singletary who could hardly
have overlooked any person running into their direction.892 And Debbie Kordansky, who told
the police immediately after the events about a man running in Eastern direction, also never
mentioned anything about a person fleeing in a Western direction.893
But the major problem with the Beverly testimony is that the scenario developed by him is illogically convoluted and complex. If officer Faulkner had indeed become “a problem for the
mob and corrupt policemen,”894 why should the latter895 entrust, of all people, two small-time
criminals896 such as Arnold Beverly and Kenneth Freeman with getting rid of him? And why
sation with me on November 22, 2005, Fiedler told me that even though he considered Charles R. Honts an experienced legal psychologist doing quality work, he would classify Honts’ use of the polygraph tests meaningless and superfluous. The 95 % reliability assessment for both guilt and innocence comes from German polygraph expert Prof.
Udo Undeutsch (Marcus Grabitz, “Der Detektor weiß: Lügen haben zittrige Finger,” Kölner Stadtanzeiger, November
4, 1998, http://www.uni-saarland.de/fak5/krause/emo/vorlesun/l6/luegd_i3.htm).
889
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record, see Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal, Memorandum, May 17, 1999, “Overview of Recent Evidentiary
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should this be done, instead of one, by two persons who, as is clear from Beverly’s affidavit
both didn’t know each other and had only very vague information about the victim? Moreover, according to Beverly the crime scene must have been literally teeming with cops already
before the crime, all of whom would of course have been potentially dangerous possible whistleblowers. Of these, he specifically mentions two undercover policemen, a uniformed police
officer “sitting in a car in the corner of the parking lot,” and another officer who assisted him
when he “exited the speedline underground about three blocks away.”897
All these doubts about the Beverly scenario were summarized early on by an observer who otherwise doesn’t entertain the slightest doubt that throughout its history, the police in Philadelphia
has often been corrupt an brutal to the point of murder, namely, Linn Washington. In a conversation in September 2001, he objected to the account of the Faulkner murder as given by Arnold
Beverly: “If those corrupt cops were indeed so eager to get rid of Faulkner, why didn’t they just
pop him?”898 And here, we must add that the same is true for Kenneth Freeman and Arnold Beverly themselves: What would have deterred the rogue elements of the PPD – after having gotten
their murder – from completing the job by “popping” the immediate perpetrators as well?899
That the Beverly testimony is not sufficiently corroborated by the known facts is by now apparently also the position of Abu-Jamal’s new team of attorneys headed by Robert R. Bryan, a
team that took over Abu-Jamal’s defense shortly before the rejection of his second PCRA petition by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court on October 8, 2003. In the defense petitions filed
since that date, the Beverly affidavit and the crime scenario based on his account are no
longer mentioned. In an interview in the Summer of 2005, Abu-Jamal’s present lead lawyer
diplomatically but unmistakably disavowed Beverly’s claims that had been at the core of the
efforts of the previous defense team for so long: “We’re not sure whether what Beverly said
was truthful or not. Whether his memory is accurate, put it that way.”900 At the same time, he
criticized the fact that the courts had simply rejected a confession in a death penalty case
without ever even listening to it or otherwise putting it to test rigorously: “Being a person who

Developments, New PCRA Filing,” p. 5, listing theft, burglary, “assault/sex type cases,” as well as psychiatric
treatment in the early 1970’s and “one court-ordered psychiatric report from March 1982.” See Petitioner Jamal’s Notice. For more on his criminal record, see note 724. Abut Freeman’s criminal record, nothing is known.
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Affidavit, in Mumia Abu-Jamal Is an Innocent Man!, p. 22. In this part of Center City, the speedline system
includes a large number of passenger tunnels that allow for fairly free subterranean movement by pedestrians.
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Conversation with the author and Annette Schiffmann, September 2001.
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In order to prevent them from talking, of course. As for Freeman, the circumstances under which he met his
death are of course suspicious, but even so, this only happened almost three and a half years after the events.
From the burning down of Freeman’s and Cook’s sales stand immediately after the Faulkner murder and the
numerous prison stints of Arnold Beverly, it is also obvious that the police didn’t use favors as the alternative
strategy to ensure the silence of the immediate perpetrators.
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Kiilu Nyasha, Interview with Robert Bryan, July 25, 2005, “The Heat Is On in Mumia’s Case,” on the website of the
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has tried many murder cases and specializes in capital litigation, it really bothers me in any case in
which somebody else says they committed a homicide, or participated, and yet there is no hearing,
there is no airing out to determine, is what Beverly said, is what he claims true or not?”901

8.2.5 What Did Happen?

For one thing, what is depressing about the treatment of Beverly’s testimony by the courts is
thus that the didn’t reject it because based on a rigorous investigation they evaluated it as worthless, but because they refused to concern themselves with it on principle and for purely formal
reasons. Secondly, the courts did not only refuse to put Beverly on the stand, but together with
his testimony also buried all additional new evidence that

(a) disproves the prosecution’s crime version and/or
(b) indicates Abu-Jamal’s actual innocence.
In this connection, it must be stressed that the fact that the defense no longer sticks to the truth
of the Beverly confession doesn’t change this material evidence by even one iota. In the course
of this chapter, we have already encountered some of the relevant facts. By a chronological
analysis of this material, we can get a more precise picture of what might have actually happened in the early morning hours of December 9, 1981 – and of what did not happen. Based on
all the facts presented above, a very likely course of the events is the following:
•

•

901

At 3 : 51, Faulkner stopped
Cook’s VW shortly after the
intersection 13th and Locust
on the Southern side of Locust Street. Both Cook and
Faulkner exited their car, and
an altercation ensued during
which Cook was beaten
bloody.
Abu-Jamal had double-parked his cab about fifteen yards
from the intersection on the
No. 22: 4:05: Press photographer Pedro Polakoff arrives
at the scene. His first photo shows Billy Cook’s VW.
left side of 13th Street in front
of the bar/disco Whispers Club. Diagonally behind him, he saw in his rear mirror that an
altercation was taking place on Locust Street in which his brother was involved. He traversed the parking lot on the Northeastern corner of the intersection diagonally and then ran
across Locust Street in the direction of Locust 1234.

Ibid.
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•

•
•

Shortly there after, shots were fired that hit Abu-Jamal in the chest and Faulkner in the
back. The chest wound suffered by Abu-Jamal was the result of a shot fired by Faulkner. Given the downward direction of the trajectory of Abu-Jamal’s wound, he was
probably still in the street, slightly bent forward in a running position, when the shot
was fired at him from an elevated position, i.e., the sidewalk.902
The shot in Faulkner’s back was not fired by Abu-Jamal, but by a person located on
the sidewalk of Locust 1234. In all likelihood, that person was the passenger in Billy
Cook’s VW, Kenneth Freeman.
Faulkner delivered only one single shot. This makes it very likely that he fired at AbuJamal before he was hit himself, since otherwise he would have tried to turn around
and fire at the attacker in his back.

From that point on, the material evidence allows for no more than plausible speculations concerning the further course of events. One thing however, is already clear:
•

The version of the then following events given by the prosecution witnesses Cynthia
White, Robert Chobert, and Michael Scanlan is certainly false. The shooter did not fire
several shots at Faulkner as the latter was already lying prone on the sidewalk, since
the traces of these shots left in the sidewalk would have been impossible to miss.
Moreover, the witnesses White and Scanlan also did not tell the truth about the beginning of the deadly train of events, since contrary to their account, Abu-Jamal did not
fire the shot that hit Faulkner’s back.903

Thus, there is no credible eyewitness testimony concerning all the events triggered by the first two
shots. The single exception concerns the aggregate number of all the shots fired. All witnesses
agree that maximally five shots were fired, i.e., three additional ones after the first two. In order to
assume that these were fired all or in part by Abu-Jamal, one would have to accept several preconditions whose plausibility is at best very doubtful, namely
•
•

that Abu-Jamal, whose red-blue ski jacket – it was a cold winter night – was apparently
zipped closed,904 was even able to access his shoulder holster with the necessary rapidity
that Abu-Jamal had loaded his revolver with maximally three bullets. To carry a
weapon containing only empty shells for the purpose of deterrence may be unusual –
but to carry a weapon that is only partly loaded with live ammunition makes it an incalculable risk for the user and is therefore even more unlikely
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On this, see “Affidavit by Joseph Hayes,” in Weinglass, Race for Justice, p. 193-198, where pathologist Dr.
Hayes also used the trajectory of Abu-Jamal’s wound to show that the prosecution’s version according to which
Faulkner “grabbed after something” as he fell (see p. 116), namely his revolver, and the proceeded to shoot at
Abu-Jamal, could not be true.
903
Apart from this, the various changing versions of White’s and Scanlan’s testimony contain gross internal and
mutual contradictions and impossibilities that can’t be dealt with here in any detail.
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In Abu-Jamal’s jacked, there was “a hole at the right chest area above the right pocket” (Homicide Division,
Laboratory Division, Criminalistics Unit, “Investigation of the Shooting Death of Pol. Daniel Faulkner, #4699,
LAB #81-12221,” in Petitioner Jamal’s Notice) This description is pretty much in accord with the entrance
wound he suffered in the chest, which seems to indicate that the jacket was closed at the time the bullet went
through it.
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•

that Abu-Jamal who had just suffered a life-threatening wound was even able to interfere into the events to any significant degree.

Much more plausible and in accord with the material traces that were found and not found is
the assumption that the true perpetrator, Freeman, being just as surprised and unprepared for
the events as Faulkner, got involved in a manhandling with the latter, during which the bullet
that was found in the door frame of Locust 1234 and labeled #2 later on may have been
fired.905 This constellation would explain the first sequence of three shots following each
other in rapid succession heard by several witnesses. Since there is some indication that
Faulkner actually didn’t yet lie on the sidewalk when the deadly bullet hit him,906 the absence
of further gunshot traces could be explained by the assumption that during their altercation,
Freeman and Faulkner changed their respective positions, with Freeman finally standing towards 12th Street right in front of Faulkner and firing two additional shots at him. It is a fact
that has been given scarce attention up to now that Faulkner was hit twice by shots fired from
in front of him – apart from the deadly shot the was a further one that went through the tissue
of the collar and the right shoulder of his police jacket without hurting the officer himself.907
If the deadly bullet was the one that hit Faulkner first, he might have then, collapsing, fallen
on his left knee at first, whereupon the shooter, eager to complete his work, might have lowered his gun in an effort to get another shot at Faulkner, which, however only went through
the latter’s clothing. This latter bullet would then have, after going through Faulkner’s service
jacket, gone missing somewhere in the direction of 12th Street, while the previous, deadly one
hit him squarely in the forehead.
If we ignore the three considerations mentioned above, this scenario can of course also be
played out with Abu-Jamal as the perpetrator. But several additional factors conspire to make
it very unlikely that Abu-Jamal even fired a single shot during that night.
The first thing to mention here would be Abu-Jamal’s almost desperate efforts to get a line-up
where the prosecution witnesses would have to identify him. Up to the pre-trial hearing on
February 22, 1982, the only alleged eyewitness of the crime that Abu-Jamal and his lawyer
knew about was Cynthia White, and on that day, Abu-Jamal’s lawyer Anthony Jackson for
the third time demanded an identification of his client by White in the context of a line-up, af-
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Without the police photo of the door frame (or the door frame itself, if it was cut out and recovered by the police) it is impossible to determine the direction from which that bullet came. If that evidence would show that it
came from Freeman’s direction, i.e., from near the passenger door of Cook’s VW, Abu-Jamal would be all but
excluded as the source.
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PPD Homicide Division, Laboratory Division, Criminalistics Unit, „Investigation of the Shooting Death of
Pol. Daniel Faulkner, #4699, LAB #81-12221“, S. 1, in Petitioner Jamal’s Notice.
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ter he had already done do at the pre-trial hearings on January 5 and 11.908 On the same day,
Jackson summarily demanded a line-up identification of Abu-Jamal for all eyewitnesses, regardless of the defense already knew about them or not. The motion was denied, Justas a motion shortly thereafter for a line-up with Robert Chobert, and a motion on March 18, 1982 of a
line-up with Robert Chobert and Albert Magilton. For a guilty defendant, such behavior
would not be only unreasonable, but positively suicidal.909
Quite the same is true of a full three affidavits filed by Abu-Jamal’s defense in the course of
2001, namely, the affidavit by his lawyer from 1995 to 1999, Rachel Wolkenstein, dated July
28, 2001, and the two affidavits by the forensic experts Ronald L. Singer and Robert H. Kirschner signed at the end of September 2001. Already in Wolkenstein’s affidavit, there was a
clear implicit demand for a retesting of the bullet found in Faulkner’s brain, since she argued
that the projectile showed much clearer identification markings than claimed by the prosecution
at the time of the trial, and that the police ballisticians probably simply didn’t pursue the issue
“because a properly and competently performed ballistic examination would exclude Jamal’s
gun as the murder weapon.”910
Very explicit in this direction were the statements by the criminalist Ronald Singer and the
prominent forensic pathologist and human rights activist Robert Kirschner. In their affidavits,
they expressly recommended and independent reexamination of “all ballistics evidence,” not
least because newer technologies might make it possible to determine whether the bullet
found in Faulkner’s brain “was fired from the recovered Charter Arms revolver” owned by
Abu-Jamal.911
It is very much open to doubt that this would be the legal strategy of a man who himself
knows best that he did fire the deadly shot. The available evidence much better fits with the
words with which Abu-Jamal described his situation two months after his arrest:

I have finally been able to read press accounts of the incident that left me near death, a policeman dead, and me charged with murder. It is nightmarish that my brother and I should
be in this foul predicament, particularly since my main accusers, the police, were my attackers as well. My true crime seems to have survived that night, for we were the victims
that night.912
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See on this Marlene Kamish, “Attorney Marlene Kamish speaking on behalf of Mumia Abu-Jamal,” May 11,
2002, San Francisco, http://www.mumia.de/doc/aktuell/20020611mde00en.html.
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8.2.6 An Unexpected New Witness

No. 23: Officer James Forbes from the Stakeout Unit of the PPD holds the recovered weapons in his bare hand. There are no
gunshot traces in the sidewalk. Faulkner’s police hat is on the roof of the VW to the left of the officer’s neck (see next picture).

A question that hasn’t been dealt with yet in this section is the third “leg” of the prosecution’s case
against Abu-Jamal, namely, the testimony by the two police officers who allegedly were the first
officers to arrive at the scene Robert Shoemaker and James Forbes, who claimed that at the time
of their arrival, Abu-Jamal’s weapon had been in his immediate reach to the left oft him on the
sidewalk of Locust 1234.913 As with other witnesses, the trial testimony of Shoemaker and Forbes
was full of contradictions and inconsistencies. Thus, Shoemaker claimed to have watched AbuJamal try to reach for his gun on the sidewalk and claimed that he first kicked him in the throat in
order to prevent him from doing that,914 und then kicked the gun “maybe six inches, a foot, just
out of his immediate reach.”915 His partner Forbes who brought the gun to the PPD crime laboratory later on talked only slightly more realistically about at distance of “approximately five feet
away from the defendant – or, correction, about three feet away from the defendant”916 – as if, in
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See Amnesty International, A Life in the Balance, p. 17: “At the trial, the prosecution’s case against AbuJamal rested on three elements: the ‘confession […], three eyewitnesses…” – i.e., White, Chobert and Scanlan”
– and “the presence of Abu-Jamal’s gun at the murder scene.”
914
Which would have made no sense, since it didn’t contain any live ammunition.
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TP, June 19, 1982, p. 145.
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Ibid., p. 154.
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such a situation, it would not have been the primary concern to put as much distance as possible
between a suspect and a potentially dangerous weapon!
As we will see immediately, this is only the beginning of a whole series of oddities and inconsistencies that raisers serious doubts about all testimony by the investigating officers at the crime
scene, doubts that in the case of Abu-Jamal’s gun concern the question of whether that gun was
really found on the sidewalk by the arriving officers, and not, unused, in its holster.
With regard to testimony such as the one by officers Shoemaker and Forbes, crime scene photos would of course have always been of interest, und since, as we saw above, the courts in
Philadelphia claim that the crime scene photos by the police have got lost, I was electrified
when during an unrelated internet search towards the end of May 2006, I wholly inadvertently
came across two photos from the night of December 9, 1981, that I had never seen before – all
the more so since these photos were signed with the full name of the photographer. And photo
reporter Pedro P. Polakoff, whom I contacted immediately, turned out to be an important
source whose work that night now also gives photo-documentary proof about how manipulative and reckless the police investigators treated the crime scene at the time.
As Polakoff told me during a first longer conversation on May 28, 2006, he arrived at the crime
scene no later than 12 minutes after the event was first reported on police radio, that is, before 4
: 05 o’clock and at least ten minutes before the PPD Mobile Crime Unit which is responsible for
crime scene forensics and photographs.917 What he found the was, as he later said, the “most
messed up crime scene I have ever seen.” Contrary to all rules laid down in all police guides
and manuals, he could move and photograph freely everywhere at the crime scene, and could
continue to do so even long after the arrival of the PPD Mobile Crime Unit.

No. 24: Arrival of the PPD
Mobile Crime Unit (police car
in top middle of picture). The
absence of gunshot traces is
again clearly visible. Faulkner’s police hat is still on the
roof of Cook’s VW.
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But even more important than this violation of elementary principles of police work is what
Polakoff’s 26 photographs show and what he heard during his 30 to 45 minute stay at the
crime scene. For one thing, the photos clearly show the manipulation of evidence. The most
glaring example for this is officer Faulkner’s police hat, which the police photograph presented during Abu-Jamal’s trial shows to have been located next to the passenger door of
Billy Cook’s VW – just as on some of the photographs taken by Polakoff. But on the latter’s
earlier photographs, the hat is clearly visible on the roof of the VW – which means that the
police photo presented at the trial is a clear manipulation of evidence, even if the hat was
originally indeed located where it was later on photographed by police photographer Roy
Land (see pictures 22-24). Moreover, in another gross violation of well-known maxims for
the safeguarding of crime scenes, the numerous police officers on location “were all over the
scene, uniformed police & detectives alike. The detectives seemed to know what was happening, but most of the uniformed officers didn’t know anything other than the fact that a fellow
officer was shot and they had the ‘motherfucker’ that did it.”918
As for the said “motherfucker,”
as far as Polakoff remembers919
at that time he was already in officers Wakshul and Trombetta’s
police van920 which was parked
near the small alley Camac
Street to the East of the crime
scene. According to Polakoff, at
that time all the officers present
expressed the firm conviction
No. 25: Faulkner’s hat is now in the location where it is later photographed
by officer Roy Land from the PPD Mobile Crime Unit. The officer wearing
the bright jacket is apparently in the process of spoiling the bloodstain on
the sidewalk. More than 25 minutes after the shootout, no police photographs have been taken and – apart from the guns, on whose treatment see
above – no evidence has been secured.

that Abu-Jamal had been the
passenger in Billy Cook’s VW
and had fired and killed Faulkner by a single shot fired from

the passenger seat of the car. When I first talked to him, Polakoff himself, who hadn’t followed
918

Pedro Polakoff, personal communication, June 19, 2006. Emphasis mine.
Of the 31 photographs Polakoff took at the crime scene, only 26 are still available. Among the five that were
not given back to their author by one of the Philadelphia daily papers is a photo of the van that was used to
transport Abu-Jamal from the crime scene.
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See Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal, Memorandum, “Police Officer’s Arrival at Scene,” in Petitioner Jamal’s
Notice, p. 1, 5.
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up on the details of the case, after all these years still held the firm opinion that this was indeed
what had taken place.
Polakoff further reports that this opinion on the part of the police about what had happened
was apparently based on the testimony of three witnesses who were still present at the crime
scene, namely, by the parking lot attendant in charge of the parking lot on the Northern side
of Locust Street, by a drug addicted woman apparently acquainted with the parking lot attendant, and another woman. As Polakoff later heard from colleagues in the media, the parking
lot attendant had disappeared the day after, while the drug-addicted witness died a couple of
days later from an overdose. Whatever it was what these witnesses921 saw or did not see, we
will probably never know – the interesting fact in any case is that neither of them ever appeared in any report presented by the police or the prosecution.
Polakoff’s memories about the unequivocally dominating opinion at the crime scene could
thus perhaps partly explain what his photos show: Since the police already had the “motherfucker” who did it, why bother to do overtime and secure potentially contradictory evidence
or evidence that contradicted the thesis about the perpetrator one had already arrived at? But
Polakoff’s photographs also document how officer Forbes violates elementary rules of the
preservation of evidence but not only touching both the revolver of Faulkner and Abu-Jamal
with his bare hands, but also touching them on their metal parts, a procedure which was sure
to destroy any usable fingerprint on both guns (picture 23). Could it be he acted that way because it had been police officers who had taken Abu-Jamal’s gun out of its holster?922
Both Forbes and his partner Shoemaker were members of the so called “Stakeout Unit,” some
kind of shock troupe of the PPD that had had, be it at demonstrations and rallies, at various houses
of the organization or during numerous court trials, extensive, and intensively hostile, contact with
MOVE. Even if they didn’t recognize Abu-Jamal personally, who had an ill reputation as
“MOVE lover” among the many of the numerous opponents of the group, they can’t have overlooked his distinctive dreadlocks, a hairstyle that at the time in Philadelphia had come to be almost a synonym for MOVE. They could certainly hardly be expected to invest much effort to find
exculpating evidence for Abu-Jamal – and perhaps rather the opposite.
With regard to the generation of evidence, Polakoff made another important observation. He
told me that the sudden death or the disappearance of persons as in the case of the two wit-
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Forbes claimed to have held the weapons for a full one and a half hours in his left hand without ever letting them
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nesses mentioned above was nothing very unusual in a red light district such as the area
around 13th and Locust Street, and that moreover, “in a case such as this one” it was only to
be expected that “all sorts of witnesses would come out of the woodwork and testify all sorts
of things to get the means for their next bottle or next high.”923 This is a description that pretty
closely fits at least two prosecution witnesses, namely White and Chobert.
In picture 26, the possible meaning of this “coming out of the woodworks” becomes pretty clear
in the case of Robert Chobert. It shows the spot right behind Faulkner’s police car, whose rear is
recognizable on the right side, on the Southside of Locust Street. According to Chobert, this was
exactly the location where he had parked his cabs when the first shot rang out. The photograph
corroborates what observers of the case had suspected for many years and what Chobert himself
apparently corroborated in a telephone interview with defense investigator George Michael
Newman at the time of the PCRA hearings in 1995:924 His taxi had not been parked behind
Faulkner’s car. According to what Chobert told Newman in 1995, it was parked on the Northeastern side of 13th Street – ironically almost side by side with Abu-Jamal’s cab, which was doubleparked on the opposite side of the Street in front of the Whispers Club.
And the absence of the cab on picture 26 can hardly be explained by the thesis that Chobert
parked his cab elsewhere after the arrival of the police or drove with it to the police headquarters, where he arrived at 4 : 15 o’clock. For one thing, such maneuvering of the cab would
have hardly been possible after the almost simultaneous arrival of numerous police cars, even
in the unlikely case that the arriving officers had allowed it to take place. Moreover, even a

No. 26: The intersection of
13th and Locust. In the background: The disco/bar Whispers Club, where Abu-Jamal
had been double parked on
the Northwestern side of 13th
Street before the events began. Bottom right: right rear
fender of Faulkner’s police
car. There is no trace whatsoever of Robert Chobert’s cab.
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Conversation on May 28, 2006, emphasis mine.
“Affidavit by George Michael Newman,” September 25, 2001,
http://www.refuseandresist.org/mumia/2001/101601newman.html. According to Newman, in his conversation with
him Chobert also admitted that he didn’t even see how Faulkner was killed.
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witness as unimportant in comparison to Chobert such as Robert Pigford was brought to the
police HQ by police forces and was not allowed to use his own car.925
In the last conversation I had with Polakoff before finishing this book, I questioned him on another important point that up to that point (July 11, 2006) I had only alluded to,926 namely, after
possible gunshot traces in the sidewalk in front of Locust 1234, an area of which several of his
photos (e.g., picture 23 and 24) give a very good view. With regard to this, he declared emphatically that he was absolutely sure that no one could have fired at point blank range into the sidewalk in this area: “That is absolutely impossible; shots from a .38 revolver would literally break
pieces out of the cement in this spot.” And when I proceeded to explain the background of all this,
namely, the prosecution’s version of the crime, he added: “This really absolutely doesn’t scan –
and I understand something of guns! If the officer lay on the ground when he was shot, the shot
would have literally blown out his brains, and you would see the splatter all over the sidewalk.
But what you see is totally different: a clean bloodstain flowing to the gutter of the street. I am
pretty, pretty sure that Faulkner was in an upright position when he was shot.”927 If so, this is another important point where White, Chobert, and Scanlan told the untruth.
Very much to the surprise of the only press photographer at the crime scene, the District Attorney’s office in Philadelphia also turned out to have little interest in the truth. As Polakoff
told me repeatedly during the course of our conversations, after the events he expected “to be
contacted by the D.A.’s office since I though my photographs constituted evidence which
meant that I was a witness. But I never heard from them. And when [in the 1990s] there was
this big fuss about a new trial for Abu-Jamal, I contacted them myself and asked them to get
back to me. They didn’t even answer me.”928
And this was so even though Polakoff was not only the only press photographer, but also the
first photographer altogether to take photos of the crime scene, because the PPD’s Mobile
Crime Unit arrived there at least ten minutes later and hadn’t even begun to shoot when Polakoff already left the scene. During our contact, I put Polakoff’s patience to a serious test by
asking for the most minute details in his photos and his memory for a good six weeks without
ever revealing more to him than the fact that I was working on a book on the case. In our – u
to now – last interview I finally told him that I though the time had come to share my own
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view of things with him, upon which he laughed and said: “Oh, that’s one thing that I think I
know by now: Something isn’t koscher in the State of Denmark!”

8.3 Before the Fateful Decision: the U.S. Courts versus Mumia Abu-Jamal

8.3.1 A History of Bias

The history of the criminal case of Mumia Abu-Jamal, which is by now almost 25 years old,
has been characterized by bias right from the start: against a black man whom the jury and the
court denied a jury of his peers, against a member of the economic underclass who did not
have a real claim to a qualified defense, and against a radical, whose allegedly dangerous
militancy obliged the state to eliminate him from the ranks of society.
We have seen in this and the previous chapters how that bias already started during the first
minutes of the police investigation of the case. After the police found Abu-Jamal at the crime
scene, bleeding and wearing his hair in dreadlocks as the dreaded MOVE members did, he
apparently fit so well into their typical picture of a “cop killer” that practically all investigations in other directions were dropped – even though there are signs that the police also had
an eye on Kenneth Freeman, the man who was probably the actual killer. And as Freeman’s
tragic end seems to indicate, this may have never changed.
Against the background of the one-sided, manipulated and, in central points, obviously faked
evidence produced by police and prosecution, Abu-Jamal was faced with the hanging judges
Ribner and Sabo, with an Assistant District Attorney, Joseph McGill feared by defense lawyers because of his high “hit rate” in death penalty cases and his own inexperienced and incompetent attorney Anthony Jackson, and thus hardly ever had a chance to be acquitted.
This state of affairs was cemented even before the beginning of the actual trial when McGill and
Sabo first arranged for the jury to have the “right color,” and then continued to work hand in glove in
the exclusion of Abu-Jamal from his own defense. This history of prejudice and bias continued in the
course of Abu-Jamal’s appeals, and it was directed against the very person of Abu-Jamal so frequently that Amnesty International commented on the rejection of his first, regular appeal filed in
1988 that that “this contradictory series of precedents leaves the disturbing impression that the Court
invented a new standard of procedure to apply it to one case only: that of Mumia Abu-Jamal.”929
The human rights organization here referred to a claim in Abu-Jamal’s appeals petition that
right now, as the case enters its final and decisive stage before a federal appeals court, will be
929
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of very great importance, namely, the statement made by prosecutor McGill in his summation
during the guilt phase of the trial according to which a finding of guilt against Abu-Jamal by
the jury would not really be final since the defendant the would still have “appeal after appeal.”930 Interestingly, in 1986, that is, only three years before its denial of Abu-Jamal’s appeal, the same court granted the appeal filed by Herbert “Lee” Baker, a prisoner who was also
prosecuted by McGill and sentenced by Sabo, and overturned the conviction since McGill had
made similar remarks in his summation as he had in the case of Abu-Jamal!931
A pretty similar story occurred with regard to McGill’s reference to Abu-Jamal’s past as a
member of the Black Panther Party. In this case, even the United States Supreme Court was
involved. While the USSC in 1992 overturned the death sentence against the member of the
prison gang “Aryan Brotherhood” because the prosecutor during Dawson’s trial had referred
to the latter’s membership, it didn’t even grant Abu-Jamal a hearing, even though, different
from Abu-Jamal, Dawson at the time of the crime he was accused of had been a member of
the organization in question.932
The fact the Abu-Jamal’s nemesis, Judge Albert F. Sabo, returned from retirement in 1995, 1996,
and 1997 in order to preside over Abu-Jamal’s PCRA hearings, was also anything but inevitable:
“Could the Pennsylvania Supreme Court have selected another judge to handle the PCRA?” asks
Linn Washington, who for several years worked as special assistant of then PSC presiding judge
Robert N.C. Nix, and he answers: “Hell, yes, and they were asked to do so but refused.”933
Sabo’s denial of Abu-Jamal’s first PCRA petition was followed by the PSC’s denial of AbuJamal’s appeal against that decision on October 29, 1998,934 even though based on the U.S.
Supreme Court decision in the case of Dawson, the court would have had to overturn at least
Abu-Jamal’s death sentence. And finally, there was the December 18, 2001 decision by Judge
Yohn whose deficiencies are discussed extensively at the beginning of this chapter.

8.3.2 A Great Opportunity for Justice…

This is the context within which on December 6, 2005, the legal part of the struggle for the life
and freedom of Mumia Abu-Jamal entered its final phase decision of the 3rd Federal Appeals
Court in Philadelphia on the defendant’s possibilities for appeal. The defense had waited for this
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decision for almost four years, and with it, the case moved, in the words of Abu-Jamal’s lead lawyer Robert R. Bryan since August 2003, “to the fast track”935 after a long period where nothing
seemed to happen. Already on February 6, 2002, the then defense team had filed a petition to
grant appealability of claims 1-4, 11, 14, 18, and 29 of the original habeas petition HC I and all
additional claims of HC II including a deposition of Arnold Beverly,936 and on June 30, 2005,
Abu-Jamal’s fifth defense team led by Robert R. Bryan added an additional motion for the certification of claims 6, 12 and 13 and again claims 11 and 29 of the original petition.
The points that the federal appeals court finally certified for appeal revolved around themes
that have already been extensively dealt with in this book: claim14, the inadmissible suggestion by McGill that the jury was not fully responsible for finding the defendant guilty since
the latter would have still have the right to appeal the decision,937 claim 16, which had already
been certified for appeal by judge Yohn and which dealt with the peremptory challenge of 11
of 15 possible Black jurors by prosecutor McGill,938 and claim 29, the bias and prejudice of
Judge Sabo during the PCRA hearings 1995-1997.939 At the same time, the court also granted
claim 25, the overturning of Abu-Jamal’s death sentence, for appeal by the prosecution, but
this was a mere formality since this sort of appealability of the overturning of an already legally binding court decision is inscribed into law.
The December 6. 2005 court decision was evaluated as a big victory for Abu-Jamal by many.
This was true not only for attorney Robert Bryan, but also by such knowledgeable observers
of the case as well as usual court practice such as Dave Lindorff,940 Linn Washington941 and
others, since the court had been by no means obliged to grant these additional possibilities for
appeal.942 In his article for the internet magazine Counterpunch, Lindorff further pointed to
the fact that now that the appealability on these points is granted, its own precedents from
former decisions would indeed oblige the court to decide for the defense in the points granted
for appeal. From a purely legal point of view, Abu-Jamal’s lawyer pointed out at a solidarity
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rally in San Francisco on May 11, 2006, Abu-Jamal would have had to have won his appeals
already many years ago, just as from a legal point of view, there should be no question that he
would win this final, most important appeal in his whole case. “But you know,” Bryan continued in his address to an audience of several dozens that filled San Francisco’s Socialist Action Bookstore, “that we are facing enormous political pressure from the other side in this
case. Whether or not we can win therefore not least depends on you .”943
And despite various quarrels and disagreements over the right strategy in the struggle for justice
for Mumia Abu-Jamal, the movement in his support can point to important successes during the
last years. On October 4, the Socialist Mayor of Paris in a moving ceremony bestowed the Honorary Citizenship of the City on Abu-Jamal, which was received for him by none other than Angela
Davis.944 Since 2004, numerous internationally renowned artists, intellectuals and others have
supported the declaration initiated by the German Network to Free Mumia Abu-Jamal “Friends of
Justice for Mumia Abu-Jamal,” among them Amiri Baraka, Noam Chomsky, Arundhati Roy,
Wole Soyinka and Howard Zinn. At the end of April, another celebration took place in Paris that
generated a storm of outrage on the part of what Robert Bryan called “the other side,” namely, the
Fraternal Order of Police and an assortment of rightist law-and-order politicians in the United
States: the naming of a new street leading to the biggest sports stadium of France in the Parisian
suburb St. Denis after Mumia Abu-Jamal on April 29, 2006. One of the reasons for the huge
waves triggered by the events was certainly the prestigious name of the sports facility involved:
Nelson Mandela Stadium.945 Shortly thereafter, on July 2, 2006, a new International Committee to
Abolish the Death Penalty was founded in the U.S.A and Germany with the participation of Angela Davis, Robert Bryan as well as many liberal and leftist personalities in Germany, and in its
first declaration, the case of Mumia Abu-Jamal plays a prominent role.946 Not even a fortnight
later, a whole series of well-known Brith lawyers went public with an extensive joint declaration
in which they castigated the systematic violation of the libertarian traditions of Anglo-American
law and announced a press conference for July 19, 2006 in order to present the reasons for their
demand for a new trial for Abu-Jamal to the media.947
But the decisive question will be whether all these initiative will once again succeed in merging into a broad, multi-faceted and democratic mass movement of the sort that in the years af943
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ter 1995, even though it fell short to enforce Abu-Jamal’s release from prison, succeeded in
preventing his execution. Such a renewed movement, which is by no means impossible, can
derive the strength it will undoubtedly need from the fact that the motto “Mumia Is All of
Us!” is not an empty propaganda slogan, but that this person and this case indeed embody so
much that “concerns us all” – at least all those for whom the struggle for freedom, equality,
democracy and a better, more humane world is close to their heart.
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9. Conclusion: The Power of the People

So why could the death penalty case of Mumia Abu-Jamal become the center of a mass movement that went far beyond that single individual in its implications, and why could, and should it
regain that role again? The answer is, in short, that Mumia Abu-Jamal, both in his own actions
and in what happened to him, had come to represent the radical current in American – and
worldwide – democracy, the current that stands for a democracy “of the people, for the people,
and by the people.” Some of the primary reasons for this can certainly be found in his biography.
Mumia Abu-Jamal was born in a year in which the U.S. Supreme Court came down with a ruling
whose importance can scarcely be exaggerated, since it marked the beginning of the end of America’s legalized apartheid. He grew up as the child of poor African Americans in the nation’s cradle
of freedom, Philadelphia, which, while founded with the claim to be the City of Brotherly Love,
has been one of the racially most segregated cities of the United States.
Like many young black men and women of his generation, he joined the radical wing of the
black emancipation movement and became a member of the Black Panther Party, of which he
actually was one of the co-founders in the city of Philadelphia at the age of fourteen. In the
party, he learned how official white America reacted to the threat that emanated from the
simple demands of black people ready to fight for equality and freedom.
In the party, Abu-Jamal witnessed the furious repression African Americans fighting for these
rights were subjected to. He reported on the assassination of the 21-year-old Chicago leader of the
BPP, Fred Hampton, and spoke at his memorial service in Philadelphia. He experienced the harassment of the Panthers by Rizzo police first-hand, and he saw uncounted numbers of his BPP
comrades all across the nation disappear for long years behind prison bars.
As a reporter, the brutality with which the police, fired on by the establishment, attacked his
friends in the MOVE Organization rankled him to the core. In his own words, he had “seen
every substantive so-called Constitutional tight twisted, shredded and torn”948 when it came to
MOVE. And he was fired from several jobs because he insisted on reporting what he saw as
the truth, rather than bending to institutional pressures and to the lure of the paycheck.
Later on, after he was drawn into a fateful confrontation when he saw a police officer beat
his brother, he was indicted for murder but was never given a chance to defend himself in
court, simply because he insisted to have a trusted friend with him at the defense table while
he was fighting for his life.
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After his conviction, he was imprisoned on death row and disappeared from the sight of the public
for many years. Stigmatized as an unrepentant “cop-killer,” he continued to raise his voice in defiance of the powers that be, defending those whose voice was even more unlikely to be heard
than his own. When his sentence became legally valid in 1990, the state’s design to proceed to kill
him finally provoked a massive movement that would not tolerate the final silencing of a longtime opponent of the status quo.
Against the backdrop of this biography, for those who participated in the movement to prevent Abu-Jamal’s execution and to win him a new trial (which the overwhelming majority of
the participants in the movement assumed would result in his acquittal), Mumia Abu-Jamal
had thus become a symbol for the continued and renewed struggle for the unredeemed promises of the civil rights era, which had in turn taken their inspiration from a radical interpretation of the founding documents of the United States.
On the other hand, Abu-Jamal became a symbol for what the establishment forces were capable of in keeping minorities, poor people, and radical dissenters in their place. Abu-Jamal belonged to all three categories, and over the years, the spectacle of how, of all places in a courtroom, he was stripped of all constitutional rights including the most essential and precious
right, the right to life, became a lesson in the actual workings of American democracy for the
many thousands who studied the details of the case.
At the same time, Abu-Jamal was only one of a swelling legion of the damned, an inhabitant
of the dark and growing prison continent in the U.S.A., and he resided in one of the most terrible places on that continent, namely, on death row. Attention for his ordeal could not fail to
also focus attention on the ordeal of thousands of others also waiting to die at the hands of the
government, and of hundreds of thousands who were, like him, denied their freedom and
locked up in prison for many years.
The unfairness of the courts, the brutality of the prisons, and the inhumanity of the death penalty were all given a face and a voice in the person of Mumia Abu-Jamal, who had, by his
own political and professional activities until the time of his arrest, represented the very antithesis to all these developments. Through the paradox that he was now being subjected to
the most extreme forms of the very oppression he had fought against since the age of fourteen, he inspired a movement consisting of many different strands with different emphases,
whose common denominator is the struggle against injustice and for democracy.
In the United States, there is a long and powerful tradition that time and again sparks
movements that object to the arrogation of rights by the state that in their view should belong exclusively to the citizens. The movement for the life and freedom of Mumia Abu244

Jamal clearly represents a current form of this tradition, a form that specifically holds that
the state should not have the right to kill its citizens; that the state’s right to violate the privacy of the citizens or to encroach on their privileges, to arrest them and hold them behind
bars should be as restricted as possible; and that if the state decides to initiate criminal procedures against them, they should have powerful protections available against that. That the
state should have powers such as those it has continued to accumulate during the last twenty
to thirty years stands in stark contradiction to a “democracy of the people” as it is understood in widely held interpretations of the American democratic tradition and the U.S. constitution such as these.
This movement thus clearly represents a conception of democracy different from, and opposed to, the prevailing one, namely, a democracy from below. Its diversity reflects a principle of the Black Panther Party that had often been promoted in the speeches of Fred
Hampton, and that had reverberated (although in slightly different form) at the Revolutionary People’s Constitutional Convention 1970 in Philadelphia: “Black power to black people,
red power to red people, yellow power to yellow people, white power to white people, all
power to all the people!”949
A final and decisive factor that enabled the development and growth of the movement in support of Abu Jamal is certainly the personality of Abu-Jamal himself. As documented by three
books, countless newspaper and internet columns and essays, and not least by his work as a
radio journalist, which with the help of the Prison Radio Project he has been able to continue
even from death row, Abu-Jamal is an unusually articulate man who is able to speak brilliantly on all the issues mentioned here and above, and many more.
But eloquence and brilliance alone do not explain the attraction, which brings to mind the
word one of his most ardent supporters, actor Ossie Davis, has said about another young African American who inspired the love and admiration of millions of blacks in the United States
and all around the world, and not few whites who supported the struggle of African Americans out of a sense for decency and justice:

Many will ask what Harlem finds to honor in this stormy, controversial and bold young
captain – and we will smile. They will say that he is of hate – a fanatic, a racist. […] And
we will answer: […] Did you ever talk to Brother Malcolm? Did you ever touch him or
have him smile at you? Did you ever really listen to him? Did he ever do a mean thing?
Was he ever himself associated with violence or any public disturbance? For if you did
you would know him […]. Malcolm was our manhood, our living, black manhood. This
was his meaning to his people. And, in honoring him, we honor the best in ourselves.
949
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And we will know him then for what he was and is – a
Prince – our own black shining Prince! – who didn’t
hesitate to die, because he loved us so.950
These words were spoken at Malcolm X’s funeral 1965 in
Harlem. It is striking how similar Jamal Joseph, who has
known Abu-Jamal since their time as teenagers when they
worked together for the Black Panther Party on the East
Coast of the United States, has expressed Abu-Jamal’s relation to the community he comes from during a roundtable
talk in 2001 in Berlin. Joseph recalled the presentation of a
film on the BPP of which he was quite critical, because he
said the decisive thing was missing. The thing it was all about. The thing without which the
Black Panther Party would have had no reason to exist. He started to make phone calls among
former party members to find out whether they felt the same way and he asked them all only
one question: “If there was one thing we were taught to believe above all other things, just
one thing, and I don’t talk about the ten point program or the rules of discipline or the ideology or dialectical materialism, just one thing, what would it be for you?”951 The answer to the
question couldn’t have been more unequivocal:

And although this is about 25 years later, everyone answered the question the same way.
They said, we were taught to have an undying love for the people.
This is the motivation, and this is why Mumia still inspires people, excites people, connects with people, even though he is as much in prison as you can be.
How was he able to touch thousands and thousands of people?
Is he brilliant? Yes!
Is he articulate? Yes!
Is he charismatic? Yes!
But it’s the love that comes through all of the steel, all of the dreads, all of the isolation,
that connects with people. And that’s the connection for which he is our brother, why he is
our comrade, and why we don’t see his case as separate and apart from the liberation struggle that is happening in the United States, and all around the world.952
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